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Abstract 
 

This thesis investigates mainly the use of nanocellulose-based treatment for the consolidation 

of degraded cotton canvases of modern paintings and includes within this some case studies on 

linen canvases (sized and unsized) and 19th cent. historical samples from paintings. It. uses a 

multi-scale analytical approach where primarily controlled relative humidity dynamic mechanical 

analysis (DMA-RH) was used to evaluate the effect of the novel nanocellulose based preparations. 

It aims at quantifying the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of their application.   

Initially, the baseline viscoelastic response to RH variations of a degraded cotton canvas was 

measured by DMA-RH. This technique was used further together with SEM to assess 

morphologically and mechanically 6 traditional consolidants including natural such as animal 

glue and synthetic materials. 

Following the same protocol, two solutions of nanocellulose-based consolidants 

developed in the frame of the Nanorestart project were assessed. These materials consisted of 

nanocellulose dispersions in water or water/ethanol and nanocomposites of nanocellulose-

reinforced cellulose derivatives in polar/apolar solvents.  Overall, higher consolidation at lower 

weight added was measured for the nanocellulose-based treatments tested when compared to the 

traditional consolidants. The penetration of the consolidant in the canvas also shows to greatly 

differ between treatments with the nanocellulose showing low penetration. Higher mechanical 

response to RH was also measured after treatment in particular with the water-based treatment. 

The results demonstrate how the adhesion, measured here at the nanoscale, and consolidant 

penetration into the canvas are dominant factors for the development of consolidation treatment 

for painting canvases. 

The assessment of the novel consolidants was finally carried out on historical canvases. 

Most treatments show to perform well on historical paintings in terms of handling properties, 

penetration and surface appearance and consolidation. 

Preliminary time-resolved neutron radiography with new purpose built sample chamber and RH 

controller provided visual information on time-dependent moisture response of the samples.  
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1 Introduction 

The first mention of an easel painting dates back to ancient Egypt and was made by the 1st-century 

AD author Pliny the Ancient in his book Natural History (book XXXV). Yet, the use of canvas 

as support for paintings only became popular in the 13th century when easel paintings gradually 

replaced panel and wall paintings (Stephenson, 1989). Easel paintings are multi-layered structures 

with 2 faces which have triggered different level of interest in conservation. Early research in the 

field mostly focused on the front, painted, face, of high esthetical value. The canvas itself has 

been often neglected and regarded by art historians and conservators as a support with historical 

but no specific artistic value. From the 17th to mid-20th centuries, it was thus common practice for 

the structural consolidation of paintings to glue a second canvas on top of the original one 

(Bomford, 1981; Percival-Prescot, 1974). This practice called lining was routinely applied, 

sometimes very early the lifetime of a painting as a durability warranty. The lining of the painting 

was also often associated with a preliminary step which consisted in the impregnation of the 

canvas (Bomford & Staniforth, 1981b; Ruhemann, 1953; Teixeira, 2016). The adhesives used for 

lining and impregnation were natural glues such as drying oils, animal glues, starch or wax-resins. 

However, at the conference of Greenwich of 1974 organised at the National Maritime Museum 

(UK) (Percival-Prescot, 1974; Caroline Villers, 2003), the first awareness about the damaging 

consequences of these practices was raised (Ackroyd, 2002; Berger, 1974) .  This awareness 

marked the beginning of significant changes in painting conservation and with it an increased 

interest in researching this field. Lining and/or canvas impregnation of a painting is now done 

reluctantly and considered as a last resort solution by many conservators (Bomford, 2001; Joyce 

Hill Stoner, 1994). Simultaneously, the technique has also continued to evolve with the 

developments of new adhesives and lining processes (Mehra, 1981; Phenix, 2010; Ravnikar, 

2014; C. Young, 2012).  At the end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries less invasive 

techniques such as strip lining, tear mending or loose lining techniques flourished (Ackroyd, 

2002). With the development of new materials in art production and the growing awareness about 

the risks such as reversibility, unstability upon ageing associated with current adhesives in used 
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in conservation, the need for a simple, compatible, effective and durable alternative to the all 

available treatments for canvas consolidation is still present.  The challenges set by complex 

artworks (Roudet, 2007) and inappropriate use of lining on more recent paintings (Hummelen, 

2012; Richardson, 1983) marks this as a particularly relevant challenge in the field. 

1.1 State of the art in canvas consolidation 

1.1.1  Anatomy of easel paintings 

Traditional easel paintings present a multi-layered structure made of the canvas, the sizing 

layer, the ground, the paint layer(s) and the varnish (Figure 1.1). While the materials used to make 

these different layers have changed over time, the painting structure itself has remained almost 

the same. These layers present different composition, role and physicochemical properties and 

will, therefore, be described in more detail separately. 

 

Figure 1.1: Scheme of an easel painting cross-section showing the painting’s structural layers.  

Painting canvases can be made out of a range of different materials. These comprise linen 

and cotton, for the most common, but also hemp, jute and synthetic fibres like polyester, 

polyamides, and carbonized fibres (Hackney, 2004a; Hedley, 1993a; Young, 2012). The natural 

fibres linen and cotton remain the preferred surfaces for artists and in particular linen as it is often 

considered to be more durable and stronger (Gerry Hedley, 1993a). Canvases are also woven 

structures which comprise two thread directions defined as warp and weft (Figure 1.2). The 

threads in warp differ from those in weft by their higher curvature as well as lower stiffness. The 

threads of a canvas can also be made of a various number of yarns, and the yarn of a different 

Size 

Canvas 

Ground 
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number of fibres. Finally, canvas fabrics can be found in different weave patterns and weights 

(Figure 1.3).  

 

Figure 1.2: Warp and weft characteristics in a plain weave fabric from the weaving process (a) 

to the fabric structure (b). The structure of a thread made of  twisted yarns is shown in (c) 

(taken from (Burnham, 1980) and in Textile Innovation Knowledge Platform 

website(“Weaving process,” n.d.) (accessed 2019) showing reproductions from (Watson, 

1921)).    

The woven structure of canvases and/or woven fabrics is responsible for their well known 

and studied anisotropic behaviour or directional-dependent properties. It has been shown that 

strength, initial modulus and recovery at crease, for example, vary according to the direction of 

measurement (Sengupta, 1972). In term of properties, textile finishing, structural parameters (yarn 

twist, weave, etc..) and material have an influence on the fabric’s final physicochemical and 

mechanical properties. Finally, in a painting, the canvas plays a major role in providing a 

mechanical support for the other layers. It is, therefore, the main focus of work on painting 

structural consolidation. Lining is one option but other alternatives such as more gentle 

approaches to lining which include strip lining or mist lining or others such as backboarding were 

more recently explored (Stoner, 2012). It is now common practice to carry out tear mending works 

and localized consolidation such as strip lining on painting in need of structural consolidation 

(“Conserving canvass symposium,” 2019). Backboarding has also now become a common 

procedure which offer a buffer to the painting thus reducing the risks associated to variations in 

temperature and relative humidity (Ackroyd, 2002; Hackney, 2004a). 
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Figure 1.3: Examples of weave patterns found for canvases. 

On top of the supporting canvas, the sizing and ground layers are applied to fill the voids 

of the canvas and also provide a physical separation between the canvas and the paint layers. 

Sizing materials commonly used in the past or currently in paintings are proteinaceous materials 

(i.e. hide glue or animal glue) or polyvinyl acetate (PVA) or acrylic resins. The ground layers are 

often made of a white material (gypsum, chalk, zinc or tin white) used to reflect light mixed with 

animal glue (aqueous-based gesso grounds) or with oil (oil grounds) (Doerner, 1984; Janson, 

2006; Mayer, 1973). Acrylic emulsion based grounds have also been used since 1955 (e.g. 

Liquitex) (Maor, 2007; Ormsby, 2008). Sizing a canvas is not necessary for acrylic paintings but 

is particularly important for oil painting. The size provides a protection to the canvas against the 

oxidation and corrosive effects of the oils present in the ground. It also reduces, but not entirely 

eliminate, the absorbency of the canvas. The ground layer helps binding the paint layers onto the 

canvas. It traditionally offers some tooth to make the paint adhere better. It also offers a uniform 

surface to the support, contributes to the final texture and colour and decrease porosity at the 

interface with the paint layers (Dei, 2013). As such, it forms a homogeneous and continuous layer 
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for the application of the paint while allowing the binding between the absorbent paint layers and 

the support itself (Kühn, 1986). 

Paint layers and varnish layers are then applied on top of the materials previously 

mentioned. Their role is mainly aesthetic. The varnish also acts as a protective layer for the 

painting and paint layers (Doerner, 1984; Hackney, 2007). The paint consists of a pigment mixed 

or suspended in a binder. Traditional binders are natural binders such egg tempera and oil (Mayer, 

1973) whereas modern binders include synthetic resins mainly poly(vinylacetates) or PVAs, 

acrylic resins and alkyd resins (Cappitelli, 2000; Learner, 2007; Lodge, 1988; Sonoda, 2006). 

Developments in the paint industry to obtain paints with, for example, various drying times or 

improved surface appearance account for the large range of solvents in which paints are found: 

water, aliphatics, aromatics, alcohols, white spirit, etc. Finally, the varnishes currently in use can 

be classified between more traditional natural (shellac, dammar) and modern synthetic varnishes 

(ketone or acrylic resins dissolved in mineral spirits) (Gettens, 1966; Gottsegen, 1993). This 

variability has an impact on the choice of conservation treatment to apply. The carrier solvents of 

nanoparticles dispersion used to consolidate a canvas, for example, should not affect the paint and 

varnish layers. 

1.1.2 Canvas degradation through chemical and physicomechanical processes 

When the painting canvas becomes too brittle as a result of its degradation, the stretching 

of the painting cannot be done without the risk of breaking and damaging it, and that can occur 

when a lining or strip lining is performed. Several studies have investigated the degradation of 

paintings and its meaning in terms of mechanical properties (Hackney 1981, Carr 2003). Paintings 

canvases have been shown to undergo chemical as well as mechanical processes of degradation. 

Both these processes are strongly intertwined as described in the next chapters. 
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Figure 1.4: From plant cell to the individual cellulose chains (Malmstrom 2012). 

1.1.2.1 Chemical degradation of canvas 

Linen, hemp and more recently cotton are the materials mostly used for the support of 

paintings. Linen, hemp and cotton are cellulose-based materials. Cellulose is a polysaccharide 

made of a succession of β (1→4) linked D-glucose monomer units. Hundreds to thousands of 

monomer units can be found in a polysaccharide linear chain (see Figure 1.4). Many examples of 

studies on the cellulose degradation reactions and kinetics can be found in the literature (Area, 

2011; Malešič, 2005; Stamm, 1956; Strlic, 2003; Van Der Reyden, 1992). These reactions involve 

the hydroxyl groups present on the glucose as well as the glycosidic groups linking the units 

together. The degradation is triggered mainly by light and heterogeneous acid-catalysed 

hydrolysis (Whitmore, 1994). It can be caused by the humidity because of the hydrophilic 

behaviour of cellulose. In an alkaline environment, cellulose can also undergo alkaline-catalysed 

hydrolysis and oxidation reactions of the hydroxyl groups with the formation of carbonyl groups 

(aldehydes, ketones) (Van Der Reyden, 1992). These groups can be further oxidised and trigger 

acid-catalysed hydrolysis (Williams, 1981). In both cases, the degradation of the cellulosic 

material is characterised by the cleavage of the main polymeric chain between glycosidic units. 

The length of the polymeric chain also called the degree of polymerization (DP), is decreased 

(Area, 2011; Oriola, 2011; Strlic, 2003). The degradation of the canvas is, therefore often 

quantified by the decrease in DP or by the acidification of the canvas. Losses in DP from 2000 to 
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875 have been measured for example for model paintings thermally aged for 700 hours at 105°C 

(Seves, 2000). The DP of original canvases from old linings were found to be around 600-700 

(Oriola, 2015; Oriola, 2011).  

Loss in DP has shown to translate into a loss of fibre strength and stiffness, elasticity as 

well as changes in material colour (Testa 1994). As a result of cellulose degradation, a loss in the 

macroscale mechanical properties of the cellulosic material and colour change is thus observed 

for aged canvases. Losses in strength and elasticity (i.e. elongation at break) of canvas fabrics 

(including textiles) after ageing has been quantified by Hedley (1993), Peacock (1983) and Abdel 

Kareem (2004). Tests conducted by Hedley and Hackney (Hackney, 1981; Hedley, 1988, 1993b) 

on samples naturally aged at the Tate gallery (London, UK) revealed that in only 24 years old 

linen canvas samples had reduced to practically one-third of their original strength. The samples, 

restrained under frames, had been exposed to extreme conditions following daily RH and 

temperature variations, protected from rain but exposed to air, on the roof of Tate Britain. Abdel 

Kareem (2004) reported higher losses in tensile strength (i.e. ultimate tensile strength) up to 60% 

and 17% for an unrestrained linen textile under artificial thermal and light ageing respectively. 

These tests provide a first assessment of the strong impact of ageing on fabrics mechanical 

properties.  

Mechanical stresses can also trigger chemical degradation. The stress undergone by these 

fabrics will cause irreversible deformation and physical damages but also favour chemical 

degradation (Pertegato, 1993). This is seen, for instance, in tapestries that are hung for long 

periods of time. Their top edges are more degraded than the rest because they hold the weight of 

the whole textile.  
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Figure 1.5: Hydrolysis and oxidation reactions leading to the degradation of the cellulosic 

polymeric chain (Van Der Reyden, 1992). 

1.1.2.2 Mechanical degradation of easel paintings 

The mechanical stresses experienced by a painting are also often caused by environmental 

factors: variations in relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T). Some constitutive layers of a 

painting are hydrophilic and highly responsive to RH while others are less so. Cotton and linen 

canvases, for example, are moisture sensitive supports. At 65%RH, linen and cotton can take up 

moisture to 12% and 8.5% in mass respectively (Hill, 2009). The individual layers also present 

differential mechanical responses to fluctuations in RH and T. Mecklenburg (1982) and Hedley 

(1988) have shown for example that the canvas and the glue layers, being responsive to moisture, 

will swell or contract and respond faster to the other layers to changes in RH. A more hydrophobic 

material such as the paint layer will be more sensitive to change in temperature. It will become 

more brittle or more plastic at low and high RH levels respectively. These differential behaviours 
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toward RH and T variations observed between constitutive layers of a painting can lead to the 

building up of strong shear and tensile stresses which are stresses coplanar and perpendicular, 

respectively, to the face of the material on which the load is acting. As a result, delamination or 

the rupture of the different layers resulting from the release of the accumulated tension can occur 

and spread onto and across the entire painting (Bergeaud, 1997; Karpowicz, 1989). In a new 

canvas, the glue layer and to a lower extent the stiff paint and ground layers carry much of the 

load. Mecklenburg (1982) showed that physical degradation of a typical painting occurs first, 

through embrittlement and cracking of the ground and paint layers, then through long-term 

relaxation of the canvas under tension (see Figure 1.6).  

 

Figure 1.6: Scheme of the embrittlement of the ground and paint layer of a painting leading to 

paint cupping and its mechanical degradation (from Mecklenburg, 1982). The vector F refers 

to the tension felt by the painting and distribution of this tension before and after embrittlement 

of the paint and ground layers. 

Much of the tension is carried in the paint and ground, and not in the canvas which is 

inherently much more flexible. Where the paint cracks, all the tension is then transferred to the 

canvas (Mecklenburg, 1982). These ruptures can, however, also start on the canvas. When it 

happens, threads rupture and tears appear. They are often observed along the lines marking the 
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interface between two materials which are areas where mechanical stresses are highly 

concentrated (Oriola, 2011).   

1.1.3 Paintings and canvas mechanical assessment 

1.1.3.1 Techniques for the assessment of paintings mechanical properties 

The various structural characteristics of the canvas such as the weaving pattern, the 

weaving density, the amount of thread crimp, the twist of the yarn and thread have an influence 

on its bulk properties (Young, 2012). Similarly, the composition of the several layers of a painting, 

their size, their layout within the painting may lead to a range of mechanical behaviours and 

responses to external stresses  such temperature, relative humidity (RH) (Hedley, 1988, 1993a; 

Mecklenburg, 1982). The development of accurate ways of assessing the mechanical  properties 

of materials, such as textiles (Saville, 1999; Young, 1999), as well as the increased use of finite 

element modelling (Cook, 1995; Eischen, 1996; Wood, 2018), have enabled a better 

understanding of painting and canvas mechanical behaviour. It has, in particular, given access to 

the role of each individual painting layer of a painting in the overall response to RH (Erhardt, 

1994; Hedley, 1975; Young, 2001).  

Different approaches have been taken to address the evaluation of canvas and paintings 

properties.  In the early assessments by Mecklenburg (1982) and Hedley (1988), large pieces of 

bare canvas were tested uniaxially with the load applied in either the warp or weft direction. 

During the same period, following developments in mechanical engineering for textile testing, 

biaxial testing, i.e. load applied simultaneously in the warp and weft directions, was also 

introduced in works of Berger and Russell (1982) and later in those of Young (1999). These 

several studies provide a more accurate assessment of a painting by replicating the tensions and 

mechanical stresses applied to the painting when restretching or lining it. Biaxial assessment of 

the canvas is particularly important due to its anisotropic behaviour. This implies that the 

mechanical properties of canvas, as other woven materials, will differ depending on the direction 

in which the fabric is tested. Hence, as shown by Penava (2016), miscalculations in canvas and 
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painting mechanical properties often arise from the mistaken belief that paintings mechanically 

behave isotropically, i.e. as opposed to anisotropic, material which has the same properties in 

every direction. They also show that when increasing the number of layers (sizing glue, ground 

layers), deviations between experimental and theoretical values decrease. The results indicate that 

the anisotropic behaviour of the coated canvas (such as painting) is gradually reduced and 

replaced by the more regular isotropic behaviour of the layers above. Although biaxial testing 

frames are considered as more accurate for canvas mechanical assessment, they are not commonly 

available for purchase and require some basic engineering skills to be made which limits their 

wide access for research purposes. Uniaxial testing, despite its limitations, can still provide 

valuable information on the mechanical properties of the canvas (i.e. elastic modulus, ultimate 

strength, elongation at rupture, etc.). Finally, it is important to note that most of the studies on the 

mechanical assessments of paintings or paintings materials focused on the measurement of the 

elastic response of these materials (i.e. immediate mechanical response to any stress applied). In 

these type of measurements, the time-dependant (or viscous) response of the materials is not taken 

into account. The viscoelastic response, hence the deconvolution of the purely elastic response 

(energy stored upon application of a stress) from the viscous, time-dependent (dissipated energy), 

response, is rarely explored despite its importance. It is partly due to the lack of access to devices 

enabling such analyses, but also because some measurements require long-term testing as will be 

shown later (cf. 1.1.4.1.2). The few studies looking at viscoelastic properties of painting materials 

include the use of dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) by Hedley (1991) on oil paint films and 

Odlyha (1995) and Foster (1997) on oil primed canvases and more recently by Ormsby (2007a, 

2007b) on acrylic emulsion paints and Chiriboga Arroyo (2013) on films of primer, paint and 

PVA glue. 

More recently, several non-destructive or almost non-destructive techniques for which 

sampling of the artwork is not necessary have made their way into conservation for the assessment 

of painting mechanical properties. Nanoindentation enables the measurement of forces at the 

microscale (Vanlandingham, 2001).  It was used in 2011 to measure bulk properties such as the 
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reduced elastic modulus, i.e. elastic deformation that occurs in both sample and indenter tip, and 

hardness of original historical paints (Salvant, 2011). Differential mechanical response between 

paint layers of different nature as well as loss in reduced modulus resulting from ageing were 

measured showing the potential of the technique.  However, irreversible deformation of the 

surface, seen as indentations of 10 µm in diameter caused by the indenter, could be observed 

under the optical microscope for certain types of paints at the microscale. On small samples, this 

deformation will impact on the number of measurements possible. Differential image correlation 

(DIC) was also investigated to quantify the degree of response of the entire painting to relative 

humidity (RH) variations as occur in historical houses (Vilde, 2016). If implemented in museums 

and galleries it could enable the remote monitoring of deformation in woven canvas at various 

relative humidities. Computer modelling of painting behaviour has also attracted much interest in 

recent years (Chiriboga Arroyo, 2013; Mecklenburg, 1994). Chiriboga Arroyo (2013) used finite 

element (FE) modelling to investigated and predict the mechanical response of paintings 

subjected to loading vibrations. The goal was to evaluate the risks associated with the transport 

of paintings on loan, for example (Lasyk, 2014; Michalski, 1991). Despite the great potential of 

FE modelling (non-destructive, strong calculation power), the technique is still in its early stages 

of use in cultural heritage. The development of accurate models faces two limitations: the 

variability between mechanical behaviour of different canvases as well as the lack of extensive 

mechanical data gathered on paintings by previous studies. Thus, while all the techniques 

presented previously, i.e. mechanical (micro and macroscale, uni- or bi-axial) or computational, 

are valid and can bring valuable insights on the mechanical properties or response of the painting 

to external stress (e.g. environment, vibrations), they also present limitations. These limitations 

should be kept in mind when interpreting the results from the studies carried out on the mechanical 

properties of canvases and paintings.  

1.1.3.2 Quantification of forces applied during painting restretching. 

Uniaxial, biaxial and non-contact tests have provided conservators with the first 

quantitative mechanical assessments of practices usually based on empirical knowledge. Hence, 
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paintings are often restretched by conservators until they feel “tough”, i.e. until they feel stretched 

enough to support the painting and avoid buckling of the canvas without but not high enough to 

endanger the paint and ground layers. The tensions applied can thus greatly varied between 

conservators. Several studies have looked into the quantification of the optimal tension at which 

a painting should be stretched (see Table 1.1). The variability in the results is, however, important. 

For Berger and Russell (1988), classic easel paintings should have stresses around 200N.m-1. 

Hedley also found that a stable load for canvas test strips lies between 120-320N.m-1 (Gerry 

Hedley, 1988). However, in the same study, it is also shown that small to medium paintings could 

undergo much higher stresses, up to 4000N.m-1. This very high value in tension seems out of 

proportion. Hence, Young (1999) showed later that a bare canvas tested at that level of tension 

felt very taut compared to a typical stretched canvas. Interestingly, the use of computer modelling 

also given high values of tension equivalent to 2000N.m-1 as suitable for the tensioning of 

paintings (Mecklenburg 1991). More recent work by Young (1996) and Iaccarino Idelson (2009) 

produced lower tension levels around 200-250 N.m-1 similar to those identified by Berger and 

Russell (1988) and Hedley (1988) found between 200 and 600 N.m-1. Using a biaxial stretcher, 

Young (1996) documented that tension between 200-600 N.m-1 produced a tautness equivalent to 

that of a newly stretched or lined painting (Young 1996). More recently, Iaccarino Idelson (2009) 

used an optical technique for measurement. He identified a threshold value beyond which there 

is no significant improvement in the resistance to deformation. For 5 paintings tested biaxially, 

the threshold lay between 200-250 N.m-1. Although a consensus on the ideal tension around 200 

N.m-1 seems to arise from these different studies, the variability in the results remains quite high 

Table 1.1). These scattered results highlight the influence of the analytical technique used. They 

also indicate the inherent singularity of each painting. Thus, if general conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the mechanical properties of paintings and canvas, a case-by-case study is always 

required. 
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Table 1.1: Overview of the results found in the literature regarding the optimal tensions to be 

applied to stretch an easel painting.   

1.1.4 Reinforcement of paintings 

The evaluation of the desirable reinforcement is one of the main concerns for the 

development of new treatments for painting structural consolidation. A rigid support enables the 

transfer of the load away from the , canvas and uppermost layers, thus reducing the likelihood of 

mechanical failure (Young, 2001). Another means to achieve this goal is to reduce the response 

of the painting to variations in RH by rendering it less hygroscopic ( Berger, 1972; Hedley, 1993a; 

Mecklenburg, 1982). In this part, we review existing lining canvas, consolidants, adhesives and 

consolidation techniques with the attempt to define their advantages and disadvantages in terms 

of mechanical behaviour and long-term stability.  

1.1.4.1 Lining canvases, adhesives and procedures for their application. 

The first lining of works on canvas which started to be carried out to a large extent in the 18th 

century were done using cotton and linen canvases. New synthetic materials such as polyamide 

or polyester canvases were tested to replace these two traditional canvases 40 years ago (Hedley 

1981). However, the lack of more thorough investigation into the synthetic fabrics available as 
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well as their limited access in the conservation market, is responsible for their rather low success. 

Some of them are in use but did not reach a wide-scale acceptance expected among painting 

conservators (Ackroyd, 2002; Young, 2012). A more detailed investigation of all the synthetic 

lining canvas available was recently carried out by Young (2012). Physical, as well as aesthetic 

and kinaesthetic properties, were investigated. Among the materials tested, polyester was found 

to be the most suitable lining fabric as it exhibits, when compared to cotton, linen, polyester, 

polyamides, and carbonized canvases, the best combination of properties in terms stiffness, 

ultimate tensile strength, moisture response, crimp, drape, and lustre.  

Lining using glue-paste (mixture of animal glue and flour) or wax-resin used to be the 

most common procedure to prevent mechanical damage in a painting (Ackroyd, 2002). Lining is 

still done today but the technique has greatly evolved and, in the west, is only applied in extreme 

cases where the painting could be entirely lost if no action is taken. When the painting is still in a 

good state or only needs local structural consolidation, preventive techniques of consolidation 

which are less intrusive are available. These are, for example, loose lining (absence of lining 

adhesive), strip lining (lining of the tacking edges) or backboarding (backing placed on the reverse 

of a painting) (Hackney, 2004). They are increasingly used by conservators (Coddington, 2018; 

“Conserving canvass symposium,” 2019; Ridge, 2006). Their advantages and drawbacks remain 

relatively poorly studied and are based on a more empirical knowledge. The only research 

available on backboarding, for example, was performed by Stephen Hackney at the Tate (London, 

UK). His findings show that backboarding is beneficial to paintings by providing a protection 

from impacts during transport, as dust seals and barriers to moisture  (Hackney, 1981; 1984; 

2007). However, the practice of backboarding is still questioned as this could lead to a 

microclimate with enhanced volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by the paint, varnish or 

wooden stretcher and frame (Bonaduce, 2013; Grøntoft, 2010; López-Aparicio, 2010). In the 

1980’s, Ackroyd reported that traditional approaches to lining continue to be used but that new 

adhesives and techniques are also mentioned by conservators (Ackroyd, 2002b; Stoner , 2012).  
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The first significant improvement of the lining technique dates from 1965 with the 

introduction of Beva 371 by Berger (1972). Beva 371 results from the combination of ethylene 

vinyl acetate (EVA) resins with waxes and ketone resins. The formulation was designed to be 

inert to moisture and capable of providing a non-impregnating treatment with optimal wetting 

properties. Its formulation was slightly modified later when the ketone resin consisting of a 

condensation product of cyclohexane was replaced by a condensation product of cyclohexanone.  

It is currently one of the most used synthetic adhesives. Other synthetic adhesives have been used 

from this period onwards; some of them for decades (Chevalier 2006). These adhesives are 

poly(vinyl acetates), acrylic or poly(vinyl alcohol) polymers. The most famous and broadly used 

in relining works are the vinyl acetate/paraffin/ketone mixture Beva 371 (Lascaux) formulated by 

Berger (1972) and the acrylic adhesive emulsion Plextol B500 (Rohm & Haas) introduced by 

Mehra (1975, 1972). Lascaux adhesives HV-360 and HV-498, two other acrylic emulsions are 

also commonly found in researches on lining adhesives (Duffy 1989; Abdel 2000). Among the 

poly(vinyl acetate) adhesive group, Mowilith DMC2 and Mowilith DM5 are often mentioned in 

conservation for painting varnishing as well as fillers of missing parts or for the repair of tears 

(Doménech-Carbó 2009).  

The introduction of new adhesives in painting conservation follows an improvement in 

the handling properties and application of these adhesives. The use of heat during lining was 

shown to be detrimental to the painting as it will soften the paint film, and together with the 

applied load can irreversibly flatten impasto (Hackney, 2012; Hedley, 1991). The heat needed to 

apply the natural adhesives is decreased with synthetic adhesives such as Beva371. Cold-lining, 

lining with no use of heat, was also introduced by Mehra with the use of Plextol B500 (Mehra, 

1975). New tools for lining such as low suction tables or vacuum tables also appeared from the 

80’s. They allow a better control over the adhesive penetration and thus a gentler approach to 

lining.  

New options for lining are now commonly found in conservation workshops and have 

replaced the old techniques.  Synthetic adhesives are more often used in lining but have not totally 
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replaced natural adhesives. The list of adhesives given above is not exhaustive. The variety of 

adhesives available reflects the singularities found in paintings structure and materials. Hence, 

depending on the type of repair (tear mending, tear repair, strip lining, consolidation by 

impregnation), the adhesives employed differ (Ackroyd 2002).  

The range of adhesives currently available also highlights the difficulty in conservation to find 

treatments with optimal properties in terms of consolidation, stability, removability and handling 

properties. As noted by Ackroyd (2002), “these adhesives exhibit diverse properties and there 

appears to be little consensus (among conservators) as to those preferred: 'stiff', 'flexible', 'strong', 

'not too strong', 'minimal', 'resembling the original' and 'good' were typical comments”. With the 

research by Ackroyd (2002), Michalski (1991), Hedley (1991) and Young (2001; 1999), a better 

understanding of the effects of lining was gained and with it the development of rational 

procedures for testing appropriate consolidation materials and techniques. The quantification of 

the mechanical stresses taking place in paintings benefited conservation practices. Influence of 

lining on mechanical properties of paintings’ canvas 

Several studies have attempted to quantify the reinforcement and/or the mechanical 

protection provided by linings. These assessments were carried out in different ways from 

studying each painting component individually (Erhardt, 1994; Mecklenburg, 2007) to the 

quantification of the physical properties of entire objects (Young, 1999). For example, the 

performance of a range of PVA, such as Mowilith® DM912 and Beva® 371 (film), and acrylic 

adhesives, such as Paraloid® B72, Rhoplex® and Plextol®, was measured in terms of mechanical 

(elongation at break), physical (adhesion on flaking paint, appearance) and chemical properties 

(colour change upon ageing) on free-films (Horton-James 1991). The assessment of the individual 

materials bulk properties should however not be solely used to predict the properties of the overall 

multi-layered structure. First, the parameters influencing the mechanical response of layered 

structure will be discussed. The mechanical response of some example of linings to RH variations 

will be presented. 
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1.1.4.1.1 The impact of adhesive penetration and adhesive power on the response of linings to 

RH variations  

The application of an adhesive onto a canvas modifies the mechanical performance of the 

adhesive as well as the canvas. Two main factors are behind this: 

- The degree penetration of the adhesive into the canvas (Buzzegoli, 2006; Van de Vorst, 

1997). This depends on the composition of adhesive, the mode of application and lining 

technique used, the temperature or the pressure applied during the lining process and the 

adhesive viscosity (D’haenens, 2013) 

- The adhesion, chemical or physical, between canvas and adhesive (Cognard, 2004; 

Darque-Ceretti, 2003) 

Penetration 

First, the degree of penetration of the adhesive has an impact on the mechanical response 

to RH of the canvas.  This is mentioned by Young (2001) for the vinyl acetate adhesive Beva371, 

an adhesive considered as not hygroscopic. Applied as gel lining adhesive on linen, the resulting 

lining (i.e. canvas with adhesive) would surprisingly showed the highest response at high RH 

compared to all the linings tested including other canvas materials and adhesives (wax-resin and 

glue-paste). However, in the same study, when Beva371 was used with polyester sailcloth, the 

lining obtained was almost non-responsive to RH variations. This combination provided the 

highest protection and stable support to changes in RH.  Similar observations were made by 

Krarup Andersen (2013) for wax-resin used for lining works.  She highlighted the discrepancy in 

the mechanical response measured for a film of wax-resin and for a linen canvas treated with wax-

resin. Wax-resin (highly hydrophobic material) alone is not mechanically responsive to RH. 

However, when applied on a linen canvas, a higher shrinkage at RH level (>60%RH) was 

observed for the treated canvas. Shrinkage in canvas is caused by the swelling of fibres caused by 

moisture sorption. This leads, in tightly woven or spun threads, to the consecutive swelling of the 

threads, hence an increase in the diameter of the threads, causing the crimp of the threads (measure 
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of waviness of the threads) to increase and the fabric to shrink (Collins, 1939; Gray, 1971). This 

will be shown in more detail in Chapter 3.  

Following these observations, Andersen (2013, p.5) suggests that the high RH shrinkage 

in wax-resin linings might result from the fact that the fibres of the canvases are embedded in 

wax-resin. The penetration of water molecules into the canvas fibres is not hindered by the 

surrounding wax-resin and the effect of the swelling fibres is, then, enhanced by the wax-resin as 

there is no free space around each swelling fibre (Figure 1.7). When there is a certain amount of 

free space around swelling fibres and yarns in a fabric, the swelling of fibres will occur at higher 

RH levels and be less pronounced (Bilson, 1996). 

 

Figure 1.7: Schematic cross sections of the swelling of fibres in a non-impregnated thread and 

a wax-resin impregnated thread (adapted from (Krarup Andersen, 2013)). In (a), thread with 

no space between fibres. Swelling of the fibres caused the overall swelling of the thread. In (b), 

thread with space between fibres. The swelling fibres are not causing the thread to swell due to 

the space between fibres. In (c), wax-resin impregnated thread. The space between fibres is 

filled up with wax resulting in an immediate swelling of the thread. 

These results highlight the strong influence of the application method (spray, from film, 

spatula) and lining procedure onto the overall mechanical properties of linings and the original 

canvas. This was expected as these parameters might lead to differences in adhesive penetration 

into the canvas.  Second, adhesive penetration was also showed to have an impact on linings’ 

mechanical properties such as stiffness of a lining. Young (2001) showed that a wax-resin 
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impregnated canvas provided the painting with a stiffer support than a canvas treated with 

Beva371, an adhesive with low penetration. 

Adhesion 

In terms of adhesion, most of the adhesives used in painting conservation, mainly for 

lining works, are tested for their adhesive strength (Berger, 1972; Bianco, 2015; Roche, 2003). 

Interestingly, adhesives often selected as consolidants are generally tested to see if they have 

sufficient adhesive strength (Phenix 1984; Scicolone 2011; Bianco 2015). Their cohesive 

strength, however, is almost never assessed possibly because of the misconception that this 

property is irrelevant in assessing the adhesion between two canvases. Cohesive strength, 

however, has an important role to play in the evaluation of the performance of the adhesives. 

Hence, Young and Ackroyd (2001) tested paintings for which the tacking edges had been 

removed. They notice that for the 4 different lining investigated (a glue-paste, a wax-resin and a 

Beva 371 linings with linen and a Beva 371 lining with polyester sailcloth), the movement of the 

glue seemed to reduce the transfer of the stress from the painting to the lining canvas. The 

adhesive and the adjacent weave formed a relatively flexible layer. Consequently, high shear 

strains must be occurring at the interfaces with the adhesive.  

1.1.4.1.2 Response of lined paintings to relative humidity (RH). 

Few adhesives have been assessed after being applied on canvas. Those investigated 

include traditional adhesives (i.e. wax-resin and glue paste) and Beva371. Mecklenburg and 

Hedley were among the first who noticed and quantitatively assessed the strong impact of RH on 

paintings lined with traditional adhesives such as beeswax and glue paste (Hedley, 1988; 

Mecklenburg, 1994; Mecklenburg, 2006). Beeswax is known for its hydrophobicity. It was found 

that the impregnation of the canvas with beeswax decreases the humidity response of a sample 

exposed to RH cycling (Hackney, 1981; Hedley, 1975; Young, 2001). Whereas, an old/glue paste 

lining is reformed by exposure to RH. Increased values of tension were measured for this sample 

in dry conditions (Hedley, 1988). This was later confirmed by Young (2001) who used biaxial 

tensile testing and RH variations from 5%RH to 85%RH. At low RH, glue-paste forms a brittle 
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material prone to failure. Its response to RH is also sudden and rapid. It is characterised, upon an 

increase in RH, by a strong decrease in tension higher than the sole creep of the linen which would 

have been measured at constant RH. More recently, synthetic adhesives such as the ethylene vinyl 

acetate-based adhesive Beva 371, the acrylics resins Paraloid B72 and B67, the cellulose ether 

Klucel and the polyoxazoline adhesive Aquazol were developed for conservation (Ackroyd, 2002; 

Barros D’Sa, 2012). Beva371, a poly(ethylene-vinyl acetate) adhesive was introduced by Berger 

to replace wax-resin adhesives. Mecklenburg (2012) noticed that Beva 371 alongside with two 

acrylic adhesives (Paraloid B72 and Paraloid B67) were those, among all the adhesives 

investigated, whose properties are less responsive to moisture. Their cohesive strength and 

stiffness were still lower than those developed by natural glues.  

The canvas also plays an important role in the response of easel painting to moisture. The 

influence of the material chosen for the lining canvas and the glue on the overall response of the 

lining to RH variations was studied by Young (2012). The lower mechanical response to RH was 

measured for the lining using synthetic polyester sailcloth with Beva371. The protection against 

RH provided was, however, lower than the one obtained from a wax-resin/linen lining (Young, 

2001). It was also assumed that sailcloth lining with Beva371 offers a rigid and thus protective 

support to a painting at ambient humidity and below but may be less effective in more humid 

environments at which the canvas shrinkage leads to an increase in painting tension. The response 

of the adhesives at different RH gives a measure of the importance of moisture levels in the 

evaluation of the performance of the consolidants. They also inform the limits of the 

reinforcement provided. However, the conclusions drawn in the short-term might not apply in the 

long-term. Following the results obtained by Hedley (1988) and Mecklenburg (1994, 2001), 

Michalski and Dale Hartin (1996) included the assessment of the long-term behaviour of lined 

model oil paintings (with wax-resin, Beva 371, acryloid B72 size canvas lining adhesives and size 

and linen canvas and polyester sailcloth) by performing stress relaxation tests over a few years. 

They showed that the reinforcement measured for the wax-resin lining is not maintained in the 

long-term. After 100 days the wax-resin lined painting had reached a lower tension than the 
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tension the painting would have reached if not-lined. These results seem to indicate that the 

painting is slipping at the adhesive bond. When drops in RH were applied from 50%RH to 

12%RH, an increase in tension was noted for the model painting but a loss of tension in the wax-

resin lined painting was observed. At that stage, the wax-resin lining could no longer maintain its 

role as support.  

These studies provided initial assessments of the mechanical behaviour of lined paintings. 

General mechanisms of failure in the reinforcement provided by lining/adhesives arise mainly 

from the mechanical response of these materials to moisture. Their long-term stability should 

however not be neglected. Moreover, the few adhesives investigated within the lining context 

highlight the need for further mechanical assessment of lining adhesives in combination with the 

lining canvas and canvas they could be applied with and on respectively. Surprisingly, few studies 

have investigated the tensions induced within the fabric by the treatment process (Young, 2001) 

despite the stresses that may be experienced. This is due to technical limitations, such as the access 

in a conservation studio to a biaxial tester capable of monitoring changes in stresses or elongation 

experienced by the painting during the treatment process. 

1.1.5   Limitations of traditional consolidants and lining practice 

From the 1970s onwards, an increased number of studies were published illustrating the 

damaging effects of the lining (Cecil K. Andersen, Mecklenburg, Scharff, & Wadum, 2018; 

Bomford & Staniforth, 1981a; S. Hackney et al., 2012; Stephen Hackney, 2004a; Joyce Hill 

Stoner & Rushfield, 2013). The damaging effects of traditional lining procedures resulted partly 

from the heat and pressure used to apply the adhesives and the lining canvas which lead to 

flattening and the loss of important features of the painting’s surface topology. These studies also 

highlighted the darkening of paint layers resulting from the use of wax-resin which readily 

impregnates into the structural openings of the painting: both lining and original canvas, ground 

layers and paint layers (Hackney, 2012).  
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From the 1970s, the rapid development of new synthetic adhesives and lining techniques 

in painting conservation was not supported by comprehensive analyses and understanding of these 

new material behaviours, including advantages as well as drawbacks. Hansen (1991) and Vinçotte 

(2019), for example, raised the issue of the drying time and solvent retention on the mechanical 

performance when testing cast films of polyvinyl acetate and Acryloid B72 (i.e. Paraloid B72). A 

survey carried out among practitioners by Ackroyd (2002) also highlighted a lack of assessment 

of these adhesives including the issue of additional weight on the stretcher. 

The various protocols used for the assessment of adhesives for lining and consolidants 

stress the difficulty in comparing the scattered studies carried out over a few decades. Some 

observations and points made in those studies on the impact of ageing should, however, be 

recalled for their relevance, as described below. 

1.1.5.1 Reversibility 

Natural resin and glues used in lining works are usually removed using solvents which 

will dissolve them or ease their removal by mechanical action. However, these glues are never 

completely removed especially when the canvass has been impregnated (Bomford, 1981; Landi, 

2012; Timár-Balázsy & Eastop, 1998). Several solutions have been developed and new ones are 

still under development in an urgent need to prevent the loss of strength of the canvas resulting 

from the embrittlement, the cracks the rigidity appearing in the glue paste for example. Recently 

the use of enzymes (Ahmed, 2012) and hydrogels (Baglioni, 2015; Pizzorusso, 2012) have been 

successfully employed to remove animal glue from linen and silk fabrics and the synthetic 

adhesive Mowilith DM5 from a linen canvas, respectively. Regarding synthetic adhesives, a loss 

in solubility after light ageing has been observed for Beva371 (McGlinchey, 2011). The study of 

acrylic/methacrylic ageing is rendered particularly difficult because of the variety of polymeric 

arrangements existing and additives within these materials. Generally, with ageing methacrylates 

are prone to depolymerization and may thus become more soluble, whereas acrylates are prone to 

cross-linking leading to losses in solubility (Feller, 1981; Grassie, 2008). The solubility of 

poly(vinyl acetate) polymer depends on the size of the chain. But generally, no changes in 
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solubility are observed with ageing (Reuber, 2008). Finally, Poly(vinyl alcohol) polymers are 

prone to cross-linking at temperatures higher than 100°C or under UV light (Horie, 2010). The 

thickness of the layer of adhesive as well as the material of the original and lining canvases also 

have an impact on the removability of the lining (Bianco, 2015) and colour change caused by 

ageing (Chevalier-Menu, 2010). The solvent and dilution employed in combination with the 

adhesives might also affect their stability (Mecklenburg, 2012). 

1.1.5.2 Photo-degradation and colour change 

Synthetic adhesives are also prone to photodegradation. For Beva371, the trigger of the 

degradation was identified as the ketone resin tackifier present in the original formulation 

(Ploeger, 2014). This reaction leads to loss of tensile strength and elongation (Abdel-Kareem, 

2005). Photodegradation is also known to cause change in polymers. Yellowing of the adhesive 

has been also observed for Beva371 (McGlinchey, 2011) and the PVA adhesive Mowilith DMC2 

shows discolouration (Down, 2015; McGlinchey, 2011). Moreover, a study comparing about fifty 

synthetic adhesives shows that PVAC adhesives yellowed approximately twice as quickly as the 

acrylic adhesives such as Paraloid (also called Acryloid) B72, B82 and F10 or Plextol B500 

(Down, 2015).  

From these studies, it is thus clear that there is still a large gap in the understanding of 

adhesive behaviour, stability and reversibility in relation to canvas supports (Reuber, 2008). Also, 

none of the available adhesives currently in use for canvas conservation seems to be stable enough 

to be employed routinely on paintings. Although, the criteria established for the formulation and 

testing of consolidants for easel painting are well-known (these will be given later in Chapter 4) 

and are recalled by Berger (1970), Mehra (1975) and Hedley (1993b), among others, the need for 

a material tailored for easel painting structural consolidation is clear. This was recently 

highlighted during the Conserving canvas symposium at Yale university (“Conserving canvass 

symposium,” 2019) during which the question of whether to deline lined paintings was raised up 

partly because no solutions currently exist to provide a support to the delined painting without 

relining it. The need for more research into new materials for modern and contemporary was also 
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highlighted at the Conservation Issues of Modern and Contemporary Art (CIMCA) Meeting 

Museum of Modern Art (New York, June 2008)1. 

1.1.6 Ethics driven decision making in the choice of materials for conservation 

The current trend for less invasive conservation materials and the continuous development 

and artistic exploration of artist in terms of technique and materials urge for the development of 

consolidation materials and techniques more compatible to the painting and respectful to the artist 

intent. This is particularly important in the context of structural conservation of painting as lining, 

a technique highly invasive, has been used for centuries as a routine procedure but as proven to 

put the painting at high risk of irreversible damages. Furthermore, replacing the support with a 

more rigid structure is also a major aesthetic intervention, changing the nature of the stretched 

canvas. As such, on top of the question around the risks associated with lining, the question of 

whether modern and contemporary paintings should be lined when necessary is also raised. This 

is because, as observed by (Pavic, (2014) in a conservation of Cakes by Vanista (1955), these 

recent paintings present a different making process, thus structure, than traditional oil paintings. 

The artists of that period experienced much more and did not waist time with proper painting 

preparation. Their artistic intent is also shifted from the one of traditional old painting. As such 

and as pointed out by Pavic (2014), it is not prudent to always use the same methodology and 

technology on old and modern oil paintings because their intent and making is different. If 

traditional consolidation can often be done on old and/or traditionally made paintings (for which 

the lining has often be applied earlier in their life), for modern and contemporary paintings, lining 

process can be perceived as an archaic and intrusive technique. Using it on a contemporary object 

might even be perceived as an anachronism. With modern and contemporary paintings, more than 

ever, new solutions for consolidation of the canvas are needed. Ethical decision-making in the 

treatments to be used for canvas consolidation have to encompass the preservation of the physical 

integrity of the painting (its shape, appearance), its meaning, function, the artist intent, its history 

(e.g. Auction stamps on the back of the paintings) and its materials (“Conservation Issues of 

                                                           
1 https://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/science/modpaints/CIMCA_meeting_jun08.pdf 

https://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/science/modpaints/CIMCA_meeting_jun08.pdf
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Modern and Contemporary Art (CIMCA) Meeting,” 2008; Gale, Lake, Sterrett, Learner, & Levin, 

2009). All these criteria cannot unfortunately all be met and often compete against each other. 

The criteria that matter are often chosen by the conservators sometimes in collaboration with the 

artist and as such can strongly vary depending on the object as well as the conservator(s) in charge 

of the conservation. 

1.2 Nanocellulose: a promising material for canvas consolidation? 

New developments in nanomaterials might pave the way to promising solutions for 

conservation and more specifically to this project, painting conservation. Of particular interest is 

the development of nano-sized particles of cellulose whose promising mechanical properties have 

raised since 20 years an increasing interest for nanocomposites formulation (Lagerwall, 2014; 

Lin, 2012; Nair, 2015). Nanocellulose also offers a workable alternative to petroleum-based 

polymers as it is chemical similar to the canvas material (i.e. cellulose-based natural fibres). 

Studies for their application in conservation remain scarce despite the high potential of 

nanomaterials already outlined through studies on cleaning paintings (Baglioni, 2006; Pizzorusso, 

2012). The decision made for this research project to develop and assess nanocellulose 

consolidants for painting canvas structural conservation (i.e. canvas consolidation) was partly 

driven by the aim of avoiding lining procedure and materials and the risks associated to their use 

(cf. 1.1). 

1.2.1 What is nanocellulose?  

Cellulose is a polysaccharide and one of the most common organic polymers on Earth. It 

can be found in the wall cells of plants (hemp, cotton, wood), algae (e.g. Valonia) (de Souza Lima, 

2002), and it can also be produced as an exo-polysaccharide by specific species of bacteria (eg. 

Acetobacter xylinum) (Beltrame, 1992). The term Nanocellulose defines particles of cellulose 

generally 1-10 µm in length and 1-100 nm in diameter (Figure 1.8) (Lin, 2012). They are obtained 

by mechanical or bacterial breakdown of wood or plants and natural fibres (Kramer, 2006; 

Nakagaito, 2005; Savadekar, 2012). The process of extraction of the cellulose from vegetables is 
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highly energy demanding (Spence, 2011). Chemical (Boldizar, 1987) and enzymatic (Pääkkö, 

2007) pretreatments of the pulps have thus been developed to ease the manufacturing of 

nanocellulose and create more energy efficient processes. 

 

 

Figure 1.8: Different hierarchical levels of wood-based nanocellulose (adapted from proposed 

new TAPPI Standard WI 3021) adapted from Osong 2015 [W= Width, L=Length]     

Depending on the cellulosic sources and applied treatments, particles of different degrees 

of crystallinity, crystal structure, morphology, surface chemistry and aspect ratio (see Figure 1.8) 

and thus with a range of mechanical, chemical and optical properties can be obtained (Habibi, 

2010). The term nanocellulose defined fibril particles whose diameter or width is comprised 

between 1 and 100 nm. However, recently Osong et al (2016) pointed out in a review on 

nanocellulose that “there is still a lot of confusion regarding the terminology and nomenclature 

of nanocellulose”. Therefore standards have been implemented (TAPPI standards established by 
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university labs and industries working on pulps and paper)2. It is however still not rare to see 

different terms applying to nanoparticles of cellulose of the same size. These have been reported 

in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.9: Chemical structures of cellulose nanofibrils CNF (also called microcellulose fibrils 

MCF) (a), cellulose nanocrystals CNC (or microcellulose crystals MCC) (b) and bacterial 

nanocellulose (c). CNF and CNC and bacterial nanocellulose show the polysaccharide 

structure of cellulose. The differences in chemical structure between the 3 nanocellulose result 

from the mode of extraction used to obtained them. CNF and bacterial cellulose have the same 

chemical structure, similar to cellulose, whereas CNC present sulfate groups (i.e. SO42-) which 

result from the sulphuric acid treatment used to remove the amorphous phase to isolate the 

crystalline phase of cellulose fibrils. 

Microfibrillar cellulose (MCF) and Nanofibrillar cellulose (CNF) cellulose usually refer 

to fibres composed of crystalline and amorphous regions (see chemical structure Figure 1.9a). 

The microfibrils or microbundles of fibrils extracted have sizes ranging from 10 to 100nm in 

diameter and are µm scale in length. They are obtained using a top-down deconstruction approach 

based on the mechanical grinding of cellulose sources such as wood or plants. However, the 

cellulose fibres naturally tend to flocculate during the process. This can cause problems during 

homogenization treatment (Herrick, 1983) and is the step responsible for this process being highly 

energy-intensive. Pretreatment of cellulose by position-selective modifications on cellulose fibres 

such as low degrees of enzymatic hydrolysis, carboxymethylation, acetylation and oxidation is 

                                                           
2 http://www.tappinano.org/resources/standards/ (Official website of the International Nanotechnology 
Division)   
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also common as it reduces the amount of mechanical energy required to liberate the microfibrils 

(Isogai, 2013).  

 

Figure 1.10: Graphic representation of the nature of the processes of extraction of 

nanofibrillated cellulose (CNF) and nanocrystalline cellulose (CNC) from cellulose fibrils 

(taken from Phanthong (2018).  CNF is made of both amorphous and crystalline phases and 

obtained from the mechanical processing of plants. CNC is only made of the crystalline 

phase of the cellulose chain which is extracted by acid hydrolysis of the cellulose from plants. 

Microcrystalline cellulose (CMC) and Nanocrystalline cellulose (CNC) are highly 

crystalline particles. They are obtained by the removal of the amorphous phase of cellulose fibrils 

through acid hydrolysis (Mukherjee, 1953) (Figure 1.10). This process, which often involves the 

use of sulphuric acid, is responsible for the sulphonate groups seen on the units of the cellulose 

chain (see Figure 1.9b). At the same nanocellulose concentration, CNFs led to higher strength and 

modulus than did CNCs due to CNFs’ larger aspect ratio and fibre entanglement, but lower strain-

at-failure because of their relatively large fibre agglomerates (Xu, 2013). Bacterial nanocellulose 

differs from CNF, CNC, CNF or CMC. It is produced by different bacteria such as 

Gluconacteobacter xylinus, which is by far the most productive and well-studied (Sheykhnazari, 

2011). The cellulose produced by these organisms is pure (i.e. free of hemicellulose or lignin 

commonly found in wood and plants and known to weaken paper and accelerate its degradation 
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when not removed from the pulp (“New ways to remove lignin,” 1986)) and exhibits a higher 

crystallinity, degree of polymerisation (DP) and mechanical strength (Klemm, 2009). 

1.2.2   Nanocellulose properties: Chemical tunability, barrier and mechanical 

properties. 

Tunable hydrophilic material 

Due to their hydrophilic behaviour and the abundance of hydroxyl groups on the surface, 

nanocellulose particles tend to agglomerate. This phenomenon is particularly pronounced for 

smaller particles because of their higher specific area, which may limit the potential for 

mechanical reinforcement. 

To overcome this phenomenon, several methods for the functionalisation of nanocellulose 

particles have been developed. The large number of routes of functionalization available (Lin, 

2014; Missoum, 2013; Osong, 2016) account for the high tunability of these particles. Chemical 

modification of the surface is also a key factor to increase their compatibility and avoid 

agglomeration in different matrices or solvents. These procedures are, however, highly time-

consuming (Dufresne, 2013). 

Enhanced mechanical properties 

The high tensile stiffness and strength of nanocellulose is also a key factor for choosing 

nanocellulose particles as consolidants which could be applied in low concentration for canvas 

consolidation. With high Young’s modulus around 130GPa similar to Kevlar in relation with 

comparatively very low density around 1.5 g.cm-3, nanocellulose is an ideal compound for the 

processing of reinforced polymer composite. Particles size is a key factor in particle properties. 

Studies have been carried out to measure the tensile modulus of microfibrils and crystalline CNCs. 

The modulus values registered are on average 30% higher for the CNCs than for MFCs (Lavoine, 

2014a). Compared to glass fibres, another compound used to reinforce polymers, nanocellulose 

fibres also present higher specific Young’s modulus, described as the ratio between the Young’s 

modulus and the density of nanocellulose. For the same amount added to a material, nanocellulose 
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fibres bring higher reinforcement strength than glass fibres (Lee, 2014). These features suggest a  

promising future for these nano-sized particles. 

Indeed, nanocellulose microfibrils and nanocrystals have already been used to strengthen 

other materials such as concrete, plastics and  polymeric structures (Lee, 2014). These 

developments are relatively new but have given rise to a large range of nanocomposites (Kalia, 

2011; Spence, 2011). For example, injectable polysaccharide hydrogels have been reinforced with 

aldehyde-functionalised-CNCs (Yang, 2013). The hydrogels obtained show higher elasticity, are 

more dimensionally stable and capable of facilitating higher nanoparticle loadings compared to 

unmodified CNCs. No loss in mechanical strength was measured. CNCs with specific surface 

modification can also act both as filler and crosslinker to reinforce hydrogel systems (Barros, 

2015). CNCs have been used for example to reinforce polyacrylamide hydrogels or poly(acrylic 

acid) hydrogels. However, a 2014 review (Lee, 2014) points out that only 20% of the 

nanocomposite found in the literature show higher performance than nanocomposite made out of 

PLLA (poly(L-lactic acid)) another typical commercially available bulk polymer made from 

renewable resources. Higher performance for cellulose-reinforced polymer composites could 

however be obtained with nanocellulose loading greater than 30 vol%. Additionally, the thermal 

stability of a range of polymers has also been shown to increase by the addition of a small 

percentage of cellulose nanoparticles (typically around 3-5%w/w) (Barros, 2015; Kiziltas, 2011; 

Thummanukitcharoen, 2011). 

The impressive mechanical properties of nanocellulose, its tunability and the low 

permeability of the nanocellulose-based film to gases might be of interest when considering 

application in conservation as surface treatment or as filler for existing adhesives 

(nanocomposite). Nanocellulose could be used as consolidant and barrier to the gases which 

otherwise might trigger the degradation of cellulosic materials such as paper or textiles. 
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Toxicity 

Due to the small size of nanocellulose fibrils, questions regarding their toxicity are now often 

raised (Bahadar, 2016; Deloid, 2019; Harper, 2016; Sukhanova, 2018). Nanocellulose can now 

be found in a wide variety of products such as cosmetics, drugs, food, polymer or composite, 

concrete and adhesives. Studies about the toxicity of nanocellulose can be found in specific cases 

such as its introduction in bioscience for drugs delivery (Lin, 2014). Low inhalation and oral 

toxicity, as well as dermal irritation, have been measured for CNCs and CNFs (Harper, 2016; 

Jackson, 2011; Roman, 2015). In 2016, a review on the current state of knowledge on 

nanocellulose also indicates that nanocellulose, when investigated under realistic doses and 

exposure scenarios has limited associated toxic potential (Endes, 2016). The authors point out 

that at the time of writing only certain forms of nanocellulose with specific physical 

characteristics (length superior to 5µm, freeze-dried and re-suspended powder) can be associated 

with more hazardous biological behaviour . More recent studies, which evaluate the biological 

and predicted the environmental risks associated with the increasing use of nanocellulose 

materials for research and in the industry, also identified low risks of this material (Stoudmann, 

2019).  

1.2.3   Nanocellulose in textile finishing or cellulose substrate coating. 

The use of CNF and CNC particles for textile finishing and/or the improvement of natural 

fibres properties has greatly evolved in the last decade due to the increasing demand for low-cost 

and renewable materials.  Nanocellulose particles have been used for dyeing purposes 

(Nechyporchuk, 2017), for the fabrication of conductive materials (Li, 2017) as well as for their 

ability to enhance the mechanical properties of textiles (Favier, 1995; Hebeish, 2018; Silvério, 

2013). Owing to their high tenability, they also offer an alternative for the surface modification 

of plants fibres to the common chemical treatments in use, such as mercerization, acetylation, etc.  
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1.2.3.1 Modification of natural fibres using nanocellulose 

As reported by Kalia (2013), the modification of nanocellulose fibres can be done by 

surface modification of plant fibres by pretreatment or coating of the fibres with bacterial 

nanocellulose, by enzymatic or fungal treatment. This requires that the plant fibres are used as 

substrates for bacterial fermentation (Pommet 2008). As such, they need specific temperature or 

treatment procedure (e.g. agitator) which would not be possible for the purpose of canvas 

consolidation. In a study by Dai (2013), hemp fibres were modified with nanocellulose produced 

from hemp by dipping the fibres in the nanocellulose dispersion. The modification was however 

made possible by the pretreatment of the fibres by DodecylTrimethylAmmonium Bromide 

(DTAB) a cationic polymer possibly used to enhance the adhesion of the nanocellulose over the 

hemp fibres. These studies thus raised the question of the application of such modifications in 

conservation where soaking of the canvas is unthinkable and where the use of additional non-

cellulosic substances might be discarded due to their possible instability, despite the better 

deposition achieved.  

 

1.2.3.2 Use of nanocellulose in textile finishing 

Several techniques both chemical and physical are currently in use for the finishing of 

textiles. These include plasma treatment (physical) and polymer grafting (chemical). This wide 

range of techniques enable the fine-tuning of the properties of textiles by modifying the fabric 

response to moisture, mechanical properties, colour, conductivity, inflammability. These 

techniques are however hardly proposed for conservation purposes due to their highly intrusive 

nature (e.g. low-pressure chamber for plasma treatment, immersion in chemical baths for polymer 

grafting). 

Studies investigating the application of nanocellulose directly onto textiles and their 

impact on the fabric properties are scarce. Those which can be found apply to the textile industry. 

The tests carried out thus aim to assess the treated material in terms of wearability through the 

assessment of the ability of the nanocellulose to enable a better moisture management (water 
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transport, retention). The application to a wool fabric of a “cotton powder liquor”, consisting in a 

dispersion in MCC, was studied by Guan (Guan, 2008). The fabric was treated by immersion. 

The results indicate that the hydrophilicity of wool fibres increased after the treatment by cotton 

fibrils while wrinkle recovery remained unchanged after treatment. More recently, El Messiry 

(2015) also investigated the use of MCC which had been sprayed onto polyester and 

polyester/cotton blends fabrics. He also noted the increased moisture response of the treated 

fabrics. More recently, nanocellulose was also applied onto cotton fabrics by spraying for dying 

purposes. An increase in printing quality was reached after the application of a preparatory coating 

of CNF (Nechyporchuk, 2017). 

 

1.2.3.3 Use of nanocellulose for the mechanical reinforcement of cellulosic substrates. 

The industrial sector do not appear to have investigated the use of nanocellulose particles 

for the reinforcement of textiles. Such investigations were, however, found for the development 

of renewable paper and cardboard coating. MCF, CNF and CNC particles have been introduced 

in the paper industry in recent years. Used as a filler, cellulose nanoparticles have been shown to 

enhance the mechanical properties of filled paper.  It is assumed that this enhancement is caused 

by a mechanism called mechanical percolation (Favier, 1995). Used as coating, the CNC, CNF 

or MFC coatings have not shown yet to significantly improve the bulk mechanical properties of 

paper or cardboard, regardless of the number of layers deposited. The techniques of coatings 

application commonly used (bar coating and size press processes) show to greatly weaken the 

paper stiffness from -36% to -30%, respectively, in comparison with a paper which would not 

have been through these processes (Lavoine 2011a). This is due to the large amount of water 

present in the nanocellulose dispersions (90%) which will modify the fibre network, and multiple 

drying steps. The reinforcement provided by the 5 MFC coats characterised by the increase in 

Young’s modulus is important in both machine direction (23%) and cross-section (41%) but is 

not sufficient to counterbalance the negative effect of the coating application process. The 

Young’s modulus values of the MFC-coated samples remain lower than the modulus of the base 
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paper. The same loss in mechanical performance was also observed for paper coated with CNC 

alone which again result from the bar coating process used (Rastogi, 2015). Slight worsening of 

other mechanical properties (elongation at break, breaking length, and tensile strength) was also 

measured in this study. This results from these successive wetting/drying cycles involving water. 

The surface properties of cardboard can, however, be strongly improved when coated with 

nanocellulose. The bending stiffness of a CNC-coated cardboard was increased by 900% for 8 

CNC coatings (Gicquel, 2017). For MFC coated cardboard, an increase of 30% in bending 

stiffness and compressive strength was also measured (Lavoine, 2014b).  

To improve the coating’s flexibility and counterbalance the breakable network formed by 

the nanoparticles, nanocellulose is often combined a “plasticiser” or binder such PEG 

(polyethylene glycol) (Bardet, 2014). In another study (Lee, 2014), a composite of CNC, CMC 

(Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose) and cationic starch was used as a paper sizing. The authors 

note that the surface-sized paper with only 0.3% in CNC exhibited increases of 6, 9, 23, and 4% 

in the tensile index, tear index, folding endurance, and burst index, respectively, as compared to 

paper sized by NCC free starch-based composite suspensions.  

The MFC/NFC films and coatings also offer a poor resistance against water attributed to 

intrinsic hydrophilic nature of cellulose (Lavoine, 2014b). They have, therefore, not been 

exploited at large scale for packaging applications so far. To reduce water adsorption, the 

nanocellulose is usually blended with water-insensitive biopolymers such as polyactic acid (PLA) 

and Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) (Rastogi, 2016).   

The adhesion between the nanocellulose coatings and the paper substrate is little 

investigated in studies on paper coatings. This has gained more interest in the field of paper-

making for which the cohesion of nanocellulose/cellulose fibres or additive/cellulose fibres 

blends is important to evaluate and quantify since it has an impact on the macro-mechanical 

properties of the composite papers (Gardner 2008, Wagberg 2007).  
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1.2.4   Nanocellulose and conservation 

Despite its success in industrial applications, nanocellulose struggled to gain widespread 

acknowledgment in conservation because of the recent introduction  of nanocellulose in the 

industry and . Nanocellulose might present great potential to enhance and/or modify the properties 

of various polymers used as glues or consolidants in conservation when mixed as a filler. Up to 

now, several commercial PVAs, poly(vinyl alcohol) and acrylics non specifically designed for 

conservation purposes, have already been successfully studied using nanocellulose as filler. 

Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) was used for example to reinforce poly(vinyl alcohol) (Cheng, 

2009; Li, 2011) For a specific ratio of MCC/polymeric matrix, the nanocomposite showed an 

improved thermal stability, and increased stiffness, tensile modulus and tensile strength up to, 

respectively, 69%, 60% and 28%. 

However, these studies developed for industrial applications do not integrate the canvas 

support response to the adhesive application. Since 2014, Cataldi (2014; 2015) has thermo-

mechanically characterised well-known adhesives used in conservation: Paraloid B72 and 

Aquazol 200 and 500, and used MCC as filler. The results published separately show an 

improvement in the adhesive properties attested by lower responses to environmental changes. 

The studies also stress the influence of the filler loading and the %RH on adhesives mechanical 

properties, parameters whose importance have already been pointed out in studies on 

nanocellulose. Indeed, these first studies despite showing the properties transferability of very 

specific nanocomposite onto canvas, do not bring much more answers on the stability or 

reversibility of these compounds. These data are however more than necessary in conservation to 

prove the validity of the treatment. 

Moreover, in the studies cited previously, nanocellulose is used as an additive and not as a 

pure material. While the introduction of nanocellulose-only treatments in painting conservation 

has yet not been reported, it has already been reported several times for paper conservation in the 

literature. Notably the works of Pereira (2016), Dreyfus-Deseigne (2017). Recently, Volkel 

(2017) also discusses the applicability and stability of bacterial and CNF suspensions, also with 
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regard to their mode of application and long-term performance. A new research pathway where 

nanocellulose would be used alone on painting canvas or more generally on textile might be of 

interest, firstly, because of the suitability of nanocellulose properties with respect to the needs and 

requirements in canvas conservation regarding reinforcement, no visual change and compatibility. 

Secondly, because of the known thermochemical instability (Down, 2015) of most polymeric 

materials, it might be prudent to avoid their use in any restoration/conservation works. The same 

considerations apply to lining regarded as a heavy-treatment process by conservators. 

Nanocellulose was therefore introduced in this project as an alternative treatment for the 

consolidation of degraded and fragile painting canvases. However, the interaction of cellulose 

with the canvas is still too little known and should be also investigated in term of penetration, 

adhesion, removability and long-term stability.  

Another question regarding the ethics of using this material chemically similar to the canvas 

substrate (cellulose on cellulose) is also raised with the use of nanocellulose for canvas 

consolidation. The risk that the material may not be detectable after its application is important 

and this risk goes against the principle of reversibility which holds in conservation (AIC Ethics 

and Standards Committee, 1977-1979). However, as Salvador Munos Viras observed, 

reversibility and minimal intervention are often impractical. This research on the developments 

of new materials for canvas conservation thus intends to move the discussion from reversibility 

which is still a major criterion of good conservation treatment to re-treatability (i.e. allowing 

future treatments). Because of the chemical compatibility of nanocellulose with the canvas 

substrate, this compound is expected to perform better than commonly-used canvas consolidants 

both in terms of mechanical, physical and long-term behaviour. Nanocellulose have interesting 

mechanical properties (cf. 1.2.3) suitable for consolidation and might as well degrade in a similar 

way to the canvas. A material or treatment will never be totally irreversible but it is important for 

conservators to be aware of the consequences of this irreversibility which led to the research 

presented in the successive chapters of this thesis.
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1.3 Research Question, Aims & Objectives. 

Whilst nanocellulose properties have been studied for several decades, the introduction of 

this material in conservation is currently at an early stage and its use is limited to paper 

conservation (Dreyfuss-Deseigne, 2017). A review of published literature has shown the potential 

of use of nanocellulose for the consolidation of painting canvases. This attempt is also driven by 

the need for alternatives to the current materials available in this field. Also, there are few 

references to studies were nanocellulose has been applied as a coating on fabrics made of natural 

fibres. This research aims to address this issue by answering the following question: 

To which extent could nanocellulose materials be used for the structural reinforcement of modern 

painting canvases? 

In order to answer the research question, the following set of objectives was established: 

- Initially, study the baseline viscoelastic response of the individual layer of a painting to 

RH variations.  

- Investigate the viscoelastic response to RH variations of traditional canvas consolidants 

and adhesives used in painting conservation. 

- Evaluate the 3 different types of the nanocellulose-based consolidants, CNF, CCNF and 

CNC, on an artificially aged cotton canvas in terms of surface appearance and chemical, 

physical, mechanical properties. 

- Verify the applicability and performance of the nanocellulose-based consolidants on 

naturally aged historical canvas and paintings. 

- Explore further the hygroscopic response of the treated canvases by mapping the moisture 

distribution in real-time. 

Each of the objectives will be answered in the results chapters which will address the main 

research question of this thesis. 
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This research project was carried out in the framework of the Nanorestart European project 

(Horizon 2020) in collaboration with 7 European institutions including universities, enterprises 

and private conservation studios.
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 Canvas 

Modern unprimed and not painted cotton and linen (sized/unsized) canvases as well as a 19th 

century sized primed linen canvas were investigated. These canvases were selected as they are 

representative of the range of material that could be found in collections. The main focus was put 

on modern paintings and canvases as they are now considered challenging objects for 

conservators because of their non-conventional structure (e.g. absence of priming and paint layers 

directly applied onto the canvas). For that reason, lining is often non possible for this objects due 

to the invasive nature of the procedure. A cotton canvas was selected for most of the tests as it is 

a material little studied but largely found in collection of modern and contemporary paintings. 

Cotton fabrics also present different physical and mechanical properties than other natural fibres 

like linen and jute (also used for painting canvas) such as lower stiffness but higher elasticity 

(Reddy & Yang, 2005). The modern linen and cotton canvases were bought in art supplier shops 

as canvas samples from paintings of modern and contemporary paintings were not available in 

sufficient amount for testing at the time of the project. The cotton canvas used throughout the 

project is described below. Specifications of the other canvas samples used in this project are 

given in the Chapters/studies in which they have been used. 

2.1.1.1 Cotton duck canvas 

The investigated cotton canvas was a plain woven fabric of 341 ± 1 g/m2 purchased in Barna Art 

(Barcelona, Spain).  It consists of 9 and 11 threads/cm in the warp and weft directions 

respectively. Each thread is made of 2 twisted yarns in both directions. This canvas was chosen 

for this study as it is representative of canvases used in modern and contemporary art. First, cotton 

is, next to linen, a material commonly used by modern and contemporary artists such as Munch 

(Sandbakken, 2012) or van Gogh (Van Tilborgh, 2012). However, whereas most studies on 
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painting structural consolidation and/or painting canvases have focused on linen canvas, cotton 

canvases are often neglected despite their lower chemical stability (Golden, 2013). Therefore, this 

study also gives the opportunity to bring more insights into the properties of canvases made of 

cotton. Second, the canvas was bought in an art supply shop and this suggests that this canvas is 

nowadays readily available to artists. Finally, this canvas was available in large quantity and 

presents regular weaving (as opposed to handwoven canvases) which was necessary to insure the 

repeatability of the measurements.  

2.1.1.2 Washing and degradation protocols 

Prior to the application of the consolidating treatment, the canvas was washed or degraded (Figure 

2.1) following procedures which are given below. Washing the canvas prior to its use is 

sometimes used as a preliminary step before the preparation of the painting (Golden, 2015; 

Hamm, 1993); the degradation step instead was developed and used specifically for this research 

project in order to obtain a canvas which would mimic a highly degraded canvas. 

 The canvas was washed in 2 steps to eliminate additives commonly used in textile weaving 

processes: 1 hour at 60°C and 1 hour at 85°C. The canvas obtained following this procedure will 

be designated as ‘washed’ in the text.  

Degradation of the canvas was also performed. Pieces of cotton canvas (10 cmx10 cm) were left 

under mild stirring in a 400 mL becher filled with hydrogen peroxide at 35%wt (200 mL) and 

sulfuric acid at 95-98% (10 mL) for 3 days at 40 °C (Nechyporchuk 2015). The resulting 

accelerated aged canvas had a pH of 6.5, a degree of polymerization of ca. 500, which corresponds 

to that of a heavily aged historical canvas (Oriola 2011). The guideline is, however, what had 

been measured on historical linen canvases. The cotton canvas obtained after degradation will be 

designated as ‘degraded cotton canvas’ in the text. 
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Figure 2.1: Cotton canvas before (a) and after degradation (b) showing the whitening of the 

canvas resulting from the use of hydrogen peroxide.  

2.1.2 Newly developed consolidants 

The 3 types of nanocellulose chosen in this study were selected for their potential highlighted 

previously (cf. 1.2.3.3) to reinforced a range of polymeric matrices including cellulose (i.e. 

paper). Two of these compounds, CNF and CCNF (carboymethylated CNF), were also readily 

available from Chalmers university (Gothenburg, Sweden), partner of the Nanorestart project. 

Their easy access also explains why that they were chosen for this project over other materials. 

2.1.2.1 Nanocellulose-only treatments (solution 1) 

Nanofibrillated cellulose (CNF) in the form of an aqueous suspension was kindly 

provided by Stora Enso AB (Sweden). The CNF was produced from softwood pulp (ca. 75% of 

pine and 25% of spruce, containing 85% of cellulose, 15% of hemicellulose, and traces of lignin, 

as determined by the supplier). Carboxymethylated CNF (CCNF), also in the form of an aqueous 

suspension, was kindly provided by RISE Bioeconomy (Sweden). The CCNF was produced from 

a softwood sulphite dissolving pulp (Domsjö Dissolving plus, Domsjö Fabriker AB, Sweden) by 

carboxymethylation, as described previously (Wågberg & Bjőrklund, 1993), followed by 

mechanical fibrillation. Nanocrystalline cellulose (CNC) in powder form was purchased from 

CelluForce (Canada). It was produced from bleached kraft pulp by sulfuric acid hydrolysis. 

Charge densities of −20.7 ± 0.6, −151 ± 2 and −259 ± 4 μeq/g at pH 5.2 were measured for CNF, 
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CCNF and CNC, respectively, using a particle charge detector PCD-02 (Mütek Analytic GmbH, 

Germany), titrated using poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride). Atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) images and chemical structure of the three nanocellulose types are given below in Figure 

2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2: Atomic force microscopy images (a–c) and the corresponding simplified surface 

chemistries (d–f) of: (a,d) mechanically isolated cellulose nanofibrils (CNF); (b,e) 

carboxymethylated cellulose nanofibrils (CCNF) and (c,f) cellulose nanocrystals (CNC). The 

colour gradient bars shown in the AFM images represent the height scale, also referred to as 

the thickness (from Nechyporchuk, 2018). 

2.1.2.2 Cellulose derivative/nanocellulose composite treatment (solution 2) 

Solution 2 was proposed by ZFB, a private company for book consservation based in Leipzig 

(Germany) who has the experience to work with cellulose derivatives. These compounds are 

cellulose ethers which are commonly used in paper conservation as adhesive and consolidant. 

They show a good mechanical performance with paper and some, such as methyl cellulose chosen 

for this study, are also chemically stable on the long term (Feller, 1990). The potential of using 

CNC as a filler for cellulose derivatives matrices was used to explore its benefits when using the 

resulting composite as consolidants for painting canvases. 
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Tylose and methyl cellulose (MC), two cellulose derivatives.  

Tylose is a water soluble hydroxyethyl cellulose. Tylose was purchased from ShinEtsu 

SE Tylose GmbH &Co (Wiesbaden, Germany). Tylose exist at different grades. Tylose grade 

MH50 (powder form) was used here because of its lower viscosity of 50 mPa•s which simplified 

the preparation of the aqueous solutions because of their low viscosity before film casting. The 

viscosity level of Tylose in solution is based on Hoeppler: 2% solution of the commercial product 

with 5% moisture content, 20ºC, 20ºdH (German hardness). 

 

Figure 2.3: Chemical structure of Tylose, an hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) derivative. The 

degree of substitution of the product used is unknown. 

Solutions of the aqueous nanocomposite MC+CNC(w) and heptane-based 

nanocomposite MC+CNC(h) were received, already prepared, from ZFB (Zentrum für 

Bucherhaltung GmbH, Leipzig, Germany). The solutions were at 1.97 % w/w in water (i.e. 

MC+CNC(w)) or heptane (i.e. MC+CNC(h)). The solutions are currently under development. 

The protocol of preparation as well as the ratio MC:CNC are covered by a non-disclosure 

agreement and can therefore not be disclosed. 

Methyl cellulose and CNCs are water-soluble compounds and are thus insoluble in apolar 

solvents such as heptane. For the heptane-based nanocomposite solution, the methylcellulose 

compound and CNCs were chemically modified by a trimethylsilylation reaction (Mormann, 

1999) in order to make them soluble in apolar solvents. A scheme of the silylation reaction and 

chemical structure of the silylated cellulose is given in Figure 2.5. 
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The water-based and heptane-based nanocomposites MC+CNC were also received 

mixed with CaCO3 nanoparticles of deacidification present at 2% in solution. These mixtures 

were prepared to test the possibility of adding deacidification agent in combination with the 

reinforcement and to see how this addition would impact the consolidation provide on the short 

and long term. In paper conservation, for example, deacidification of objects has become a 

routine has it has proven to increase the life-time of the material (Baty, 2010). Those solutions 

were prepared by ZFB. The size of the particles in the dispersions was ca. 180 nm, as 

determined by static light scattering (Laser Scattering particle size Distribution Analyzer 

“Horiba LA-950”)3. 

 

Figure 2.4: Chemical structure of methyl cellulose. The degree of substitution of the product 

used is unknown. 

 

Silylated methyl cellulose 

 

Figure 2.5: Reaction scheme of trimethylsilylation of cellulose with hexamethyldisilazane in 

liquid ammonia (Mormann, 2000) 

                                                           
3 Nanorestart internal report (September 2018) 
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Cellulose, which is one of the most important natural polymers, contains one primary and 

two secondary hydroxy groups in its glucose units. When these hydroxy groups are partially or 

fully trimethylsilylated, substituted cellulose derivatives are obtained which are soluble in apolar 

solvents. Indeed in the paper and textile industry, cellulose from different sources was silylated 

to improve its solubility in organic solvents (Harmon, 1973; Mormann, 1999). This is because 

silylated compounds reveal reduced polarity than their original compounds (Ali, 2013; Van Look, 

1995). Silylation is also well known for mitigating the effects of hydrogen bonding on physical 

properties (Klebe, 1964) and thus to reduce the hygroscopic behaviour of the silylated materials. 

The first mention of silylation of cellulose in the literature was made by Patnode (1942), who 

proposed it as a method of making textile materials hydrophobic.  

2.1.2.3 Multilayered nanoparticles (solution 3) 

The multi-layered nanoparticles consist in (1) polyelectrolyte-treated silica nanoparticles 

presented later in Chapter 5 and 7 and (2) the polyelectrolyte-treated calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 

nanoparticles presented in Chapter 7.  

The polyelectrolyte-treated silica nanoparticles were synthetized by Chalmers University 

(Gothenburg, Sweden). These nanoparticles are made of a silica nanoparticle (NP) core with 

polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs), which consisted of the cationic polymer poly(ethylenimine) 

(PEI) and the anionic polymer (carboxymethyl)cellulose (CMC). In the text, they are designated 

as Sil/PEI/CMC. The particular architecture of these NPs was achieve using a procedure that 

allowed the formation of multilayers without almost any aggregation and that ended with a layer 

of cellulosic nature (i.e. CMC). A detailed description of the preparation of Sil/PEI/CMC NPs 

can be found elsewhere (Kolman, 2017). 

Colloidal silica, Levasil CS40-213, was kindly provided by AkzoNobel Pulp and 

Performance Chemicals in Sweden. The particles had a surface area of 130 m2.g-1 which 

corresponds to a spherical diameter of 21 nm (Iler, 1979). The silica particles were provided in 

the form of a water suspension having a pH of 9.1, a concentration of 40 % w/w and a density of 
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1.3 g/ml. Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), Akucell AF0305, was provided by AkzoNobel 

Pulp and Performance Chemicals in a powder form. The degree of substitution was 0.77 and the 

viscosity of 1%w/w water solution was 12 mPa.s. The weight average molecular weight of CMC 

was 650000 g.mol-1. Branched polyethylenimine (PEI) having a weight average molecular weight 

of 25000 g.mol-1 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ion exchange resins Dowex Marathon A 

(OH- form) and Dowex Marathon C (H+ form), reagent grade sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric 

acid were used for pH adjustments. All these chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The 

Dowex Marathon C resin was washed with ethanol and dried before use, the other chemicals were 

used as received.  

The polyelectrolyte-treated calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanoparticles were synthetized 

by CSGI (Florence, Italy). These nanoparticles are made of a CaCO3 NP core with polyelectrolyte 

multilayers (PEMs), which consisted of the cationic polymer poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) and the 

anionic polymer (carboxymethyl)cellulose (CMC). In the text, they are designated as 

CaCO3/PEI/CMC. The protocol of synthesis is currently under intellectual protection and should 

be released in the next 2 years. 

2.2 Methodology 

The impact of the treatments selected on the canvases properties was assessed and quantified by 

investigating the changes in appearance, in mechanical properties, in physical properties (i.e. 

hygroscopic behaviour) and in stability (chemical, physical and mechanical) over time which 

could be seen for the canvases after treatment. The criteria selected were inspired by those listed 

by Berger (1970) and Hedley (1988), among others, and are given in greater details later in 

Chapter 4, section 4.1. 

2.2.1 Visual assessment and surface analysis 

2.2.1.1 Colourimeter 

For the colour measurements, an X-Rite 530 Colourimeter was used. Colour change was 

measured according to the CIEL*a*b* colour space. According to this colour representation, L is 
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lightness, a* is the red-green component, b* is the yellow-blue component (for the D65/10 CIE 

Illuminant/observer condition). Colour difference ΔE was calculated from the differences ΔL*, 

Δa* and Δb* between the sample and a reference following the equation: 

∆𝐸 = √∆𝐿∗2 + ∆𝑎∗2 + ∆𝑏∗2 (1.1) 

2.2.1.2 Field emission -scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDX) 

The analysis was carried out using a Philips XL30 field emission SEM-EDX (FEI, 

Eindhoven, Netherlands) on the canvas samples. EDX detector was Oxford Instruments (UK). 

The system was operated at 5 kV acceleration voltage. Samples (3 x 5 mm) were mounted on 

aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific, Essex, UK) and sputtered with Gold/Palladium using a Palaron 

E5000 sputter coater for 1min30s. For the samples imaged in cross-sections, the canvas samples 

were glued to the aluminium stub using an epoxy resin. The samples were left to dry before 

imaging. 

2.2.2. Quantification of chemical degradation 

2.2.2.1. Infrared spectroscopy  

The FTIR instrument, PERKIN ELMER – System 2000 FT-IR with SENSIR DuraScope 

ATR (Attenuated Total Reflectance) accessory were used to record FTIR spectra of the films and 

treated cotton canvas samples. Samples were stored at 20% relative humidity and room 

temperature prior to analysis. The analysis was performed by placing the samples onto a ZnSe 

crystal with applied pressure and scanning between 4000 cm-1 to 800 cm-1 by the accumulation of 

12 scans with resolution of 4 cm-1. Spectra were analysed using the software, GRAMS. Spectra 

were then analysed and compared. 

2.2.3. Static and dynamic hygroscopic response  

2.2.3.1. Contact angle 
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The hydrophilicity of the surface was evaluated by the contact angle measurement by use 

of a commercial contact angle meter (CAM 200, KSV, USA). The equilibrium contact angle θ 

(see Figure 2.6) is determined by the Young equation: 

𝛾𝑆𝐺 − 𝛾𝑆𝐿 − 𝛾𝐿𝐺 cos 𝜃 = 0 (1.2) 

Where γSG is the solid–vapor interfacial energy, γSL is the solid–liquid interfacial energy 

and γLG is the liquid–vapour interfacial energy. 

The contact angle was measured at least 5 times with the same sample in an ambient air, 

and the most representative curve of each set of measurements was selected for the interpretation. 

 

Figure 2.6: Scheme of the contact angle measurement (Santiso, 2013) 

CAM 200 Optical Contact Angle Meter was employed to measure the contact angle 

measurements in cotton canvas specimens pre-conditioned at a fixed RH level, i.e. 30% RH, in 

the RH range used for the mechanical assessment (cf. 2.2.4) at room temperature. The analysis 

was performed by placing the samples flat on platform and letting a deionised water drop fall on 

it and measuring the contact angle until it was fully absorbed. 

2.2.3.2. Differential vapour sorption (DVS) 

The water-uptake measurements of the canvas and films samples were investigated using 

a Q5000 SA thermogravimetric analyzer (Q5000 SA, TA instruments, USA) having a 

microbalance in which the sample and reference pans were enclosed in a humidity and 

temperature controlled chamber. The temperature in the Q5000 SA was controlled by Peltier 

elements. Dried N2 gas flow (200 mL.min−1) was split into two parts, of which one part was 

wetted by passing it through a water-saturated chamber. The desired relative humidity (RH) for 
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the measurements could subsequently be obtained by mixing proper proportions (regulated by 

mass-flow controllers) of dry and wet stream.  

Samples, weighing 5–10 mg, were preconditioned using silica gel (25 °C). The amount of water 

absorbed was expressed as the mass percentage of water relative to the dry sample mass. The RH 

programs used varied according to the studies and are thus described in each chapter.  

2.2.4. Mechanical assessment 

2.2.4.1. Tensile testing (stress-strain curves) 

In this test, the sample is subjected to uniaxial tension upon constant elongation rate. The 

applied force or tension necessary to induce the elongation rate is recorded as a function of 

elongation. In our study, the measurement was not carried out until rupture due to the limitation 

of the DMA used for this test. However, this was considered as sufficient since percentage of 

elongation around 10% and tension around 1000N/m were reached which is well beyond the 2% 

in elongation and 200N/m in tension to which is subjected a painting canvas (cf. Table 1.1 in 

Chapter 1). From the tensile tests carried out, stress-strain curves can be plotted using the 

dimensions of the sample. The Young’s or tensile modulus is measured from the initial slope of 

the stress-strain curve.  

For the tensile tests, rectangular samples were cut from different regions of the treated and 

untreated degraded canvases, parallel to the warp direction. They were cut so that 10 threads were 

collected in the warp direction and were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 (length) mm in 

dimensions. The samples were pre-conditioned at 20%RH for at least 24 hours prior to the 

measurements. This is the lower bound RH level selected for mechanical assessment of the 

materials. It is representative of a low RH level to which paintings could be subjected in non-

controlled environments (i.e. historic houses, private galleries). The DMA analyzer (Tritec 

2000B, Lacerta Technology, UK) was set for measuring in tension. The tests were performed 

using a free length of 5mm under controlled environment (20%RH or 80%RH at 25°C). The load 

was applied at the rate of 0.4N/min. This method of measurement enables the evaluation of the 
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mechanical response of the samples at low extensions which are mechanically relevant for 

paintings (Mecklenburg, 1982a).  

As previously mentioned, Young’s moduli Y corresponds to the slope of the stress-strain curve 

measured in the elastic region of the material, i.e. where the deformation applied is reversible. It 

is calculated as follow:  

𝑌 =
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
=

𝐹
𝐴⁄

∆𝐿
𝐿⁄
 (1.7) 

where F is the force applied (in N), A the cross-sectional area of the sample (in m2) and L the 

initial length of the sample between clamps. ΔL (in m) thus corresponds to the elongation of the 

sample during tensile test. 

Young’s moduli Y were measured, as seen in Figure 2.7, in the initial part of the tensile curves 

between 1 and 2% in elongation, range at which painting are usually stretched (M. F. 

Mecklenburg, 1982a).  
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Figure 2.7: Stress-strain curve of a canvas sample showing the range of interest from which 

Young's modulus Y (i.e. slope of the curve) is calculated. 

 

2.2.4.2. Dynamic mechanical analysis under controlled temperature and relative humidity (RH) 

(DMA-RH) 

DMA is a technique commonly used for the mechanical assessment of synthetic 

polymers. It measures the mechanical response of a material to the application of a sinusoidal 

stress. When the sinusoidal stress is applied, the strain response of a visco-elastic material will 

lag behind the applied stress by some angle δ (Figure 2.8).  
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Figure 2.8: Principles of mechanical assessment using DMA. Sinusoidal stress (σ) applied 

during a DMA experiment and resulting strain (ε) and phase lag δ measured for viscoelastic 

materials. 

This phase lag result from the time necessary for molecular as well as structural 

rearrangements. The stress σ and strain ε are expressed: 

𝜎 = 𝜎0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿) (1.8) 

𝜖 = 휀0 sin(𝜔𝑡) 

where ω is the angular frequency and δ the phase angle or phase lag. Thus, 𝜎 can also be expressed 

as follows: 

𝜎 = 𝜎0 sin 𝜔𝑡 cos 𝛿 + 𝜎0 cos 𝜔𝑡 sinδ   (1.9) 

After dividing this expression by the strain to obtain the modulus, two terms can be 

extracted which correspond to the in-phase (real) E’ and out-of-phase (imaginary) E’’ 

components. 

𝜎 = 𝜖0𝐸′ sin 𝜔𝑡 + 휀0 𝐸′′ cos 𝜔𝑡   (1.10) 

Then, 

𝐸′ =
𝜎0

𝜖0
cos 𝛿 (1.11) 

𝐸′′ =
𝜎0

𝜖0
sin 𝛿 
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The values of these two parameters are dependent on the phase lag δ between stress 

applied and resulting deformation, hence strain of the sample. Tanδ is then calculated from E’ 

and E’’ as follow: 

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝛿 =
𝐸′′

𝐸′
=

sin 𝛿

cos 𝛿
 (1.12) 

 If a material is perfectly elastic, the strain of the sample will occur exactly in phase with 

the stress applied. The phase 𝛿, hence Tanδ, and E’’ will be equal to zero. Whereas if a material 

is purely viscous, the strain will be exactly 90 out of phase with the stress applied. E’ will be equal 

to zero.  

A Tritec 2000 B DMA connected to a humidity generator was used (Figure 2.9). Samples 

were pre-dried for 24 hours in a chamber whose environment was maintained at 20%RH using a 

glycerol/water solution (Forney, 1992)and then mounted between the tensile clamps. Due to the 

woven structure of the samples, a preload of 1N was added at the beginning of the data acquisition 

for all samples in order to maintain the sample under tension during the measurement and so that 

the samples did not buckle. In tension, it is indeed necessary to superimpose a static force larger 

than the applied dynamic force, to ensure that the sample remains under a net tensile force 

(Duncan, 2008).  
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Figure 2.9: Pictures of the DMA (a2) connected to the humidity generator (a1). In (b), detail 

of the DMA head showing the clamps and a canvas sample clamped in tension as used for the 

DMA-RH and tensile test experiments. 

Various RH protocols were used. They varied depending on the group of samples 

investigated and research questions raised. Therefore, more detailed information about the RH 

programs applied are given separately in each section.  

Due to the anisotropic behaviour of woven fabrics (characterised by warp and weft directions as 

seen in Figure 1.2, chapter 1), great care was taken regarding the weave directions of the fabric 

when sampling and mechanically testing the samples. The weave directions and number of 

threads present in the direction of measurements are given for each set of measurements of this 

project (see in materials and methods of each chapter). 

To investigate the viscoelastic properties of materials, it was also important to apply enough 

tension to the material in order to be avoid buckling of the canvas but also to be placed in its linear 

visco-elastic region or Hookean region. If the sample is not stretched enough, the mechanical 

response of the sample to RH variations cannot be isolated from the structural response of the 

canvas (slack and crimp removal). A preload of 1N was thus applied on each sample before DMA 

measurements to reach, prior to the DMA-RH measurements, initial stiffness in the sample 

between 150 and 250N.m-1 similar to those measured for stretched paintings (cf. Table 1.1 in 

Chapter 1).  

2.3. Summary of materials and methods 

The materials and methods given in Chapter 2 are only those which were used across several 

chapters of this PhD thesis. Other techniques, specific programs (e.g. RH program for DMA-RH, 

ageing protocol) or materials which were only use in one specific study, i.e. chapter, will be given 

and described in the materials and methods section of the result chapter (Chapters 3 to 8) to which 

they belong. The materials and methods already described in Chapter 2 will also be mentioned in 

each results chapter in their materials and methods section. 
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The chapters in which the techniques and materials described in Chapter 2 have been used are 

summarized in Table 2.1 (materials) and Table 2.2 (methods) 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of the materials presented in Chapter 2 and chapters in which they can be found. 

 

 

Table 2.2: Summary of the techniques presented in Chapter 2 and chapters in which they can be found. 
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3 The role of relative humidity in the assessment of the 

physical-mechanical properties of painting canvases and 

painting constituents. 

3.1 Introduction  

The mechanical properties of most individual possible layers of easel paintings are well 

known and documented (Hedley, 1991; Hedley, 1988; Macbeth, 1993; Mecklenburg, 1982; 

Ormsby, 2006; Roche, 1989; Young, 2001). Variations in temperature (T) and relative humidity 

(RH) can affect the mechanical response of painting layers as shown, for example, for samples 

from 19th century paintings (Macbeth, 1993). The key findings of these investigations have been 

to identify the differential response of each layer to relative humidity (RH). Variations in RH as 

seen in Figure 3.1 are a primary cause of failures in paintings (i.e. ruptures in the paint layers) 

(Mecklenburg, 1982).  

 

Figure 3.1: Force per width of restrained sample of linen (blue), hide glue (black), and ground 

and paint layers (yellow and green) made of lead white and Naples yellow, respectively. 

Thickness of the samples was the same and typical of a common painting. The figure shows 

the differential responses of the individual layers over the 10-90%RH range (figure taken from 

Mecklenburg, 2007). 
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Mecklenburg (2007) showed that the most responsive component of a painting to relative 

humidity (RH) is, when present, the hide glue (also called size) (Figure 3.1). When desiccated, it 

is the stiffest material of a painting but large decreases in elastic modulus are typically measured 

at high RH levels (i.e. 80%RH). The canvas also presents a high response in elongation to RH 

fluctuations. As seen in Figure 3.2, the force measured in either warp or weft, the two weave 

directions in a fabric (cf. Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1), remains quite stable between 10 and 60%RH 

in comparison with what was observed for the hide glue. Above 60%RH, however, the stress 

measured gradually increased and from 80%RH onwards each small increase in RH drastically 

increase the stress applied on the linen canvas (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2:  Tensile forces per width measured for restrained samples of #8800 linen measured 

in warp (blue) and weft (red) directions under changing relative humidity (RH) (taken from 

Mecklenburg, 2007).  

In early works by Collins (1939) and subsequently by Gray (1971), it was shown that the 

stiffening of the canvas at high RH levels resulted from the swelling of the canvas fibres due to 

moisture sorption (Figure 3.3). This swelling leads to the consecutive swelling of the threads 

which subsequently increase in diameter. This causes the crimp (i.e. yarn waviness) of the threads 

to increase and the fabric to shrink. However, when the fabric is restrained, as in a painting where 
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it is fixed on stretcher, the total dimensions of the canvas, i.e. apparent dimensions and elongation, 

are maintained fixed. Upon moisture uptake, the shrinkage of the canvas will thus be translated 

into an increase in tension. The ratio of fabric shrinkage depends on the warp and weft yarns 

tension as well as their density (i.e. mass per unit length) (Kadi, 2015). The mechanical response 

to RH of paint and ground layers is so low that it is negligible in comparison to those of the hide 

glue and the canvas.  

These different responses to RH highlighted above for the individual layer making up a 

painting can lead to mechanical failure in the painting. This occurs when, for a specific 

environment (i.e. RH, temperature), the stresses applied exceed the yield point or produce plastic 

or irreversible deformation of the constitutive materials of the painting (Mecklenburg, 1994). 

Overall, these early studies raised awareness of the important role of RH in the risks 

associated with mechanical failure of materials in art and conservation. This has led to the creation 

of guidelines for museum environments for a wide range of materials (“Environmental Guidelines 

ICOM-CC and IIC Declaration”, 2014; Michalski, 2016). This has also lead researchers to 

investigate further the impact that specific RH levels and/or variations in RH might have on the 

mechanical properties of objects in collections and how these could lead to an increased risk of 

mechanical failure. 
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Figure 3.3: Swelling of threads in a fabric due to wetting which causes shrinkage of fabrics in 

humid environments showing a cross-sectional view of the canvas before (A) and after (D) 

water uptake and shrinkage resulting from swelling of the threads and fibres. The caption 

shows the gradual swelling (B, C) of the coarse weft threads resulting in an increased crimp 

(i.e. weaviness) in the fine warp threads (from Pocobene & Hodkinson (2006) adapted from  

models presented by Collins (1939) and Gray (1971). 

In order to investigate the mechanical properties of easel paintings and their individual 

layers at different RH levels, most of the studies have explored the response of samples that had 

been restrained with or without static load applied as well as free hanging experiments for which 

the sample is left to swell or contract freely. However, one notable quality of canvases or any 

woven fabrics is their well-known viscoelastic mechanical behaviour (Cui, 1999). This means 

that the material shows both elastic and viscoelastic behaviours (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2). 

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is often used to quantify the viscoelastic properties of 

polymeric materials among which are a few woven materials (Kaka, 2015; Murugan, 2014). The 

elastic response corresponds to the immediate response of a material to the mechanical stress 

applied whereas the viscous response is associated to the time-dependent response of the material 

to this same stress. Creep (i.e. material deformation, elongation in uniaxial testing) or stress 
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relaxation (i.e. decrease in stress) of fabrics upon application of mechanical stresses or in response 

to a strain applied are manifestation of the viscoelastic, hence time-dependent, behaviour of 

fabrics.  

In conservation, the time-dependent behaviour of canvas and paintings has been studied. 

Creep and stress relaxation tests which involve the application of a static load and static 

displacement, respectively, were carried out using uniaxial testing by Conti (1972), Roche (1989) 

and Michalski (1996). Young introduced biaxial testing (i.e. simultaneously application of stress 

in two perpendicular testing directions). She also used it in load-time mode to measure 

viscoelastic effects or the load response of the material to any external parameter (Young, 1999). 

In her approach, the mechanical response of a canvas submitted to cycling loads as well as the 

deformations of the canvas resulting from wetting were explored.  All these studies provided a 

direct practical assessment of the painting/canvas behaviour as a response to the applied tension, 

the dominant force acting on a stretched primed canvas. However, their limitations lie in that few 

of these studies have actually intended to measure and quantify changes in viscoelastic properties 

resulting from changes in RH. 

DMA was introduced into paintings conservation to address this problem and deconvolute 

the elastic (energy stored) and viscous (energy dissipated) components in the mechanical response 

of samples from paintings. The first mention of the technique in the field of painting conservation 

is made by Hedley (1990) who used it to measure paint films. DMA operates at selected 

frequencies (Hz) and is able to measure viscoelastic properties and relate them to internal motions 

of the main polymer backbone and side chains (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2) (Menard, 2015). The 

technique has continued to be used on paint films on 19th cent historical canvases (Foster, 1997; 

Odlyha, 1998; Odlyha, 1995) as well as on other cellulosic material such as paper (Salmén, 1980) 

or wood (Salmén, 1984). Influence of temperature or RH on the material mechanical properties 

were investigated. In the particular case of canvas, DMA was shown to be a sensitive technique 

to changes in mechanical behaviour resulting from RH changes (Foster, 1997; Odlyha, 1998). 

Foster successfully followed the increase in storage modulus E’ (i.e. elastic response) of an 
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unprimed linen canvas upon exposure to increased RH levels (from 50 to 75 to 100%RH). 

Because both viscoelastic properties as well as response to RH have been shown to be important 

parameters in the study of materials for conservation, it was therefore decided to evaluate the 

behaviour of new consolidants for conservation with this approach using DMA with controlled 

environment (i.e. DMA-RH). The impact of temperature on the viscoelastic response of these 

materials was not explored. The measurements were thus performed at a fixed temperature 25C 

while the RH was varied.    
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3.2 Aim and objectives  

In this chapter, a pilot study was established to study the baseline mechanical and physical 

response to RH of canvas samples as well as additional painting layers (animal glue size and lead 

white priming). This study had two objectives: 

(1) Understanding of the viscoelastic response of the degraded cotton canvas exposed to 

a controlled program of RH cycles. The understanding of its mechanical response is 

essential since this canvas was chosen to test the newly developed consolidants (cf. 

Chapter 5). It is also the first time that such as study is made on cotton canvas in 

comparison to linen. 

(2) Evaluation of the impact of the sizing and priming layers on the mechanical response 

under RH variations of linen canvases. The effect of size was measured on a modern 

linen canvas that has been sized with one to four layers of animal glue.  The effect of 

priming was measured using a historical 19th cent linen canvas sized with animal glue 

and primed with lead white sample which was tested before and after removal of the layer 

of priming. 

This study provides the foundation for Chapters 4 and 5, and will allow the evaluation of the 

impact that the consolidants have on the model canvas samples, i.e. the degraded cotton canvas. 

It will also assist in interpretation of the effect of size and priming on the response of linen canvas 

to RH.
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3.3 Materials and methods 

3.3.1 Materials 

The materials chosen for this study include cotton and linen canvases as well as canvas with 

additional layers found in painting. They were chosen to get a better understanding of canvases, 

i.e. the substrate to be consolidated, and the impact that preliminary treatments and preparation 

might have on its mechanical behaviour. 

3.3.1.1 Modern cotton canvas 

A modern cotton canvas was tested before and after having been washed and degraded 

(cf. see 2.1.1.2 in Chapter 2 for details on weave structure and washing/degradation protocols). 

Pictures of the canvas before and after washing/degradation are shown in Figure 3.6a. Details of 

the threads structure and waviness are shown in Figure 3.5 and show the higher waviness (i.e. 

curvature) of the warp threads over the weft. This was expected from the weaving process where 

the weft threads are usually hold under tension whereas the warp threads are drawn through and 

inserted over-and-under the weft. This was previously shown in Chapter 1 (cf. Figure 1.2). 

 

Figure 3.4: Pictures of the modern cotton canvas before and after washing and degradation 
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Figure 3.5: Pictures of warp and weft threads of degraded cotton and modern linen canvases 

showing differences in waviness of the threads as well as their structure. The microscopic 

images were taken at magnification of x0.66 (cotton) and x2 (linen). Note that the warp and 

weft threads of the cotton canvas are made of two yarns each, whereas the linen threads are 

only made of one twisted yarn each. The warp thread presents the wavier appearance as 

expected from the weaving process (cf. Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1). 

The degraded cotton canvas was selected as substrate for the assessment of the newly 

developed nanocellulose-based consolidants. This is because cotton is, next to linen, a canvas 

material commonly found in paintings of contemporary art (Krueger, 2014; Oriola, 2014; Singer, 

2014). Moreover, the degraded canvas used was shown to resemble naturally aged canvases in 

terms of its mechanical properties (Nechyporchuk, 2017).  The degradation protocol resulted in a 

loss in tensile strength (i.e. lower breaking force or ultimate strength) and lower elongation at 

rupture (or elasticity). In other terms, the cotton canvas after degradation became more brittle 

similar to findings made by Hackney (1981), Hedley (1993), Peacock (1983) and Abdel Kareem 

(2004) and mentioned previously in 1.1.2.1 (p.31). 
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3.3.1.2 Unsized and sized linen canvases 

The unsized and sized linen was provided by the Tate Conservation Dept. The linen 

canvas consisted of a modern superfine linen L 184, obtained from Russell and Chapple Ltd 

(London). It was sized using animal glue by the retired painting conservator Stephen Hackney in 

2014 (see Figure 3.6b). The canvas was divided into various areas on which an increasing number 

of layers of size had been brushed.  The number of layers applied varied from 1 to 5. The canvas 

presented a tight plain weaving with a density of 22 threads/cm in the warp and weft directions 

(Figure 3.6b). Both warp and weft threads of the canvas were made of 1 twisted yarn as seen in 

Figure 3.5. The threads of this canvas are thinner than the threads of the cotton canvas. Diameter 

of the threads was found to be mostly homogeneous across the canvas. 

 

Figure 3.6: Picture of a modern unsized and sized linen canvas provided by Tate Conservation 

Dept.  

3.3.1.3 Unprimed and primed sized linen canvas 

A 19th century historical primed canvas provided by Stephen Hackney at Tate 

Conservation Dept. was also tested (see Figure 3.7) (Odlyha, 1998). The ground layer consisted 

of a layer of lead white around 100 µm thick. This ground layer was on a glue sized linen canvas.  
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Figure 3.7: 19th century historical primed sized linen canvas provided Tate Conservation Dept. 

Pictures show the top primed side (top) and the canvas side (bottom). The samples were taken 

from the area indicated by the arrow. 

3.3.2 Methods 

The canvas samples unsized and sized, unprimed and prime were tested mechanically under static 

and dynamic variations in RH. The results were discussed and put in relation with data obtained 

on their surface chemistry and physical response to RH (hygroscopic behaviour). 

3.3.2.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The XPS surface analysis was carried out for the new, washed and degraded canvases 

using a Quantum 2000 Scanning ESCA Microprobe (Physical Electronics, ULVAC-PHI, 

Chanhassen, US). 

The charge shift was corrected using the binding energy of the aliphatic  C-C, C-H state of C 1s 

at 285.0 eV as a reference signal (Pireaux, 1993). Peak fitting of the spectra was completed using 

the CASA XPS software. 
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3.3.2.2 DMA-RH 

All the samples, sized/unsized, primed/unprimed were measured by DMA-RH at 1Hz and 

clamped in tension. A preload of 1N was used to avoid the buckling of the samples (cf. 2.2.4.2 in 

Chapter 2). The degraded cotton canvas and the untreated linen canvas from Tate were measured 

in both the warp and weft directions. For the study on sizing (i.e. unsized/sized linen from Tate), 

the samples were measured in the weft direction. For the study on priming (i.e. primed sized linen 

canvas from Tate), the samples were all measured in the same direction which could not be 

identified. The samples were typically 7 (width) x 15 (length) mm in dimensions. 

The samples were tested by DMA-RH using 3 different programs in RH cycling inspired 

by a research conducted by Peresin (2010) on the viscoelastic response to RH variations of 

electrospun nanofibers made of nanocellulose composite. Three different RH protocols at fixed 

temperature (25°C) were designed to mimic variations that could be experienced by paintings in 

uncontrolled environments (e.g. galleries, historical houses). The RH range selected for the tests, 

i.e. between 20 and 80 % RH, was chosen in order to be similar to the one used in early works 

investigating the response of painting materials to moisture often taken between 10 and 90%RH 

(Krarup Andersen, 2013; Mecklenburg, 1982; Mecklenburg, 2007; Wood, 2018). The 3 RH 

program used are listed below: 

- RH cycles 20-80-20%RH at 25°C (Figure 3.8). The humidity level was stabilised at 20% RH 

for 1 hour. RH was then increased at 4% RH/min to 60% RH and left at 60% RH for 5 min. RH 

was increased further to 80% RH at 1%RH/min, left for 30min at 80%RH and then decreased 

back to 20% RH at 4% RH/min. The 5min plateau at 60% RH was used in the program to reduce 

the RH overshoot that could occur at 80% RH when high rate increase in RH are used (i.e. 2-4% 

RH) while optimizing the time of measurement. Three consecutive RH cycles were applied. 
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Figure 3.8: 20-80-20 %RH program (25°C) for which RH cycled between 20 and 80%RH at 

rates of 4%RH/min (20-60%RH), 2%RH (60-80%RH) and 4%RH/min (80-20%RH).  

- RH cycles 20-60-20 % RH at 25°C (Figure 3.9). The rate of change from 20-60 % RH was 

4%RH/min. The samples were set to equilibrate at 20 or 60 % RH for 30 min between each 

transition. Three (short run) to 11 consecutive RH cycles (long run) were applied. The RH cycles 

20-80-20 % RH and 20-60-20% RH were designed to observe the mechanical response of 

different types of canvases to rapid variations in RH and to obtain a quick way to assess and 

quantify the stresses experienced by fabrics exposed to moisture. 
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Figure 3.9: 20-60-20 %RH program (25°C) showed here for 3 successive RH cycles. RH was 

left to stabilized at 20 and 60%RH for 30min at each plateau. A rate of RH transition of 

4%RH/min was used for both humidification (20-60%RH) and dehumidification (60-20%RH). 

- RH steps at 25°C (Figure 3.10). The humidity was programmed to go from 20 to 80%RH and 

back to 20%RH at 2%RH/min with 1h equilibration every 10%RH (i.e. at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 

70% RH) and of 2 hours at 80% RH. RH-steps were designed to observe moisture-sorption 

kinetics during each step and to obtain the dynamic mechanical properties at various RH levels. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: RH-steps program characterised by step increases in RH of 10% RH (4% RH/min) 

between 20 and 80 % RH. The RH was left to equilibrate for 1hour at each RH level, except at 

80% RH at which it was left for 2 hours. 

3.3.2.3 Tensile test 

The degraded cotton canvas in 3.3.1.1 was measured by tensile testing at 20 and 80% RH (25°C). 

The samples were measured in the warp direction to investigate the impact of the treatments on 

the most elastic and less stiff direction of the canvas (Nechyporchuk, 2018). They were typically 

0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 (length) mm in dimensions and were cut so that 10 threads were 

collected in the warp direction. 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Preliminary investigations of the response of the degraded cotton canvas to 

moisture 

As reported by Nechyporchuk (2017), after degradation of the untouched modern cotton 

canvas (cf. 2.1.1.2 in Chapter 2), a reduction in degree of polymerization (DP), hence reduction 

in length of the cellulose polymeric chains, from 1500 to 450 was measured. The DP value after 

degradation is similar to the DP measured for naturally aged linen canvases (Oriola, 2015). The 

loss in DP was associated with an important decrease in elongation, and tensile strength 

(Nechyporchuk, 2017). The ease of production of the pieces of degraded cotton canvas as well as 

their mechanical properties make them suitable mockups for the study of new treatments of 

consolidation for contemporary easel paintings. 

3.4.1.1 Hygroscopic behaviour of the degraded cotton canvas 

Cellulosic fibres such as plant fibres like cotton, linen, jute are all hygroscopic materials 

(Hill, 2009).  Cotton fibres, for example, can absorb up to 13% their weight in water when exposed 

to 80% RH (Hill, 2009). As seen in Figure 3.11, with the degraded cotton canvas studied here, 

for example, an increase of 6% was measured between 20 and 80% RH upon 1hour exposure to 

80%RH. 
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Figure 3.11: Variation in weight measured for an untreated cotton canvas (black) following 

changes in RH (ramp and plateaus) (red). This was measured by dynamic vapour sorption 

(DVS) using controlled RH cycling (20-60-80-60-20%RH). The rate of change from 20-

60%RH was 1%RH/min. The samples were set to equilibrate at 20, 60 and 80% RH for 60 min 

between each transition. 

The absorption of water by the fibres leads to the swelling of the fibres as well as 

modification of their mechanical behaviour. A cotton fibre, for example, tends to reach higher 

strength (i.e. force required to reach rupture) upon wetting (Farag, 2009). This hygroscopic 

behaviour will have, at the fabric level, a strong impact on the physical and mechanical properties 

of fabrics made of cellulose fibres subjected to moisture variations.  

However, because of the woven structure of fabrics, other structural parameters such as 

weaving pattern, size of the fibres, yarns, threads, twist of the yarn, crimp of the warp and weft, 

as well as additives used during the weaving process (e.g. finishing) also come into play and can 

modify the physical properties of fabrics (Collins, 1939; Saiman, 2014). For example, a reduction 

in the crimp percentage of a fabric, hence a reduction in the waviness of the yarns/threads, was 

shown to increase the tensile strength at break (Saiman, 2014).  
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In the current study, the response of cotton and linen canvases subjected to rapid RH 

variations was measured. This approach was preferred here over longer times of exposure (often 

used to investigate the long term behaviour of materials) as it will provide more insight into the 

immediate mechanical response of fabric to moisture variations including the stresses undergone 

by fabrics and the risks of fatigue4.  

3.4.1.2 Preliminary mechanical assessment using tensile testing and static RH measurements 

A preliminary assessment of the response to moisture of the degraded cotton canvas was 

obtained by tensile measurements as shown in Figure 3.12 using DMA in tensile mode. Tensile 

tests under static RH (i.e. fixed RH) have often been used to measure the mechanical properties 

of natural fibres at different RH (Célino, 2014). This less complex measurement will provide a 

baseline to deconvolute the viscoelastic response of the material which will be later monitored by 

DMA-RH under dynamic RH variations. 

 

Figure 3.12: Tensile test performed at 20 (black) and 80%RH (grey) for a degraded cotton 

canvas measured in the warp direction. The results show the decrease in Young’s modulus Y 

at high RH level (i.e. Y80%RH <Y20%RH). 

                                                           
4 Mechanical degradation resulting from cycles of stress 
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The canvas measured was measured in the warp direction at a low and high RH level, i.e. 

20 and 80% RH (Figure 3.12). Young’s moduli, which give a measure of the stiffness of the 

sample, were calculated from the beginning of the tensile curves at elongation between 1 and 2%.  

It is in this range in elongation that paintings are usually restretched (Iaccarino Idelson, 2019; 

Mecklenburg, 1982). As seen in Figure 3.12, upon increase in RH from 20 to 80%  RH, a decrease 

in Young’s modulus from 1.8±0.2 to 1.1±0.1MPa was measured. These first results thus indicate 

that the mechanical response of the degraded cotton canvas exposed to high RH level, hence upon 

moisture uptake, is characterised by a loss in stiffness. This is in agreement with results reported 

in the literature on the study of the impact of moisture on natural fibres mechanical properties. In 

natural fibres, strength (i.e. maximal force the fibre can sustain) usually increases with moisture 

content   and   decreases   with   temperature,   whereas   the Young’s modulus, i.e. stiffness, 

decreases as water is absorbed (Hearle, 1963). It was suggested that it is the hemicellulose, a very 

hydrophilic polymer (polysaccharide) present in plant fibres, which is largely responsible for the 

moisture sorption behaviour observed for these fibres (Davies, 1998).  Water is absorbed in the 

pores and amorphous regions of the fibres, reducing inter-fibrillar cohesion and relieving internal 

fibre stress, leading to the plasticization of the fibre. The question is thus raised on how this will 

translate on the response of the same sample, measured by DMA-RH.  

3.4.1.3 First insight into the mechanical response of the degraded cotton canvas to dynamic RH 

variations 

The degraded cotton canvas was then measured by DMA-RH using the 20-80-20% RH 

RH program (cf. 3.3.2.2). The mechanical properties of the sample were measured at low 

elongations and in the warp as for the tensile tests previously performed. Contrary to tensile 

testing using the tensile tester such as Instron (static mechanical measurement), DMA in tension 

operates at lower strain levels which are in the region of interest for this study (Figure 3.12) and 

gives a measure of the viscoelastic properties of materials.  With the controlled RH facility, the 

additional advantage is that it is possible to accurately programme the rate of increase or decrease 

in RH. In earlier works where programmed RH control was not available, samples were enclosed 
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in the sample chamber of DMA and the RH controlled environment was generated by saturated 

solutions and later sulphuric acid/water solutions (Foster, 1997). A unprimed linen canvas 

(Superfine Artists’Linen) was measured by the author of this study and the results shown below 

in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13: Variations in storage modulus E’ with time for unprimed linen canvas samples 

exposed to increasing RH levels (50 to 75 to 100%RH) (Foster, 1997).  

The typical mechanical response obtained by DMA-RH for the degraded cotton canvas 

subjected to the 20-80-20%RH RH cycling is given in Figure 3.14. Here, only the elastic part of 

the viscoelastic response, hence storage modulus E’, is given. E’ gives a measured of the stiffness 

of a material. The results can thus be directly compared to those previously obtained by tensile 

tests. As seen in Figure 3.14, the cotton canvas is responsive to the change in RH as seen by the 

variations in E’ measured upon RH cycling. On an increase in RH there is a sudden drop in E’ 

with some recovery as it tries to reach equilibrium at 60%RH. It is likely that the sudden drop 

occurs due to over-plasticization of the sample. Recovery occurs as it reconfigures to include new 

water molecules. There is then a subsequent drop in modulus as RH goes to 80%RH and a similar 

effect is observed with recovery as the sample tries to reach equilibrium at 80%RH. As the RH is 
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decrease back to 20%RH, E’ has not yet reach equilibrium and rapid change to higher modulus is 

observed.  

 

Figure 3.14: Viscoelastic response of a degraded cotton canvas (black) measured in the warp 

direction by DMA-RH under 20-80-20% RH cycling (red)  (i.e.20-80-20%RH program). The 

response is shown here in terms of response in storage modulus E’ (i.e. stiffness) to variation 

in RH. Note the decrease in stiffness measured upon increase in RH from 20 to 80% RH. 

In summary, the elastic response measured by DMA-RH for the degraded cotton canvas 

can be characterised by the periodic decrease and increase in E’, hence in stiffness, upon increase 

and decrease in RH, respectively. The results are in agreement with the results previously obtained 

by tensile testing. The canvas becomes less stiff and more viscoelastic at high RH level, here at 

80% RH.  

3.4.1.4 Overall viscoelastic response and sample deformation measured by DMA-RH 

These simple tests have thus shown the suitability of DMA-RH to monitor the mechanical 

of a cotton canvas to RH. The elastic and viscous responses (given indirectly by and E’ and Tan 

δ) as well as deformation (i.e. elongation) of the sample exposed to 3 RH cycles could be 
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measured simultaneously. The curves obtained for these 3 parameters upon 20-80-20% RH 

cycling are given in Figure 3.15 for the degraded cotton canvas measured in the warp direction. 

The elastic response of the canvas (i.e. E’) is given again for comparison. 

 

Figure 3.15: Typical mechanical response (storage modulus E' and Tan δ) and response in 

elongation (% elongation) of a degraded cotton canvas to RH variations. The canvas was 

measured in the warp direction. Note the small inflexions in the curves occurring at the 

beginning of each RH transition, humidification (*) and dehumidification (**). 
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A better understanding of the baseline physical and mechanical response of the degraded 

cotton to RH cycles can, therefore, only be reached by analysis of both the elastic (E’) and viscous 

(Tan δ) components and components of the viscoelastic response to RH as well as the response 

in elongation.  

3.4.2 Detailed analysis of the viscoelastic and response in elongation of a degraded 

cotton canvas to RH cycles. 

To deconvolute the main characteristics of the overall mechanical behaviour of the degraded 

cotton fabric uniaxially tested by DMA, four points need to be addressed: 

- Elongation and creep under RH cycling 

- Overall mechanical trend over the 3 RH cycles 

- Differences in viscoelastic properties between RH plateaus 

- Viscoelastic response during RH transitions 

Due to the anisotropic behaviour of fabrics, the degraded cotton canvas was measured in both 

warp and weft directions. This aims at providing the representative response to RH of a fabric, 

taking into account discrepancies possibly arising from the weaving direction selected for uniaxial 

testing. 

3.4.2.1 Elongation and creep under RH cycling 

The percentage elongation measured in both warp and weft directions for the degraded 

cotton canvas exposed to 20-80-20%RH cycling is given in Figure 3.16. The curves showing the 

percentage elongation of the canvas have been zeroed before the application of the preload of 1N 

(necessary for tensioning the canvas). 
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Figure 3.16: Percentage elongation of a degraded cotton canvas measured in weft (grey) and 

warp (black). The samples were submitted to 3 RH cycles between 20 and 80%RH (red) (i.e. 

20-80-20%RH program). 

The first increase in elongation is also the larger experienced by the sample and results 

from the application of the preload (i.e. 1N). Elongations of 5.4 and 1.4% were measured in the 

warp and weft directions, respectively (see Table 3.1). The higher values measured for the warp 

direction results from removal of the crimp known to be higher for warp threads than for weft 

(Collins, 1939). This was also seen previously for the degraded cotton canvas (cf. Figure 3.5).  

The second important jump occurs during the first exposure to a higher moisture level, 

hence during the RH transitions from 20 to 60%RH and then 60 to 80%RH. As seen in Table 3.1, 

elongations go from 5.4% (20%RH) to 6.5% (60%RH) to 6.7% (80%RH) and from 1.4% 

(20%RH) to 2.7% (60%RH) to 2.9% (80%RH) in the warp and in the weft directions, 

respectively. Interestingly, when RH is decreased back to 20%RH, the canvas shrinks but is not 

restored to its previous elongation. Instead, in both directions, the elongations measured at 

20%RH at the end of this first cycle are similar to those measured previously at 60%RH, first RH 
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cycle (Table 3.1). Increase in elongation at high RH levels (60-80%RH) and shrinkage at low RH 

levels (20%RH) can also be seen for the 2 following cycles and remains relatively stable. 

However, complete recovery of the initial elongation never occurs. Irreversible deformation of 

the degraded cotton canvas seems to have occurred upon application of the first RH cycle. 

 

Table 3.1: Values in elongation measured for the warp and weft degraded cotton canvas at 20, 

60, 80 and 20%RH of the initial part and 1st cycle of the 20-80-280%RH program as well as at 

20%RH for the 2nd and 3rd RH cycles. These values correspond to the end-plateau values of 

each RH isotherms. The response in elongation of the warp and weft samples upon RH cycling 

is characterised by an important increase in elongation during the humidification step from 

20-80%RH. Increase in elongation continues but at a lower rate for the following RH cycles. 

This increase could be attributed to the creep of the canvas which corresponds to a time-

dependent deformation of a material subjected to constant tension. This phenomenon seems to be 

amplified here by the use of RH cycling.  This has been already described in the past for natural 

fibres (Chung, 2011) and cellulosic materials such as paper (Alfthan, 2004), wood (Armstrong, 

1961; Ranta-Maunus, 1975) and, more recently, nanocellulose (Lindstrom, 2012). This other 

phenomenon is called mechanosorptive creep.  It describes an increase in creep rate under cyclic 

humidity conditions. The creep rate measured exceeds any constant humidity creep rate within 

the cycling range. It was suggested that both the mechanosorptive creep undergone by the 

natural fibres themselves as well as the bonds between them participate to the overall 
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mechanosorptive creep seen in cellulosic papers made of wood fibres (Olsson, 2007). For 

nanocellulose papers, hence made of fibres of a smaller size, the governing mechanism of 

mechanosorptive creep was also found to be predominantly between molecular scales and the 

length-scales of the fibril diameter and to depend on interfibril bonds and possibly on the fibrils 

themselves (Lindstrom, 2012). 

Because of the internal rearrangement occurring in the canvas samples during the first 

humidification from 20 to 80 % RH, the mechanical behaviour of the samples during this first 

phase will often be analysed independently from the rest of the measurements or discarded during 

future analyses. It is also important to note that the initial mechanical adaptation of the cotton 

canvas to the stress applied and increase in RH was also observed for the linen canvases tested in 

this study and might be inherent to woven materials.  

In summary, this behaviour in elongation highlights the importance of using variations in 

RH in the evaluation of materials for conservations. This is because the dimensional, hence 

mechanical, responses measured for a material subjected to changes in RH can drastically varied 

from those measured using analyses performed at fixed RH. Mechanical preconditioning of the 

samples associated with the use of a first RH cycles could be suggested as a method to achieve a 

more stable state at which the true response of the sample could be measured. This will be later 

applied in chapter 4 for the study of traditional consolidants. 

3.4.2.2 Overall mechanical trend 

Prior to the comparison of the viscoelastic of warp and weft directions, it is important to 

note that the initial reorganisation identified previously by elongation (cf. Figure 3.16) can also 

be seen in the elastic response of the samples. In Figure 3.17, the response of the sample measured 

in the weft direction is characterised by a first increase in E’ occurring during the first increase in 

RH. This can actually also be seen for the warp sample in Figure 3.15a. After this first increase, 

the 1st, 2nd and 3rd RH cycles show more repeatability in the mechanical response of the sample. 
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This confirms the need to assess the viscoelastic behaviour of the samples under RH cycling 

independently from this first phase. 

The overall viscoelastic response of the weft and warp direction upon application of RH 

cycles is now compared. First, as seen in Figure 3.17, the degraded cotton canvas measured in the 

weft direction present a higher storage modulus E’, 4.5 to 8 times higher, than in the warp 

direction. This remains valid throughout the measurement and despite the application of the RH 

cycles and the variations in E’ previously discussed (cf. 3.4.1.3). Since the storage modulus E’ 

defines the stored energy and represents as such the elastic portion of the response of the material 

to a sinusoidal force (cf. 2.2.4.2 in chapter 2), this result indicates that the weft direction is 

proportionally stiffer than the warp direction of the canvas. This is because weft threads in plain 

weave fabric (such as for the canvas used) present lower crimp (Saiman, 2014). This is a result of 

the weaving process (cf. Figure 1.2a in Chapter 1). For the same preload applied in the experiment 

(i.e. 1N), the weft direction will stretch less and a higher stiffness will be measured. 

 

Figure 3.17: Storage moduli E’ measured for a degraded cotton canvas measured in both weft 

(grey) and warp (black) directions upon application of the 20-80-20%RH RH program (red). 
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The scales of the two E’ curves correspond to the same range (i.e. 100MPa) but have been 

vertically offset for clarity. Note the higher storage moduli measured in the weft over the warp 

direction. 

Second, the mechanical response of the weft sample is also characterised by a period of 

transition during which E’ keeps increasing after each successive RH cycles before reaching a 

stabilisation in trend achieved after 4-5 cycles. The stiffness of the sample, hence the energy 

stored by the sample while subjected to dynamic load applied by DMA, is increased. This could 

be seen on longer DMA runs for which 12 RH cycles were applied. Cotton samples measured in 

the warp and weft were tested (see Figure 3.18). Gradual increase in stiffness followed by 

stabilisation upon RH cycling was mainly seen for the samples measured in the weft. 

Interestingly, a similar phenomenon, the so-called hornification effect, has been often observed 

for paper and cellulose pulp (Borrega, 2010; Crawshaw, 2000; Fernandes Diniz, 2004) as well as 

for other hydrophilic polymers such as nanocellulose-reinforced Polyvinylacetate (PVA) films 

(Peresin, 2010). It relates to an increase in stiffness of the material observed upon RH cycling 

which results, in paper for example, from the formation between cellulosic fibres of partially 

reversible or irreversible H-bonds after removal of water at low humidity levels. Cellulose fibres 

might shrink upon drying but this has the beneficial effect of leading to a more intensely bonded 

structure, more dimensionally stable, and promote higher adhesion between fibres. 

 

Figure 3.18: Long 20-60-20%RH runs (11 cycles) showing variations in storage modulus E’ 

for a degraded cotton canvas measured in the warp (a) and weft (b) directions. For the weft 
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sample, a gradual increase in E’, independent of the RH level, can be seen. Stabilisation in 

overall trend only occurs after 3-4 RH cycles. This was not observed for the warp sample which 

behave similarly throughout the test. 

These first comparative results between warp and weft have provided further evidence of 

the impact the structure has on the mechanical behaviour of the samples. This highlights the 

importance of the attention to be paid to the weave direction chosen for testing when assessing 

mechanical properties of fabrics. Finally, it seems that the hornification effect commonly 

applicable to cellulose-based or hygroscopic non-woven materials, could also take place in 

cellulose-based woven fabrics.  

In the following, further assessment of the mechanical behaviour of the warp and weft samples 

will be carried out, where the variations in mechanical response between RH plateaus are 

analysed.  

3.4.2.3 Differences in viscoelastic properties between RH plateaus 

As seen in Figure 3.14, the viscoelastic response of the degraded canvas in terms of 

variations in E’ between high and low RH levels also differs from warp to weft. As previously 

mentioned in 3.4.1.3, the response of the warp canvas sample is characterised by higher E’ values, 

or stiffening, of the canvas at low RH (i.e. 20%RH) and lower E’ values, hence higher viscoelastic 

behaviour, at high RH levels (i.e. 80%RH). Variations in E’ are also reversible throughout the 

RH cycles. As seen in Figure 3.19, variations in E’ between 23.6±0.5MPa and 17.0±0.5MPa 

(ΔE’20-80%RH=6.7±0.4MPa) were measured between the 20%RH and 80%RH (average of end 

plateau values over the 3 RH cycles). In comparison, the variations in E’ between RH cycles are 

strongly reduced, almost inexistent, for the sample measured in the weft direction (ΔE’20-80%RH=-

0.13±2.0MPa). 
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Figure 3.19: In (a), variations in E’ measured for the degraded cotton canvas (warp direction) 

showing principles of calculation of the difference in E’ measured between 20 and 80%RH 

plateaus (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH ). Storage moduli at 20%RH (E’20%RH) and 80%RH (E’80%RH) as well 

as ΔE’20-80%RH were calculated as average over the 3 RH cycles (i.e. first 20%RH not included). 

They are given for the degraded cotton canvas measured in the warp and weft directions in (b). 

First, the viscoelastic response of the samples measured in the warp is considered. As 

previously mentioned, a higher viscoelastic response of the warp sample at high RH level was 

observed. This is seen in Figure 3.19b by the lower values in E’ measured at 80%RH. The higher 

viscoelastic response of the material at high RH was attributed to the plasticization of the material 

by water. This effect is widely discussed in the literature for bio-polymers (Cheng, 2006; 

Karbowiak, 2006; Vieira, 2011) including cellulose fibres (Apolinario, 2016; Célino, 2014; 

Okubayashi, 2004; Symington, 2009). Water molecules are known to bind directly on the 

hydroxyl groups of the external surface and the amorphous regions of the fibres (fast process) as 

well as on the inner voids and crystallites (slow process). It is suggested that plasticization of 

natural fibres occurring at high RH levels is caused by the formation of hydrogen bonds with the 

water molecules which, thus, replace existing bonds in hemicellulose macromolecular network 

(Célino, 2014). Additionally, Astley & Donald (2001) showed on a study on flax fibres that this 

causes the reorganisation of microfibrils inside the fibres during sorption/desorption of water 

molecules. At high RH levels the material, therefore, becomes more flexible and compliant. 
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Figure 3.20: A schematic diagram of direct and indirect moisture sorption onto external 

surface (1), amorphous regions (2), inner surface of voids (3), and crystallites (4) (from 

Okubayashi, 2004). 

Second, in view of the behaviour of the warp sample and its underlying causes, the 

viscoelastic behaviour of the weft sample to RH variations is reviewed. As already mentioned, 

the degraded cotton canvas measured in the weft direction showed instead of the warp to have a 

lower viscoelastic response to RH variations. This was seen as lower ΔE’20-80%RH as well as lower 

ΔTanδ20-80%RH seen for the weft sample in comparison for the warp sample Figure 3.15a and b.  

This difference was initially associated with the possible lower moisture uptake of the 

weft threads compared to warp threads and caused by structural differences between threads. Weft 

thread are usually more tightly packed than the warp threads as a results of the weaving process 

in which weft threads are hold constantly under tension (cf. Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1). As a result, 

the total surface area of the weft threads which could be exposed to moisture and facilitate the 

diffusion of water molecule into the cellulose fibres is drastically reduced. This would have for 

direct consequence the lower rate of moisture sorption of the weft over the warp threads. 

To confirm this assumption, further assessment of the samples using the RH steps program was 

carried out to resolve the viscoelastic response of the warp and weft sample at different RH levels 

within the 20-80%RH range.  
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Figure 3.21: Mechanical response of a degraded sample measured in the warp (a, b) and weft 

(c,d) directions subjected to RH-steps (i.e. 20 to 80%RH, 2%RH/min, 1hour RH plateau every 

10%RH). Note the hysteresis (the mechanical response under humidification does not follow 

the one measured under dehumidification) measured in the mechanical response of the weft 

sample (d) upon humidification (200-80%RH)and dehumidification (80-20%RH), absent from 

the warp sample except at 20%RH (b). 

Their response, shown in Figure 3.21, however, indicates that the apparent lower 

mechanical response of the weft sample, in terms of E’ (i.e. stiffness) under RH variations is the 

result of an inflexion seen for the mechanical response of the weft sample only. As seen in Figure 

3.21, when the degraded cotton canvas is subjected to the RH-steps program with longer exposure 

to different RH levels, the warp sample decrease linearly following RH increases (i.e. -

0.1MPa/%RH in average between humidification and dehumidification). The weft sample instead 

tends to follow the same trend from 20 to 40-50%RH but stiffens at higher RH, in particular above 

70%RH.  
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The cause of the differences between the warp and weft directions highlighted in Figure 

3.21 might be purely structural. It has been previously shown that shrinkage of fabrics relates to 

the swelling of fibres, hence of the thread. This causes the thread to increase in diameter leading 

to the consecutive increase in crimp of the threads (Figure 3.3). It is possible that, because of the 

higher initial diameter of the warp threads as well as their higher crimp, the weft threads are more 

affected by dimensional changes occurring in the warp threads upon moisture sorption. For an 

unrestrained canvas this will lead to a shrinkage of the fabric whereas when restrained, the fabric 

will experience an increase in tension. It is important to note that the mechanical response of the 

sample measured in the weft direction under RH steps seems to be governed by two independent 

moisture-related factors. This led to the two separate phases seen in Figure 3.21c. The initial 

decrease in E’ measured between 20 and 50%RH is the result of the plasticization of the cellulose 

through water sorption whereas, between 50 and 80%RH, the mechanical response of the fabric 

is dominated by structural changes leading to an increase in tension. Where the fabric is held 

under tension as for the uniaxial measurement performed here, this is seen as an increase in 

tension. 

A hysteresis in mechanical behaviour to moisture uptake/release can also be observed for 

the weft sample but is absent for the warp sample (Figure 3.21b and d, respectively). Again, this 

could be related to the hornification effect observed previously in 3.4.2.2 for the weft sample as 

the step RH program was only applied for one RH cycle. During that first cycle, the response of 

the weft sample is still mechanically evolving to a more stabilise response to RH variations 

(Figure 3.18b). 

In summary, the results have again highlighted the structural impact of canvas or fabrics 

on their viscoelastic response to variations in RH. This was shown by the differential response of 

the warp and weft upon humidification and dehumidification.  
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From the results, two factors were found to possibly be responsible for the mechanical responses 

measured for the degraded cotton canvas to RH: 

- Water sorption factor: cotton fibres hence cotton canvas plasticization by water 

molecules upon moisture uptake  

- Structural factor: swelling of the threads caused by the swelling of the cotton fibres upon 

moisture uptake 

The warp showed a linear mechanical response to moisture uptake and release characterised 

by a loss in stiffness at high RH levels. The response of the warp showed to be mainly governed 

by the water sorption factor. For the weft sample, instead, the two responses to moisture, physical 

and structural, previously described seem to compete. The weft sample behaved non-linearly with 

a 2-phases humidification step including a first phase of plasticization of the canvas (i.e. increase 

viscoelastic behaviour) followed by stiffening of the canvas. In that sense, the response measured 

for the degraded cotton canvas in the weft direction is very similar to the one observed for a linen 

canvas (direction unknown) by Mecklenburg (2007). However, it is interesting to notice that this 

mechanical behaviour on humidification/dehumidification could not be observed for the cotton 

canvas measured in the warp direction.  

Overall, these results have showed that the study of the mechanical response to RH variations 

of fabrics could not be reduced to the simple and unique chemical, physical or structural causes 

but rather a combination of several factors. 

It is not known how the warp and weft directions of the degraded cotton canvas measured 

would have mechanically behaved similarly under biaxial testing because of the limited access to 

the technique (cf. 1.1.3.1). It would be, however, interesting to whether an important stiffening of 

the canvas could have been observed for the warp sample of the degraded cotton canvas as well.  
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3.4.2.4 Viscoelastic response during RH transitions 

Another feature of the curves in Figure 3.15 can be seen during the RH transitions. During 

both the humidification (20 to 80%RH) and dehumidification steps (80 to 20%RH) a rapid loss 

followed by a recovery in E’ (indicated by (*) and (**) in Figure 3.15a) is seen for the degraded 

cotton canvas in both warp and weft. These features are shown in more details in Figure 3.22A 

where the warp and weft response of the degraded cotton sample exposed to reduced RH 

variations (20-60%RH instead of 80%RH, cf. 20-6-20%RH program in 3.3.2.2) is presented. A 

similar rate of RH increase and decrease (i.e. 4%RH/min) was chosen to enable the comparison 

of the mechanical response of the sample to moisture sorption and desorption. The viscoelastic 

behaviour of the samples will be discussed with regards to variations in storage modulus (stored 

energy) and Tan δ (dissipated energy) (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2). The curves show the behaviour 

measured under the 3rd RH cycle. 
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Figure 3.22: Detail of the mechanical response of a degraded cotton canvas measured in the 

warp and weft directions. The storage modulus E’ (A) and Tan δ (B) were measured for a 20-

60-20%RH cycle (3rd cycle of the measurement). In (a) and (b), the variations in E’ shown in 

(A) have been plotted vs RH for warp (a) and weft (b). In (c) and (d), the variations in Tan δ 

shown in (B) have been plotted vs RH for warp (c) and weft (d).The graphs highlight the 

differences between warp and weft and the inversion in behaviour occuring during the RH 

transitions. 

As seen in Figure 3.22A and B, the inflections in E’ previously highlighted in Figure 3.15 

for the warp sample are also seen in the Tan δ curve of the same sample for both humidification 

(20-60%RH) and dehumidification (60-20%RH). Interestingly, for the weft sample, instead, the 
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inflexion is absent from the E’ curve during dehumidification. However, the inflexion is seen in 

Tan δ which supports the assumption that both warp and weft behave in a similar way to moisture 

transitions. 

In Figure 3.22a-d, the variations in E’ and Tan δ are plotted against RH. In Figure 3.22b 

(weft direction), the rapid loss in E’ occurs at the beginning of the 20-60%RH and 60-20%RH 

transitions and it also associated with an increase in Tan δ, hence an increase in potential of energy 

dissipated. The mechanical recovery of the fabric then seems to occur between 30 and 50%RH 

where the inflexion in the curves is seen. For the warp sample, the same trend seems to occur as 

seen by the inflexion in Tan δ seen in the RH range (Figure 3.22c) and despite the absence of 

inflexion in the curve of E’ (Figure 3.22a). 

To understand the reasons for the mechanical behaviour of the fabric, it is important to 

remember the principles of moisture sorption in fabrics and in cotton and/or other natural fibres.  

Figure 3.23 (left side) shows the water uptake measured for a degraded cotton canvas exposed to 

60%RH at 25°C. It has been shown that moisture sorption kinetics in highly hygroscopic natural 

fibres, such as wool or cotton, follows a two stage sorption process (Li, 2000) indicated in Figure 

3.23. First, it involves a Fickian-diffusion process strongly dependent on moisture content of the 

fibres of the fabric (Fickian diffusion is define as a law of diffusion described by equation (1) in 

Figure 3.23). It is then followed by a slower process, a non-Fickian diffusion that is associated 

with fibre structural changes. Both of these diffusion processes lead to the overall increase, first 

rapid then slower, of the amount of absorbed water in the fibres.  
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Figure 3.23: On the left, plot of the percentage moisture uptake measured for a degraded cotton 

canvas exposed to 60%RH (25°C). The increase in moisture uptake is characteristic of the 

behaviour of highly hygroscopic fibres in fabrics (Li, 2000). It shows a two stage sorption 

process described by the two equations given on the right. These equations are derived from 

those established by Li (2000) for wool and cotton. Li showed that fast diffusion occurs in the 

first stage (t<540s) and it then followed by a slower diffusion process. Diffusion is also strongly 

dependent on water content of the fibre, i.e. Wc(t). 

 

Interestingly, the increase in moisture content measured for the degraded cotton canvas 

is similar to the increase in E’ measured during the 20 and 80%RH RH plateaus (see Figure 

3.22A). This can be seen in Figure 3.24 where both weight uptake and E’ measured for the 

degraded cotton canvas equilibrating at 60%RH (25°C) is shown. The canvas had been previously 

preconditioned at 20%RH. Both the curves of weight uptake and E’ are characterised first by a 

fast increase followed by a lower increase.  
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Figure 3.24: Weight uptake (DVS data) and storage modulus E’ (DMA-RH data) measured for 

a degraded cotton canvas equilibrating at 60%RH (25C). The canvas was previously left 

equilibrating for 1hour at 20%RH. This is the its response for the first exposure to 60%RH. 

Similar increases can be seen for both curves. 

This suggests that upon stabilisation of RH after the RH transitions, the mechanical 

response of the cotton fabric might be directly related to moisture uptake and moisture content of 

the fibres of the fabric. The inflexions seen in Figure 3.22a-d for the curves in E’ and Tan δ of the 

canvas during RH transition are therefore unexpected as they do not follow the increase or 

decrease in RH to which they are subjected. This highlights the existence of another phenomenon 

competing with the kinetics of moisture sorption/desorption previously described and could be 

associated to the high rate of change in RH used. It is assumed that during the RH increase, given 

the high rate used 4%RH/min, there is more moisture than the sample can initially absorb. Non-

absorbed water molecules penetrate and enter the free-spaces between canvas fibres, accumulate 

unbound on the surface of the fibres and act there as a lubricant for the threads and fibres of the 

canvas. Water facilitates internal movements and rearrangements of the threads/yarns leading to 

the fast apparent loss in E’ and increase in Tanδ measured at the beginning of the RH transitions 

(i.e. inflexions in the curves in Figure 3.22). This heterogenous distribution in water content in 
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cotton fibres was also mentioned by Li (2000) who showed that it increases with the degree of 

the fibres’ hygroscopicity.  After the initial loss in E’ (and increase in Tanδ), the canvas sample 

then recovers with a small stiffening as it tries to reach equilibrium at 80%RH or 20%RH. This 

leads to an apparent limitation of the DMA-RH test as designed for this study, which is that when 

dealing with real samples, these inflexions may not occur. The response here measured during 

RH transitions is characteristic of the high RH rate chosen. RH changes in museums or galleries 

would occur at a much lower rate.  

Finally, the mechanical behaviour of the samples during RH transitions is also 

characterised by the hysteresis in E’ observed for the cotton canvas measured in the warp direction 

(Figure 3.22a). This differential response during moisture sorption and desorption seems in 

agreement with the known hysteresis in moisture uptake measured upon absorption/desorption 

for fabric made of natural fibres (Hill, 2009) and also measured for the degraded cotton canvas 

(see Figure 3.11). Interestingly, this was not seen for the sample measured in the weft direction 

and could be an indication of differences in the chemical composition of the warp and weft threads 

existing prior to degradation and/or resulting from degradation. This could be, for example, traces 

of sizing agent often only applied on the weft threads to ease the weaving process (Farag, 2009; 

Hedley, 1993a; Tobler-Rohr, 2011) but not on the warp and not entirely removed upon 

degradation of the canvas. 

In summary, the inflexions observed in both warp and weft in the viscoelastic response 

of the samples to RH transitions were found to most probably result from slippage of the canvas 

threads and fibres caused by unbound water. The mechanical response of the samples stabilises 

rapidly during RH transition and was maintained upon RH stabilisation at each RH plateaus. The 

viscoelastic response measured here during RH transitions should not, however, be considered as 

characteristic of cotton canvases. The inflexions observed are most probably specific to the RH 

program selected for the tests with fast rates in RH increase/decrease. The observations made on 

the untreated degraded canvas will later be used for the comparative studies presented in the 
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following chapters on consolidants for painting canvases and will help decoupling the mechanical 

response of the canvas from those of the treatments. 

3.4.3 Role of canvas weave structure, pretreatments of the fabric and canvas material 

on the overall viscoelastic behaviour of the degraded cotton canvas. 

3.4.3.1 Role of yarn and thread on fabric mechanical behaviour 

The objective was here, first, to deconvolute the role of the woven structure of the canvas 

on its overall viscoelastic response to RH fluctuations from the impact of other parameters such 

as the canvas material. Individual canvas threads and yarns (cf. canvas structure in Figure 1.2c in 

Chapter 1) of the cotton degraded fabric were measured.  

The results presented in Figure 3.25 show that the mechanical response of the yarn and 

thread measured in the warp direction are similar to the one of the cotton fabric. Between 20 and 

60%RH, the yarn, thread and canvas measured along the warp direction stiffened at a lower 

humidity level (higher storage modulus E’) while becoming more viscoelastic at higher humidity 

levels (lower E’). Moreover, the inflection and recovery in E’ seen during RH transitions for the 

cotton fabric in 3.4.2.4 (Chapter 3) could also be seen for yarn and thread. This phenomenon had 

been attributed to internal slippage of the yarn and thread during the humidification and 

dehumidification transitions and is supported by these additional findings. However, the fact that 

it is now seen for both the yarn and threads indicate that internal motions in the canvas could also 

occur on a much smaller length scale, possibly between the individual cotton fibres.  
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Figure 3.25: Response of a cotton thread (i.e. 2 interlaced yarns) (on the left) and a cotton yarn 

(on the right) from the warp direction to RH variations. 

In summary, the general viscoelastic response to moisture of the cotton canvas does not 

seem strongly related to the yarn and thread as both of them appear to respond similarly to the 

canvas when subjected to variations in RH. This suggests that parameters such as number of yarns 

per thread and number of fibres per yarn are not responsible the overall viscoelastic response of 

the canvas characterised in the warp by plasticization of the canvas at high RH level. The results 

also indicate that the argument whereby slippage of the threads might cause the inflexions seen 

in the DMA-RH curves during RH transitions (cf. 3.4.2.4) should be discarded. Indeed, inflexions 

could also be seen for both yarn and threads during the RH transitions. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to investigate whether yarn structure, such as the yarn twist, might be causing these 

specific features. Further analyses are thus required to understand which parameters may play a 

strong role in the response of the canvas to moisture variations. Single fibre work could provide 

meaningful information. In the following section, the impact the degradation step might have had 

on the viscoelastic response of the canvas to RH variations is explored. 
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3.4.3.2  Canvas washing and degradation: their impact on canvas properties. 

3.4.3.2.1 Viscoelastic response to RH variations 

DMA-RH was used to investigate the impact of canvas preparation, hence washing and 

degradation, on the mechanical properties of the cotton canvas. An untouched (i.e. as received 

from the shop), a washed and a degraded cotton canvas were tested to evaluate whether the 

behaviour measured for the degraded canvas was characteristic of the canvas or the result of the 

degradation/washing process. 

 

Figure 3.26: Storage modulus and elongation measured for a modern cotton canvas before 

washing/degradation (grey) and a washed (black dotted line) and a degraded cotton canvas 

(black solid line) submitted to 3 RH cycles (20-60-20%RH) (red). 

The results show that the response of the cotton canvas before degradation is inverted in 

comparison with the response measured after degradation. As it can be seen in Figure 3.26, the 

response of the 3 samples to 20-60-20%RH cycle in humidity differ. While the response of the 
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degraded sample is characterised by the stiffening of the fabric (increase in E’) at 20%RH and 

plasticization at 60%RH, the untouched sample presents the opposite behaviour, i.e. stiffening at 

60%RH and plasticization at 20%RH. The effects of this inversion can already be perceived for 

the washed canvas for which the storage modulus measured at 20 and 60%RH is very similar 

throughout the RH cycles. In Table 3.2, the average differences in E’ (ΔE’20-60%RH) measured after 

the first cycle between 20%RH and 60%RH (end plateau value in E’) are – 7.5±0.5MPa, -

1.2±0.8MPa and +5.8±0.3MPa for the cotton canvas before washing/degradation, the washed and 

the degraded cotton canvases, respectively. 

 

Table 3.2: Storage moduli measured at 20 and 60%RH averaged over the 3 RH cycles and 

calculated variations in E’ (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) in MPa and % measured between the 2 RH levels 

for unwashed/not degraded, washed and degraded cotton canvases. 

Two causes could be responsible for the changes in mechanical behaviour observed: 

- Removal of compounds present on/in the cotton fibres 

- Structural modification of the woven fabric, e.g. shrinkage 

3.4.3.2.2 Removal of compounds present on/in the cotton fibres 

The first cause of these changes could be the removal of some compounds which are 

commonly added to fabrics during the manufacturing processing. At that point, the threads, 

especially the weft, are often sized in order to ease the weaving process by improving their 

abrasion, reducing their hairiness and increasing their strength (Farag, 2009; Hedley, 1993; 

Tobler-Rohr, 2011).  In more modern production methods, substances such as natural starches or 

synthetic waxes, polyvinyl alcohol or carboxymethyl cellulose can be used as sizing agents for 
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cotton in the textile industry (Schlüter, 2011). The presence of additives to the fabric was first 

confirmed by contact angle measurements. As seen in Figure 3.27, a droplet of water deposited 

onto the untouched canvas was not absorbed after 120s whereas it was totally absorbed onto the 

washed and degraded canvas after 53s and 7s respectively. The higher contact angle and longer 

time for water absorption measured for the not washed/not degraded cotton canvas is an indication 

of the lower surface energy between the surface of this sample and water and lower wettability of 

the canvas. After degradation, the initial contact angle was immediately reduced from 150° to 

125° indicating the increased wettability of the degraded surface. The results thus indicate that 

the sizing agent present on the canvas threads renders the cotton canvas or threads more 

hydrophobic. Water cannot wet the canvas surface and as a result cannot reach the spaces between 

the fibres and spread along the fabric via capillary pressure, a phenomenon also called wicking 

(Das, 2007).  

 

Figure 3.27: Contact angle of unwashed/not degraded, washed and degraded cotton canvases 

(35%RH, 25°C) 

Further analysis of the surface modification of the canvas was performed using XPS. The 

quantitative characterisation of the surface chemical composition of the samples was obtained 

from the relative amount of each type of carbon-other atom interactions (C(1s)) and from the O/C 
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atomic ratio. The characteristic signature of cellulose consists of the C–O and O–C–O bonded 

carbon atoms, which correspond in XPS spectra to peaks at binding energies of 286.6 eV and 288 

eV, respectively, with a relative intensity of 5:1 (Johansson, 2004; Soignet, 1976). However, non-

cellulosic C–C carbon is always present due to the presence of impurities, which have been 

previously mentioned and detected on other cotton fabrics (Mitchell, 2005) such as fatty acids, 

alcohols, alkanes, esters and glycerides.  

The results (Table 3.3) show an increase in the O/C ratio between the untouched and the 

washed sample from 0.14 to 0.21 as well as between the washed and the degraded sample from 

0.21 to 0.30. This increase is likely to result from the removal of impurities present on the canvas 

surface as, theoretically, pure cellulose exhibits a O/C ratio of 0.83 (Ly, 2008). The surface 

concentration of these impurities could be reduced but even after bleaching or scouring of the 

fabric, non-cellulosic material residue could still be detected. This removal can be followed by 

the reduction in intensity of the carbon peak found at the binding energy 285.0eV and which 

correspond to C-C and C-H bonds. The area of the peak, assigned by deconvolution to 285.0eV, 

decreases from 79.17% calculated for the untouched canvas to 72.47% and 53.32% for the washed 

and degraded canvas, respectively (see Table 3.3, Figure 3.28).  
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Table 3.3: XPS data of the modern cotton canvas before washing/degradation and after 

washing (Washed) and ageing (Degraded) steps. 

 

Figure 3.28: XPS spectra (in grey) of the modern cotton canvas before washing/degradation 

(a) and after washing (b) or degradation (c) with the deconvolution curves (in red) and the 

resulting fitting curve (in black). 

It is not clear whether the impurities removed from the canvas are inherent to the cotton 

used or to the manufacturing process (e.g. cellulose wax often used in the weaving process) 

(Taylor, 1997). It was, for example, previously reported that upon drying from water, surface 

adaptation of cellulose occurs to minimize its surface free energy. This results in the adsorption 

of a high amount of air-borne contaminants on the surface, seen as the C–C carbon peak in XPS 

data (Johansson, 2011). After washing/degradation, the washed and degraded cotton canvases do 

seem thus to offer a purer cellulosic surface (i.e. with less non-cellulosic impurities) as indicated 

by the increase of the spectral intensity at 286.6eV attributed to C-O bonds but traces of residues 
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remain. Since XPS is a surface technique, it was not possible to determine the exact amount of 

impurity elimination upon washing and accelerated ageing. 

Finally, the degradation procedure used appears to also modify the chemical structure of 

the cotton canvas cellulose. The formation of carboxylic acid species at the canvas surface, seen 

at a C(1s) binding energy of 289.0 eV, suggests that as oxidation and acid-catalysed chain scission 

increases with treatment time, carboxyl groups are formed (Seery, 2013) on the cellulose 

backbone.  This was expected from the design of the experiment (Oriola, 2015) and was 

confirmed by XPS analysis. 

3.4.3.2.3 Structural modification of the woven fabric 

Another cause for the modification of washed and degraded canvas mechanical behaviour 

the shrinkage of the canvas upon wetting. During the washing and degradation steps, no 

mechanical restrictions such as clamping were applied on the cotton canvas. This caused upon 

wetting and drying a visible shrinkage of the canvas (10% and 5% in the warp and weft 

respectively after degradation). It could be assumed that after washing or degradation, the canvas 

has already reached its relaxed dimensions, meaning that the fabric will not shrink further as a 

result of wetting and drying (Technical bulletin Cotton Incorporated, 2004). The yarns do not 

change in diameter as much as before and the crimp of warp and weft threads remain unchanged. 

As a result, the mechanical behaviour observed for the washed and degraded canvases does not 

rely on the canvas morphology and weaving as much as before. It can be assumed that this 

behaviour might mainly translate the response of the material itself (i.e. the cotton) to moisture as 

well as the movement of water (causing for e.g. slippage, cf. 3.4.2.4). 

Finally, while the mechanism underlying the shrinkage of textiles (see 3.1) is well 

accepted, another additional and less predictable type of response of canvas called relaxation 

shrinkage can also occur in fabrics. It is triggered by the release of internal stress in the fabric, 

incorporated during its manufacture (Andersen, 2009). It is sometimes associated to crimp 

exchange (i.e. one direction taking up the crimp of the other direction) for textiles with low crimp 

warp (Collins, 1939). This was not observed after neither washing nor degradation for the cotton 
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canvas tested. However, it is possible that this mechanism of shrinkage might have also taken 

place as the cotton canvas was unrestrained and internal rearrangements were free to occur during 

washing and degradation. 

These results are particularly interesting as they tend to show that mechanical behaviour 

of cotton canvases, and probably any other canvas made of natural fibres, can strongly differ 

depending on past treatments and the use of water. For painting conservation, this implies, first, 

that each conservation treatments used should be carefully reported, second, that each painting 

should be considered as unique and its constitutive materials, among which the canvas, should be 

studied individually. If mechanical assessment of the canvas cannot be performed, it will be 

important to get technical information such as weave density, canvas/thread material and weave 

geometry and, if available, to know the year at which the painting was made (i.e. year the canvas 

might have been produced) and the techniques of support preparation that could have been used 

by the artist. This information can be used to define approximatively the mechanical behaviour 

of the canvas being conserved using the results of studies performed on canvases with known 

structural characteristics (Mitchell, 2005; Penava, 2016; Young, 2012b; Young, 1999) 

3.4.3.3 Differences between degraded cotton and linen canvases 

3.4.3.3.1 Response to RH cycling 

It has been previously noted in 3.4.3.1, that the woven structure of the canvas does not 

seem to play an important role in the response measured in the warp upon RH cycling for the 

degraded cotton canvas. To investigate how the material of canvas can influence the response of 

the canvas, the degraded cotton canvas was here compared to a modern linen canvas. Both were 

again measured by DMA under RH cycling.  

  Linen is a material made from flax fibres. The structure of the flax fibres resembles the 

one of cotton fibres with primary and secondary walls made of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. 

The proportions of these 3 compounds in each wall vary between cotton and flax (Buchert, 2001; 

Jiang, 2019; Meinert, 1977). The main difference between flax fibres (similar to bast fibres) and 
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cotton fibres is that they are obtained from the stem in the form of long filaments, each of which 

is made up of cells, whereas cotton fibres are single plant cells (Hock, 1942). As a result, the 

mechanical properties flax and cotton fibres also differ. Yet, flax fibres show higher Young’s 

modulus, tensile strength and lower elongation at break than cotton fibres (Célino, 2014). 

 

Figure 3.29: Mechanical (storage modulus E’) and response in elongation in warp (black line) 

and weft (grey line) of a modern linen canvas (a,b) and the degraded cotton canvas (c,d) 

subjected to the 20-80-20%RH RH program (25°C). 

Figure 3.29 shows the mechanical (a) and dimensional (b) response of a modern linen 

canvas to RH cycling (20-80-20%RH) in both warp and weft directions (a) compared to the 

response measured for the degraded cotton canvas (c and d) already shown in Figure 3.16 and 

Figure 3.17.  

Variations in E’ following RH cycling can be seen for both the cotton and the linen 

canvases. Surprisingly, contrary to the cotton canvas (cf. 3.4.1.2), the linen canvas does not show 
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a higher viscoelastic behaviour (i.e. loss in storage modulus E’) at higher RH levels. The linen 

fibres are not plasticised by the water diffusing in the amorphous regions of the fibres. On the 

contrary, the response of the modern linen canvas to RH cycling is characterised, in both warp 

and weft, by a loss in stiffness at low RH level (i.e. 20%RH) and increase in stiffness at high RH 

level (i.e. 80%RH). As such, Figure 3.29 highlights the opposite mechanical behaviours to RH 

cycling of the cotton and linen canvas.  

Notably, this does not agree with what is reported in the literature. Symington (2009) as 

well as  Davies (1998) noted a significant decrease in Young’s modulus, hence decrease in 

stiffness, of flax fibres upon humidification. A decrease in Young’s modulus about 23% was 

measured upon an increase in RH from 30 to 80%RH (Davies, 1998). Stiffening upon increase in 

RH was, however, observed for other natural fibres such as hemp, kenaf or jute (Symington, 

2009). This increase was, however, always followed by plasticization of the fibres at high RH 

level, i.e. 90%RH, or upon complete immersion in water. The first stage of stiffening was 

attributed to fibres swelling which activate rearrangement of the microfibrils and the surrounding 

molecules acting as a matrix (Placet, 2012). The radial tension created lead to the increase in 

fibres’ Young’s modulus. After a certain degree of swelling the fibres become more vulnerable 

and hence a lowering in mechanical properties occurs seen by the loss in stiffness (Baley, 2002).  

It also possible that the viscoelastic behaviour of the linen canvas measured in this study 

might not only be governed by the canvas material but also by the structural characteristics of the 

canvas. It has been shown that closely woven canvas with little separation between the yarns will 

by the same mechanism shrink more easily than a loosely woven canvas (Andersen, 2009). This 

is because there is less interfibres free space to take up for the swelling fibres in a compact yarn. 

Yet, the cotton canvas presents threads with a larger diameter, lower crimp of the threads, looser 

weaving (lower inter-threads spaces) than the linen one (see Figure 3.5). These structural 

differences are also shown highlighted by the values in elongation reached after application of the 

same preload on both canvases (i.e. 1N). As it can be seen in Figure 3.29d (cotton) and Figure 

3.29b (linen), after 3 RH cycles, the cotton samples elongated by 8 and 4% for the warp and weft 
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respectively whereas for the linen canvas, elongation remains below 2% and 0% for the warp and 

weft directions, respectively. Due to the looser structure and the lower crimp of the threads of the 

cotton canvas, upon the application of a pre-tensioning load more movements will occur between 

threads, yarn or even fibres and will cause the cotton canvas to elongate more than the linen 

canvas.  

 

Figure 3.30: Response of an unsized linen canvas measured in the weft to the RH-steps 

program showing gradual stiffening and plasticization of the canvas following humidification 

and dehumidification, respectively. 

The linen canvas of this study was also subjected to RH steps from 20 to 80%RH. From 

the results shown in Figure 3.30, no inflection of the curve or inversion in trend was seen. The 

linen canvas shows instead to respond linearly and is characterised by an increase in E’ upon 

moisture sorption. The linen canvas was also tested in the warp direction as it had been shown 

that the direction of measurement had an influence on the mechanical behaviour of the degraded 

cotton canvas. The same trend in stiffening/plasticisation was again observed (see Figure A.1 in 

Appendix).  

The mechanical behaviour of the modern linen canvas, is in accordance with previous 

observations made on a #8800 linen (Mecklenburg, 2007). However, the canvas stiffening seems 
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to start already from the first increase in RH from 20%RH. This a far lower humidity level than 

the one measured for a #8800 linen chosen by Mecklenburg. Mecklenburg had, indeed, noted a 

small decrease in tension between 10 and 75% and a sudden and important increase in tension 

from 75-80%RH onwards (Figure 3.2).   

3.4.3.3.2 Variations in E’ between RH plateaus 

The variations in E’ (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH ) were also analysed. Variations measured for the 

linen canvas were particularly higher than cotton. As seen in Table 3.4, differences ΔE’20-80%RH of 

40 and 38MPa were measured for linen in the weft and warp directions respectively, while ΔE’20-

80%RH of 8.6±0.9MPa and -0.13±2.0MPa had been previously measured for cotton in both warp 

and weft directions, respectively. The lower variations in E’ measured for the cotton canvas could 

indicate the lower hygroscopic behaviour of the cotton canvas compared with the linen one. This 

result is interesting as it could relate to the higher hygroscopic behaviour of linen over cotton 

fibres measured by Hill (2009). Moisture regain at 55%RH of 6.8% and 12% were measured for 

cotton and linen fibres, respectively (Timár-Balázsy, 1998).  

 

Table 3.4: Comparison of the storage moduli measured at 20%RH (E’20%RH) and 80%RH 

(E’80%RH) (end-plateau values, average over 3 cycles) for a linen canvas (unwashed/unaged) 

and a degraded cotton canvas measured in both warp and weft directions. Difference ΔE’20-

80%RH in E’ between 20 and 80%RH is also given in MPa and % to show mechanical response 

of the samples to RH cycles. 
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In summary, mechanical assessment of a linen and cotton canvas has shown that the two 

canvases presented different mechanical response to RH cycling. In the warp direction, the 2 

canvases had opposite behaviours (Figure 3.31). From these results, it seems thus clear that if 

shrinkage and resulting increase in tension at high RH levels can be observed for some canvases, 

this mechanism is not the same and does not always apply to all types of canvases. It relies 

strongly on the weave structure as well as possibly the canvas material. The testing direction when 

uniaxial testing is used can also have an important impact on the results.  

 

Figure 3.31: Trend in mechanical behaviour observed for a linen tightly woven canvas and a 

loosely woven degraded cotton canvas. 

3.4.4 The mechanical impact of size and priming layers on canvas viscoelastic 

properties 

The degradation protocol has shown to strongly modified the response of the cotton 

canvas to moisture. In the same way, better understanding of how size and priming modify the 

viscoelastic properties and response to moisture of canvases. This is of particular interest for the 

development of new treatments for canvas consolidation. 

3.4.4.1 Sizing 

It is well known that animal glue used for sizing is stiff at low RH levels and plasticises  

at RH levels (c.f. Figure 3.1 from Mecklenburg (2007)). Mecklenburg also showed that its 

mechanical response to RH variations is also known to be the stronger of all the layers making up 
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a painting.  Unsized and sized linen canvas were investigated by DMA-RH and tested under RH 

variations (20-80-20%RH) in both the warp and weft directions.  

The results in Figure 3.32 shown for unsized and sized (3 coats) linen canvases measured 

in the warp direction are in agreement with the expected behaviour previously described by 

Mecklenburg (2007). The sized canvas (3 coats) softens at 80%RH (decrease in storage modulus 

E’) and stiffens at 20%RH (increase in E’).  

 

Figure 3.32: Comparison of the mechanical response of an unsized (black) and sized (3 coats) 

(grey) modern linen canvas (unwashed) to RH cycles (20-80-20%RH) measured in the warp. 

 

Table 3.5: Variations in storage modulus E’ measured between 20 and 60%RH plateaus 

(average over the 3 RH cycles) for the unsized and sized (3 coats) linen canvas measured in the 

warp. 
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The presence of sizing also shows to strongly modified the response of the canvas. An 

inversion in mechanical response and cycles of stiffening and plasticization can be seen between 

the unsized and sized canvas. The phenomenon is particularly important in the warp (see Figure 

3.35) for which ΔE’20-80%RH, the average difference in E’ between 20 and 80%RH averaged over 

the 3 RH cycles, goes from  -40.1±0.5 (unsized canvas) to 52.0±0.8MPa (sized canvas) (Table 

3.5). As seen in Figure 3.33, a similar inversion was observed for the linen canvases measured in 

the weft direction.  

Interestingly, this phenomenon is similar to the modification observed previously in 

3.4.3.2.2 for the cotton canvas after washing and degradation. After degradation, an inversion in 

the mechanical response to RH variations had been measured in the warp direction and a reduction 

in ΔE’20-80%RH had been also observed. These results as well as the impact of washing on the 

mechanical properties of the cotton canvas raise the question as to whether the differences 

measured between unsized and sized sample might be only related to the differential response of 

the size applied on the canvas or if its application (i.e. wetting and possible structural 

reorganisation) might also be playing a role in the overall results. Further investigations are 

required to answer this question which fall outside the scope of this study. 
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Figure 3.33: Impact of increasing number of size coats on the response of a linen canvas to 

moisture cycles (20-80-20%RH). In (A), curves in storage modulus E’ measured for linen 

canvases untreated (a) and treated with 1 (b), 3 (c) and 4 coats (d) of size. Measurements were 

performed in the weft.  In (B), variations in E’ between the 20 and 80%RH plateaus (average 

over the 3 cycles), i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH, are shown.  

The impact of sizing on the mechanical and response in elongation to RH cycling of the 

canvas was further investigated. Linen canvases size with 1 to 4 layers of size were analysed in 

the weft direction. As seen in Figure 3.33A(b), 1 coat of size already strongly modifies the 

response of the linen canvas to RH cycling. For this sample, an inversion of the response in E’ of 

the unsized linen canvas could already be seen and caused the canvas to reduce its mechanical 

response to RH as seen by the lower variations in E’ measured for the 1-coat sized linen canvas 

(Figure 3.33B). The absolute value of the difference ΔE’20-80%RH measured between 20 and 

80%RH plateaus falls from 47.1±0.6 to 4.7±1.2MPa after 1 application of size. The layer of size 

thus seems to be beneficial as the sized canvas now offers a support more mechanically stable 

under RH variations for the painting.  

However, as the number of coating of size is increased, so is the response of the sized 

canvases to moisture. Variations ΔE’20-80%RH  in E’ increased from -4.7±1.2MPa to 48.7±1.4 and 

35.3±10.9MPa after application of 3 and 4 layers of coat, respectively (Figure 3.33B). The biggest 
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modification of the response seems to occur between 1 and 3 applications of size. Indeed, after 

the application of 3 and 4 coats of size, the mechanical response of the canvas sample does not 

seem to be affected anymore by additional sizing layers a seen by the stabilisation in ΔE’20-80%RH.  

The application of sizing also modifies the response in elongation of the canvas as seen 

in Figure 3.34 by the variations in percent elongation experienced by unsized and sized samples 

upon application of 20-80-20%RH RH cycles. 

 

Figure 3.34: Percentage elongation linen canvases unsized (black solid line) and sized with 1 

(dark grey), 3 (light grey) and 4 coats (black dotted line) of size upon application of 3 successive 

RH cycles (20-80-20%RH at 25°C). Measurements were performed in the weft. Application of 

size tends to increase the response in elongation of the linen canvas at high RH levels as seen 

by the increase in elongation measured at 80%RH for the samples with 3 and 4 coats of size. 

Before sizing, the response in elongation of the untreated canvas is low. The response in 

elongation is overall stable. After a 20 to 80%RH cycle, the elongation measured for the untreated 

linen canvas goes back to a value similar to the initial one at 20%RH. Small shrinkage of the 

canvas, however, occurs upon RH cycling as seen by the reduction in elongation measured over 
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the 3 cycles. The canvas elongation varies the most during the episodes of RH transition were the 

flux of moisture pumping in our out of the chamber might induce movement, possibly slippage, 

of the threads of the fabric. In comparison, the size canvas samples (1, 3 and 4 coats) tend to 

gradually elongate throughout the cycles. As seen in Table 3.6, for the linen treated with 3 coats, 

the elongation measured at 20%RH goes from 0% to 0.07% (end 1st cycle), 0.12% (end 2nd cycle) 

and 0.14% (end 3rd cycle). The deformation is irreversible and particularly important for the linen 

sized with 3 and 4 coats of size. 

 

Table 3.6: Percentage elongation measured for the unsized and sized modern linen canvas with 

1, 3 and 4 coats size. Note the higher elongation reached after the three 20-80-20%RH cycles 

for the sized samples, in particular the 3-coats sized sample. 

This is likely the result of the softening of the size layer occurring during exposure to 

80%RH which triggers further penetration of the glue inside of the canvas. Yet, it is known that 

animal glue which was used here to size the linen canvas, is sensitive to moisture and is prone to 

lose strength at high RH levels. This was initially suggested by Mecklenburg (2007) but will be 

explored in Chapter 4, during a study of traditional consolidants. At 80% RH, the size does not 

hold the threads, yarn and fibres together anymore which can thus move freely due to the tension 

applied during the test. When RH cycling goes back to 20% RH, the sizing glue re-hardens, 

possibly at higher RH level than 20% RH, and fixes the canvas in its new, more elongated, 

conformation. Since increase elongation is not observed for the untreated canvas, it is assumed 
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that softening of the glue could increase thread slippage. Another hypothesis is that internal 

stresses might have also partly built-up in the linen canvas through the application of size. This 

hypothesis is based on the phenomenon of crimp exchange observed upon the wetting of fabrics. 

The direction which presents the lowest crimp pulls out the crimp from the other direction 

(Collins, 1939). This is caused by the release of internal stresses in the fabric, incorporated during 

its manufacture such as the tension applied to hold the weft threads (cf. 3.3.1.1). In the case of the 

sized linen canvas samples, build-up of internal stresses could originate from the water introduced 

(animal glue was dissolved in water) and the tension used to stretch the canvas before sizing it. 

These stresses could have been released upon softening of the size layer at high RH while putting 

the canvas under tension. This would be partly responsible for the dimensional as well as 

viscoelastic responses measured and shown previously for the sized samples.  

 

Figure 3.35: Storage modulus E' (a) and elongation (b) of an unsized (black) and 3 coats-sized 

linen canvas (grey) measured in the warp at each step of a 20-80-20%RH cycle. The samples 

were left to equilibrate 1 hour at each RH level and 2 hours at 80%RH. The humidification (H) 

and dehumidification (D) ramps are indicated with the arrows. 

The mechanical and response in elongation of unsized and sized samples (3 coats) were 

also measured at different RH levels between 20 and 80%RH using the RH steps program (1hour 

plateau for each RH) (cf. 3.3.2.2). As seen in Figure 3.35b, the elongation of the sized linen canvas 

suddenly increases at 80%RH during the first 70-80%RH transition. This increase was attributed 

to the unlocking of canvas threads and mesh from the glue previously observed at 80%RH but 
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which seems to occur at slightly lower RH as seen in Figure 3.34.  Under 70%RH, the more linear 

response of the sample to the increase in RH might result from the slow plasticization of animal 

glue. This is also translated into the higher loss in E’ seen during this RH transition (Figure 3.35a). 

Finally, a stronger hysteresis in elongation can be seen for the sized sample (Figure 

3.35b). This highlights again the high response in elongation of the size canvas but also confirm 

the lubricating action of the size at high RH levels promoting canvas movement and structural 

reorganisation. 

In summary, the size layer has shown to have a strong impact on the canvas mechanical 

response to RH variations. Painting canvases are commonly treated with only 1 or 2 coats of size. 

Figure 3.33B showed that a linen canvas with one coat of size presented the lowest variations in 

E’ with RH. The lower mechanical responsiveness measured could be beneficial to the paint and 

ground layer, also known to be less responsive to RH. Lower stiffening /plasticizing cycles would 

indeed reduce the risk of mechanical fatigue of the upper layers, paint layers and varnish. In future 

works, a better understanding of the role of sizing on the overall viscoelastic and response in 

elongation of sized canvases to RH could be gained by: 

- following the penetration of the size layer upon application of successive RH cycles 

- studying the impact of the treatment application such as the solvent used or the level of 

canvas tensioning used for size application on the viscoelastic response of the 

unsized/sized samples.  

3.4.4.2 Priming 

The role of the layer of priming on the viscoelastic response of a canvas to cycling RH 

was also investigated. The samples investigated were taken from an historical 19th primed linen 

canvas. They presented a layer of cold glue size and oil priming (mixture of lead white and oil). 

They were measured before and after removal of the priming layer using a scalpel. In Figure 3.36, 

the picture of the primed sample used for the DMA-RH measurements before and after removal 

of the priming layer is shown. SEM-EDX images of the cross-sectional area of the primed linen 
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canvas before and after removal of the priming layer are also shown in Appendix (Figure A.2). 

Most of the 100μm thick layer of priming has been removed. Traces of the lead white priming 

can, however, still be observed on the surface of the canvas. 

 

Figure 3.36: Picture of the same sample before (left) and after (right) removal of the priming 

layer. The sample was used as such for DMA-RH measurements.  

 Figure 3.37 shows the mechanical response measured for the same sample before and after the 

removal of the primed layer at different RH levels (i.e. RH steps between 20 and 80%RH).  

 

Figure 3.37: Storage modulus and elongation of a primed (grey) and unprimed (black) sample 

under RH variations (20-60-20%RH). Note that the unprimed sample corresponds to the 

primed sample after removal of the priming layer with a scalpel. 
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Under 20-80-20%RH cycles, the primed and unprimed samples behave in a similar way. 

Their mechanical responses are similar to what had been previously measured for a modern 

unsized linen (see Figure 3.32). The samples stiffen at high 80%RH and plasticize at 20%RH. 

Variations in E’ between 80%RH and 20%RH, i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH, were also lower for the unprimed 

sample (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH = -64.2±8.5MPa) than for the primed sample (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH=-

368.5±1.2MPa). The removal of the priming layer seems to reduce the intensity of the mechanical 

stresses undergone by the canvas. This is indicated that the priming undergoes higher mechanical 

changes during increase or decrease RH than the canvas or size layer (also present in the canvas 

tested). The response of the unprimed canvas was also characterised by a strong mechanical 

response but this response is only at 60%RH by the high increase in E’ (see detail (*) in Figure 

3.37). 

 

Table 3.7: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20% and 80%RH (end-plateaus value, average over 

3 RH cycles) for a primed and unprimed 19th linen canvas subjected to 20-80-20%RH RH 

program (25°C). Variations in E’ (ΔE’20-60%RH) between plateaus are also given (in MPa and 

%). The samples were measured in the same direction. 

The samples were also measured under the RH-step programme to get a better 

understanding of the mechanical change occurring during the 20-80%RH transitions. As seen in 

Figure 3.38, the two samples stiffen with increasing humidity. However, at high RH levels an 

inversion in trend occur and the canvas is plasticized (loss in E’). This inversion occurs at different 

RH levels for the two samples, i.e. after 60%RH for the unprimed sample and after 70%RH for 

the primed sample. For the unprimed sample, the loss in E’ is particularly important. At 80%RH, 

after 1 hour of stabilisation, the storage modulus E’80%RH reached 1057MPa, a similar value than 

the one achieved previously at 50%RH after 1 hour of stabilisation (i.e. 1051MPa). For the primed 
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sample the loss is less pronounced. At 80%RH, E’80%RH has gone back to a similar value to the 

one previously measured at 60%RH. These results do not show the known lower mechanical 

response of the priming layer to moisture sorption (Hedley, 1988; Mecklenburg, 1982). More 

work is required to investigate this difference. It is possible that the primed 19th century historical 

sample tested presents a different sizing than the samples tested in the past in previous studies.  

This could have greatly influenced the results. 

 

Figure 3.38: Mechanical response in E’ upon time of unprimed (black) and primed (grey) 

samples to RH steps from 20 to 80%RH (25°C) (a). In (b), the variations in E’ were also plotted 

upon RH taking the end-plateaus values in E’ at each RH plateaus. The curves highlight the 

inversion in trend measured for the unprimed sized linen canvas at 60%RH upon moisture 

sorption/desorption. The response of the two samples to RH cycling is quite reversible as shown 

by the small of hysteresis seen in (b). 

This work has thus shown that the priming layer is stiffer than the sized canvas at high RH 

levels above 40%RH and that, contrary to what was expected, governs the mechanical behaviour 

of the sample over the size layer between 20 and 70% RH and pushes back the inflection in E’ 

seen for the sized and unprimed sample to 80%RH. Risks of delamination of the ground as well 

as paint layers are then most likely to occur at and beyond this humidity level. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter the viscoelastic responses of a range of canvases to RH variations was tested. 

This has highlighted the impact that pretreatments, weaving structure, canvas material (i.e. fibre 
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type) can have on the overall mechanical and physical properties of painting canvases made of 

natural fibres. This has also emphasised the unique characteristics of each canvas which could be 

found in the collections with regards to their response to RH (see Table 3.8). If overall mechanical 

and physical trends specific to certain kind of canvas material or weaving can be pulled-out, each 

canvas has its own properties.  

The response of the degraded cotton canvas which was selected to be used as model for 

the testing of new consolidants for canvases was described in great length. This now set a basis 

for investigations of the impact of different newly developed consolidants for modern painting 

canvases. Identification of phenomenon such as mechanosorptive creep, hornification upon RH 

cycling has brought novel insights into the study of painting canvases. 

Additionally, the assessment of the response of other constitutive layers of a painting, 

hence the size and the prime layers, has proven the reliability of the use of DMA-RH analysis to 

measure the mechanical and response in elongation of painting and painting layers to RH cycles.  
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Table 3.8:  Summary of the mechanical response to RH variations measured for the  modern cotton and linen canvases as well as for the sized modern 

linen and primed 19th century linen canvases. 
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Further research would, however, be required to quantify the risks associated with the 

responses measured for the different material tested in this chapter. It is known that high variations 

in stiffness of the materials and layers making up a painting could be responsible for increased 

internal stresses, hence increased risks of mechanical failure of the painting. Yet, the acceptable 

range in viscolastic response of the canvas, size, priming, paint and varnish to RH cycling still 

need to be found. Further assessment using a combination of DMA or creep measurements under 

RH variations or involving computational modelling which would include the viscoelastic 

properties of the constitutive layers of paintings could provide some answers.  

In the next chapter, the impact of traditional natural and synthetic consolidants will be 

investigated. Two nanocellulose consolidants (nanocellulose-only) tested in the frame of this 

project will also be tested for comparison. This will pave the way to a better understanding of the 

advantages and drawbacks of these new nanocellulose-based consolidants over traditional 

solutions currently available. 
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4 Physico-chemical and mechanical assessment of 

traditional consolidants 

4.1 Introduction 

The characteristics of a material that could be considered as adequate for canvas (and 

eventually painting) consolidation are well described in the literature. When the risks associated 

with traditional glue paste and wax resin lining were publicised in the 1970s (Ackroyd, 2002), 

several conservation scientist such as Berger (1970), Mehra (1075) and Hedley (1988)  started to 

look for alternatives. To guide their research, they established lists of criteria (physical, 

mechanical and chemical) which would help them identify and develop suitable adhesive and 

consolidants for painting canvas. This led to the development of new synthetic adhesives such as 

Plextol and Plexisol by Mehra (Mehra, 1975) and Beva by Berger (1970). Those criteria could be 

classified in order of importance as follow: 

- Acceptability to artists (texture, handling, appearance, etc) 

- High stiffness (understood as high Young’s modulus) 

- Negligible hygroscopicity  

- Resistance to creep and stress relaxation 

- Durability 

- Low extensibility 

- Good elastic recovery 

- Good adhesion to chosen grounds 

- Low cost 

- Availability 

- Enable easy treatment of paintings of a large format. 

In 2015, a survey was conducted to confirm these findings, in the context of the current needs 

of painting conservators and classify these (Oriola, 2019). The results show since the 1970s, the 

expectations and requirements of painting conservators for the developments of new consolidants 
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for painting canvases have remained broadly the same. The 67 conservators interviewed 

considered as essential requirements a product enabling canvas strengthening, with a good ageing 

and reversibility. 

Consolidants or adhesives used as consolidants for fragile painting canvases can come from 

natural (i.e. animal glue) or synthetic compounds (i.e. Beva371). Properties well studied in terms 

of mechanical properties using tensile tests, adhesion between two canvases, ageing (c.f. 1.1 in 

Chapter 1). However, difficulties can arise when aggregating the results of these studies as the 

techniques of investigations may vary. Moreover, only few materials have been tested in terms of 

their mechanical response to RH. Animal glue and the synthetic adhesive Beva 371 are two of the 

most studied common adhesives but their mechanical assessment in painting conservation is often 

limited to their assessment as lining adhesives (Berger, 1970; Krarup Andersen, 2013; Mehra, 

1975; Young, 2001; Young, 2012). Results are thus frequently given for the treated canvas or the 

complete canvass-adhesive-lining canvas system (Krarup Andersen, 2013, Young, 2001). Most 

of the studies will, therefore, only explore adhesion, bonding properties and more rarely 

consolidation in terms of stiffness.   

This study was performed to gain a better understanding of the physical, mechanical and 

chemical properties of current adhesives in use and to compare those with two newly developed 

nanocellulose-based treatments. The six different adhesives commonly used in conservation 

which were chosen for this study include 1 natural, animal glue, and 5 synthetic materials: Beva 

371, Paraloid B72, Klucel G, Aquazol 200 and Plexisol P550. They correspond to compounds 

commonly or previously used for the canvas consolidation and in lining works (Arslanoglu, 2004; 

Ploeger, René De La Rie, 2014; Ropret, 2007). The investigation focuses on the main criteria 

established previously for the evaluation of treatments for canvas consolidation. The modification 

in surface appearance resulting from the treatments application, quantification of the 

reinforcement provided as well as their response to moisture variations were assessed.  
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4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1  Commonly-used paint consolidants and lining adhesives 

Six different consolidants and adhesives, natural and synthetic were tested. Those are the 

natural adhesive animal glue and the synthetic materials Beva 371, Paraloid B72, Aquazol 200, 

Klucel G, Plexisol P550.  

Animal glues are natural polymers obtained by partial hydrolysis of mammalian or fish 

collagen – the major structural protein constituent of skin, tendons, ligaments and other 

connective tissues (Gelse, 2003; Lodish, 2000).  Collagen is a long biopolymer consisting of long 

polypeptide chains, wound tightly to form triple-helices of elongated fibrils. The amino (-NH-) 

and carbonyl (=O) groups of the amino acids (Figure 4.1) can easily form hydrogen bonds when 

close to another, either those present on the same chain or on different chains of the triple-helices 

structure. Hydrogen bonding between peptides (i.e. –NH --- O=C) can easily be broken by force 

or in the presence of water and reformed (Figure 4.2) (Bella, 1995; Boryskina, 2007). It is those 

hydrogen bonding which makes it possible for glue molecules to interact strongly with appropriate 

substrates such as wood and to act as powerful adhesives (Frihart, 2012; Pearson, 2003). 

The animal glue used in this study was bought from Lienzos Levante (Alicante, Spain) 

and consists of a rabbit skin glue. The chemical, physical and mechanical properties of animal 

glues greatly depend on their origin (e.g. bones or skins, animal species such as fish or rabbit, etc) 

and mode of preparation (Schellmann, 2014).  

NH

O

R

H
OH

n

 

Figure 4.1: General chemical structure of an amino acid, of the constituent molecules in all 

proteins. "R" represents a variety of atoms or groups that can be attached to the core structure, 

leading 22 individual proteinogenic amino acids found in nature (see list (Rose, 1984)). 
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Figure 4.2: Hydrogen bonding between protein chains, which can be broken by chemical or 

physical stress and reformed (taken from (von Endt, 1991)) 

Klucel G was purchased from CTS (Italy). Klulcel is an hydroxypropylcellulose existing 

in several grades characterised by their molecular weight (MW). Klucel G has a molecular weight 

of MW=370,000 g/mol. It has been used in conservation since the 1980s as a consolidating gel 

(e.g. for book conservation) (Martin, 2011). It is favoured in paper conservation because of its 

solubility in non-aqueous solvent (e.g. isopropanol). It does not have strong adhesive properties 

(Rodgers, 1988). Feller and Wilt (1990) showed that some cellulose ethers, including Klucel, are 

unsuitable to long-term applications, as they are particularly sensitive to photochemical and 

thermal ageing.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Chemical structure of Klucel hydroxypropylcellulose 
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Aquazol is a water-soluble synthetic resin made of Poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline). It was purchased 

from CTS (Italy). This material is known to be particularly sensitive to RH. Films of resins were 

found to be tacky around 60-65%RH (Muros, 2012).  

 

 

CH3
CH3

CH3

N

O

n

 

Figure 4.4: Chemical structure of Aquazol 

 

Beva 371 was purchased from CTS (Italy). It is based on an ethylene-vinyl acetate 

copolymer which is one of the most widely used lining adhesive (Ploeger, 2014). Berger 

introduced the lining adhesive in 1970 as a substitute for wax-resin (Berger, 1970). It is made of 

two different Etylene vinyl acetates (EVA): Elvax® 150 (DuPont™) (45% in mass) and A-C® 

400 (Honeywell) (15% in mass) as well as a resin (Laropal® K 80) (27%) and a tackifier 

(Cellolyn™ 21) (4%). EVA-based adhesives also contain a wax component (Paraffin), which is 

often added to control the melt viscosity and setting speed. The adhesive became increasingly 

popular, but there are some indications of drawbacks, such as its high activation temperature and 

deep penetration (Jaïs-Camin, 1997). Loss in solubility, or cross-linked which was also observed 

with in as little as five years for Beva 371 applied on cotton and silk textiles (Shore, 1994). Upon 

rinsing the fabric with solvent, the conservators also noticed a dark gray discoloration resulted, 

visible at both the front and back surfaces. Even though Beva 371 is used widely it has not been 

much researched in recent years. The chemical stability of Beva 371 was also questioned as new 

and more stable replacement formulas were tested (McGlinchey, 2011). 
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Figure 4.5:Chemical structures of the main components of Beva 371 (original product by 

Berger). On the left, poly(ethylene vinyl acetate) (EVA). EVA co-polymers with different 

properties are obtained by varying the ratio of PE (A) to VA(B) in the co-polymer. In the centre, 

idealized chemical structure of a keton resin like Laropal® K80 (structure can vary). On the 

right, CellolynTM 21 one the right (technical grade material as some abietyl alcohol groups may 

be present).  

Paraloid B72 was purchased from CTS (Italy). It consists of a methyl acrylate/ethyl 

methacrylate (MA/EMA, 30/70 %w/w) copolymer (Horie, 2010) with its composition slightly 

varying over time (de Witte, 1978). It has been used for more than 50 years in painting 

conservation as a consolidant and varnish as well as on a wide range of archaeological materials 

and art objects. In the US the former name of the product is Acryloid B72 (Lazzari, 2000). 

Paraloid B-72 has a high viscosity which makes it a good choice to readhere materials, but less 

well-suited for penetrating paint films or consolidating underbound paint (Farmakalidi, 2016).  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Chemical formula of Paraloid B72 acrylic resin 
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Invented by Mehra, Plexisol® P550 is an acrylic resin often used in painting conservation 

for the consolidation of the paint layer and stabilisation of the canvas (Lardet, 2014). It was 

recommended from the ’70s for the preparation of the canvas prior to lining by Mehra who used 

to provide a moisture barrier prior to lining (Mehra, 1975). This thermoplastic polymer is made 

of butylmethacrylate monomers. It is colourless and transparent. It is known to be photo-stable 

but to crosslink and become insoluble upon ageing (Delcroix, 1988). It does not offer high 

adhesion and increase the stiffness of the treated canvas. Plexisol P550 was purchased from 

Lascaux (Switzerland). 

 

Figure 4.7: Chemical structure of Poly(n-butylmethacrylate), main constituent of Plexisol 

P550. 

4.2.2 Sample preparation 

Square samples (10 cmx10 cm) of a modern cotton canvas were artificially degraded 

using a protocol described in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.1.1). The degraded cotton canvases were then treated 

by painting conservators at the University of Barcelona (Spain) whose skills and experience 

ensure the optimal application of the treatments. The treatments applied consist of 6 traditional 

consolidants, 1 natural, animal glue, and 4 synthetic ones, Beva371, Paraloid B72, Aquazol200, 

Plexisol P550, KlucelG, and 2 nanocellulose-based treatments, CNF and CCNF.  The treatments 

were applied by brush in order to reach a 5% increase in canvas weight after complete drying of 

the treatment. Calculations of the amount of consolidant needed were done for each product prior 

to the application. The canvas weight before treatment was measured at 374 g/m2.  
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The dilutions used for each treatment and the solvent used were chosen by the 

conservators who carried out the treatment. Their choices were guided by their experience. 

Therefore, the viscosity of each treatment varies. Depending on the viscosity of the consolidant, 

one single layer to multiple ones were applied. The higher the viscosity, the lower was the number 

of applications needed. This is because a higher amount of product could be applied in one 

application until the canvas felt wet or saturated with the treatment. Between applications, the 

adhesive was left to dry. Description of the samples and number of applications used are given in 

Table 4.1. 

Treatments % w/v Solvent 
Number of 

layers applied 
Tg (°C) mp (°C) 

CNF 1% Water 4 -  

CCNF 1% Water 4   

Beva 371 3% Cyclohexane 4 40 68 

Paraloid® B72 2.5% Acetone 1 405  

Aquazol 200 2.5% Ethanol 1 69-71  

Animal Glue 1.7% Water 2   

Plexisol  P-550 5.3% White spirit 1 29  

Klucel® G 1% Ethanol 4 0 and 1206  

 

Table 4.1: List of treatments applied on the degraded cotton samples including the 

concentration used, the solvent and the number of applications which needed to be applied to 

                                                           
5 Tg given on the product datasheet. However, a Tg of 25°C was measured by Farmakalis (2016) by DSC 
on paraloid B72 films. 
6 Klucel is a special polymer that presents a dual Tg because it has a beta transition. (See Ashland 
products brochure (web page: 
https://www.ashland.com/file_source/Ashland/Product/Documents/Pharmaceutical/PC_11229_Klucel_
HPC.pdf) 

https://www.ashland.com/file_source/Ashland/Product/Documents/Pharmaceutical/PC_11229_Klucel_HPC.pdf
https://www.ashland.com/file_source/Ashland/Product/Documents/Pharmaceutical/PC_11229_Klucel_HPC.pdf
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reach a 5% increase in canvas weight. Physical properties of the materials, such as glass 

transition temperature (Tg) and melting point (mp) are given when applicable and available. 

The area where the adhesive has been applied was marked with a pencil (7.5cm x 7.5 cm). The 

area along the borders of the sample was left untreated and used to clamp the sample onto a 

stretcher (Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8: Degraded cotton canvas stretched into a wooden frame before the application of 

the treatment in the area delimited by the dotted line. 

4.2.3  Tensile testing 

The tensile testing was carried out using the DMA is tensile mode as described in Chapter 

2 (cf. 2.2.4.1) at both 20% and 80%RH to investigate the influence of moisture on the mechanical 

performance (stiffness) of the samples and consolidants. The samples were cut so that 10 threads 

were collected in the warp direction and were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 (length) 

mm in dimensions. Prior to the measurements, the samples were preconditioned in chambers at 

11% or 75%RH (i.e. similar RH for the tensile test) for more than 48h using saturated salts 

solutions of lithium chloride and sodium chloride, respectively. The results obtained are given as 

average of 3 to 5 repeat measurements performed for each category. 
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4.2.4  Dynamical mechanical analysis under controlled RH program (DMA-RH) 

Rectangular samples pieces were cut in order to get 10 threads in the warp direction and 

were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 (length) mm in dimensions. The samples were 

preconditioned before the measurement for at least 24h at 20%RH at room temperature. The 

samples were then measured by DMA under RH control. Two RH programs were used for the 

DMA-RH measurements (Figure 4.9). 

The first RH program to be used consists of RH cycles going from 20 to 80%RH at 25°C 

(RH cycling program). The humidity level was stabilised at 20%RH for 30min. RH was then 

increased at 4%RH/min to 60%RH, left at 60%RH for 1 min and increased further at 2%RH/min 

to 80%RH. After 30min isotherm at 80%RH, the RH level was decreased back to 20%RH at 

4%RH/min and left at that RH level for 30 min. This cycle was repeated 3 times. 

A longer RH program (RH steps program) was used as well to unravel the mechanical 

response of the samples during RH transition and enable more time for moisture content 

equilibration at the set RH. This RH program consists in 1 RH cycle from 20 to 80%RH. The 

samples were left to equilibrate for 1hour at 20, 40, 60, 70 and 80%RH during both humidification 

(20-80%RH) and dehumidification (80-20%RH). The rate of RH transition between plateaus was 

fixed at 4%RH/min.  

 

Figure 4.9: The two RH programs use for the DMA-RH measurements: the RH cycling 

program (a) and the RH steps program (b). 
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4.2.5  DVS 

The principles of DVS measurements are given in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.2.3.2). Two different RH 

programs were used:  

- RH program DVS1: 20-60-80%RH RH cycle which consists in isotherm at 20%RH for 

1hour, then the RH was increase at 4%RH/min up to 60%RH and followed by an isotherm 

at 60%RH for 1hour. RH was increased again at 80%RH at 4%RH/min and was followed 

by an isotherm at 80%RH for 1 hour. RH was decreased back to 60%RH and 20%RH in 

a similar way (i.e. 4%RH/min during RH transitions, isotherm of 1 hour at 60%RH and 

20%RH) (used on CNF and Animal glue films)  

- RH program DVS2: RH stabilised at 20%RH for 30min, then increased at 4%RH/min to 

80%RH and left between 30 and 1hour at 80%RH (used on 4 canvas samples treated with 

traditional consolidants).  

4.2.6 Ageing protocol 

The accelerated ageing of the samples was performed using an ageing chamber at the 

research laboratory of the RIJKS museum (Amsterdam, NL) which enable precise control and 

programming of RH and T fluctuations. The ageing program used was adapted from one 

previously used by Chevalier-Menu (2010). It uses fluctuations in RH and T in the dark and was 

developed to mimic natural degradation of painting adhesives and canvases. It has been 

successfully applied on canvas and canvas adhesives and consolidants such as glue paste (mixture 

of animal glue and flour), Beva 371 and Plexisol P550 among others. These two later materials 

are also included in our study. The use of cycles of RH and T for the ageing was motivated by the 

higher accuracy of this kind of test to simulate stresses undergone by materials in real case 

scenario. A painting exhibited by a collector, in a historical house or a museum without sufficient 

environment controls, can be subjected to widespread variations in RH and T caused by the 

outdoor environment.  
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The ageing program can be described as follow (see also Figure 4.10).  

1) 80°C, 40%RH, for 54h 

2) 80°C, 80%RH, for 54h 

3) 20°C, 70%RH, for 54h 

4) 20°C, 40%RH, for 54h 

5) 80°C, 40%RH, for 54h 

6) 80°C, 80%RH, for 54h 

7) 20°C, 70%RH, for 54h 

8) 20°C, 40%RH, for 54h 

9) 80°C, 80%RH, for 168h 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Accelerated ageing program used (from Chevalier-Menu, 2010) which consists of 

cycles of RH and T in the dark. 

 

The samples were suspended as shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Samples hanging in the ageing chamber. 

 

4.3 Results 

Natural and synthetic traditional adhesives and newly developed nanocellulose-based 

consolidants were assessed to compared their respective performance in terms of effect on visual 

appearance, consolidation, response to fluctuations in RH and effect of ageing.  

4.3.1 Appearance/penetration 

First assessment of the treated samples was carried out by colourimetry used to quantify 

the colour of the sample. The treatment deposition was then assessed at the microscale by SEM. 

Crucially, the degraded cotton canvas tested has a strong white colour as opposed to its original, 

beige, colour (before degradation). This change in colour is a result of the degradation procedure 

applied which involves using H2O2 thus leading to canvas bleaching (cf. 2.1.1.2 in Chapter 2).  

After application by brushing of the nanocellulose-based treatments, the change in 

appearance between treated and the untreated canvas remains minimal (see Figure 4.32 later in 
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the text). As seen in Figure 4.12, for all the samples, the colour variation ΔE* measured between 

treated and untreated cotton canvas remains below 3. Below this value, the colour change is 

considered as minimal and only perceptible for expert eyes or when the two colours compared 

are placed next to another (Wojciech, 2011). 

 

Figure 4.12: Colour change ΔE* measured after the application of traditional and 

nanocellulosic treatments on a degraded cotton canvas.  

The surface of the canvas samples was also imaged using SEM to inform on the behaviour 

of the treatments when applied on the woven fabric. Figure 4.13 shows that all the traditional 

consolidant are not clearly visible on the canvas surface when this latter is imaged at low 

magnification (i.e. between x35 and x40). The nanocellulosic treatments, however, form a 

continuous and dense surface coating visible in the high magnification SEM image for CNF in 
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Figure 4.13. Similar surface deposition was observed for CCNF which is therefore not shown in 

the figure. The threads and fibrils of the underlying canvas are still visible after the application of 

the treatment. However, the weaving of the threads and cotton fibres of which they are made and 

which can be seen for the untreated canvas are mostly covered with a layer of treatment. If the 

threads are distinguished by their shape and regular size, the woven structure is no more clearly 

identifiable. The nanocellulose layer covers the interstices and voids seen between the threads of 

the untreated sample. The coated surface appears flat. Fibrils of the canvas trapped in the coating 

are seen across the surface of the sample. 

At higher magnification, the presence of adhesive and consolidant on and in-between 

cotton fibres can be observed for all the traditional consolidants. The consolidants are forming 

bridges linking and connecting the cotton fibres together and holding them together. Those 

bridges are narrow as seen for animal glue, Beva 371, Aquazol 200 or Plexisol P550, or 

continuous and filling all the inter-fibres spaces as seen for Klucel. The Paraloid B72 treated 

sample is particular as the treatment does not seem to attach to the cotton fibres. Moreover, the 

treatment film presents a series of holes which probably result from the presence of air bubbles 

in the consolidant when prepared and applied on the canvas. Holes, but much smaller, can also be 

seen in the Klucel adhesive. 
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Figure 4.13: SEM images of a degraded cotton canvas before and after treatment using and 

the nanocellulose treatment CNF and adhesive and consolidants commonly in used in 

conservation: animal glue, Beva 371, Aquazol 200,  KlucelG, Plexisol P550 and Paraloid B72. 

The images were taken at 2 different magnifications (x35-x40 in row 1 and 3, x1200-x2000 in 

row 2 and 4) to highlight differences in surface deposition of the treatments. The scale bars in 

row 1 and 3 correspond to 500 µm and those in row 2 and 4 to 20µm as shown for the untreated 

sample. 

4.3.2 Consolidation 

Following the visual assessment of the samples, consolidation provided by the traditional 

consolidants in comparison with the nanocellulose-based consolidants was measured by tensile 

testing. The tensile tests were performed at both 20 and 80%RH since it is well-known that 

moisture, hence RH, can greatly influence the mechanical response of materials encountered in 

paintings. This was previously shown for canvas (Hedley, 1988; Mecklenburg, 2007; Young, 

2001) (see also Chapter 3 in 3.4.3.3 for linen canvas) which was shown to stiffen above 75%RH 

due to the swelling of the threads or lining adhesives such as animal glue or cellulose ether which 
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lose its strength with increasing RH (Mecklenburg, 2007). Therefore, tensile tests performed at 

20 and 80%RH allow investigating the reinforcement achieved after treatment as well as to gain 

insights into the performance of the treatments at different RH.  

 

Figure 4.14: In (a), stress-strain curves measured at 20%RH (25°C) for untreated and treated 

degraded cotton canvases using traditional adhesives (Beva 371, Paraloid B72, Aquazol200, 

Animal glue, KluceG and Plexisol P550) and newly developed nanocellulosic consolidants 

(CNF and CCNF). In (b), Young’s moduli measured at 20%RH from the slopes of the stress-

strain curves shown in (a) in the region of interest for paintings (i.e. 0-2%) (Mecklenburg, 

1982). The yellow stars seen in (a) on the tensile curves of the CNF and CCNF-treated samples 

are here to indicate the first loss in tension experienced by the samples and was attributed to 

the rupture of the CNF and CCNF coating layers. This loss was followed by an important 

increase in elongation and recovery of the tension starting from lower tensions. This is not 

shown in here but can be seen in Figure 4.15 in Appendix for the tensile tests performed at 

80%RH. 

As a first step, the consolidation provided by the treatments was examined. Figure 4.14 

shows the results of the tensile testing performed at 20%RH. As shown in Figure 4.14, the 

application of traditional as well as nanocellulose-based treatments led to an increase in stiffness 

of the treated degraded cotton canvases. This is seen as an increase in the slope of the stress-strain 

curves measured in the region of interest, i.e. between 1-2% in elongation, at which canvas are 

commonly stretched (Mecklenburg, 1982). Among all the treatments tested, the largest increase 
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in Young’s modulus Y, resulting from the treatment application and measured in the region of 

interest, was obtained for the nanocellulose-based treatments, CNF and CCNF. Increases in Y 

from 1.8±0.2MPa (untreated canvas) to 23.1±1.8 and 23.8±5.4MPa for the CNF and CCNF-

treated cotton canvas were measured, respectively (Figure 4.14). The increase in stiffness 

measured for the traditional consolidants remains, in comparison, below 5MPa. Among 

traditional consolidants, animal glue offers the highest reinforcement. Young’s moduli of 

14.3±2.1MPa was measured for the animal glue treated canvas whereas Young’s moduli remain 

below 7.2MPa for the other traditional consolidants, hence ParaloidB72, Beva 371, Aquazol 200, 

KlucelG and Plexisol P550. For the same weight added, the nanocellulosic treatments seem thus 

to offer a more effective consolidation (for the same weight added) than traditional consolidants.  

Similar observations and results were obtained from the comparison of the results of the 

tensile tests performed at 80%RH. The results for the 80%RH tests can be found in Figure 4.15. 

Overall, the consolidation provided by the traditional and nanocellulose consolidants is 

maintained upon exposure to 80%RH. Higher consolidation is again provided by the 

nanocellulose treatments in comparison to the traditional consolidants. 

 

Figure 4.15: Stress-strain curves measured at 80%RH (25°C) for untreated and treated 

degraded cotton canvases using traditional adhesives and newly developed nanocellulosic 
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consolidants. Localised rupture of the CNF- and CCNF-treated cotton canvases are indicated 

by the stars on the stress-strain curves. 

Another difference between mechanical behaviour of traditional and nanocellulose-based 

treatments tested here was also observed. As opposed to the tensile curves obtained for the 

traditional consolidants, in Figure 4.14, non-linear behaviour of the stress-strain curves for the 

CNF- and CCNF treated samples was seen above 2% of extension. From 2.3% and 4.1% 

elongation, for the CNF and CCNF-treated sample respectively, drops in tension can be observed. 

This behaviour has been already observed before for samples treated with CNF (Nechyporchuk, 

2018). Moreover, when measured at 80%RH, the same drops could be observed for the two 

nanocellulose-based treatments (Figure 4.15). As shown previously in the high magnification 

SEM image of the CNF-treated canvas in Figure 4.13, the CNF and CCNF consolidants form a 

film which sits on top of the canvas (see CCNF-treated canvas in Figure B.1 in Appendix). It can 

be thus assumed that those drops in tension are the result of localised ruptures of the consolidant 

film. This will be discussed in more depth in the following chapter. Despite the higher mechanical 

performance of the nanocellulosic treatments, the risks associated with its brittleness combined 

with its tendency to form a film when applied on a canvas could be one of their limitations.  

4.3.3 Response to moisture 

As already mentioned (cf. 4.3.2), the consolidation provided by the treatments is 

maintained at low and high RH levels. It is however also important to understand how the tension 

of the samples varies with moisture and the magnitude of the mechanical changes resulting from 

variations in RH. The question is not here about the consolidation provided by the treatments over 

a range of RH. The focus is put, instead, on the risks associated with the built up of mechanical 

stresses resulting from the time-dependent response of the materials tested to variations in RH. 

The higher the mechanical response is (i.e. the higher variations in tensions between RH levels) 

the larger the risk would be that fatigue or rupture of the canvas and the other painting layers it 

supports occurs. 
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The mechanical response of the untreated and treated canvases was measured at different 

fixed RH levels as well as under continuous variations in RH. The first case, i.e. fixed RH, 

corresponds to the tensile tests partially presented in 4.3.2 which were performed at 20 and 

80%RH (25°C). The second one, refers to the assessment of the canvas samples by DMA-RH for 

which 20-80-20%RH (4%RH/min, 25°C) RH cycles were applied.  The results of both of the tests 

are discussed.  

4.3.3.1 Loss in Young’s modulus at high RH 

First, variations in Young’s moduli between 20 and 80%RH were analysed. An example 

of tensile curves measured at 20 and 80%RH can be seen for the animal glue-treated sample in 

Figure 4.16. The Young's moduli (Y) calculated at 20 and 80%RH from the tensile, or stress-

strain, curves for untreated and treated cotton canvases are reported in Figure 4.17.  As seen in 

the diagram, the increase in RH is responsible for a loss in Young's modulus Y (or stiffness) 

measured for all the canvas samples, untreated or treated.  

 

Figure 4.16: Stress-strain curves of a degraded cotton canvas treated with animal glue 

measured at 20 (black) and 80%RH (red). The tensile curves were fitted by linear regression in 
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the region of interest (1-2% in elongation) (dotted lines black (20%RH) and reed(80%RH)). 

The slopes of the fitted curves correspond to the Young’s modulus of the tensile curves. 

It has been previously argued that the plasticization of the degraded cotton canvas at 

increase RH level results from water diffusion in the canvas (c.f. 3.4.2.3 in Chapter 3). As water 

molecules quickly diffuse in the amorphous regions of the cellulose fibres, hydrogen bonding 

between cellulose chains are replaced by water-cellulose hydrogen bonding. The structure formed 

by the cellulose chains and their packing is disrupted and this would cause the loss observed in 

mechanical properties. It is assumed that the same occurs with the different adhesives and 

consolidants tested in this study. In the latter case, losses in the stiffness of the materials might be 

associated with a reduction in the interfacial adhesion between adhesive and cellulose fibres. This 

effect was observed by Bowditch (1996) in a study on the performance of epoxy-based adhesive 

joint for wood exposed to water.  

 

Figure 4.17: Young’s moduli measured at 20%RH (grey) and 80%RH (red) for untreated and 

treated cotton canvases using traditional and nanocellulosic consolidants. The Young’s moduli 

Y were calculated from the slope of the stress-strain curves in the region of interest (1-2% in 

elongation) as shown in Figure 4.14. ΔY20-80%RH corresponds to the difference between Young 
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moduli measured at 20%RH and 80%RH which values are given for each sample in Table 4.2 

below. 

The decrease in Y, however, varies among samples. Among traditional consolidants, 

losses in Y range from 0.6±1.5 to 9.9±2.1MPa measured for Beva371 and Animal glue, 

respectively (Table 4.2). As expected, the water-and ethanol-based treatments Animal glue and, 

Aquazol200 and Klucel G (see Table 4.1) are more sensitive to water moisture, more hygroscopic. 

This is because these materials contain a higher number of hydroxyl groups on the surface of their 

polymeric chains (see 4.2.1 for chemical structure of these adhesives) which makes them more 

responsive to moisture and more prone to interact with the water molecules through hydrogen 

bonding (Burchard, 2003; von Endt, 1991). This leads to important losses in Y between 69 and 

78% (Table 4.2) measured for these samples as opposed to Beva371 (cyclohexane-based), 

ParaloidB72 (acetone-based) and PlexisolP550 (white-spirit-based), for which losses in Y remain 

below 55%. The percentage in loss is particularly low (i.e. 15%) for the canvas treated with the 

cyclohexane-based Beva371 treatment. 

 

Table 4.2: Difference ΔY20-80%RH calculated between Young’s moduli measured at 20%RH (i.e. 

Y20%RH) and 80%RH (i.e. Y80%RH)  for untreated and treated degraded cotton canvases. V 
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However, despite the loss in stiffness measured at 80%RH for all the traditional 

consolidants, the consolidation provided by the treatments remain effective. As seen in Figure 

4.17, Young’s moduli measured at 80%RH for the samples treated with traditional consolidants 

remain higher (>2.2MPa) than for the untreated canvas. The only exception is Aquazol 200 for 

which a Y of 1.5±0.5MPa similar to 1.1±0.1MPa measured for the untreated sample is reached at 

80%RH. This indicates that at high RH, Aquazol200 fails in providing consolidation to the cotton 

canvas. 

In comparison, the nanocellulose-treated canvases, which are also the stiffest canvas 

samples, register the highest losses in Y (Table 4.2). Losses from 23.1±1.8 and 23.8±5.4MPa (Y 

at 20%RH) to 10.3±0.4 and 11.5±0.3MPa (Y at 80%RH) were observed for the CNF and CCNF-

treated cotton canvas, respectively. These losses are equivalent to a decrease of approximately 

55% in stiffness for both samples. This is likely due to the higher hygroscopic behaviour of 

nanocellulose than natural fibres such as cotton. It has been previously shown that depending on 

the preparation method, the specific surface area of CNF nanofibrils can approach 500 m2/g 

(Sehaqui, 2014; Sehaqui, 2011), while the specific surface area of soft cellulose pulp typically 

ranges between 1 and 4 m2/g (Banavath, 2011). This increase in surface area is related to an 

increase in the availability of the hydroxyl groups on the surface of nanocellulose leading to a 

higher hygroscopicity. 

  Nevertheless, Y measured at 80%RH for these 2 samples remains higher than all the other 

samples, untreated or treated with traditional consolidants. This shows that the nanocellulose 

treatments the consolidation provided by the nanocellulose treatments CNF and CCNF to the 

degraded cotton canvas is maintained at 80%RH. The higher performance in terms of 

reinforcement of these 2 treatments compared to those of the traditional consolidants remains also 

unchanged at high RH level. 
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4.3.3.2 Viscoelastic response to moisture under dynamic RH variations: overall variations and 

real-time response 

4.3.3.2.1 Variations in storage modulus  

The mechanical response of the samples to moisture was also measured dynamically 

using RH variations and DMA. Here the RH was programmed to vary between 20 and 80%RH, 

the RH levels used for the tensile tests. The advantage of the DMA-RH measurement over tensile 

testing is that it enables measuring the real-time response of the same sample at different RH and 

during RH transitions, non-destructively (as opposed to tensile testing). An example of the 

mechanical response of a Beva371-treated canvas measured by DMA-RH upon use of a 20-

80%RH RH program is shown in Figure 4.18.  It is expected that the results of the DMA-RH 

experiment should be in good agreement with those of the tensile tests. This is because the same 

the same RH levels were tested (i.e. 20 and 80%RH) and the storage modulus E’ obtained from 

the DMA-RH measurement can give a measure of the stiffness of a material (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 

2). 
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Figure 4.18: DMA-RH curve obtained for a Beva 371-treated canvas submitted to 3 RH cycles 

(20-80-20%RH, 4%RH/min for 20-60%RH, 2%RH.min for 60-80%RH and 4%RH.min for 80-

20%RH, at 25°C). The first 20%RH will always be discarded in the analysis of the DMA-RH 

curves as the first 20-80%RH transition is associated to important mechanical rearrangements 

of the canvas (i.e. mechanical conditioning) and this variability can be a source of errors as 

shown in Chapter 3 (cf. 3.4.2.1). ΔE’20-80%RH is calculated from the end-plateaux values of E’ 

at 20 and 80%RH at each RH cycle. 

As seen in Figure 4.18, the response of the Beva371-treated sample is characterised by 

an increase in E’ at low RH level (20%RH) and decrease in E’ at high RH level (80%RH). This 

indicates that the treated canvas responds to RH variations by showing a lower viscoelastic 

behaviour (hence becoming stiffer) at low RH and a higher viscoelastic behaviour at high RH. 

This mechanical response is similar than the one measured for a degraded cotton canvas as shown 

previously in Chapter 3 for the same RH-program (i.e. 20-80-20%RH) (cf. 3.4.1.3). The canvas 

samples treated with the other traditional adhesives of this study as well as the nanocellulose-

treated canvases also responded in a similar way. Representative DMA-RH curves for the 

canvases treated with the traditional treatments and nanocellulose consolidants are given in Figure 

4.19 and Figure 4.20, respectively.  
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Figure 4.19: DMA-RH curves of degraded cotton canvases untreated (a) and treated by 

brushing with traditional consolidants such as Paraloid B72(b), Aquazol 200 (c), Animal glue 

(d), Plexisol P550 (e) and Klucel G (f) (5% total added weight) under 20-80-20%RH RH 

program. 
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Figure 4.20: DMA-RH curves of degraded cotton canvases treated by brushing with the 

nanocellulose consolidants CNF (a) and CCNF (b) (5% total added weight) under 20-80-

20%RH RH program.  

As seen in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, the untreated and treated degraded cotton 

canvases absorb moisture at different rates depending on whether they are in RH ramping or under 

steady state conditions. The RH overshoots occurring at 80%RH during the humidification 

transitions are responsible for example for the apparition of rapid jump and decrease in E’ seen 

in the mechanical response of the Aquazol 200-treated canvas (Figure 4.19). 

The focus here is the sorption that occurs in the steady state (i.e. RH equilibration). The 

difference in E’ measured between RH plateaux at 20 and 80%RH (end-plateaux values) are 

shown in Figure 4.21. The results are given for the 2nd RH cycle. As seen in Figure 4.21, the 

results are partly in agreement with the variations in Young’s modulus measured by tensile tests 

and shown in Table 4.2. High variations in E’, between the 20 and 80%RH plateaux were 

measured for the nanocellulose consolidants (i.e. ΔE’2nd cycle=13.8±0.7MPa for the CNF- and 

ΔE’2nd cycle =14.9±1.9MPa for the CCNF-treated canvas). The hygroscopic treatments Aquazol 

200 and Klucel G also show a higher mechanical response to moisture variations than the less 

hygroscopic consolidants, such as Paraloid B72 or Beva 371and Plexisol 200 and this fits with 

the expectations. 

The Aquazol 200 treatment induces particularly strong variations in E’ between dry 

(20%RH) and humid (80%RH) state as highlighted in Figure 4.21 by variations in E’ at ΔE’2nd 
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cycle=13.8±0.7MPa similar to those measured for CNF and CCNF. These high variations in E’ 

measured for Aquazol 200 are probably due to the swelling and melting of the consolidant upon 

the use of high RH levels. 

 

Figure 4.21: Difference ΔE’20-80%RH in storage modulus E’ between the 20 and following 

80%RH plateaux (end-plateau values for 2nd RH cycle). 

This was confirmed by performing a similar DMA-RH test on a film of Aquazol 200, 

using the same RH program as for the treated canvas. In Figure 4.22, the DMA-RH curves 

obtained for the Aquazol200-treated canvas (Figure 4.22a) and the Aquazol200 film (Figure 

4.22b) are shown. From the first RH transition from 20 to 80%RH, it can be seen that the film 

loses all its tension which led to the measurement to be stopped. This was expected as it is known 

that the glass transition (Tg) temperatures is strongly dependent on the RH level and is known to 

decrease upon increase in RH (Kohan, 1996; Odlyha, 1998; Lawrence, 2001). Aquazol 200 has a 

Tg at 20%RH, 25°C of 69-71C (Table 4.1). Upon increase in RH and because of its high 

hygroscopic behaviour, its Tg decreases and might go below 25°C, temperature at which the 
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DMA-RH measurements were performed. As a result, it loses its stiffness and is enter its viscous 

or rubbery state.  

Additionally, it has also been previously reported that Aquazol200 can become tacky at 

around 60-65% RH (Muros, 2012) or even undergo cold flow when stored in environments of 50-

70% RH and 21-24°C (Arslanoglu, 2004). In such cases, the adhesive was seen to swell and, in a 

few instances, lose some of its adhesive strength. Interestingly, when the treatment is present on 

the canvas support, the fibrous structure seems to hold the treatment in place, which could lead to 

to higher penetration). Therefore, as seen in Figure 4.22, when RH cycle goes back to lower RH 

values after 30 min exposure to 80% RH, the consolidant is reformed and E’ increases back to its 

previous value. This is highlighted by the stable variations in E’ measured by DMA-RH. Similar 

observations were made for KlucelG another water-sensitive adhesive also prone to flow at high 

RH levels (see DMA-RH curves of the treated canvas and film in Appendix Figure B.2).  

 

Figure 4.22: Variations in E’ measured for a cotton canvas treated with Aquazol 200 (black, 

left) and a film of Aquazol 200 (black, right) upon application of the 20-80-20 RH program 

(red). 

Discrepancies between the results of the DMA and tensile tests also arise from the results 

presented in Figure 4.21 and Table 4.2. This is particularly the case of the animal glue-treated 

canvas for which the lowest difference in E’ between 20 and 80%RH plateaux (i.e. ΔE’2nd 

cycle=1.67±1.25 MPa) was measured. Yet, tensile tests in section 4.3.3.1. had shown that the 
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mechanical response of this sample was, behind those of the nanocellulose-treatments, the largest 

among traditional consolidants. The high mechanical response of animal glue to moisture was 

also shown by DMA-RH. Large losses in E’ from 1.0GPa to 0.4GPa were measured between end-

plateau values (1st RH cycle) of E’ at 20 and 80%RH, respectively (Figure B.3 in Appendix) 

which is particularly high in comparison with the losses measured for a Paraloid B72 (Figure B.4 

in Appendix). However, contrary to the films of Aquazol 200 and Klucel G, the animal glue film 

could be subjected to 20-80-20%RH cycles and did not lose all the tension at high RH.  

Similarly, but to a lower extent, discrepancies can also be seen between the samples 

treated with less hydrophilic treatments, i.e. Beva371, Paraloid B72 and Plexisol P550. Their 

mechanical responses to moisture, relatively to each other, differ.  Tensile tests had shown that 

Beva371 presented the lowest response to RH variations (i.e. ΔY20-80%RH=0.6±1.5MPa) among the 

canvas samples (see 4.3.3.1). The results of the DMA-RH measurements instead indicate that 

Paraloid B72 is the less responsive material. A difference in storage modulus of ΔE’20-80%RH 

=2.49±1.21MPa was measured for Paraloid B72 whereas ΔE’20-80%RH of 5.19±0.51 and 7.22±N/A 

MPa were obtained for Beva371 and Plexisol P550, respectively. Those differences could 

probably result from the time-dependant response of the treatments to moisture as further 

investigated in the following section. 

4.3.3.2.2 Real-time response of treated canvas and treatments  

Figure 4.23 shows the percentage change in weight measured for films of CNF and animal 

glue of the same thickness which were exposed to a single RH cycle with steps at 20, 60 and 

80%RH. As shown in the figure, an animal glue film will take longer to equilibrate upon increase 

in RH than a CNF film. For the first 60%RH plateau in Figure 4.23, the animal glue film has not 

yet reached equilibrium at the end of the plateau as opposed to the CNF film which seems to have 

reached equilibrium almost instantly. Canvas samples treated with the hygroscopic materials 

Animal glue and Aquazol200 and the less hygroscopic Beva371 and Paraloid B72 were also 

measured by DVS using a single 20 to 80%RH RH step (4%RH/min, 20%RH (30min) to 80%RH 

(30min-1hour)). The results shown in Figure 4.24 highlight for the hygroscopic materials, the 
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lower rate (lower initial slope) of moisture sorption of the Animal glue sample in comparison with 

Aquazol 200. During the first 10 min of measurement, the slope of weight uptake for the animal 

glue sample is similar to those of the two less hygroscopic materials, Beva 371 and Paraloid B72. 

 

Figure 4.23: Weight uptake measured by DVS for films of CNF and animal glue exposed to a 

20-60-80%RH cycle as described in 4.2.5 (DVS 1) (i.e. 4%RH/min, 1hour at the RH plateau 

20, 60 and 80%RH). 

Stabilisation in moisture content also seems to occur faster for the Aquazol 200 material 

than for Animal glue as seen by the higher slope of the curve seen for this sample than for Aquazol 

200 after 30 min exposure to 80%RH. This suggest that moisture content at equilibrium of the 

animal glue sample could be higher than the Aquazol 200 sample upon longer exposure. These 

results tend to agree with the assumption previously made on the impact on distinct time-

dependent responses of the samples to moisture could cause discrepancies in mechanical results. 

Moisture diffusion in animal glue exposed to 80%RH seems to be a slower hence longer process 

than for Aquazol 200. 
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Figure 4.24: Weight uptake measured by DVS for treated degraded cotton canvases with  

Animal glue, Aquazol200, Beva 371 and Paraloid B72 exposed to a 20-80%RH steep cycle as 

described in 4.2.5 (DVS 2) (i.e. 4%RH/min, 30min at 20%RH and 30min to 1 hour at 80%RH). 

From those observations, it is then possible to assume that DMA-RH may highlight 

differences in the real-time response of the samples to moisture.  This is because the DMA 

measurements were carried out using fast RH cycles and short equilibration at each RH plateau 

(30min at 20 and 80%RH) which do not enable enough time for the samples to equilibrate in 

terms of moisture content. This could not be shown by the tensile tests which were performed on 

samples that had been left to equilibrate at a specific RH for at least 24h.  

This assumption was further explored through the use of longer RH runs enabling longer 

time for equilibration in samples’ moisture content. In Figure 4.25, the results of the longer DMA-

RH run are shown for the animal glue-treated canvas. The RH was varied from 20 to 80%RH 

with RH equilibration at 20, 40, 60,70 and 80%RH and was stabilised at each plateau for 1h. As 

seen in Figure 4.25, the differences ΔE’ between 20 and 80%RH remain below 5MPa which is 

similar to the value already measured by DMA-RH during fast RH cycling. However, the 

increasing slopes observed for E’ at each RH plateau could also indicate that the sample has not 

yet reached equilibrium.  
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Figure 4.25: DMA-RH measurement of an animal glue treated canvas using RH steps of 

10%RH from 20 to 80%RH (4%RH/min, 1hour equilibration at each RH plateau). Loss in E’ 

was observed from low to high RH level. Variations in E’ between the 20 and 80%RH levels 

remain below 5MPa.  

The mechanical response of the samples during RH plateaux (i.e. equilibration at fixed 

RH) was thus analysed in more depth. The increase in E’ observed during these RH plateaux for 

the samples was analysed for the untreated canvas and the Animal glue and Aquazol 200-treated 

samples (two hygroscopic treatments) and their response compared. These treatments were 

chosen since their response to moisture varied between the results of the tensile tests (cf. 4.3.3.1) 

and DMA-RH measurements (cf. 4.3.3.2.1). In Figure 4.26, the logarithmic increase in E’ of the 

untreated and treated samples is compared for the 70%RH and 80%RH isotherms taken upon 

humidification (i.e. 20-80%RH transition of the RH cycle). The overall DMA-RH responses of 

the treated and the Aquazol 200-treated degraded cotton canvas to RH steps program can be found 

in Figure 3.21 (Chapter 3) and in Appendix (see Figure B.8), respectively.  

At 70%RH, Figure 4.26a first highlights the faster mechanical response of the untreated and 

Aquazol200-treated sample over the Animal glue-treated sample occurring during the first 10 min 
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of the RH equilibration. The Aquazol200-treated sample then seems to mechanically stabilised as 

seen from 25min onwards by the low increase in E’, whereas the trend of the curves of the 

untreated and animal glue sample is similar. It is characterised by a constant increase in E’ 

however lower compare to the one seen in the first minutes of exposure. These distinct trends 

observed between the Animal glue and Aquazol 200 samples seem to agree with the assumption 

that Animal glue has a lower immediate mechanical response to moisture and that this response 

is highly time-dependent. Aquazol200 instead has a faster mechanical response to moisture uptake 

which is in correlation with the faster rate of moisture sorption observed for the sample by DVS 

(see Figure 4.24). 

 

Figure 4.26: Increase in E’ observed during RH plateaux (i.e. RH isotherms) at 70%RH (a) 

and 80%RH (b). These plots correspond to segments taken from the DMA-RH measurements 

using the RH step program (cf. 4.2.4 and Figure 4.25, Figure B.7 in Appendix) carried out on 

untreated, Aquazol 200- and Animal glue-treated degraded cotton canvas. The results shown 

for the 70%RH isotherm (a) are taken from the humidification ramp of the DMA-RH steps 

measurement. 

At 80%RH, however, the animal glue sample seems to be the most responsive to RH of 

all the samples as seen by the rapid increase during the first 10min of exposure to 80%RH and 

the higher slope of the curve compared to those of the untreated and Aquazol200 samples (Figure 

4.26b). Aquazol200 shows a constant increase which do not show any signs of stabilisation even 

after 60min of exposure. The assumptions raised during the 70%RH plateaux thus seem to be 

contradictory with what is shown at 80%RH. Further testing is required to understand the causes 

of the discrepencies observed. 
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 In summary, the higher time-dependent response to moisture of the animal glue sample 

over the other samples could be seen by DVS when increasing the RH from 20 to 80% RH (Figure 

4.24) This could not, however, be clearly identified by DMA-RH by analysis of the increase in 

E’ during the RH isotherms (Figure 4.26) during which it would have been expected to observe a 

lower slope of increase in E’ at 20% and 70, 80% RH. The results raised the question whether 

fitting of the E’ curves measured during RH stabilisation could help pulling-out the long-term 

mechanical behaviour of the samples at a specific RH and anticipating on the final stabilised state 

(and final ΔE’) of the canvas. Internal rearrangement and random events occurring during the 

arrangement could be the main difficulty faced in the analysis of the data. 

There is potential for further investigation this area. The behaviour of coated or treated 

samples could result from a combination of factors such as mechanical response of the canvas 

and treatment, swelling, structural changes (slippage, stiffening) depending on the weaving. 

Additionally, as aspects such as modification of the treatment penetration and surface deposition 

during testing should be considered. 

4.3.3.2.3 Mechanical damping effect of the treatments 

In the studies of polymer composite structure, the incorporation of a reinforcement to the 

matrix is often studied in terms of visco-elastic properties. The addition of CNF as a reinforcement 

in a neat polymer resin of  polyester was studied by Lavoratti et al. (2015). They show that the 

addition of CNF leads to the restriction of the free movement of the polymer molecules, thus 

yielding a lower Tanδ peak height, hence lower loss energy (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2), for 

composites when compared to the neat polymer undoped. As a consequence, at high filler 

concentration (CNF=1-2%), a higher restriction of the polymer matrix molecules (lower Tan δ) 

were observed, compared to lower concentrations (CNF< 0.5%) (higher Tanδ). 

In a dense polymer matrix, internal frictions refer to the movement between polymer 

molecules and any other additives added to the matrix. However, for canvas, a woven material, 

changes in Tan δ can result from changes in the physical and chemical properties of the cotton 

cellulose chains (microscale) but can also originated from purely structural properties such as 
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frictions between warp and weft threads, twist of the yarn which can modify the water diffusion 

in the yarn. In Chapter 3 (cf. 3.4.2.4), for example, the inflexions observed in the curves of E’ and 

Tan delta for a degraded cotton canvas during RH transitions (humidification and 

dehumidification) were attributed to the slippage of cotton fibres, yarns or threads caused by 

unbound water. Therefore, due to the difficulty to unravel the response to moisture of fibres’ type 

(cotton, linen) from the one of the canvas structure, interpretations of the results will be taken 

with care.  

Figure 4.27 shows the representative mechanical responses in Tan δ of a canvas untreated 

and treated with the hydrophilic consolidant KlucelG. These curves highlight differences in 

viscoelastic behaviour between samples which will be discussed below for all the samples 

(untreated and treated), namely the inflexions in Tan δ seen during RH transitions (indicated by 

(*) in Figure 4.27) and the variations in Tan δ between the 20%RH and 80%RH isotherms (as 

already investigated for the DMA-RH curves in E’ in 4.3.3.2.1). 

 

Figure 4.27: Variations in Tan δ measured over time for a degraded cotton canvas untreated 

(black) and treated with Klucel G (green) upon  application of 20-80-20%RH cycles (RH 

cycling program, 25°C). Note the difference between the curves highlighted by the higher 

number of inflexions in the Tan δ curves seen for the untreated sample (black (*)) than for the 

Klucel G sample (green (*)).   
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The applied hydrophilic and less hydrophilic treatments are first considered separately 

and compared to an untreated canvas. As seen in Figure 4.28, the tan δ measured at 20%RH for 

all the canvas samples treated with hydrophilic consolidants are higher than the one of the 

untreated canvas. At 80%RH, the values in Tan δ of the treated canvases are either higher (i.e. 

Aquazol200 and KlucelG), either similar to the Tan δ of the untreated canvas (i.e. Animal glue). 

As already mentioned, Tan δ gives a measure of the part of viscous over elastic response of a 

material, hence the internal friction of the material. These first results could thus indicate that at 

20%RH, all the consolidants provide a more stable material by reducing the free movement of the 

polymeric molecules of the cotton canvas. At higher RH levels, however, this stabilisation is lost 

and the response of the canvas seems overcome by the viscous response of the treatments. This is 

also translated in higher variations in Tan δ (ΔTanδ20-80%RH or ΔTanδ) measured between the 20 

and 80%RH plateaux (end-plateau values of Tan δ at 20 and 80%RH). Calculations and values in 

ΔTanδ20-80%RH are shown for all the untreated and treated samples in Figure 4.29. 

 

Figure 4.28: Detail of the DMA-RH results showing variations in Tan δ of untreated and 

treated samples upon application of one single RH 20-80-20%RH cycle (i.e. 2nd RH cycle). The 

results are here presented for the degraded cotton canvas untreated and treated with the 

hydrophilic traditional consolidants, Aquazol 200, KlucelG and Animal glue. 
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ΔTanδ measured for the samples treated with the hydrophilic consolidants are higher (i.e. 

ΔTanδ>0.07) than those measured for untreated material (i.e. ΔTanδ=0.04±0.01) (Figure 4.29a). 

They are probably caused by swelling of the treatments as it was previously shown that 

Aquazol200 and Klucel G flow at 80%RH (Figure 4.22 for Aquazol 200 and Figure B.2 for Klucel 

G). For the Aquazol 200-treated sample, an earlier mechanical response is observed by a jump in 

the Tan delta during the first 20-60%RH ramp (Figure 4.28). The jump is absent from the tan δ 

curves of animal glue and KlucelG. This highlights the earlier response of the treatment to RH at 

60%RH. This was also seen using DMA-RH with the RH steps program where the higher loss in 

E’ occurs between 40 and 60%RH for the Aquazol 200-treated sample (see Figure B.7 in 

Appendix). This was again not observed for the canvases treated with Klucel G or animal glue. 

 

Figure 4.29: In (a), variations in Tan δ measured for an untreated degraded cotton canvas 

subjected to 20-80%RH RH program (cf. Figure 4.9). The variations in Tan δ (i.e. ΔTan δ20-80-

20%RH) calculated for the untreated and treated canvases are given in (b).  These values were 

calculated using the end plateau values of Tan δ at 20%RH and 80%RH of the 2nd RH cycle as 

indicated in (b). Note in (a) that Tan δ at the end of each RH equilibration (30min plateau) had 

never stabilized. The values given in (b) were calculated from the difference in Tan δ between 

the averaged values measured in the last 1 min (i.e. 5 points on the curve) of the 20 an 80%RH 

plateaus of the the 2nd RH cycle. Three to five measurements were performed for each sample. 
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In comparison, the animal glue-treated canvas response is characterised by a lower Tan δ 

at 80%RH after stabilization (end plateau value). As seen previously (4.3.3.2.1), the animal glue-

treated sample has a higher time of response to change in RH than Aquazol 200, Klucel G and 

CNF. It also seems to be more sensitive to higher RH levels than the others used in this study. As 

seen in Figure 4.28 and in the Appendix in Figure B.9, when the RH control went above 70%RH 

and then above 80%RH during the RH overshoot occurring at each 20-80%RH transition, the 

mechanical response of the sample is increased.  

 

Figure 4.30: Detail of the DMA-RH results showing variations in Tan δ of untreated and 

treated samples upon application of one single RH 20-80-20%RH cycle (i.e. 2nd RH cycle). The 

results are here presented for the degraded cotton canvas untreated and treated with the 

hydrophilic nanocellulose consolidants CNF and CCNF. 

Interestingly, as seen in Figure 4.30, the viscoelastic behaviour of the CNF and CCNF-

treated canvases is similar to the untreated canvas in terms of the response to RH transitions. As 

for the untreated canvas, three inflexions occurring during the 20-60%RH, the 60-80%RH and 

the 80-20%RH transitions are seen. The fact that the CNF and CCNF treatments do not penetrate 

the canvas but rather remain on top of the canvas may not prevent internal motion in the canvas, 
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hence the response of the canvas can still be seen through the variations in Tan δ upon RH cycling 

similar in trend for the untreated and CNF- and CCNF-treated samples. CNF and CCNF, however, 

seem to reduce these motions as seen by the overall reduction in Tan δ measured between 0.10 

and 0.14 for the CNF and CCNF-treated samples whereas for the untreated canvas Tan δ varies 

between 0.14 and 0.24. The CNF and CCNF coatings also appears to reduce the delay in response 

of the degraded canvas to dehumidification. This is maybe because faster diffusion of moisture 

occurs for these samples due to the high hydrophilic behaviour of CNF and CCNF. Comparison 

of the hygroscopic response of an untreated canvas with CNF and CCNF-treated canvas are 

shown in more detail in the next chapter (Chapter 5) which confirms this assumption. 

 

 

Figure 4.31: Detail of the DMA-RH results showing variations in Tan δ of degraded cotton 

canvas untreated and treated with less hygroscopic traditional consolidants upon application 

of one single RH 20-80-20%RH cycle (i.e. 2nd RH cycle). The response of Beva371, 

ParaloidB72 and Plexisol P550 (treatments in the less polar solvents) is compared to the 

untreated canvas. 

In comparison, the less hydrophilic treatments, Beva 371 and Plexisol P550 do not reduce 

the Tan δ, i.e. internal friction in the sample, of the degraded cotton canvas either at 20%RH nor 

at 80%RH (Figure 4.31). The Tan δ measured for the Plexisol P550 sample is particularly high 
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(i.e. Tanδ20%RH=0.256 compared to Tanδ20%RH=0.193 for Beva 371) indicating that this sample 

might have the higher visco-elastic response of all the samples between 20-80%RH. This was 

expected since Plexisol P550 is also the material of all the consolidants tested whose Tg is the 

nearest to the 25°C used for testing (i.e. 29°C as seen in Table 4.1). The same applies to a lower 

extent to Beva 371 which was shown to exhibit a lower temperature than the 40°C indicated by 

the supplier. On the contrary, at 80%RH, Paraloid B72 offers a lower viscoelastic behaviour, 

lower internal frictions, than the untreated canvas as it was only previously observed for the 

animal glue and, to a lower extent, for the CNF treatments.  

Overall, the results highlight the lower variations in Tan δ measured for all the less 

hygroscopic treatments in comparison with the untreated canvas. The untreated canvas presents a 

high visco-elastic response to fast change in RH as seen by the jumps in tan δ seen for all the RH 

transitions (20 to 60%RH, 60 to 80%RH and 80 to 20%RH). However, after stabilisation of the 

RH at 20 or 80%RH, Tan δ measured recover quickly to lower values as seen by the ΔTan δ 

measured between 20 and 80%RH in Figure 4.29a which is similar to the values calculated for 

the samples treated with less hygroscopic traditional consolidants. 

To conclude, the hygroscopic commonly-used adhesives and consolidants, i.e. Animal 

glue, Aquazol 200 and Klucel G, show the highest viscoelastic response to RH fluctuations of all 

the samples. As seen in Figure 4.29b, the variations in Tan δ (ΔTan δ) between the 20 and 80%RH 

plateaux are the highest for those samples and range from 0.07±0.00 for KlucelG to 0.19±0.02 

for Aquazol 200.  This is higher than what could be measured for the untreated canvas 

(ΔTanδ=0.04±0.01). The less hygroscopic treatments in comparison, i.e. Beva 371, Paraloid B72 

and Plexisol P550, show variations in Tan δ between 0.02±0.00 (Paraloid B72) and 0.3±0.01 

(Beva 371 and Plexisol P550) lower than the untreated sample. Interestingly, the CNF-treated 

sample has lower variations in Tan δ (i.e. ΔTanδ=0.06±0.04) than the other hydrophilic treatments 

and the less hydrophilic treatments and similar to untreated canvas. 
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4.3.3.3 Intermediate conclusions 

In summary, the results of the tensile tests performed at 20 and 80%RH and those of the 

DMA-RH measurements both highlight the higher mechanical response of the Animal glue, 

Aquazol 200 and Klucel G treatments, the most hygroscopic materials, in comparison with the 

Beva 371, Paraloid B72 and Plexisol P550 consolidants, less hygroscopic materials. For the most 

hygroscopic materials, measurements of the treated samples and films of treatments showed the 

impact of moisture on the mechanical properties of the samples characterised by swelling and 

melting of the adhesives and consolidants when exposed to high RH levels used in the tests (here 

max 80%RH). This results from the lowering of their Tg temperatures. 

When compared to the CNF and CCNF treatments, it was shown that the first two 

nanocellulose-based treatments to be tested in this project behave differently from the traditional 

consolidants in terms of physical (penetration) and mechanical properties. First, they performed 

better in terms of consolidation than the traditional consolidants. At 20%RH, they offer a 

reinforcement up to twice higher than animal glue, identified as the stiffer traditional consolidant 

tested. However, CNF and CCNF are also associated with high risks of physical ruptures resulting 

from high brittleness and low penetration into the canvas. This was not observed for the 6 

traditional consolidants tested which seem to penetrate better the canvas by filling the inter-fibres 

spaces and thus linking and interlocking cotton fibres together. Finally, the viscoelastic response 

in E’ of the CNF and CCNF treatments to RH variations is also much stronger than those of 

traditional consolidants. Whether these variations could be detrimental to the ground and paint 

layer and lead to fatigue. This needs to be further explored using, for example, finite elements 

analysis integrating the viscoelastic properties measured by DMA for each layer of a painting.  

Discrepancies in the results obtained with tensile testing at fixed RH (20 and 80%RH) 

and DMA-RH using fluctuations in RH (RH cycles) indicate that other factors than moisture level 

might influence the mechanical response of the canvas samples. In particular, the time-dependent 

response of the treatments could be responsible for the differences observed. Another important 

parameter influencing the mechanical response of the samples could also be the tension to which 
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the canvas sample are subjected when measured by DMA during the RH variations and the 

continuous creep undergone by the sample during each measurement. Further investigations 

would be required to unravel the impact it has on the results obtained by DMA-RH. 

The main findings of this first part of the study are summarised below in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3:  Intermediate summary of the tests performed on the traditional and nanocellulose consolidants. The treatments differ in terms of surface 

appearance, consolidation and hygroscopic behaviour.
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4.3.4 Physico-chemical stability upon ageing 

The stability of the treatments was also evaluated in terms of colour change and mechanical 

properties (consolidation and response to RH). 

4.3.4.1 Change in visual appearance after ageing 

4.3.4.1.1 Colour change  

Figure 4.32 shows the untreated and treated cotton canvas before and after ageing (cf. 

4.2.6). Visual assessment of the samples shows darkening and yellowing of the canvas samples 

after ageing. This is confirmed by quantitative colour measurements.  

 

Figure 4.32: Untreated and treated cotton canvases before and after ageing 

As seen in Figure 4.33, the overall ΔE* colour change measured for all the aged samples 

is above 3 which is the value at which colour change is noticeable by a non-expert human eye. 

Interestingly, ΔE* measured for the treated samples, all superior to 10, are statistically above the 

one measured for the untreated sample, hence 7.5. This shows that the treatments tend to increase 

the colour change resulting from degradation. The animal glue-treated sample is more prone to 

colour change as seen by a ΔE*=17. As seen in Figure 4.33 (right side), when analysing the colour 

changes in the L*a*b* or CIELAB colour space, the visual changes observed are the results of a 

loss in luminance (i.e. ΔL*<0) and yellowing (i.e. Δb*>0) of the treated samples. Loss in lightness  

is particularly high for the nanocellulose-based treatments, as well as for animal glue, with ΔL* 

measured at 9. Colour changes, in particular, the yellowing of the samples, are an issue as they 
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result in the strong modification of the visual appearance of the canvas. Moreover, yellowing can 

indicate instability or degradation of the adhesive (Down, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 4.33: Colour change measured after ageing for untreated and treated cotton canvas 

using traditional and nanocellulose-based consolidants. The overall colour change (i.e. ΔE*) 

(left) as well as more detailed information of the changes occurring in terms of luminance 

(ΔL*), change along the green-red axis (Δa*) or the yellow-green (Δb*) (right) are given. 

4.3.4.1.2 Modification of treatment deposition resulting from accelerated ageing 

The surface appearance of the samples was imaged after ageing. The SEM images of the 

aged untreated and treated canvases are shown in Figure 4.34, next to the images of the untreated 

samples (right-hand corner of each image) already shown previously (i.e. Figure 4.13). The 

resulting appearance of the samples surface is particularly interesting as it highlights the numerous 

morphological changes which have occurred and result from ageing, in particular for the samples 

treated with traditional consolidants. As seen in Figure 4.34, for the Aquazol200, PlexisolP550, 
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KlucelG and ParaloidB72 samples, and to a lower extent for the Beva 371-treated sample, the 

deposition behaviour of the treatments has been greatly changed. Interfibres bridges formed 

between cotton single fibres by the consolidants Plexisol P550, Aquazol 200 and Beva 371 and 

previously observed in Figure 4.13, are hardly seen on the canvas surfaces after ageing. They still 

formed bridges linking cotton fibres and probably holding them together but those bridges are in 

a much lower amount. For Paraloid B72 and Klucel G, it has been observed prior to ageing that 

the treatment was filling the interfibres spaces. Holes in the treatment bulk had also been seen 

probably resulting from trapped air bubbles during the treatment application (smaller for Klucel 

G than Paraloid B72). As seen in Figure 4.34, the two adhesives seem to have been reformed by 

heat and the high RH level applied during ageing. The surface holes are not more visible after 

ageing and treatment behave like the other traditional treatments tested by forming interfibres 

linkers. 

For the 4 treatments mentioned, Plexisol P550, Paraloid B72, Aquazol 200 and KlucelG, 

the high temperature and high RH level used during ageing might have caused the swelling and 

re-shaping seen by the change in surface texture of the consolidants. This is because at 

temperatures above their glass transition temperature (Tg), thermoplastic materials behave as 

flowing liquids (Horie, 2010). Yet, as reported in Table 4.1, the Tg of all the traditional 

consolidants tested range from 40 to 71°C, except for KlucelG for which two Tg (0 and 120°C) 

seem to have been identified (Table 4.1). Despite this, the material seems to have also been 

affected by the harsh ageing conditions. Moreover, for many hygroscopic materials, water acts as 

a plasticizer thus reducing the Tg of the material. This has been shown for example with rabbit 

skin glue whose Tg can decrease down to around or below room temperature at high RH levels 

(65-95%RH) (Timár-Balázsy, 1998). This is because the water increases the mobility of the 

collagen molecules. 

Regarding the other commonly-used consolidants, the Beva371 adhesive seems to behave 

in a similar way as before ageing, interfibres bridges are seen in Figure 4.34. It is assumed that 

this is because Beva 371 is non-hygroscopic and has one of the higher Tg among the materials 
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with low hygroscopic behaviour (i.e. 40°C similar to Paraloid B72). For animal glue, on the 

contrary, it seems that the consolidant has become desiccated which could have been caused by 

the high temperature reached during ageing (i.e. 80°C). Cracks on the treatment films formed 

between cotton fibres are seen and seem to trigger the ruptures of the fibres to which they are 

attached as seen in the SEM image in Figure 4.34. Animal glue is known to desicate at low RH 

(Schellmann, 2014). The glue becomes more crystalline and thus more rigid and brittle. 50%RH 

is known to be the optimal RH level at which optimum proportions in crystalline and amorphous 

regions are kept in the material. The lowest RH reached during ageing was 40%RH which should 

not be sufficient to cause desiccation of the animal glue. However, observation of a film which 

had been also aged simultaneously to the treated canvas also presented visible cracks on its surface 

(see Figure B.10 in Appendix). In comparison to the traditional treatments, the CNF and CCNF 

consolidant seem very stable upon ageing in term of surface deposition. The film of CNF (also 

seen for CCNF) is maintained on the canvas surface. Contrary to what could have been expected, 

the film does not present any cracks after ageing and remains in appearance unchanged although 

it is not known whether the thickness of the film might have been modified. 
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Figure 4.34: High magnification (x250-1000) SEM images of the treated degraded cotton 

canvases (traditional and CNF consolidants) after ageing. The surface appearance of the 

unaged samples, shown previously in Figure 4.13, is given in the right-hand corner of each 

image for comparison. 
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4.3.4.2 Consolidation 

In terms of consolidation, tensile tests were performed on the aged sample were 

performed at 20%RH. In Figure 4.35, the results are compared with those obtained at 20%RH on 

the unaged samples. As seen in the diagram, the ageing led to different and opposite trends among 

the samples. For the nanocellulose-based treatments CNF and CCNF, as well as the animal glue, 

accelerated ageing induces a loss in Young's modulus Y. For the Animal glue, a loss in Y of ΔY 

=-9.8MPa was measured after ageing. This drop probably results from the cracks previously 

observed for animal glue interfibrillar bridges which seemed to have caused cotton fibres 

embedded in the consolidant to break as well. This trend aligned with properties recently reported 

by Tsetsekou (2018) who showed that following  RH and T ageing cycles, rabbit-skin glue which 

was tested as adhesive for wood, appeared totally weakened and more brittle. For the CNF and 

CCNF-treated samples, the loss calculated is also important (i.e. -9.5±7.3 and -2.9±6 for CNF and 

CCNF-treated canvas, respectively). A high standard deviation was, however, calculated for the 

CNF-treated sample. This could account for variabilities across the sample which might have 

been increased by the degradation through ageing.  

In terms of brittleness and decreases previously mentioned for CNF and CCNF, the 

ageing does not seem to increase or decrease the resistance of the treatment films to ruptures. The 

first ruptures observed on the tensile curves occur on average at the same elongation for the 

unaged and aged CNF and CCNF-treated canvas (see Figure B.11 in Appendix). Overall, even 

after ageing the CNF and CCNF-treated samples maintain their position and rank among the 

consolidants providing the higher consolidation, seen by higher Young’s modulus or stiffness 

measured, to the degraded cotton canvas. 
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Figure 4.35: On the left-hand side, Young’s moduli measured at 20%RH for untreated and 

treated cotton canvas before and after ageing. On the right-hand side, table with the differences 

in Y measured at 20%RH between aged and unaged samples. Note that the difference in Y is 

given as ΔY= Y(aged)-Y(unaged). 

As opposed to the samples just mentioned, after ageing some other samples reached 

higher stiffness than those measure before ageing. This is the case of Klucel G (ΔY=7.2, high 

standard deviation however measured for the aged sample) and Paraloid B72 (ΔY=3.2). Regarding 

the Klucel G-treated sample, the results are in accordance with the literature. Geiger & Michel 

(2005) showed that a film of Klucel E (another grade of Klucel with lower MW, 

MW=80000g/mol) loses in flexibility, and become stiffer and more brittle under moderate ageing 

conditions (i.e. 42°C, 32-68%RH under UV light). However, another hypothesis could also be 

raised stating that the high RH level (i.e. up to 80%RH) and temperature (i.e. up to 80°C) used 

during ageing might have led to the swelling of the treatment. This was already suggested from 

the SEM images of the samples after ageing (Figure 4.34) and could also be shown by DMA-RH. 

Under the application of 20-80%RH variations in RH, a film of KlucelG showed to flow at high 

RH levels (Figure B.2 in Appendix). Because the samples were hung in the ageing chamber 

(Figure 4.11), the flow of KlucelG at high RH levels as well as at high temperature levels might 

have caused the treatment to fall to the bottom of the canvas piece. This would explain the high 

standard deviation measured as well as the high stiffness measured. Interestingly, this was 

however not observed for the Aquazol 200 and animal glue treated canvases despite these 
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treatments having also shown to flow around 80%RH (see Figure 4.22 (Aquazol200) and Figure 

B.3 in Appendix (Animal glue)). Since only 3 samples were measured for the KlucelG-treated 

canvas, further sampling and measurement of this sample could be performed. 

Compared to other consolidants, the Aquazol 200, Beva371 and Plexisol P550 performed 

well with almost no change in stiffness (I.e. Young’s modulus) after ageing. It is however not 

known whether the apparent stability translates to the chemical stability of the material. Plexisol 

P550, for example, is known, as other poly(butyl methacrylate) substances, to be prone to 

crosslinking upon thermal ageing (Drinberg, 1953; Thomson, 1956; Delcroix, 1988). It is 

probable that physical changes (e.g. flow of Aquazol200 at 80%RH) could mask the impact of 

chemical ageing upon the treated-canvas mechanical properties. FTIR spectra of the samples and 

films of consolidants were measured but did not show any changes in the chemical structure of 

the samples after ageing (see Figure B.12 in Appendix). Further assessment such as py-GCMS 

should be required to isolate the role of the chemical ageing on the final mechanical properties of 

the materials. 

4.3.4.3 Response to moisture 

Upon ageing, the response to moisture of the samples was also re-examined. In Figure 

4.36, the difference ΔE’ in storage modulus (i.e. stiffness) between the 20 and 80%RH plateaus 

is given for each sample before and after ageing. The impact of ageing on the mechanical response 

of the samples to moisture (i.e. RH) variations is particularly important for the untreated canvas 

as well as the Aquazol 200 and animal glue samples and the nanocellulose treatments. These 

samples register the highest difference between ΔE’ measured before and after ageing (i.e. from 

2.1MPa for the untreated canvas, 3.9MPa for Aquazol 200, to 5.8MPa for the CNF-treated 

canvas).  
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Figure 4.36:Comparison of the difference in storage moduli E' measured between 20 and 

80%RH plateaux (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH) for unaged (hatched) and aged (blue) samples. 

The results also show that, as for the impact of ageing on Young’s moduli (i.e. 4.3.4.2), 

different changes in behaviour occur among the samples, hence treatments, upon ageing. For 

some canvas samples, the mechanical response of the canvas is decreased upon ageing (Figure 

4.35, Table 4.4). This is the case of the untreated canvas as well as, among traditional 

consolidants, the Aquazol 200- and to a lower extent, the Plexisol P550-treated canvas. On the 

contrary, Animal glue, Paraloid B72, Klucel G and to a lower extent, Beva 371-treated canvases 

tend upon ageing to be more mechanical responsive to moisture variations as seen by the increase 

in ΔE’ between RH plateaux after ageing. Interestingly, the trend upon ageing of the CNF and 

CCNF-treated canvases are opposed. The accelerated ageing seems to have lower the mechanical 

response of CNF-treated canvas to moisture variations, whereas it has increased the one of the 

CCNF-treated canvas. 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of the difference ΔE’ measured between the 80%RH and 20%RH 

plateaux before (2nd column) and after ageing (3rd column). The 4th column of the table gives 

the difference between ΔE’(aged) and ΔE’(unaged). 

To explain the changes observed, the samples and treatments will be considered 

individually and the results put in perspective with the literature. First, for the untreated cotton 

canvas, the lower variations ΔE’ measured probably result from the degradation of the amorphous 

regions of the cellulose chains of cotton leading to an increase in crystallinity of the cotton. It was 

indeed shown that increased hydrolytic damage is accompanied by an increased percent fraction 

of the crystalline phase in cotton fibres (Bílková, 2012). This is due to the fact that the material 

of the amorphous region is more readily accessible by degradation factors and the cellulose 

molecule is preferentially distributed at these sites. Due to the higher percentage in crystalline 

phase, the cotton fibres become less hygroscopic. This was also shown by DVS (see Figure B.6 

in Appendix). The same degradation processes leading to higher crystallinity are probably 

undergone by the CNF treatment which contains amorphous and crystalline regions (Dufresne, 

2013). The reason why this does not seem to apply to CCNF is unclear. However, a study on the 
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degradation of carboxymethyl cellulose in salt form by de Britto & Assis (2009) suggests that 

upon thermal (150°C, 20min) and hydrothermal ageing (1 week at 100%RH), an intermediary 

acid or ester compound involving the carboxylate group is formed during the early step of 

degradation.  Increase response of the CCNF-treated sample to moisture could probably result 

from the degradation of the carboxyl groups present on the CCNF polymeric unit (cf. Figure 2.2e 

in Chapter 2) and formation of more hydrophilic groups (acid and ester) than the groups formed 

after cellulose or CNF degradation (i.e. aldehyde and ketone as shown in 1.1.2.1 in Chapter 1 

where reactions of cellulose degradation are given). 

For Paraloid B72 and Animal glue, after artificial ageing, the response in terms of 

variations in E’ between 20 and 80%RH (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH) had increased by 1.2 and 2.6MPa, 

respectively (see Δ(ΔE’)aged-unaged in Table 4.4). The results tend to indicate that upon accelerated 

ageing, the Paraloid B72 and Animal glue show a higher mechanical response to RH variations 

possibly associated to a higher hygroscopic behaviour. An increased response to moisture of 

Paraloid B72 after thermal ageing (100 ± 2 °C, for 432 hours) had been already identified by 

Farmakalidis (2016) who uses contact angle to investigate aged films of the adhesive. This 

increase could result from the chemical degradation of Paraloid B72 known to be prone to cross-

linking upon ageing. This was shown by several studies investigating the stability of Paraloid B72 

mainly under heat and light ageing  (Butler, 1988, 1989; Ropret, 2007; Sawicki, 2017). FTIR 

spectra remained unchanged but the material becomes more brittle and micro-cracks developed 

in the polymer (Ropret, 2007).   

Those micro-cracks could be another cause of the increased mechanical response to moisture 

variations observed for both samples. Those were not observed by SEM for Paraloid B72 but it is 

probable that ageing might have also led to a more brittle material. For the animal glue aged 

sample instead, localised ruptures observed on the treatment by SEM (Figure 4.32) could indicate 

that the treatment does not prevent the movement of the canvas support as much as before ageing. 

For samples treated with animal glue or Paraloid B72, the role played by the canvas in the total 

mechanical response of the sample under RH variations could thus be increased. Therefore, 
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variations in E’ upon application of RH cycles is increased toward values closer to the one 

measured for the aged degraded untreated canvas (i.e.  ΔE’=6.9MPa), hence from ΔE’=1.0 to 

3.6MPa and from ΔE’=1.8 to 3.0MPa for animal glue and ParlaoidB72 treated canvas Table 4.4. 

Aquazol 200 was not found to be thermally stable (Wolbers, 1994). It does not reticulate 

or crosslink during artificial light ageing but oxidation of the material could take place under light 

ageing as shown by pyrolysis-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (La Nasa, 2017).  

Plexisol P550, Beva371 and KlucelG, finally, did not show to have their mechanical 

response to moisture particularly affected upon ageing despite the fact that they are known to be 

prone to chain scission reactions upon ageing (see 4.2.1.) (Delcroix & Havel, 1988). As seen in 

Table 4.4, the difference in ΔE’(20-80%RH) between the aged and unaged sample, remains 

below1.5 MPa in absolute value. 

The lower response to moisture measured for the Plexisol P550 after ageing might result 

from the cross-linking reactions known to occur in the polymer chains upon ageing (see 4.2.1.) 

(Delcroix, 1988). The chains polymers are connected to each other permanently (cross-linking) 

which reduces the number of exposed hydrophilic groups available to interact with water through 

hydrogen bonding and to facilitate water diffusion.  This was first pointed out by Drinberg and 

Yakovlev in 1953 who measured the thermal degradation of poly(butyl methacrylate) and later 

then by Thomson (1956). They noted a decrease in solubility of the polymer.  

The chemical stability of Beva 371 was not studied in depth. As observed by Ploeger (2014), 

Berger often referred back to work done by Feller & Curran ( Feller, 1970) in which they studied 

the stability of EVA co-polymers and the influence wax–resin has on the ratio of polymer main 

chain scission to cross-linking. EVA co-polymers are relatively stable materials; however, it is 

suggested that they can undergo a complex set of oxidation reactions involving interactions with 

moisture, oxygen, and UV radiation, which could result in the formation of acids, ketones, 

lactones, hydroperoxides, and conjugated dienes (Allen, 2000; Jin, 2010). There is also the 

competition between cross-linking and chain scission; EVA co-polymers with higher VA contents 
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are more susceptible to degradation involving chain-scission, since VA groups are points of 

weakness throughout the co-polymer (Feller, 1970; Jin, 2010). 

Chain-scission is also thought to be the main aspect of degradation of Klucel. This was 

shown by Feller & Wiltt (1990) for Klucel G under film form which had been to thermal ageing 

at 90C. The viscosity of the material was shown to decrease with time of exposure and gave a 

measure of the chain scission occur in the polymer backbone. The behaviour of KlucelG under 

photochemical ageing was compare to Whatman #42 filter paper and the results showed that the 

rate of photochemically induced chain breaking in the Klucel G and cellulose itself were similar.  

4.3.4.4 Intermediate conclusions on stability upon accelerated ageing 

The main results obtained on this study on the stability of the traditional adhesives/consolidants 

and comparison with nanocellulose treatments is given below in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: Summary of the results obtained for the traditional and nanocellulose treatments in terms of stability upon accelerated ageing. The results are 

given for changes in surface appearance, consolidation and hygroscopic behaviour. 
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4.3.5 Conclusions 

This study was carried out to gain better understanding of the mechanical properties and 

response to moisture of several traditional consolidants and adhesives used in conservation. Most 

of these consolidants were or are still commonly used in conservation. However, not all have been 

thoroughly investigated in terms of mechanical response to moisture as well as stability upon 

ageing involving RH and T cycles.  Their properties were compared to those of two nanocellulose-

based treatments, proposed as new consolidants for painting canvas. 

First, differences in surface deposition, probably associated with treatment penetration, 

between traditional consolidants (natural or synthetic) and CNF and CCNF treatments were 

observed. Whereas the traditional consolidants seem to cover individual cotton fibres and threads 

forming interfibrillar bridges, the CNF and CCNF treatments remain as a layer on top of the 

canvas. The results of this study also highlighted the higher stiffness reached with the 

nanocellulose-based consolidants than with the traditional consolidants. Higher reinforcement 

seems thus to be provided by the CNF and CCNF treatments. However, those treatments also 

show high brittleness, probably resulting from the mode of deposition. This feature is an important 

disadvantage for the treatments in comparison to the other adhesives tested which have shown to 

be indeed more flexible. Finally, the mechanical response of the samples to RH variations show 

to be higher for the nanocellulose-treated canvases. The results also indicate that among 

traditional consolidants, the more hygroscopic treatments are in general more mechanically 

responsive to RH variations than the other, less hygroscopic, traditional consolidants. 

Interestingly, the time-dependent response seems to prevail for some treatments such as animal 

glue or Paraloid B72 leading to lower apparent mechanical response under fast RH cycling 

(DMA-RH tests). 

 

The last assessment of the treatments’ stability was performed using artificial ageing 

combining thermal and RH ageing. FTIR spectra did not show any changes, however, colour 

change and modification of the mechanical response of the sample in terms stiffness and response 

to RH variations were measured. Beva371, ParaloidB72 and Plexisol show the lower change in 
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terms of mechanical properties. The CNF and CCNF-treated canvas underwent high 

modifications such as loss in stiffness. However, they remain stiffer than all the other consolidants 

tested and lower response to RH variations, hence lower mechanical stress, was also measured 

for the CNF-treated canvas upon ageing. 

 

This study has highlighted the main differences between several commonly used treatments 

and shown the advantages and disadvantages of the CNF and CCNF treatments over traditional 

consolidants. It has also shown that further investigations are required to deepen the 

understanding of the hygroscopic behaviour of common adhesives used in conservation and the 

consequences it can have on their mechanical behaviour. The accelerated ageing program was 

successfully used in this study to draw novel conclusions. However, it should be further enhanced 

to account the appropriate ageing conditions for all the treatments tested. This has so far proved 

to be difficult because of the low Tg of most of the adhesives.  
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5 Study of 3 types of nanocellulose-based consolidants for 

cotton canvas 

5.1 Introduction  

The evaluation of the main chemical, physical and mechanical properties of traditional 

consolidants carried out in Chapter 4 has helped to give a better picture of the materials 

traditionally and/or currently in used for painting structural conservation. Following the same 

protocol of assessment, newly developed nanocellulose-based consolidants based will be studied 

in this chapter. They can be classified into three main categories which correspond to three 

different consolidation strategies: pure nanocellulose, nanocomposite and multi-layered 

nanoparticles consolidants (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5.1: Scheme of the 3 solutions proposed in the project to consolidate degraded and 

fragile painting canvases made of natural fibres (e.g. cotton, hemp, jute,…): the pure 

nanocellulose dispersions (1), the CNC-nanocomposites (2)and the multi-layered solution (3) 

Each of the strategies were proposed by a different institution of the Nanorestart project, 

i.e. Chalmers university (solution 1 and 3), ZFB (solution 2). The main solutions which will be 

presented are the two first types of consolidants (i.e. nanocellulose and nanocomposites). The 
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results obtained for the last solution, i.e. multi-layered nanoparticles (i.e. Si-PEI-CMC:CNF), will 

only be given in the appendix (cf. Appendix C, p.406). 

As seen in the previous chapter (i.e. Chapter 4), the development of new lining adhesives 

for painting canvases can be successfully carried out if they follow specific criteria. Those criteria 

have been well-established for several decades by both the scientific and conservation community 

(Berger, 1970; Hedley, 1988). In view of the results obtained previously for traditional 

consolidants, five criteria were selected to assess the newly developed nanocellulose-based 

consolidants. They are given below next to more detailed information on their implications in 

conservation as this provides valuable keys of understanding for the discussion of the results. 

The assessment of the three categories of nanocellulose-based materials for consolidation was 

carried out in terms of:  

- Visual assessment and modification of the surface appearance at the macro and micro-

scale 

The consolidant should have a limited impact on the visual appearance of the canvas. It should 

not mask any signs present on the canvas with important historical value (e.g. signatures). 

The aesthetical appearance of the canvas should also be preserved as it can greatly depreciate 

the financial value of the painting7. 

- Evaluation of the degree of penetration and surface behaviour of the treatment 

Depending on its degree of penetration, a treatment aiming at the consolidation of a material 

might give different results in terms of consolidation and present different pitfalls. On one 

hand, high penetration is favourable and often recommended for efficient mechanical 

consolidation of a material (e.g. wood (Cipriani, 2010; Unger, 2001)). However, it also further 

complicates the later removal of the treatment from the bulk of the treated material 

(D’haenens, 2013). This goes against the principle of reversibility which still prevails in 

                                                           
7 From discussion with private painting conservator Aurelia Chevalier. 
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conservation (Bianco, 2015; Sease, 1998) or retreatability which is now considered in 

conservation (Appelbaum, 1987; Viñas, 2011). This is the case of PEG (polyethylene glycol) 

treatments which have shown to be efficient for the consolidation waterlogged wood but are 

known for their irreversibility (Graves, 2004; Hocker, 2012) or the colour change observed 

for wax-resin impregnations used in linings (Bomford, 1981). On the other hand, lower 

penetration of the consolidant would lead to the formation of a layered system with its 

mechanical limitations such as concentration of mechanical stresses at the interface between 

layers and increase risk of mechanical failure resulting from delamination or rupture of one 

of the layer  (He, 1993; Hutchinson, 1996). This will be discussed in greater details later. The 

fact that the treatment does not penetrate into the canvas would, however, facilitate its 

removal through, for example, peeling or scratching using a scalpel. 

- Quantification of the consolidation provided to establish if sufficient consolidation is 

provided. 

The consolidation is measured in terms of stiffening of the canvas at low elongations (i.e. 1-

2% elongation) at which easel paintings is usually stretched (Iaccarino Idelson, 2019; 

Mecklenburg, 1982). 

- Hygroscopic behaviour of the samples and impact on overall mechanical response to RH. 

The mechanical and dimension responses of a material to fluctuations in RH could, when 

these go beyond the elastic region or beyond what the material can mechanically sustain, 

cause fatigue of the material and lead to its consecutive mechanical failure. Assessment of 

the mechanical response of the consolidants to RH also informs the RH levels at which the 

treatment might fail in its role of consolidant, i.e. support, for the degraded and fragile canvas. 

Finally, the differential mechanical response of the different layers of paintings is often the 

main cause of damages in paintings. It is therefore important to assess the mechanical 

response of each individual layers and of the entire multi-layered system build. 

- Long-term optical, chemical and mechanical stability upon handling and ageing  
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The higher stability of the treatment also ensures a reduction in the number of repeated 

treatments over time that are needed, leading to lower risks associated to the application of 

the consolidation treatment (i.e. painting handling, frame removal, application of solvents, 

etc.). 

In addition, the study of the impact of treatment application (and therefore penetration) on the 

surface appearance, mechanical properties and hygroscopic response of the treated cotton canvas 

is included in the analysis reported here. 

This chapter consists of a series of tests assessing the main advantages and limitations of different 

types of nanocellulose-based treatments for painting canvas consolidation. The assessment will 

be based on tests performed on a model artificially degraded cotton canvas also used in Chapter 

4. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

Two main solutions for the consolidation of painting canvases made of natural fibres were 

developed in the frame of the Nanorestart European project. These include: 

- First solution: pure nanocellulose treatments: nanofibrillated cellulose (CNF), 

nanocrystalline cellulose (CNC) and a chemically modified CNF, a carboxymethylated 

CNF (CCNF). 

- Second solution: A polymer composite made of cellulose derivative reinforced with 

CNC. The cellulose derivatives tested include a hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) compound 

available commercially under the trade name Tylose® (grade MH50) and 

methylcellulose (MC).  The use of nanoparticles of deacidification, calcium carbonate 

(CaCO3) combined with the CNC-reinforced MC composite (i.e. MC+CNC) was also 

explored. 
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5.2.1 Materials 

For all the nanocellulose-based consolidants, the model canvas used for the test consists of a 

degraded cotton canvas (cf. 2.1.1).  

Solution1: Nanocellulose treatments 

Details information on the chemical structure and provenance of the CNF, CCNF and CNC 

nanocellulose used are given in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.1.2.1). 

Solution 2: Nanocellulose composites treatments 

Two cellulose derivatives were studied: Tylose MH50 and methylcellulose (MC). 

TyloseMH50 was received in powder form whereas solutions of MC mixed with CNC (i.e. 

MC+CNC) at 1.97%w/w in water and heptane were received from ZFB (Leipzig, Germany). 

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanoparticles prepared by ZFB were also received in solution at 2% 

in water and at 2% mixed in a solution at 1.97% in water of MC+CNC. More detailed information 

about the products is given in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.1.2.2). 

The decision to use deacidification agents on canvases came about from results reported 

in past works by Hackney (1994) as well as, more recently, by the outcomes of a previous 

European project, NanoforArt. These studies have shown that the use of basic or alkaline 

materials as deadification agents are efficient in neutralizing acidity within paper or canvas. They 

also provide an alkaline reserve which will act a buffer against the further development of acidity 

within the cellulosic material. CaCO3 was used prior to the application of the MC+CNC 

consolidant in water or mixed together with it. The possible benefits provided by the 

deacidification agent on the long-term mechanical stability of the consolidation were explored. 
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5.2.2 Methods 

5.2.2.1 Treatment application 

Solution1: Nanocellulose treatments 

The CNF, CCNF and CNC treatments were all received already applied on degraded 

cotton canvases. The samples had been prepared at Chalmers University. The method and 

protocol of application of the treatments can be found elsewhere (Bridarolli, 2018; Nechyporchuk, 

2018) but are, for clarity, also given below. 

In the first part of the study of the nanocellulose consolidant, a degraded cotton canvases was 

treated with CNF, CCNF and CNC.  

The nanocellulose aqueous suspensions, CNF, CCNF and CNC, were prepared with 

deionized water at concentrations of 1.00, 0.25 and 3.00 wt.%, respectively, in order to achieve a 

similar viscosity. The suspensions were then homogenized using a Heidolph DIAX 900 (Heidolph 

Instruments, Germany) equipped with a 10F shaft at power 2 (around 11,600 rpm). These 

suspensions were homogeneously spread on the surface of the degraded cotton canvas samples 

(70×80 mm) using a plastic serigraphy squeegee. The coatings were deposited in 3 passes with 

an interval of 20 min to allow some water to evaporate. Table 5.1 shows the increase of the canvas 

basis weight after coating, measured by gravimetry.  

 

Table 5.1: Increase in canvas basis weight measured after coating (data taken from 

(Nechyporchuk, 2018)) 
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Solution 2: Nanocellulose composites treatments 

Film preparation 

First, solutions of Tyl at 1.5%w/w in water were prepared. It was observed that the Tylose 

powder easily agglomerated when mixed to water at room temperature. It was then difficult to 

disperse the agglomerates of undissolved powder and this require to stir the solution overnight. 

To avoid this, distilled water was first heated up to 60°C and the Tylose MH50 powder (mass 

calculated from the volume of water used) was then slowly added to the water under continuous 

stirring using a magnetic stirrer (step 1). At that temperature, Tylose does not react immediately 

in contact of the water and can be homogeneously dispersed in solution. The water was then left 

to cool down at room temperature under continuous stirring. The Tylose solution was left under 

stirring for 20min until a clear and homogeneous solution had been obtained (step 2). The solution 

was then mixed thoroughly with Ultra-Turax for 5min (step 3) and kept in the sonicator for 15min 

for further dispersion (step 4) and then on a vacuum (step 5) to get rid of air bubbles created from 

mixing with Ultra-Turax. Finally, the Tylose solution was poured into a petri dish (Ø87mm), air 

dried for more than 3 days to remove any air bubbles and oven dried at 40°C overnight with half 

open lids (step 5). 

For the preparation of the nanocomposite films of Tylose with CNC (i.e. Tyl+CNC), a 

solution of CNC at 1%w/w in water was first prepared. Contrary to Tylose, the CNC powder was 

easily dispersed in distilled water under mild stirring. Specific masses in Tylose (1.5%w/w) and 

CNC (1%w/w) were mixed together under stirring (see calculated masses in Tylose and CNC in 

Table 5.2). The dry casting of the Tyl+CNC film then processed as previously described or Tylose 

in step 5. 
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%CNC in film dry 

weight 
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Tyl (1.5%w/w) (g) 15.8 15.1 14.3 13.5 12.7 

CNC (1.0%w/w) (g) 0.0 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 

 

Table 5.2: Composition of Tylose MH50 (1.5%) and CNC solutions to create films with a 

surface density of 40g.m-2 with different percentages of CNC 

Treatments application on degraded cotton canvas 

The aqueous consolidants MC+CNC(w), MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) treatments and the 

CaCO3 dispersion were applied by brushing to pieces (9x8cm) of degraded cotton canvas. 

Brushing was carried out in both warp and weft directions to improve the homogeneous 

distribution of the treatments across the canvas. Three coating were applied for each treatment in 

order to reach a total surface coverage of 15g.m-2. The treatments were left to dry between each 

application. 

Another degraded cotton canvas was treated with CNF for comparison. The treatments were 

applied by brushing in three applications to reach the same surface coverage of 15g.m-2 than the 

samples treated with the nanocomposite consolidants.  

Samples for case study on penetration  

An aqueous solution of Tylose at 1.5%w/w was applied on small pieces (2x2cm) of 

degraded cotton canvas by brushing and by spraying using an airbrush at a pressure of 3 bars. By 

brushing, two samples at 15g.m-2 and 30g.m-2 in surface coverage which correspond to two and 

four applications of the treatment, respectively, were made. By spraying, only one sample with a 

surface coverage in Tylose of 15g.m-2. 

5.2.2.2 Tensile testing 

The untreated/treated canvas samples were preconditioned before the tensile tests at least 

24h at 20%RH at room temperature and tested in the warp direction. They were cut so that 10 

threads were collected in the warp direction and were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 
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(length) mm in dimensions. The samples were measured by DMA used in tensile mode (cf. 2.2.4.1 

in Chapter 2). 

5.2.2.3 DMA-RH 

The untreated/treated canvas samples were preconditioned before the DMA-RH 

measurement for at least 24h at 20%RH at room temperature. They were cut so that 10 threads 

were collected in the warp direction and were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 7 (width) x 15 (length) 

mm in dimensions. All the samples, were measured by DMA-RH at 1Hz and clamped in tension. 

A preload of 1N was used to avoid the buckling of the samples (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2). The 

samples were tested in the warp direction.  

The RH program used in the studies evaluating the performance of the solution 1 and solution 2 

of the nanocellulose-based consolidants consists in three successive RH cycles 20-60-20 % RH 

at 25°C as shown in Figure 5.2. The rate of change from 20-60%RH was 4%RH/min. The samples 

were set to equilibrate at 20 or 60 % RH for 30 min between each transition.  

 

Figure 5.2: RH cycles 20-60-20 %RH program showed here for 3 successive RH cycles. RH 

was left to stabilized at 20 and 60%RH (isotherm at 25°C) for 30min at each plateau. A rate of 

RH transition of 4%RH/min was used for both humidification (20-60%RH) and 

dehumidification (60-20%RH). 

Another RH program was used for the samples tested in the case study, i.e. the Tyl-treated 

cotton canvas treated by brushing and spraying. The 20-80%RH RH program used consists of RH 
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cycles going from 20 to 80%RH at 25°C. The humidity level was stabilised at 20%RH for 30min. 

RH was then increased at 4%RH/min to 60%RH, left at 60%RH for 1 min and increased further 

at 2%RH/min to 80%RH. After 30min isotherm at 80%RH, the RH level was decreased back to 

20%RH at 4%RH/min and left at that RH level for 30 min. This cycle was repeated three times 

Figure 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.3: 20-80-20 %RH program (25°C) showing 3 RH cycles between 20 and 80%RH. RH 

plateaus of 30min were used at 20 and 80%RH. Rate of RH transitions of 4%RH/min (20-

60%RH), 2%RH/min (60-80%RH) and 4%RH/min (80-20%RH) were chosen. 

5.2.2.4 Ageing program 

The accelerated ageing used in this chapter on the nanocomposites consolidants (i.e. 

solution 2) differs from the one used previously on the traditional consolidants as well as the CNF 

and CCNF treatments in Chapter 4 (cf. 4.2.6 in Chapter 4). This is because the ageing chamber 

was not available at the time of the experiment. The untreated and CNF- and CCNF-treated 

degraded cotton canvas were the only samples aged using both programs.  The samples were here 

aged for 6 weeks in a ventilated oven at fixed RH and T conditions, i.e. 65%RH and 80°C. A 

similar program had been used in the past to follow the ageing of linen canvases (Oriola, 

2011). The CNF-treated cotton canvas treated by brushing was also aged and its properties 

after ageing were evaluated for comparison. 
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5.2.2.5 Fluorescent microscopy 

In the case study of this chapter, Tylose MH50 solution (1%w/w in water) was mixed with 

the fluorescent dye Rhodamine B. The samples cross-sections were analysed using an Olympus 

BX-51 upright microscope (Olympus corporation, Japan) equipped with a Bio-Rad Radiance 

2100 confocal laser scanning head (BioRad, USA). The laser emissions used were argon (457 

nm) and HeNe (543 nm) to excite the Rhodamine B stain. The HQ 515/30 emission filter was 

used and images were analysed using the LaserSharp 200 software. Prior to the measurement, the 

canvas samples were embedded in an acrylic resin (hard grade, Agar scientific, UK) and left 

overnight to dry. The embedded samples were polished using a semi-automated polishing 

machine. 

5.3 Results Part 1: nanocellulose-only consolidants (Solution 1)  

5.3.1 Penetration 

The 3 different pure nanocellulose treatments were first investigated in terms of surface 

deposition and penetration by SEM. As seen in Figure 5.4, the treatments form a continuous layer 

sitting on top of the canvas mesh.  This had been previously seen in Chapter 4 for the CNF-treated 

sample (cf. Figure 4.13). The homogenous coating reduces the overall roughness of the untreated 

canvas through the formation of a thin film over and between the canvas fibres filling the inter-

fibre and inter-thread spaces, as previously observed (Nechyporchuk, 2017; Nechyporchuk, 

2018). Morphologically, the treatment is highly compliant morphologically to the shape of the 

threads as the CNFs, CCNFs and CNCs tightly wrap tightly around the cotton fibres. 
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Figure 5.4: SEM images of the surface of a CNF-, a CCNF- and a CNC-treated degraded 

cotton canvas as well as a cross-section image (taken from (Nechyporchuk., 2018)). Note that 

for all the nanocellulosic treatments, a thin layer (≈5um) is formed on top of the canvas. The 

treatments do not seem to penetrate the canvas mesh. 

The thickness of the treatment layer can be found around 5μm as seen in the cross-

sectional images of the treated samples in Figure 5.4. Due to the different shape and length of 

CNCs and CNFs or CCNFs, they exhibited different behaviour in surface deposition. The CNF 

and CCNF treatments formed a layer with a fibrous aspect whereas the CNC formed a more 

compact and denser one. The longer nanofibrils of the CNF and CCNF treatment, their 

entanglement and the aggregates that are usually formed on casted CNF films (Sun, 2018; Xu, 

2013) lead to a more porous layer of treatment upon drying (Figure 5.4). Because of their much 
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smaller size, CNC nanoparticles can form a more ordered and compact layer.  The phenomenon 

was attributed to the self-assembly of CNCs during the drying process (Han, 2013). These 

differences in morphology and structure could strongly influence the mechanical behaviour of the 

treated canvas such as its stiffness or response to moisture. 

5.3.2 Consolidation 

The consolidation provided by the nanocellulosic treatments had been previously measured by 

tensile tests by Nechyporchuk (2018). Samples from the same batch were also tested by DMA-

RH under controlled environmental conditions (20%RH, 25°C) to account for possible variations 

coming from the response of the samples to humidity and at lower values of applied force. The 

results of the measurements led to similar conclusions. 

 

Figure 5.5: Stress-strain curves of untreated and CNF, CCNF and CNC-treated degraded 

cotton canvas measured by DMA in tensile mode at 20%RH and 25°C.  

In Figure 5.5, the stress-strain curves obtained for the CNF-, CCNF- and CCN-treated 

canvas are shown. The results of those tests showed that the three treatments provided sufficient 

consolidation to the canvas by increase its stiffness in the range of interest, i.e. 1-2% elongation, 
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at which paintings are usually restretched. As seen in Figure 5.5, at low elongation, between 0 

and 2%, the slope of the tensile curve of the treated canvases is significantly increased. The 

Young’s moduli were calculated in the region of the curves corresponding to 1-2% in elongation 

since this is the region at which painting canvases are usually stretched (M. F. Mecklenburg, 

1982a).  As seen in Table 5.3, the use of CCNF resulted in a smaller increase of the stiffness 

(Y20%RH =8.3MPa), as compared to CNF (Y20%RH=23.7MPa). This is because a lower amount in 

dry weight of CCNF was deposited. Due to the higher aspect ratio of the CCNF fibrils, at same 

concentration, the CCNF dispersion presents indeed a higher viscosity (Nechyporchuk, 2016). 

CNC coatings provided the higher level of reinforcement (Y20%RH=36.0MPa) but the treatment 

was also applied at a higher concentration of 3%w/w. Therefore, in terms of deposited weight, 

the CNC offered the lowest level of reinforcement normalized by the deposited weight. This can 

be explained by the fact that they possess the lowest aspect ratio. 

 

Table 5.3: Young’s modulus (20%RH, 25°C) calculated for the untreated degraded canvas and 

the CNF-, CCNF- and CNC-treated degraded cotton canvases. 

As seen in Figure 5.5, the stress-strain curves obtained for the CNF, CCNF and CNC-

treated canvases are also characterised by successive losses in tension (or stress). It is important 

to note here that Young’s moduli discussed previously had been measured from the initial part of 

the curves before these losses begin. The discontinuities in the stress strain data were attributed 

to localized ruptures of the CNF, CCNF or CNC coating sitting on the top canvas fibrils. SEM 

images, which were taken of the canvas after tensile testing, support this assumption (see Figure 
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C.1 in Appendix). Those ruptures in the layers of treatments were also observed by tensile testing 

on an Instron tensile tester by Nechyporchuk (2018) even at higher RH of measurement (60%RH) 

and despite the application of an additional number of layers (i.e. shown for 3 applications). It is 

the result of both the well-known brittleness of nanocellulose films (Mäkelä, 2016) as well as the 

low penetration and surface deposition of the treatment leading to the formation of a multi-layered 

system. Researches on crack propagation in multi-layered systems suggest that in the two-layers 

system obtained for the nanocellulose treatments, the application of a load parallel to the plane of 

the layers is the primary cause of delamination and rupture of the coating layer (Hutchinson, 

1996). It has been seen on SEM images (Figure C.1) that rupture of the CNF layers (same of CNC 

and CCNF) is more likely to occur than delamination. This is because of the high differences in 

mechanical properties between the more elastic substrate (the canvas) and the stiffer and brittle 

coating layer (nanocellulose film). The competition between cracks advance within the interface 

and kinking out of the interface depends on the relative toughness of the interface to that of the 

adjoining material (Hutchinson, 1991). Since the toughness of the interface also plays an 

important role in the failure mechanisms, it will be investigated in more depth later in Chapter 6. 

On the long-term, however, the increase number of cracks formed on the nanocellulose 

coating could be detrimental to the consolidation provided by the treatment. This was shown for 

a CNF-treated sample for a test of endurance to tensioning was carried out and consists of 3 

consecutive repeats of tensile tests on the same sample (see Figure C.2 in Appendix). 

Comparison of the stiffness of the untreated and nanocellulose-treated cotton canvases 

could also be compared by DMA-RH. The technique gives also a measure of the stiffness of the 

sample but allows for the deconvolution of the pure elastic (stored energy) from the viscous (loss 

energy) of the materials tested (cf. 2.2.4.2 in Chapter 2). The samples were subjected to three 20-

60-20%RH cycles. In Figure 5.6, their mechanical response to changes in RH is seen as variations 

in storage modulus E’ (i.e. stiffness).  
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Figure 5.6: Variation in storage moduli measured for an untreated and CNF-, CCNF- and 

CNC-treated degraded cotton canvases tested in the warp direction.  

As seen in Figure 5.6, all the treatments provide a noticeable reinforcement to the 

degraded cotton canvas. This is shown by the increase in E’ measured after treatment of the 

degraded cotton canvas for the CNF, CCNF and CNC treated canvases. This increase is also 

independent of the RH level (between 20 and 60%RH) at which the sample was measured. 

The results also indicated that the CNC-treated samples were the stiffest material tested 

followed by CNF and CCNF. The end-plateau values in E’ measured at 20%RH and 60%RH for 

the untreated and treated canvas are reported in Figure 5.7. As it can be seen, a storage modulus 

at 20%RH, i.e. E’(20%RH), of 43.4MPa was measured for the CNC-treated sample. This is 

significantly higher to 43.0 and 29.8 MPa measured for the CNF and CCNF samples, respectively. 

Variability between measurements could also be observed as for example for the CNC-treated 

sample in Figure 5.6. Those might result from the variability in treatment deposition over the 

surface. The manual application of the treatment and the use of spraying instead of brushing have 
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shown during the preparation of the samples to be particularly difficult to control accurately. 

Despite the rigorous application of the treatment (same amount and same operator) for each test 

performed, differences between the samples are inevitable. With a sufficient number of repeat 

measurements (~5), the overall trends in mechanical behaviour could, however, be exposed. 

5.3.3 Response to moisture 

The response of the samples to moisture was also investigated. This is important since 

high mechanical response of the treatments to moisture could be the cause of higher risks of 

mechanical failure of the canvas and other painting layers (cf. 1.1.2.2 in Chapter1). 

In Figure 5.7 are shown the end-plateau values in E’ measured at 20%RH and 60%RH 

for the untreated and the CNF-, CCNF- and CNC-treated canvases canvas.  First, it can be seen 

that the viscoelastic responses to RH variations for both untreated and treated samples are similar: 

all the samples exhibited higher stiffness (i.e. higher E’ hence lower viscoelastic behaviour) at 

low RH (20%RH) and plasticization or lower stiffness (i.e. lower E’ hence higher viscoelastic 

behaviour) at high RH (60%RH). The mechanical response of the samples to RH variations and 

in particular the lower E’ values measured at high RH levels results from the plasticizing action 

of the water molecules on the cellulosic chains of the canvas and of the nanocellulose coatings. 

This effect has been widely reported in the literature for bio-polymers (Cheng, 2006; Karbowiak, 

2006; Vieira, 2011) of which cellulose fibres (Apolinario, 2016; Célino, 2014; Okubayashi, 2004; 

Symington, 2009) and nanocellulose, CNF (Belbekhouche, 2011) and CNC (Belbekhouche, 

2011; Dufresne, 1998; Khan, 1988; Sahputra, 2019) . The phenomenon was well explained by 

Khan (1988) for compressed disks of CNF and CNC. He observed that when water interacts with 

the cellulose in fibres or microfibrils in CNF and CNC, it disrupts the cellulose-cellulose bonds 

or hydrogen bonds linking the hydroxyl groups of neighbouring cellulose chains.  Molecular 

rearrangements with moisture and changes in hydrogen bonding associated with reconfiguration 

of the cellulose-cellulose–water network will lead to a change in free volume of the cellulose 

chains. This leads to modification of the plasticity and elasticity of the cellulose material which 

was shown to occur preciously in Chapter 3 (cf. 3.4.1.3) for the degraded cotton canvas and apply 
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as well to nanocellulose coatings. This was later confirmed by Sahputra (2019) through the use 

of mechanics–molecular dynamics who showed in the particular case of MCC (i.e. CNC) that the 

plasticization by water results from the contribution from both hydrogen bound scission and free-

volume mechanisms. 

It is assumed that the higher the variations in storage modulus E’ measured between high 

and low RH levels for the treated canvases, the higher the risk of mechanical fatigue and rupture 

of the priming and paint layers which are supported by the canvas.  

 

Figure 5.7: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20%RH and 60%RH (end plateau values, 2nd RH 

cycle) for untreated and CNF-, CCNF- and CNC-treated canvases (a). Difference in E’ 

calculated between the 20%RH and 60%RH plateaus for the second RH cycle (b) (cf. Figure 

3.19 in Chapter 3). 

Therefore, the second stage of this study was to quantify the variations in E’ measured 

between 20 %RH (i.e. E’(20%RH)) and 60%RH (E’(60%RH)). The differences ΔE’(20-60%RH) 

calculated are reported in Figure 5.7. The calculation was done for at least 3 repeat measurements 

per sample using the end-plateau values of the 2nd cycle since it was shown in Chapter 3 that the 

first cycle often undergoes mechanical conditioning (cf. 3.4.2.1). Figure 5.7 shows that the 2 types 

of nanofibrillated cellulose, CNF and CCNF, do not significantly modify the response of the 
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canvas to moisture. Variations in E’ calculated at 5.6±0.2MPa for the untreated canvas, remain at 

5.4±0.9MPa and 5.9±0.1MPa for the CNF and CCNF-treated canvas respectively. The 

mechanical response of the CNC-treated, on the contrary, greatly differs and is characterised by 

lower variations in E’ upon application of the 20-60%RH RH cycles. A difference ΔE’(20-

60%RH) of 3.1±0.90.4 MPa was calculated for the CNC-treated sample.  

The lower mechanical response of the CNC-treatment to moisture variations could 

indicate the lower hygroscopic response of the CNC coating to moisture compared to CNF and 

CCNF. This is in agreement with a study carried out by Guo (2017) on CNF and CNC samples 

who showed by differential vapour sorption (DVS) that CNF was more hygroscopic (higher 

equilibrium moisture content, higher sorption ability) than CNC. The response of the CNC-treated 

canvas is also seen to be lower than the one measured for the untreated canvas. This was not 

entirely expected, given that both CNC and CNF are both highly hygroscopic materials due to 

their high surface area which is associated to higher availability in hydroxyl groups (i.e. reactive 

with water) (Voisin, 2017). Moreover, CNC nanoparticles also bear highly hydrophilic sulphate 

groups resulting from the acid hydrolysis used during their synthesis (see 2.1.2.1 in Chapter 2). It 

has been pointed out by Belbekhouche (2011) that not only the surface chemistry of nanocellulose 

particles but also the porosity of the nanocellulose films can greatly influence the overall 

hydrophilic response of the material. The surface chemistry of the CNC nanoparticles does not 

seem, indeed, to explain the low mechanical response to moisture variations observed. Instead, 

the reasons could be found in the more compact structure of the layer of CNC, as previously 

observed by SEM (see cross-section SEM image in Figure 5.4). The high density of the CNC 

coating might limit the diffusion of moisture in the material which could be the source of changes 

in the mechanical behaviour of the CNC layer. The specific arrangement of the CNCs into a dense 

coating layer might also explain the characteristic behaviour in elongation measured for the CNC-

treated sample shown in Figure C.3 in Appendix. The CNC-treated canvas present a steady 

increase in elongation upon humidification (20 to 60%RH) and dehumidification (60 to 20%RH) 

contrary to the CNF- and CCNF-treated samples for which shrinkage is seen to occur during the 

dehumidification step. This could suggest that the dimensional response of CNF and CCNF 
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samples upon RH cycling is the result from the swelling of the nanofibrils and water desorption 

during humidification and humidification respectively, whereas the dimensional response of the 

CNC is mainly governed by reorganisation of the nanocrystals within the layer. This is supported 

by the fact that amorphous content of CNF is higher than that of CNC. As such, the extent of 

structural swelling of CNF would be greater than with CNC (Guo, 2017). 

In order to explore this assumption, DVS (differential vapour sorption) measurements 

were performed on the treated canvases. They show the weight uptake/release with 

increase/decrease in RH of the untreated and treated cotton canvases. As seen in Figure 5.8, the 

lowest weight uptake at 60%RH measured among the 3 nanocellulosic-treated canvases was 

measured for the CNC-treated canvas. It is also lower than for the untreated canvas. After 30min 

isotherm at 60%RH, 14.7%, 15.8 and 23.2% weight increase were measured for the CNC, CCNF 

and CNF-treated canvas, respectively. The lower hygroscopic behaviour of the CNC-treated 

canvas seems, therefore, supported again by the DVS measurements and explains the lower 

mechanical response of the CNC-treated sample to RH variations.  

In Figure 5.8, the DVS measurements also show the apparent higher hydrophilic 

behaviour of the CNF coating over the CCNF coating. This could be due to impurities present on 

the CCNF particles which have been introduced or not eliminated during processing of the 

nanocellulose particles (Belbekhouche, 2011). This could be, for example, the presence of traces 

of lignin, a polysaccharide naturally presents in wood, from which CCNFs were extracted, which 

is a more hydrophobic compound than cellulose. Indeed, Rojo (2015) recently reported that 

13.5wt% of residual lignin in CNF nanopapers resulted in a reduction of their hydrophilicity and 

water vapour permeability. 

This could also be the cause of the higher hygroscopic response of the untreated cotton 

canvas in comparison with the CCNF-treated cotton canvas. The CNF treatment instead seems to 

increase the hygroscopic behaviour of the canvas. Interestingly, this does not seem to have had 

an impact on its mechanical response to RH variations as shown by the variations in E’, i.e. 

ΔE’(20-60%RH), which are, as previously reported, similar for the untreated and CNF-treated 

canvases (cf. Figure 5.7b). 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the hydrophilic behaviour of the three nanocellulosic treatments 

CNF, CCNF and CNC applied on a degraded cotton canvas using vapour sorption 

measurement (DVS). The response of the untreated cotton canvas is shown for comparison. 

Note the higher response of the CNF treatment over the CCNF and CNC treatments. The lower 

weight uptake, hence hydrophilic response, was measured for the CNC-treated canvas. 

 

5.3.4 Intermediate conclusions on the use of nanocellulosic treatments (solution 1) for 

canvas consolidation 

Overall, the nanocellulose treatments investigated have shown to give an important 

reinforcement to the treated degraded cotton canvases. A noticeable increase in stiffness was 

reached for all the treated samples at low elongation in the region at which painting is usually 

restretched (1-2%elongation) (Mecklenburg, 1982). When comparing different types of 

nanocellulose, CCNF showed better performance per gained weight. However, because of the 

high viscosity of CCNF, the lower concentration of the CCNF dispersion compared to CNF 
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(1%w/w) and CNC (3%w/w) also induce that the canvas to be treated will be exposed to a higher 

amount of water. CNC showed the lower reinforcement for gained weight but is also the treatment 

which offered the lower mechanical response to variations in RH (20-60-20%RH).  

Moreover, the three nanocellulose treatments tested behave in a similar way when applied 

on the canvas. The treatments are seen as a thin layer (≈5μm) which sits on top of the treated side 

of the canvas and does not seem to penetrate the canvas. Due to their low penetration and the high 

reinforcement provided, these treatments could be seen as nano-linings. The coating is very 

compliant morphologically to the shape of the threads. The method of application, spraying 

(shown in this chapter) and brushing (see Figure 4.13 in Chapter 4) does not modify the surface 

deposition and penetration of the CNF and CCNF, and probably CNC, treatments. The superficial 

deposition of the treatment might offer the advantage of easing the removal of the treatment in 

the future and thus comply with the principle of reversibility of interventions important to 

conservation (Sease, 1998). 

A drawback of these three treatments remains, however, their high brittleness. The fact that 

the treatment does not either penetrate the canvas increase the risks of failure of the coating. To 

overcome this problem, the use of an intermediate coating to promote the adhesion between 

nanocellulose treatment and the canvas fibres was explored. The results of this study are given 

later in Chapter 6. This treatment aims to improve the binding between nanocellulose and the 

cotton fibres. The results of the study are presented in the section 5.4, Results Part 2. 
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5.4 Results Part 2: Cellulose derivative and CNC filler (Solution 2) 

Nanocellulose, CNF or CNC, have been introduced and tested as reinforcing agents for 

polymer matrices for decades (Dufresne, 2013; Favier, 1995). For canvas consolidation, CNC 

was here selected as reinforcing agent for cellulose derivatives, Tylose and methylcellulose, 

commonly used in conservation and which have proven to be relatively stable with time (Feller, 

1990). This choice was motivated by CNC’s greater crystallinity and expected less tendency for 

entanglement into aggregates than CNF. This would allow for higher concentrations in the 

dispersions and should promote the processing properties of CNC composites compared to those 

containing CNF (Forsgren, 2019). 

The study of the Tylose/CNC nano-composite was carried out over two years in 

collaboration with two students, Sobnom Mustari and Deeshani Wijesekara, enrolled in a MRes 

Chemical Research program at Birkbeck University (University of London, UK). Part of the 

results of this research can, therefore, be found in their Master’s thesis (Akushla Wijesekara, 

2018; Mustary, 2017). First, the reinforcement provided by CNC to the Tylose matrix was studied 

through the preparation of films. Second, from the results of the study on films, the formulation 

in Tylose (Tyl)/CNC with the higher stiffness was selected for further testing on a degraded cotton 

canvas. 

5.4.1 Reinforcing cellulose derivative films using nanocrystalline cellulose 

The use of CNC as filler for mechanical reinforcement of Tylose films was first 

investigated.  Films of Tylose without or with different concentrations in CNC were prepared and 

analysed for their chemical, mechanical and hygroscopic behaviour. The aim of this study was to 

define the optimal ratio Tylose/CNC for which the stiffest films is obtained. The formulation 

selected was then tested on the model of degraded cotton canvas. Using this approach, a better 

understanding of the viscoelastic properties of the treatments is gained. This allows for 

anticipating on the response which will be measured on the treated canvases as well as 

highlighting the impact the surface deposition of the treatment might have on this response.  
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5.4.1.1 Appearance 

The films of TyloseMH50 (Tyl) and Tyl+20%CNC (Tyl+20CNC) are shown in Figure 

5.9. The films obtained by dry casting are transparent and mechanically resistant to handling. The 

addition of CNC at 20% in total dry weight of the film does not modify the appearance of the 

films. Both films, however, presented undissolved fibrils coming from the Tyl solution which are 

clearly visible to the naked eye (see zoomed image of Figure 5.9a). As seen on the microscopic 

images shown in Figure 5.10, these fibrils are around 1mm in length and 50μm in width. The 

manufacturer confirmed their presence and the impossibility to dissolve them in water. When 

casting the films, their heterogeneous distribution in solution and the long-time needed to dry cast 

the films led to the inhomogeneous distribution of those fibrils across the films. Bundles of fibres 

also formed as seen in Figure 5.9. Their presence and inhomogeneous distribution could lead to 

earlier mechanical failure of the films. This requires an increased number of repeat measurements 

in particular for the DMA-RH measurements due to the small size of the samples needed for 

measurement. 

 

Figure 5.9: Films of TyloseMH50 (Tyl) (a) and Tyl+20%CNC (b). The films obtained are 

transparent. Non-dissolved fibrils coming from Tylose can be seen on both films. They could 

not be homogeneously distributed in solution during the dilution of TyloseMH50. They often 

formed bundles upon dry casting of the films which can be seen on the images. 
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Figure 5.10: Details of the films observed under polarized light microscope ( x10 (a) and x20 

(b) in magnification) showing the undissolved fibres present in the films and coming from 

TyloseMH50. 

5.4.1.2 FTIR analysis of the films 

The FTIR bands in the spectra of a Tylose and Tylose+20CNC films are shown in Figure 

5.12. The absorption peaks of the Tylose film spectrum (a) are mainly assignable to the stretching 

OH stretching vibrations at 3422 cm-1. the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of C-H bonds at 

2917 cm-1 and 2841 cm-1, respectively and the bending vibration of OH in absorbed water at 

1644cm-1 (Khan, 2010; Poletto, 2014). CH3 deformation in cellulose is indicated by the peak at 

1457 cm-1 and C-H bending in plane is shown at 1378 cm-1 and 1313 cm-1 respectively. The CO 

stretching results the strong peak at 1052 cm-1 (Poletto, 2012). The peak at 941 cm-1 is 

corresponding to C-H bending out of plane according to Mani and Suresh (2009). 
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Figure 5.11: FTIR spectra of a TyloseMH50 film with indication of some peaks associated to 

OH stretching, CN3 deformation and C-H bending 

 

Table 5.4: List of peaks of the FTIR spectra and their attribution to chemical functions of the 

hydroxyethyl polymer making up TyloseMH50.   

As seen in Figure 5.12, the addition of CNC to the Tylose matrix led to a shift of the peak 

corresponding to OH bonding from 3429 to 3346cm-1. This shift could be attributed to the increase 

in hydrogen bonding created between the hydroxyl groups of Tylose with those present on the 

CNC surface. A similar observation was also made by Khan (2010) who observed a shift from 
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3410 cm-1 to 3330 cm-1 for films of methylcellulose (MC) upon the addition of CNC between 

0.25 and 1% in dry weight. 

 

Figure 5.12: Details of the FTIR spectra of films of TyloseMH50 (black) and 

TyloseMH50+20CNC (red) in the wavenumber range 3800 to 2800 cm-1 (a) and 1800 to 800cm-

1 (b). 

An increase in absorbance at 1032 cm-1 of the shoulder peak of the 1054 cm-1 peak 

associated to stretching of C-O, can be seen for the Tylose+20CNC film in Figure 5.12. This may 

be due to the different chemical environments of carbonyl groups created after bonding with CNC 

with higher density of hydroxyl groups which can make polar bonds with oxygen in carbonyl 

group leading to different energies of carbonyl stretching vibrations 

Overall, the results tend to confirm the molecular interactions of nanocellulose (CNC) 

and Tylose polymeric chains (i.e. Hydroxyethyl cellulose) through hydrogen bonding with 

carbonyl groups and hydroxyl groups of the cellulose nanocrystals and hydroxyethyl cellulose 

chains. 
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5.4.1.3 Films consolidation upon addition of CNC 

The use of CNC in combination with the cellulose derivative matrices Tylose and 

methylcellulose was mainly driven by the knowledge that the nanocomposite formed may present 

improved mechanical properties compared to those of the cellulose derivative alone. Improved 

mechanical properties in CNC-reinforced nanocomposites has been shown in numerous studies 

including various polymeric matrices (Cataldi, 2015; Kalia, 2011; Lee, 2014; Peresin, 2010; 

Spence, 2011). It has been shown that above a certain critical volume fraction (referred to as 

percolation threshold), rod-shaped fillers, such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) or CNCs, interconnect 

to create a network inside the matrix, which usually leads to a step-wise increase in some physical 

properties (Dhar, 2017). 

The Young’s moduli measured for the Tylose films without CNC or with an increasing 

amount of CNC (from 5 to 20% in dry weight) are shown in Figure 5.13. Upon addition of CNC, 

an incremental increase in Young’s modulus is observed from 1.11GPa measured for the control 

film of Tylose (i.e. Tyl control) to 1.41, 1.24, 1.62 and 1.99GPa for Tyl+5CNC, Tyl+10CNC, 

Tyl+15CNC and Tyl+20CNC films, respectively. The highest reinforcement of the Tylose film 

seems thus to be reached for the highest amount in CNC added (i.e. 20% of the total film weight).  
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Figure 5.13: Young’s moduli calculated for a TyloseMH50 film (Tyl control) and Tyl-based 

films  containing 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% CNC (in dry weight). The results correspond to 5 

repeats per sample. The results show the increase in Young’s moduli upon addition of CNC to 

the Tylose matrix.(taken from (Akushla Wijesekara, 2018)).  

The control Tylose and reinforced Tyl+20CNC films were also tested further by tensile 

testing using the Instron tester. In this measurement, the films were brought to rupture in order to 

evaluate the films ultimate strength and elongation to rupture. The results are presented in Figure 

C.5 in Appendix. As it can be seen, the addition of CNC particles to the film increase the stiffness 

of the material (increase in Young modulus shown in Figure 5.13) but simultaneously increase 

the brittleness of the film. This is shown by the reduction in the elongation at break of the films 

from 16% for the control Tyl film to 5% measured for the Tyl+20CNC film. Similar behaviour 

had been observed by Youssef (2015) for MC films reinforced with CNC (3 to 10% CNC in 

weight of the dry film). 

It is, however, important to notice that the inhomogeneous distribution of the CNC 

particles in the polymer matrix can have an important effect on the mechanical properties of the 

final casted films. The method of preparation of the films and its direct impact on the films 

mechanical properties was, for example, highlighted by comparing the results of this investigation 

with those obtained previously with another batch (Mustary, 2017). The differences observed in 
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the results (see Figure C.4 in Appendix) probably result from the difficulty to homogeneously 

disperse the CNC particles in solution. 

5.4.1.4 Hygroscopic behaviour upon CNC addition 

The percentage increase in weight which followed the change in %RH was measured for 

casted films of Tylose 1.5% and Tylose 1.5% + 20% CNC (see Figure 5.14). At 60%RH, weight 

increases of 6.5%±0.6% and 5.7±0.4% were obtained for the Tylose and Tylose +20% CNC films 

respectively. These results indicate the lower moisture uptake reached by the Tyl+20%CNC film 

in comparison with the Tylose film without CNC. This behaviour further confirms the results 

obtained in previous studies (Azeredo, 2009; Cao, 2008; Kaboorani, 2016; Paralikar, 2008; 

Svagan, 2009) which have shown that addition of NC to different types of polymeric matrices has 

improved their barrier properties to water. This is because it is thought that the presence of 

crystalline fibres increases the tortuosity in the materials leading to slower diffusion processes 

and, hence, to lower permeability (Sanchez-Garcia, 2008). The barrier properties are enhanced if 

the filler is less permeable, and have good dispersion in the matrix and a high aspect ratio 

(Lagarón, 2005). 
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Figure 5.14: Percentage weight increase measured for a TyloseMH50 and a TyloseMH50 + 

20% CNC film upon application of a 20-60-20%RH cycle. The curves were normalized at the 

end of the first equilibration isotherm at 20%RH (i.e. Weight uptake (t=40min)=0%).  

In terms of mechanical properties, the hygroscopic behaviour of Tylose also has an 

impact on the response of the films to moisture variations. The typical response of a Tylose film 

is shown in Figure 5.15. As it can be seen, the film responds, as expected, in a similar way than 

Klucel (i.e. hydroxypropyl cellulose), another cellulose ether, previously investigated along other 

traditional consolidants (cf. Chapter 4), as well as the degraded cotton canvas. Mechanical 

response is characterised by a sudden drop of storage modulus during 20 to 60%RH transition. 

This is because moisture plasticized the film by increasing the unbound water molecules inside 

the film reducing the strength of the film. As RH is sitting at 60%, there is a stiffening of the film 

until the end of 60% RH state.  

Storage modulus has increased when RH varied from 60% to 20%, in the same pattern in 

all 3 cycles at 20% which could result from the removal of unbound water which has plasticized 

the films. As RH is sitting at 20%, there is a stiffening of the film until the end of 20% RH state. 

The sudden drop occurs when RH changes from 20% to 60% was much bigger in 1st cycle 

compared to 2nd and 3rd cycles. That may be due to initial reorganisation of H-bonds in first 
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cycle associated with higher water absorption and molecules of bound water than for the 2nd and 

3rd cycles. After this first reorganisation, the material has reached equilibrium in terms of internal 

molecular organisation. The material, therefore, becomes mechanically more stable under further 

and similar RH variations. This is seen by the stable variations in E measured between RH 

plateaus for each cycle after the first humidification. This time-dependent change, defined as 

“physical aging”, was observed in the past by Padanyl (1993) when studying the absorption and 

desorption of water in cellulosic fibres in paper. He showed that by alternating water absorption 

and desorption cycles, gradual change in macromolecular packing occur until the material reaches 

an equilibrium state, i.e. the equilibrium free volume state.  

 

Figure 5.15: Variations in storage modulus measured upon 20-60-20%RH cycling for a Tylose 

(black) and CNC-loaded Tylose films at 20% in dry weight (i.e. Tylose+20CNC) (grey). The 

curves were normalized at the end of the first 20%RH plateau. Cycling decrease and increase 

in E’ upon humidification and dehumidification, respectively, are seen for the two films. It is 

particularly pronounced for the Tyl+20CNC film. The CNC-reinforced Tyl film sample upon 

humidification becomes stiffer than the film without CNC. 
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When comparing the mechanical response to RH of the Tyl film upon addition of CNC, 

it was observed that the nanofiller led to a small increase in the mechanical response of the 

Tyl+20CNC film upon RH cycling. This occurs despite the lower hygroscopic behaviour, 

highlighted by DVS measurement, of the Tyl+20CNC film. This is showed by higher differences 

in E’ between 20 and 60%RH (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) plateaus obtained for the Tyl+20CNC film as seen 

in Table 5.5. ΔE’20-60%RH measured for the films showed an increase from 197.2 to 219.2Mpa (data 

from 3rd cycle RH) upon addition of CNC at 20% in dry weight of the film. This distinctive 

behaviour of the CNC loaded Tyl film is believed to be the result of the interaction, through 

hydrogen bonding, between CNC and the hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) polymeric chains of 

Tylose. It has been previously shown for PVA/CNC nanocomposite fibres that humidification 

cycle increased the water concentration in the CN-PVA matrix interface, and that after the 

removal of water molecules, the flexible hydrogen bonds between PVA chains and/or between 

PVA and water molecules were replaced mainly by stiffer CN-PVA bonds. (Peresin et al., 2010) 

It is possible that the same phenomenon applies to Tylose/CNC nanocomposite. The stiffer CNC-

Tyl bonding, stiffer than Tyl-Tyl bonding, might increase differences in E’ seen for the 

Tyl+20CNC film between humid state (i.e. 60%RH) at which more flexible bonds between water 

and Tylose are formed and dry state (i.e. 20%RH) at which Tyl-CNC bonding are formed.  

 

Table 5.5: Storage moduli at 20 and 60%RH measured for Tyl and Tyl+20CNC films and 

calculated difference in E’ between plateaus of each cycle from curves in Figure 5.15. 
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This increased mechanical response to RH upon addition of CNC was also accompanied 

with a reduction in variations in elongation of the films upon RH cycles (see Figure 5.16). The 

results suggest that the structure formed in the presence of CNC is more resistant to elongation. 

It is possible that CNCs might hinder movements of the hydroxylethyl cellulose (HEC) polymeric 

chains of Tylose and increase their entanglement. This would explain the lower percentage of 

elongation measured upon exposure to 60%RH for the Tyl+20CNC film in comparison to the Tyl 

film. Moreover, Figure 5.16 also indicates that the Tyl and Tyl+20CNC films are irreversibly 

deformed after the first RH humidification transition from 20 to 60%RH. After the first RH cycle, 

the elongation measured at 20%RH for both films has increased by 0.12%. For the Tyl+20CNC 

film, irreversible plastic deformation continues to occur through application of the RH cycles to 

reach after 2 and 3 RH cycles the elongations measured at 20%RH of 0.21% and 0.25%. It is due 

to the increased mobility of the network caused by the absorption of strongly bonded water 

molecules located at the interface between the reinforcing CNCs and the HEC chains of the Tylose 

matrix or between HEC chains. This was also observed in the past for PVA/CNC nanocomposite 

fibres (Peresin., 2010) as well as casein films not reinforced with CNC (Bonnaillie, 2015) 

measured by DMA under RH cycling.  
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Figure 5.16: Percentage elongation of pre-dried Tylose MH 50 (black) and Tylose MH 

50+20%CNC(w/w) (grey) films with respect to time (min). Note the higher elongation measured 

for the Tylose film at 60%RH than for the Tyl+20CNC film. 

Finally, E’ of the control Tylose film measured at 60%RH increased from about 1471.4 

to 1545.9MPa after the first humidity cycles and dropped after the last, third cycle (Table 5.5). 

This is in contrast to the continuous increase in storage modulus observed in the case of CNC-

loaded Tylose film upon humidity cycles. These results indicate that, upon water absorption-

desorption, new hydrogen bonds are created between chains in Tylose film, inducing an increase 

in contact area that enhance the adhesion between the fibres.  

5.4.1.5 Intermediate conclusions in the impact of CNC filler on the chemical, mechanical and 

hygroscopic properties of Tylose films. 

In summary, this study has shown that CNCs used as filler for cellulose derivative 

matrices can improve the mechanical properties of the material as well as it hygroscopic 

behaviour. Reinforcement of Tylose films upon addition of CNCs was shown to result from an 
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increase in molecular interactions in hydroxyl groups seen by FTIR. Reinforcement of the Tyl 

films upon addition of CNC was confirmed by increased Young’s modulus values and storage 

modulus values measured by tensile tests and DMA-RH, respectively. Finally, the CNC-

reinforced films show a lower hygroscopic behaviour and dimensional response (i.e. percentage 

elongation) to RH variations than the control Tyl film. However, the stiffer bonding between CNC 

and HEC chains also led to an increase in mechanical response to RH seen by the increase in ΔE’ 

upon exposure to RH variations. The question whether this should be or not detrimental to the 

painting on which the nanocomposite Tyl+CNC would be applied remain mainly dependent on 

whether or not the treated canvas retains its role of support at high RH. The results also suggest 

that humidity cycles have the potential to improve Tyl-Tyl and/or Tyl-CNC adhesion and 

consequently to enhance the physical properties of the composite films. Further studies are 

required to unveil the molecular basis for the observed behaviours. 

5.4.2 Canvas consolidation using the nanocomposite solution (case of MC+CNC) and 

effect of the addition of a deacidification nanoparticles (CaCO3) 

5.4.2.1 Surface appearance after treatment 

SEM images showing the surface (3 different magnifications) of cotton canvases before 

and after treatment using the nano-composite Methylcellulose (MC)/CNC with or without 

deacidification agent CaCO3 are shown in Figure 5.17. A cotton canvas treated with CaCO3 only 

is also given for comparison. 

As seen for MC+CNC (without deacidification nanoparticles) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 

(with deacidification nanoparticles), the two treatments behave in a similar way indicating that 

the deacidification nanoparticles might not modify the deposition of the treatment over the canvas. 

The MC+CNC nano-composites seem to penetrate inter-threads and inter-fibres. The treatments 

are seen to fill those spaces and voids in the form of inter-fibres bridges. When considering these 

properties, the behaviour of MC+CNC (as well as MC+CNC+CaCO3) resembles the one observed 

previously in Chapter 4 (cf. 4.3.1) for most of the traditional consolidant (e.g. Animal glue, Beva 
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371) including KlucelG, another type of cellulose derivative. The MC+CNC-based treatments are 

seen to tightly wrap the individual cotton fibres. However, the absence of clear features of the 

MC+CNC films makes it partially difficult to distinguish untreated from treated fibres. The 

presence of a treatment layer on those fibres is generally seen through the presence of the inter-

fibres bridges or cracks in the films (as seen for MC+CNC in Figure 5.17, details shown by 

arrows).  

Regarding the additional use of deacidification agent, when applied separately, the 

CaCO3 nanoparticles were shown to be distributed homogeneously on the individual cotton fibres. 

When mixed with the MC+CNC, they can be seen embedded in the layer of treatments.  

The Tylose/CNC composites was also investigated in terms of surface deposition. Similar 

observations in surface appearance and mode of deposition were made for the canvas treated with 

Tylose only and with the Tylose/CNC nanocomposite (see Figure C.6 in Appendix). These results 

indicate that the addition of CNC does not influence the surface deposition of the treatment. 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison at 3 different magnifications (from top to bottom: low, medium, high) 

of the surface appearance under SEM of an untreated canvas and 3 canvases treated with a 

deacidification solution (CaCO3), the methylcellulose+CNC consolidant (MC+CNC) and the 

mixture of deacidification and consolidant (MC+CNC+CaCO3). MC+CNC and 

MC+CNC+CaCO3 form bridges of treatment between canvas fibres which could promote the 

consolidation of the cotton canvas. For these 2 samples, few ruptures in the interfibrillar films 

formed could also be seen (indicated by (*) for the MC+CNC-treated sample). 

5.4.2.2 Consolidation 

As seen in Figure 5.18, both MC+CNC and MC+ CaCO3 provide high consolidation to 

the canvas. This is seen by the increase in slope in the stress-strain curve (Figure 5.18a), hence 

increase in Young’s modulus Y (i.e. stiffness) (Figure 5.18b). The result obtained for a CNF-

treated canvas with the same surface coverage (i.e. 15g.m-2) is shown in Figure 5.18b for 

comparison. The results seem to indicate that the MC+CNC treatment might provide a higher 

consolidation (i.e. Y=15.5±0.3MPa) to the canvas than the CNF treatment at same surface 

coverage (i.e. Y=11.5±1.1MPa). 

The CaCO3 nanoparticles (NPs) of deacidification seem to interfere with the MC+CNC 

nanocomposite by lowering the consolidation provided. The Young’s modulus (at 20%RH) of 
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15.5±0.3MPa measured for the MC+CNC-treated canvas is decreased to 11.8±1.7MPa for the 

MC+CNC+CaCO3-teated canvas (Figure 5.18b). However, the use of the deacidification agent 

CaCO3 and consolidant independently in a two-step application (i.e. CaCO3/MC+CNC) seem, as 

expected, to limit the loss in stiffness. Surprisingly, the application of CaCO3 prior to the 

MC+CNC consolidant still seems to lead to a decrease in Young’s modulus measured for the 

CaCO3/MC+CNC sample (Y=12.9±0.6MPa).  

Finally, contrary to what had been previously observed for the nanocellulosic treatment, 

no ruptures of the treatment seem to take place during testing. As seen in Figure 5.18a, the tensile 

curves of the MC+CNC, MC+CNC+ CaCO3 and CaCO3/MC+CNC present an almost linear 

appearance at elongations between 0 and 10%.  

 

Figure 5.18: Strain-strain curves (at 20%RH, 25C) of an untreated and several treated 

degraded cotton canvases measured in the warp direction. The treatments tested consist in the 

deacidification CaCO3 NPs (black), the nanocomposite consolidant MC+CNC (green) and the 

combined deacidification/consolidation solutions MC+CNC+CaCO3 (1 step application) (red, 

solid) and CaCO3/MC+CNC (2 steps application) (red, dotted). All the treatments were applied 

at the same surface coverage of 15g.m-2 by brushing. 
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5.4.2.3 Response to moisture variations 

As seen in Figure 5.19, the MC+CNC and MC+CNC+CaCO3 tend to lower the response 

of the degraded cotton canvas to moisture variations. This is seen as a reduction in the difference 

in storage moduli ΔE’20-60%RH measured between the 20%RH and 60%RH plateaus. The 

treatments reduce the response of the canvas from ΔE’20-60%RH =4.9±N/A MPa (untreated sample) 

to 3.8±0.0 and 1.8±0.7MPa for the MC+CNC and MC+CNC+ CaCO3 treatments, respectively. 

The reduction in mechanical response to RH is particularly noticeable for the consolidant with 

the CaCO3 deacidification NPs. The reduced response to moisture could come from the lower 

hygroscopic behaviour of the CaCO3 compared to the MC+CNC matrix. It could also be 

associated, as previously suggested for the Tylose films upon addition of CNC, to an increase 

tortuosity offered to water diffusion in the material. This leads to slower water diffusion 

processes, hence higher permeability to moisture (Sanchez-Garcia, 2008). 

 

 

Figure 5.19: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20%RH and 60%RH (end plateau values, 2nd RH 

cycle) for untreated and CaCO3, MC+CNC-and MC+CNC+CaCO3-treated canvases as well as 

a CNF-treated canvas given for comparison (a). Difference in E’ calculated between the 

20%RH and 60%RH plateaus for the second RH cycle (b). 
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5.4.2.4 Stability upon ageing 

Appearance 

Upon ageing, an important visual change in colour was observed for all the samples 

(Figure 5.20). As seen in Table 5.6, this was caused by a loss in luminance (ΔL*<0), hence 

darkening of the canvas, and yellowing (Δb*>0). For most of the samples treated with CaCO3, 

however, a lower change in colour than for the untreated canvas was measured. This is the case 

of the CaCO3- and MC+CNC+ CaCO3-treated canvases for which ΔL* of -7.0 and -5.6 and Δb* 

of 8.9 and 9.1 were measured, respectively (Table 5.6). This is lower that what was measured for 

the untreated sample (i.e. ΔL*=-11.7 and Δb*=10.4) or any other samples. The deacidification 

NPs seem thus to have a beneficial impact in slowing down the degradation of the canvas upon 

thermal/RH ageing.  

Surprisingly, when the CaCO3 NPs are applied prior to the MC+CNC consolidant (i.e. 

CaCO3/MC+CNC), the colour change measured were almost similar to those obtained for the 

MC+CNC-treated sample. This is probably because contrary to the mixed formulation 

MC+CNC+CaCO3, the deacidification CaCO3 NPs cannot slow down the degradation of the 

MC+CNC consolidant since they are not in direct contact with it but rather in the canvas. 

Overall, the change in colour upon ageing is lower for the nanocomposite treatment 

(solution 2) than for the CNF treatment for which a particularly high loss in luminance (i.e. ΔL*=-

18.6) and yellowing (ΔL*=15.1) has been measured. This does not, however, applied to the CNC 

and CCNF treatments for which similar (CNC-treated canvas) or even lower (CCNF-treated 

canvas) values in ΔL* and Δb* were measured (Table 5.6). 
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Figure 5.20: Treated degraded cotton canvas, CaCO3 (a), MC+CNC (b), MC+CNC+CaCO3 

(c) and CaCO3/MC+CNC(d) before and after ageing. The darker samples in each group are 

the aged samples. 

 

Table 5.6: Colour change in CIELAB colour space (ΔE*, ΔL*, Δa*, Δb*) measured for the 

samples and resulting from ageing. The results are shown for untreated and treated degraded 

cotton canvases treated with CaCO3, MC+CNC, MC+CNC+CaCO3 and CaCO3/MC+CNC 

(treatments from solution 2) as well as a CNF, CCNF and CNC-treated canvases (treatments 

from solution 1) for comparison. 

 

Consolidation 

The impact of ageing on the mechanical properties of the samples is here only discussed 

for the MC+CNC-treated and MC+CNC+CaCO3-treated samples. Again, the results are 

compared with those obtained for a CNF-treated sample having the same surface coverage in 

treatment. 

As seen in Figure 5.21, after ageing, the samples tend to have lost in stiffness and, as a 

consequence, to provide a lower consolidation to the degraded cotton canvas. This is true for the 

MC+CNC treatment and is also seen for the CNF-treated canvas for which losses in Young’s 
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modulus from 15.5±0.3 to 11.4±0.6MPa and from 11.5±1.1 to 8.1±2.5MPa were measured, 

respectively. On the contrary, for the mixed consolidant with deacidification agent treatment, i.e. 

MC+CNC+CaCO3, the ageing program does not seem to have affected the mechanical properties 

of the material. The Young’s modulus measured after ageing remains almost unchanged and is 

maintained between 11.8 (Y before ageing) and 11.6MPa (Y after ageing).  

 

Figure 5.21: Young’s modulus (at 20%RH, 25°C) measured in the warp direction before and 

after ageing for the untreated and MC+CNC, MC+CNC+CaCO3 (1 step app), CaCO3/MC+CNC 

(2 steps app)-treated degraded cotton canvases (at 15g/m2).Young’s moduli of a canvas treated 

with CNF, at the same surface coverage (i.e. 15g/m2) is shown for comparison. Note the 

increase in Y, hence the stiffening, observed for all the samples after ageing. 

 

The advantage of using deacidification NPs in combination with the consolidant seems 

supported by those findings. The results have shown that the lower visual changes observed after 

ageing for the MC+CNC+CaCO3-treated sample are also associated with a good mechanical 

stability. Combining deacidification NPs with the consolidant seems to protect the consolidant 

from degradation and, as such, would ensure the long-term stability of the consolidation reducing 

the need for future retreatments.  
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Hygroscopic response (mechanical point of view) 

In terms of response to moisture, the response of the samples after ageing differ (Table 

5.7). The mechanical response of the untreated remains unchanged. However, whereas the 

response of the MC+CNC-treated sample is decreased by half from ΔE’20-60%RH =3.8±0.0MPa to 

1.9±0.4MPa, the response of the MC+CNC+CaCO3 sample is slightly increased from ΔE’20-60%RH 

=1.8±0.7MPa to 2.5±0.3MPa. The reasons for the changes observed are not clear. However, since 

the changes ΔE’20-60%RH after ageing are not significantly different, it is possible that they only 

result from differences in treatments distribution within the canvas and between sample pieces 

measured. Overall, the results show that the lower response to moisture previously highlighted in 

remain unchanged. Both MC+CNC and MC+CNC+CaCO3 consolidants reduce the mechanical 

response of the canvas to moisture. 

 

Table 5.7: Comparison of the mechanical response 20-60%RH cycles of untreated and 

MC+CNC- and MC+CNC+CaCO3-treated degraded cotton canvases before and after ageing. 

The variations in storage modulus E’ (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) were measured between 20 and 60%RH 

RH plateau (end plateau values, 2nd RH cycle) and the test repeated 3 times per sample.
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5.4.3 Intermediate conclusions for the nanocomposites consolidants (i.e. solution 2) 

The addition of CNC nanocellulose particles to cellulose derivative matrices has shown 

to improve the stiffness (i.e. Young’s modulus). Improved mechanical properties could be seen 

from Tylose films with 5%CNC in dry weight. It was also shown that addition of CNC reduces 

the hygroscopic behaviour of the cellulose derivative films.  

When applied on canvas, the nanocomposite films achieve a good coating of the canvas 

at the thread and canvas single fibre level. Higher penetration of the treatment seems to be 

achieved than for CNF, CCNF and CNC treatments. The nanocomposites treatments also enable 

suitable consolidation of the canvas, similar at same surface coverage, to the one reached using 

CNF. The addition of deacidification particles to the nanocomposite MC+CNC as shown to 

possibly reduce slightly the consolidation achieved by the MC+CNC treatment (only seen by 

DMA-RH but not by tensile test). However, it also seems to be accompanied by a favourable 

reduction in the mechanical response of the sample to RH variations. Overall, the CNC-

nanocomposite treatments, with or without deacidification agent, also decreases the canvas 

response to RH variations. These variations remain, however, higher than those measured for the 

CNC-treated canvas (cf. 5.3.3).  

In the following section, the impact of the chosen application method is investigated for 

any potential influence on the results of the nanocomposite treatments. This case study is based 

on the assumption that different methods of application might lead to different degree of 

penetration of the treatment into the canvas, hence different results in terms of consolidation. This 

will be discussed in more detail below.
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5.5    Case study: Note on the influence of the application method on the deposition and 

consolidation 

During the experiments, the influence of the mode of application was also considered. It 

has already been noted in section 5.3.1 that for CNF, the penetration and deposition of the 

treatment, associated with the formation of a superficial layer or nano-lining, does not seem to be 

influenced by the mode of application chosen (i.e. spraying or brushing). However, it was not 

known if the same would be true for the nanocomposite treatments (Tyl+CNC and MC+CNC). 

How does the mode of application of the treatments modify their penetration and how does this 

influence the final mechanical and hygroscopic properties of the material? The tests were carried 

out using the Tyl and Tyl+20CNC consolidants.  

5.5.1 Penetration  

A degraded cotton canvas was treated by a solution of Tylose at 1.5%w/w in water by 

spraying and by brushing. To follow the penetration of the treatment into the canvas, a fluorescent 

dye was mixed to the Tylose solution. The cross-sections of the treated canvas samples are shown 

in Figure 5.22. The presence of Tylose is indicated by the white area on the images. The Tylose 

sprayed sample and the Tylose brushed (1 application) sample correspond to the same amount of 

applied treatment. As seen in Figure 5.22a and b, the application by brushing induces a higher 

penetration of the treatment into the canvas than when the treatment is sprayed. The presence of 

treatment on the sprayed sample is seen to have penetrated only the superficial cotton fibres of 

the canvas on the treated side (Figure 5.22a). On the contrary, at the same weight added, for the 

brushed sample, the treatment as penetrated the canvas up to the other side (i.e. untreated) of the 

canvas (Figure 5.22b). The mechanical action of the brush and small pressure applied when 

treating the canvas might have facilitated the passage of the Tylose solution into the canvas mesh, 

between threads and cotton fibres. Interestingly, it can also be seen that a higher concentration of 

treatment is found at the interface between threads (see arrows in Figure 5.22b). This is probably 

because the treatment penetration is slowed down when cotton fibres are found in perpendicular 
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alignment and, as a consequence, inter-fibre spaces are less accessible. When a higher amount of 

Tylose is applied by brushing (Figure 5.22c), the treatment can be seen filling the canvas in its 

entire depth and to be homogeneously distributed.  

 

 

Figure 5.22: Cross-section images of cotton canvases treated with Tylose (Methyl hydroxyethyl 

cellulose) at 1.5%w/w in water taken by confocal microscopy. The canvas samples were 

measured embedded in an acrylic resin. Tylose was mixed with a fluorescent dye (Rhodamine 

B) to follow the penetration of the treatment within the canvas. The treatment has here been 

applied in 2 different ways: by spraying (a) and by brushing (b,c). A similar amount of 

treatment was applied in a and b whereas double the amount in Tylose was applied in c. 

Comparison of the images highlights the difference in treatment distribution and penetration 

in the canvas. 

SEM images of the surface of the sprayed and brushed (single application) samples were 

also taken and comparison with the cross-sections images could be made. As seen in Figure 5.23, 

when Tylose is applied by spray, the inter-fibres spaces present on the emergent part of the threads 

(see arrows in Figure 5.23a) are entirely covered with the treatment. The treatment forms a dense 
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layer, morphologically compliant to the superficial fibres which can still be seen but which 

covered almost entirely the canvas surface (Figure 5.23b). The space between threads is, however, 

still accessible probably due to the low amount of treatment applied. For the brushed canvas, on 

the contrary, the treatment is much more compliant to the single cotton fibres morphology. The 

visible part of the threads can still be seen, as for the sprayed sample, the higher retention of the 

treatment (Figure 5.23c). However, details of these areas presented in Figure 5.23d shows that 

inter-fibres spaces remain free of treatment. Tylose forms a thin film linking partially the cotton 

fibres between each other. The bulk of the canvas is still visible. In conclusion, the higher 

penetration achieved using brushing instead of spraying seems to be supported by both fluorescent 

microscopy and SEM images of the surface of the sample. 

 

Figure 5.23: SEM images at two different magnification of the surface of degraded cotton 

canvases untreated (a,b) and treated with Tylose by spraying (1.5w/w, 1 application) (c,d) and 

brushing (1.5w/w, 1 application) (e,f). Images at low (a and c) and high (b and d) magnification 

are shown. 
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5.5.2 Consolidation 

The degree of penetration of the treatment could have a direct impact on the consolidation 

achieved for the treated canvas. With this assumption, the sprayed sample (1 application) and the 

2 brushed samples (1 and 2 applications) were tested by tensile testing and their Young’s moduli 

measured in the region of interest for easel paintings (1-2% elongation) (see 1.1.3.2 in Chapter 

1).  

 

Figure 5.24: On the left, tensile curve performed at 20%RH (25°C) of untreated and treated 

cotton canvas with Tylose50. This graph shows the impact of the method of application 

(brushed or spray) and number of application (1 or 2 applications) on the mechanical 

properties of the treated canvas. On the right, Young’s moduli at 20%RH (25°C) calculated 

from the slope of the tensile curves in the region of interest. 

Figure 5.24a shows the representative stress-strain curves obtained for the untreated and 

treated cotton canvas. In the region of interest, it can be seen that the higher slopes of the stress-

strain curves, hence higher Young’s modulus (i.e. stiffness), are seen for the sprayed sample and 

the brushed sample (two applications). Young’s moduli of 20.7±3.8 and 22.8±1.6MPa were 

measured for the sprayed and brushed (two applications) samples, respectively, whereas a lower 

Young’s modulus of 11.1±2.2MPa was measured for the brushed sample (single application). The 

results indicate that at the same weight added, spraying the treatment provides a higher 

reinforcement at low elongation than brushing. To reach the same level of consolidation than the 
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one reached for the sprayed sample, twice the amount in Tylose had to be applied by brushing. 

The higher consolidation reached by spraying probably result from the lower penetration of the 

treatment observed previously for this sample. The treatment is concentrated on the treated 

surface of the canvas. The surface of the threads is embedded in the cellulose derivative matrix 

which, thus, prevent the threads to move upon application of tension. This is seen by tensile testing 

as a strong increase in Young’s modulus (Figure 5.24b). On the contrary, due to the higher 

penetration of Tylose when brushing is used, the overall density of the treatment is reduced. As 

seen previously by SEM in Figure 5.23d, the cellulose derivative-based treatment forms thin films 

between cotton fibres which might mechanically fail before the thick layer observed for the 

sprayed sample. When a higher amount in treatment is applied by brushing, the density of 

treatment in the canvas volume is increased, hence Young’s modulus is also increased.  

Spraying the consolidant instead of brushing could be seen as more effective. However, 

the superficial deposition achieved by spraying also present the drawbacks already highlighted 

with the nanocellulose treatments (see 5.3.2), hence concentration of the mechanical stresses on 

the layer of treatment leading to its early mechanical failure. This can already be seen in Figure 

5.24a with the inflexion at higher elongations (i.e. >2%) of the tensile curve obtained for the 

sprayed sample. The curve rejoins the one of the brushed (1 application) sample above 4% 

elongation. In that sense, the use of brushing for the application of the treatment seems more 

suitable for canvas consolidation. It, however, also forces to apply higher amounts of treatments 

to which conservators are often reluctant for reasons of reversibility and because it implies higher 

risks associated to the application of high amount of solvents (varnish swelling, canvas reactivity, 

losses of vulnerable paint layers) (Burnstock, 2014; Krarup Andersen, 2013; Phenix, 2014; 

Works, 2018). 

5.5.3 Response to moisture 

The impact of the mode of treatment application on the hygroscopic behaviour of the 

treated canvases was also investigated. First, the hydrophilic behaviour of the treated side of the 

samples was evaluated using contact angle measurements. In Figure 5.25, the time taken for a 
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droplet of water deposited on the treated side to be absorbed by this surface was measured. As 

expected, differences between the time of absorption of the water droplet were observed between 

the canvases treated by spraying and those by brushing. However, it is important to note that for 

the canvases treated by spray, the time of absorption measured is higher, 20 and 31s Tylose-

treated and Tylose+20CNC-treated canvases, respectively, than those measured for those treated 

by brushing (<11.5s). The application by brushing thus seems to increase water absorption from 

the treated side.  

 

Figure 5.25: Time (in seconds) taken for untreated and treated degraded cotton canvases to 

absorb a water droplet measured by contact angle. A degraded untreated cotton canvas was 

measured before and after treatment with Tylose (Tyl) and Tylose+20%CNC (Tyl+20CNC) by 

brushing (1 (B1) and 2 (B2) applications corresponding to 15 and 30g.m-2 surface coverage, 

respectively) and by spraying (1 application (S1), 15g.m-2 surface coverage).   

Two factors influence water absorption of a surface: the surface energy of the surface, 

water absorption in increased when surface energy is increased or the roughness of the sample 

(Cassie, 1944; Wenzel, 1936). For both samples, the same treatment was applied, i.e. Tylose and 

Tylose+20CNC, so that the same change in surface energy would be expected for both samples. 
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When comparing the surface appearance of the brushed and sprayed samples, at same surface 

coverage in treatment, the SEM images in Figure 5.23 had shown that spraying led to an overall 

reduction in surface roughness compared to brushing. However, it is known that for a hydrophilic 

surface, a large surface area or a higher roughness leads to increase polar interactions with water 

droplet and thus decreases the water contact angle (Kubiak, 2011; Wolansky, 1999).  Cellulose 

derivatives are hydrophilic materials. As such, after treatment application, the canvas surface 

becomes more hydrophilic. Therefore, the principles which were just described should have 

applied for the Tyl-treated samples. The results are thus particularly surprising as they show 

opposite relative behaviours to what would have been expected. Moreover, for the untreated 

canvas, time absorption of 27s was measured. This is even lower than the time of absorption 

measured for the sprayed Tylose+CNC-treated canvas. These results thus suggest that for the 

sprayed samples, a lower surface coverage than the 15g.m-2 expected might have been applied. 

This was probably caused by the lower control over the weight added (losses due to evaporation 

during spraying, losses on the canvas edges) and homogeneous deposition of the treatment prone 

to occur during spraying.  

The results obtained for the brushed samples, however, highlight the increase hydrophilic 

behaviour reached after application of the Tyl and Tylose+CNC treatments. The samples are 

rendered even more hydrophilic after the second application of the treatment (i.e. Tyl and 

Tyl+CNC brushed (2 applications)) (Figure 5.25). 
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Figure 5.26: DMA-RH curves showing variations in storage modulus E’ measured for 

Tyl+20CNC treated samples undergoing 20-80-20%RH RH cycles. Note the lower mechanical 

response of the brushed sample with 1 application (15g/m2) (black) than the sprayed sample 

(15g/m2). When a higher amount of treatment is applied by brushing (brushed (2 app, 30g/m2)) 

(blue), this triggers a higher response to moisture. 

Further assessment of the hygroscopic response of the samples was carried out by DMA-

RH using 20-80-20%RH cycles. Measurements of the variations in storage modulus E’ (see 

DMA-RH curves in Figure 5.26) between low and high RH levels aim at informing on the 

mechanical response of the samples to moisture. The differences between E’ measured at 20 and 

60%RH (end-plateau value) were measured for the 2nd RH cycle as seen in Figure 5.26. As seen 

in Figure 5.27a, the values in E’ measured at 20 and 80%RH for the 2nd RH cycle show again the 

higher stiffness reached by spraying over brushing for the same surface coverage. However, the 

increase in E’ hence higher consolidation seems associated with an increase in mechanical 

response of the samples. In Figure 5.27b, the differences ΔE’20-80%RH calculated for the sprayed (1 

application) and the brushed (2 applications) samples are greatly higher (i.e. 23.8±0.4 and 

16.3±7.1MPa, respectively) than those measured for the brushed (1 application) and untreated 

samples (i.e. 3.3±2.0 and 4.9±1.4MPa, respectively.  
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Figure 5.27: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20% and 80%RH (end-plateau value) for 

untreated and Tyl+20CNC-treated degraded cotton canvases (a) and difference in E’ measured 

between the 20%RH and 80%RH plateaus as shown in Figure 5.26 (i.e. ΔE’20-80%RH) (b). The 

results enable to compare the impact of the mode of application used (sprayed (1app, 15g.m-2), 

brushed (1app, 15g.m-2) and brushed (2app, 30g.m-2)) on the mechanical properties and 

mechanical response to moisture variations of the treated samples. 

These results are interesting as they further suggest that the mode of application of the 

treatments can strongly affect the mechanical response to moisture of the treated canvases. First, 

as seen before by tensile testing (Figure 5.24) and then by DMA-RH (Figure 5.27a), the use of 

one application of the nanocomposite treatment applied by brushing already provides 

consolidation to the canvas.  As seen in Figure 5.27b, the treatment does not affect the mechanical 

response of the canvas to RH variations as variations in E’ remain quite low, similar to the 

untreated canvas. However, when a higher amount is applied (i.e. brushed two applications), 

higher reinforcement is achieved but the higher density of treatment in the canvas volume or 

possibly the higher penetration of the treatment into the canvas seem to lead to higher mechanical 

response to moisture. The mechanical stresses absorbed by the canvas (and potentially the higher 

risk of mechanical failure of the canvas or the painting) are increased in this latter case.  

Second, spraying also seems to increase the mechanical response of the treated canvas to 

moisture variations. At same surface coverage, spraying the treatment led to an increase in 
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mechanical response to RH from ΔE’20-80%RH=4.9±1.4MPa (untreated) to 23.8±0.4 MPa (sprayed 

sample) (Figure 5.27b) whereas the response of the brushed sample (i.e. 3.3±2.0MPa) remain 

similar to the untreated canvas, as seen previously. However, this latter observation should be 

taken with care as DMA-RH results obtained for the Tyl-treated samples (see Figure C.7 in 

Appendix) do not entirely match those obtained with the Tyl+20CNC-treated canvases. For the 

Tyl-treated samples, ΔE’20-80%RH measured for the sprayed sample remains quite low (i.e. ΔE’20-

80%RH =5.3±4.6MPa) at similar values than those calculated at 4.9±1.4 and 3.3±2.6MPa for the 

untreated and brushed (1 app) samples, respectively. For the brushed (2 applications) sample, a 

higher response (i.e. higher ΔE’20-80%RH) to moisture variations reached after treatment is again 

observed. 

The role that a particular application method (e.g. brushing, spraying, blade coating) can 

have on the final properties of a treated canvas has been shown in the past, in particular for wax 

resin (Krarup Andersen, 2013) and the vinyl acetate adhesive Beva 371 (Krarup Andersen, 2013; 

C. Young & Ackroyd, 2001). Several authors have shown that depending on the way the treatment 

is applied, hence the degree of penetration of the adhesive into the canvas, the final mechanical 

properties of the treated canvas can greatly differ. As previously shown in Chapter 1 (cf. 

1.1.4.1.1), the high penetration of wax-resin adhesive in linen canvases was shown to be 

responsible for the strong shrinkage observed for these linings at high RH. Krarup Andersen 

(2013) suggested that wax-resin might enhanced the swelling of the threads as the fibres of the 

canvas are embedded in the resin and because there is not free space around each swelling fibre 

(cf. Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3). 

However, contrary to wax-resin or Beva 371, cellulose derivatives are hygroscopic 

materials. It thus possible that the phenomenon described above might not apply in this particular 

case. The results might, on the contrary, indicate that Tylose might trigger and increase the rate 

of diffusion of the water molecule in the canvas. This would explain the higher variations and 

higher viscoelastic behaviour measured for the brushed (2 applications) samples. The canvas is 

embedded in the Tylose (or Tylose+CNC) matrix which facilitates the absorbance of the water 
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molecule (as seen also by contact angle, cf. Figure 5.25). Tylose itself, as well as Tylose+20CNC, 

have also shown to be highly responsive to moisture and to show a higher visco-elastic behaviour 

above 60%RH (cf. 5.4.1.4). This could also suggest that the treatment might act as a lubricant for 

the canvas threads leading to an increase in mechanical response of the treated canvas to moisture. 

The reasons behind the high ΔE’20-80%RH measured for the sprayed sample are not clear. The 

discrepancy in the results obtained for Tyl-treated and Tyl+20CNC-treated sample, however, 

suggests the need for further measurements and the need for improved controls of the 

homogeneous application of the treatment and surface coverage after the treatment has dried. 

5.6 Conclusions 

The two different solutions for painting canvas consolidation present advantages and 

disadvantages which were listed at the end of each individual study. All the treatments were 

assessed for their optical, hygroscopic and mechanical properties. The main observations and 

conclusions made for each treatment are summarised in Table 5.8 below.  

As seen in Table 5.8, the properties of each solution can greatly differ from others. All, 

have shown to be, up to a certain point, beneficial in terms of consolidation to the canvas by 

providing a support through the formation of a superficial coating as in the case of the 

nanocellulose-only treatments (CNF, CCNF and CNC) or by impregnating the canvas as for the 

CNC nanocomposites treatments. The superficial coating formed by the nanocellulose-only 

treatments has shown, however, to increase the risk of failure of the support offered by the 

treatment to the canvas at low elongation (i.e. 2%). The colour change observed for the 

nanocellulose-treated canvases after ageing was also higher than for the CNC nanocomposite-

treated canvases. Overall, however, the nanocellulose-only treatments also offer some advantage 

in terms of removability as the coating can be easily removed if retreatment is needed or failure 

of the coating occurs. The two types of consolidants presented here can thus offer a range of 

solutions for painting canvas consolidation. The evaluation conducted in this project enabled to 
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highlight the main characteristics of the treatment in terms of penetration, consolidation, colour 

change and response to RH variations leading thus the path for further improvements. 

 

 

Table 5.8: Summarize of the results of the assessment of two nanocellulose-based solutions 

proposed for canvas consolidation, i.e. nanocellulose and nanocellulose composites. The 

nanocellulose-only treatments (Solution 1) were applied by spray whereas the CNC 

nanocomposites (Solution 2) were applied by brushing. 
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6 Improvement of the adhesion and performance of a 

nanocellulose consolidant using polyamidoamine 

epichlorohydrin (PAAE) (published work (Bridarolli., 2018)) 

 

6.1 Introduction 

As previously shown, the nanocellulosic treatments do not penetrate the canvas treated (cf. 

5.3.1). They rather sit on top of the fabric and form what could be seen as a nano-sheet of cellulose 

nanofibrils or nano-lining. The surface deposition of these treatments has the advantage of 

facilitating their removal but it also increases the risks of mechanical failure of the treatment due 

to the brittleness of those nanocellulosic materials. This was highlighted by the ruptures measured 

for the samples and seen on the treatments coatings at low elongations.  

To overcome these drawbacks, a study was conducted in which a cationic polymer 

polyamidoamine epichlorohydrin (PAAE) was applied prior to the application of the CNF 

dispersion. As for the tests conducted previously, the CNF treatment and PAAE were applied at 

a low weight added on canvas. This strategy is adapted by wet-end paper chemistry in which 

reactive water-soluble polymers are now used routinely to improve the mechanical properties of 

paper under wet conditions (Crisp, 2009). The cationic polymer PAAE is one of these commonly 

used polymers. It bears a protonated amine group that enables strong absorption on cellulose and 

an azetidinium group which covalently binds to the carboxyl groups present on the pulp fibres 

forming ester linkages (Espy, 1995; Obokata, 2007; Obokata, 2005). The resulting tensile strength 

of PAAE-treated paper re-wetted in water was considerably increased (Obokata, 2007; Obokata, 

2005). This increase was attributed to intra and inter-fibre crosslinking as well as to an increased 

cellulose interfibres adhesion (Wang, 2012). These mechanisms have been thoroughly described 

for paper fibres, and here we hypothesize that they would apply also to woven cotton canvases. 

The purpose of this case study is, therefore, to investigate if cationic polymer PAAE can 

be used together with CNF to enhanced the nanocellulose treatment adhesion, hence the 
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consolidation it has shown to provide (Chapter 3), whilst ensuring that the canvas is still able to 

adapt to changes in its environment (especially relative humidity RH). 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Materials 

The same CNF dispersion as used in Chapters 4 and 5 was used (cf. 2.1.2.1). PAAE 

(polyamidoamine epichlorohydrin) was synthesized from the reaction of epichlorohydrin with 

polyamidoamine resin, which was formed by the reaction of diethylenetriamine and adipic acid 

(Figure 6.1). For this study, we used the commercially available PAAE Eka WS 505 (pH=4) from 

Akzo Nobel Pulp and Performance Chemicals AB (Gothenburg, Sweden) at 6%w/w in water. A 

more in depth study of this product is reported elsewhere (Siqueira, 2012). 

 

Figure 6.1: Chemical structure of polyamidoamine epichlorohydrin (PAAE) 

 

6.2.2 Methods 

6.2.2.1 Sample preparation 

The use of a pre-coating of PAAE (polyamidoamine epichlorohydrin) before the 

application of the CNF consolidation was also tested. This is because PAAE is known to promote 

intra and interfibre crosslinking and adhesion between paper fibres (Wang, 2012). It was 

hypothesized that this would apply also to the woven degraded cotton canvas and the cellulose 

nanofibrils of CNF.   

Both PAAE and CNF were applied by spraying on a degraded cotton canvas. For the 

application of the consolidants, both CNF and PAAE were applied to the surface of the degraded 
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canvas pieces (8 cm x 8 cm) by spraying. A Cotech Airbrush Compressor AS18B (Clas Ohlson 

AB, Sweden) at a pressure of 3 bar was used. PAAE (6%w/w) was initially sprayed on the 

degraded cotton canvas (1.3 g/m2) which was then set to dry for 2 hours at ambient temperature. 

Following this step, a dispersion of CNF at 1%w/w in water was deposited via 2 spraying passes 

with 20 min interval, corresponding to 5.8 g.m-2 of deposited material. Scheme of the multi-

layered canvas/PAAE/CNF system created is shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2: Scheme of the multi-layered structure of a treated sample with PAAE and CNF (1 

application of PAAE, 2 applications of CNF). The treatments were applied by spraying and left 

to dry before application of the next layer. 

6.2.2.2 Tensile testing 

The tests were performed as described in 5.2.2.2. The samples were measured in the weft 

direction. Rectangular samples pieces were cut in order to get 4 threads in the weft direction and 

were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 4 (width) x 15 (length) mm in dimensions. 

6.2.2.3 DMA-RH 

The CNF, PAAE+CNF and PAAE-treated canvases of the second study (see 1.2.1.2.1) 

were measured in the weft direction. Rectangular samples pieces were cut in order to get 4 threads 

in the weft direction and were typically 0.7 (thickness) x 4 (width) x 15 (length) mm in 

dimensions. 

The 20-60%RH RH program used for the CNF-, CCNF- and CNC-treated cotton canvases was 

also used for the PAAE and CNF-treated samples (cf. 5.2.2.3 in Chapter 5). 
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6.2.2.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (adhesion measurements) 

AFM is a tool which enables the measurement the topology of solid surfaces but can also 

be used to measure the local material properties such as elasticity, adhesion and surface charge 

densities (Binnig, 1987; Butt, 2005).  The adhesion forces between the CNF particles and the 

PAAE were measured using a NanoWizard I AFM system (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany) 

mounted on an Olympus IX71 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) inverted microscope. Tipless NPO10 

AFM cantilevers with a nominal spring constant of 0.24N/m were used. The probes were 

functionalized with a silica sphere (probe) of 10μm in diameter before being coated with PAAE 

(6%w/w) or CNF (1%w/w).  

For the probe functionalization with PAAE, the probe was coated by dipping the silica 

sphere attached to the cantilever in a solution at 1%w/w in PAAE for a few seconds and then set 

it to dry in air at room conditions for 1h. For the CNF functionalization, the probe was dipped 3 

times in an aqueous dispersion at 1%w/w in CNF for 1min. The freshly coated probe was set to 

dry for 1 min in air in between each dipping steps in order to increase the CNF adherence onto 

the silica sphere. The freshly coated beads were set to dry for 30 min prior to the measurement.  

The functionalized probes were calibrated prior to AFM force measurements using a 

protocol described elsewhere (Strange, 2019). The deflection sensitivity (unit V/nm) of the 

functionalized probes was obtained by indenting a hard surface, in this case glass slide. The spring 

constant of the cantilever was obtained by non-contact thermal actuation.  

The cotton fibre was fixed on a glass slide at both ends using parafilm in order to avoid 

contamination expected with the use of glues or solvents. The measurements were performed in 

contact mode in ultra-high quality (UHQ) water at room temperature. A loading force of 0.7N 

and a constant speed rate of 5μm/s were used. A scheme of the cantilever movement during a 

measurement is shown in Figure 6.3a. Force-distance curves were recorded on a minimum of 5 

cotton fibres with no less than 7 locations measured for each fibre from which 300 force-curves 

were obtained.  
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The energy of adhesion was obtained by integrating the retraction curve using the JPK 

data processing software (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany) as shown in Figure 6.3b and Figure 

6.3c. 

 

Figure 6.3: Principles behind the AFM adhesion measurements and data processing (from 

Bridarolli, 2018): (a) scheme of the tip movement during a single approach-retract cycle of the 

AFM tip, (b) diagram of the resulting force-distance curve measured and (c) retract curve 

showing the area under the curve (shaded area) which was used to calculate the energy of 

adhesion. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Penetration 

The SEM images (Figure 6.4) show that for the CNF-treated sample, the treatment is 

visible as a thin coating deposited over the canvas surface threads. Some ruptures of the deposited 

CNF-film can also be seen between the threads for the CNF sample (arrows on Figure 6.4). At 

low magnification, it is possible to observe how the CNF layer used in conjunction with PAAE 

presents a similar distribution and surface deposition onto the canvas to that of the CNF-only 
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treated sample. However, the surface coverage of the CNF coating of these two samples slightly 

differs when observed at higher magnification. Several ruptures of the CNF film or its 

delamination from the cotton fibres can be observed in smaller number for the PAAE+CNF the 

anchor the CNF fibrils onto the canvas fibres. From the SEM images of the PAAE-only treated 

sample, the resin is not clearly seen on the surface of the fibres. As shown previously (Andreasson, 

2005), this could result from the absorption of the resin by the canvas fibres. Finally, few 

interfibres bridges could be observed at high magnification for the PAAE-only treated sample. It 

is believed that these would possibly promote the formation of interfibres/threads CNF bridges 

observed in both cases and preserve them from ruptures.  

 

 

Figure 6.4: SEM images showing the deposition of the treatment onto the surface (scale bar of 

500 µm) and the fibres (scale of 20 µm) of the canvas. On the left, detail of an untreated fibre 

shows rupture of the fibre resulting from ageing. 
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By applying a larger amount of CNF over the PAAE layer (i.e. 8 applications of CNF 

corresponding to 26 g/m2), the treatment behaves like a surface coating (see Appendix, Figure 

D.1). The improvement provided by the PAAE layer seems to be lost by an excessive 

accumulation of CNF layers and presents a similar surface appearance to that of the 8CNF-only 

treated sample (see Appendix, Figure D.2). 

6.3.2  Adhesion of CNF on cotton fibres improved by polyamidoamine-epichlorohydrin 

(PAAE) 

The improved deposition of nanocellulose onto the canvas promoted by PAAE was further 

characterised by measuring the adhesion forces developed between the treatments (PAAE and 

CNF) and the canvas fibres.  In painting conservation, macro-peeling tests are most commonly 

used to assess the adhesive performance of the lining adhesive. For our system, this test presents 

some limitations such as the small thickness of the PAAE-nanocellulose layer (~4 µm), which 

makes peeling from the surface difficult. The use of AFM with a functionalized probe (coated 

with CNF or PAAE) (Figure 6.5) is a way to overcome this problem while at the same time 

enabling quantification of the forces applied at the nanoscale.  
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Figure 6.5: On the left, the setup designed for the quantification of the forces developed 

between the tested treatments and the canvas fibre using AFM (a) with the SEM image of 

the bead-functionalised cantilever (b) and a microscopic image showing the cantilever on a 

cotton fibre during a measurement. 

 

Table 6.1: Type and characteristic (mean and width) of the distribution of the energies of 

adhesion measured between the CNF/Canvas fibre, PAAE/CNF and PAAE/canvas fibre 

interfaces. 

On the right, distribution of the energy of adhesion calculated between (from top to 

bottom): CNF and a degraded canvas fibre as well as between PAAE and CNF and PAAE and a 

degraded canvas fibre.  The numbers in between parentheses correspond to the fitting curves used 

to determine the energy of adhesion of the corresponding regimes. 
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The adhesion energy was measured for the different systems in UHQ water in order to 

replicate the conditions of application of the treatments (all water-based). The results (Figure 6.5) 

firstly show that the adhesion energies measured between PAAE and CNF and between PAAE 

and canvas fibre are both higher than that measured between CNF and canvas fibre. As such, for 

the PAAE/CNF and the PAAE/canvas fibre systems, the medians of the distributions (unimodal 

and bimodal respectively) were calculated to be Eadh(PAAE/CNF)=289±328 aJ, and 

E1
adh(PAAE/canvas)=865±352 aJ and E2

adh(PAAE/canvas)=2422±1673 aJ, respectively (Table 

6.1). Between CNF and canvas fibre, the adhesion energies remain below 150 aJ with a median 

at Eadh(CNF/canvas)=30±61 aJ. The adhesion energies measured when PAAE is introduced as a 

coupling agent are increased by one order of magnitude or more. These results suggest that the 

cationic sites of PAAE interact with the carboxylate groups present on the aged and degraded 

cellulose chains and the nanocellulose fibrils (Wågberg, 1993). This considerable increase in 

adhesion confirms that the use of PAAE promotes an enhanced adhesion of CNF onto the canvas, 

supporting the PAAE/CNF application approach for canvas consolidation.  

This increase in adhesion probably result from the presence of carboxylic groups on the 

surface of the degraded cotton fibres. Indeed, as previously seen in Chapter 3 (cf. 3.4.3.2.2), XPS 

measurements previously performed on a cotton canvas before and after degradation have shown 

that after degradation, the cotton canvas presented an increase number of carboxylic groups on its 

surface 3.4.3.2.2 in Chapter 3). PAAE bears a protonated amine group that enables strong 

absorption on cellulose and an azetidinium group which covalently binds to carboxyl groups 

present on the pulp fibres and can form ester linkages (Espy, 1995; Obokata, 2007; Obokata, 

2005). High adhesion between PAAE and the degraded cotton canvas was thus expected. 

Moreover, the degradation of the cotton canvas also leads to the removal of surface impurities 

which enable the obtention of a purer cellulosic surface but also present in an altered state 

resulting from degradation with the presence of carboxyl groups which promote interaction with 

PAAE.  
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From these measurements, one can also conclude that CNF does not attach strongly to 

the canvas fibre as seen by the low values in adhesion in Table 6.1. It has been previously stated 

that the high number of hydroxyl groups on the surface of the nanocellulose particles favours the 

formation of hydrogen bonding with other polymeric materials (Gardner, 2008).  However, since 

the adhesion measurements need to be performed in a buffer environment (i.e. UHQ water), there 

is a competition taking place between the hydroxyl groups on the CNF surface and water for 

hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl groups on the cellulose fibre. Hydrogen bonding between 

fibre surface hydroxyl groups and water will take over which explains the low adhesion energies 

measured between CNF and the canvas fibres. 

Taking into consideration the shape of the energy distributions (Figure 6.5), one can 

observe both unimodal and bimodal behaviour for the PAAE/CNF and the PAAE/canvas systems, 

respectively. For the PAAE/CNF system, more than half the measurements give energies of 

adhesion below 500 aJ (Table 6.1). The bimodal distribution for the PAAE/canvas fibre system 

is also much wider. For this system, the values of adhesion energy span the range 610 to 3600 aJ. 

The question arises whether this wider distribution could result from differences in the state of 

the degradation across fibres, and/or from the chemical inhomogeneity of the fibres surface and 

inherent twisted morphology of cotton fibres. Up to now, no correlation could be made between 

the area morphology of the fibre or its state of degradation and the energy of adhesion. 

6.3.3 Consolidation 

In terms of mechanical reinforcement, the consolidation provided by the treatment with 

CNF was also improved by the use of PAAE. Paintings are usually restretched in the extension 

range up to 1-2 % (M. F. Mecklenburg, 1982b). In this range, the stiffening of the multi-layered 

PAAE+CNF sample was shown by an increase in Young’s modulus, from 1.9±0.7 MPa to 9.2±3.3 

MPa measured before and after application (see Figure 6.6, Table 6.2). An increase in stiffness 

was also measured for the CNF- and PAAE- treated samples for which Young’s moduli of 2.8±0.1 

and 6.8±0.5 MPa were measured, respectively. For the PAAE-only treated sample, the strong 

reinforcement measured could result from the inter cross-linking of cellulose by the formation of 
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resin-fibre chemical bonds, and the intra or self-crosslinking occurring in PAAE when drying 

(Espy, 1995; Siqueira, 2012). The fact that the reinforcement is weaker for the CNF-only 

treatment is due to the weaker hydrogen bonds that have formed upon drying of the CNF 

treatment. The Young’s moduli values measured for these samples are, however, lower than the 

9.2±3.3 MPa obtained when the treatments were combined. The greater reinforcement reached 

with the introduction of PAAE is probably related to its function as coupling agent between CNF 

and the cellulosic fibre. 

 

Figure 6.6: Tensile curves at 20%RH for untreated and treated samples showing the higher 

stiffness of the PAAE+CNF sample in the range of interest (i.e. strain at which paintings are 

usually re-stretched). 
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Table 6.2: Young’s moduli at 20%RH (calculated from the stress-strain tensile curves) for 

untreated and treated samples 

A non-linear behaviour of the stress-strain curve for the PAAE-CNF treated sample is, 

however, seen in Figure 6.6 above 2% of extension. After 2.5% in elongation, the tension 

measured for this sample is stabilized around 0.29 N/m2 and becomes lower than the one 

measured for the PAAE-treated sample after 3.8% elongation. This behaviour has been already 

observed before in 5.3.2 (see Figure 5.5) for samples treated with a higher amount of CNF only 

(Nechyporchuk, 2018). The irregular slope can be attributed to localized ruptures of the CNF 

layer sitting on the top canvas fibrils. SEM images, which were taken of the canvas after tensile 

testing, support this assumption (Figure 6.7). The absence of similar drops in tension for the CNF-

only treated sample could result from the low amount of CNF applied in this study. As seen in 

Figure 6.4, the CNF coating on the CNF-treated canvas already presents before testing some 

ruptures and delamination seen on its surface. The low amount of CNF deposited for 2 

applications does not enable the formation of a continuous and strong enough layer which would 

partly hold the tension applied to the canvas during handling. Thus, reinforcement seems only 

provided to the canvas when the adhesion between the nanocellulose and the canvas is improved 

(case of PAAE+CNF) or when a higher amount of CNF is applied (as seen in 1.3.1.1.2). It should, 

however, be noted that the reinforcement in the case of the PAAE+CNF sample is limited to the 

low elongation values. These values remain in the range identified by conservators as appropriate 

for canvas re-tensioning. However, if the tension applied during re-tensioning should exceed 2% 
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extension, the brittleness of the CNF coating should always be considered as a possible limitation 

of this treatment. 

 

Figure 6.7: SEM images of a PAAE+CNF treated canvas after tensile test measurement 

showing zones of rupture of the superficial CNF film (a) in particular ruptures in the inter-

threads spaces (b) and along the canvas fibres (c). 

6.3.4 Response to moisture 

When considering novel treatments, it is essential to ensure that the introduction of new 

materials does not modify the natural response of the canvas under variable environmental 

conditions. Figure 6.8 shows the mechanical response fingerprint of untreated cotton canvas 

subjected to relative humidity fluctuations. The DMA-RH response curve indicates that the 

canvas tends to stiffen at a lower humidity level (higher storage modulus E’) while becoming 

more viscoelastic at higher humidity levels (lower E’). This behaviour is directly related to the 

canvas material (i.e. cotton) as well as to the weave. To explore this in more detail, quantification 

of the mechanical stress experienced by the samples was firstly done by calculating the difference 

between storage moduli (E’) at 60 % RH and at 20 % RH (end plateau values as described in 

Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.8: Mechanical response (E‘) of the untreated degraded cotton canvas (cf. 2.1.1.2) to 

RH-cycling (20-60-20%RH) over time. Correlation between %RH variations and E‘ measured 

are seen and highlighted by the dotted lines placed at the end of the 20 and 60%RH plateaus 

(2nd RH cycle). 

The results are given for the 3 cycles. Using this approach, one obtains the response by 

the samples and the treatments to moisture and the impact on their resulting mechanical 

behaviour. As seen in Figure 6.9, for all the samples the difference between E’(60 % RH) and 

E’(20 % RH) decreases with time. For sample PAAE+CNF, the difference in E’ goes from 16.5 

to 13.1 MPa from the 1st to the 3rd cycle. This decrease might relate to the structural stabilisation 

of the fabric upon moisture sorption and desorption which could arise from the hysteresis in 

moisture sorption/desorption previously shown for the degraded cotton canvas (cf. Figure 3.11 in 

Chapter 3). Diffusion of moisture in fabrics is known to follow a few different paths inducing 

changes in the size of the cellulose fibres. Fibres swell during moisture sorption but because they 

are not completely elastic there is incomplete recovery after desorption. A hysteresis between 

sorption and desorption thus arises (Siroka, 2008). Because the response measured for the 

degraded cotton canvas (also similar for all natural fibres (Hill, 2009) is characterised by a faster 
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response to moisture sorption and lower response to desorption this could explain the observation 

that upon the application of various RH cycles, the canvas will slowly reach a more humidified 

state. The fast dehumidification steps and short times of equilibration at low RH level (20%RH) 

does not give enough time to the fabric to release the water absorbed at high RH. Differences in 

percentage water uptake between the low and high RH levels thus decrease as the sample reach 

its equilibrium moisture content at each RH levels.  

 

Figure 6.9: On the left, difference ΔE’ calculated between storage moduli (E’) measured at the 

end of the 60%RH and 20%RH plateaus for each of the 3 RH cycles. The results are shown for 

a degraded cotton canvas untreated and treated with CNF, PAAE and PAAE+CNF. On the 

right, details of a DMA-RH curve showing where the ΔE’ were measured. 

As seen in Figure 6.9, the use of PAAE tends to increase the canvas response to moisture. 

For the 3rd cycle, the difference in E’ calculated for the PAAE- and PAAE+CNF-treated samples 

reached 10.6±0.5 and 13.1±0.4 MPa, respectively. That is almost twice as much as the values 

obtained (again for the 3rd cycle) for the untreated and the CNF-treated samples, which gave 

values of 6.9±1.5 and 5.1±1.0 MPa, respectively. Upon adding PAAE as an intermediate layer, 

the mechanical response of the fabric to moisture is amplified leading to the higher variations in 

E’ observed across the RH cycles. However, it has been shown that the mechanism behind the 

wet-strength properties of PAAE in paper results from cross-linking of the resin upon drying 

which then offers a protective network of cross-linked molecules for the fibre-fibre contacts 
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(Lindström, 2005).  PAAE has also shown to efficiently limit the loss in strength of paper under 

wet conditions by increasing the ratio wet/dry strength from 10% without PAAE to 33% for 

10mg/g PAAE per gram of paper pulp (Su, 2012). Even if these mechanisms apply well to paper, 

they do not seem to apply here for fabrics. This different behaviour could presumably result from 

the method of application used (i.e. spraying) or by the limited amount used. The limited 

penetration of the PAAE into the fibres is also plausible as it is known that penetration can be 

limited by the composition, structure (pores) of the fibres (Andreasson, 2005). Higher mechanical 

stability was instead observed for the CNF-only treated sample. The difference in storage modulus 

(E’) measured for this sample is similar to that for the untreated sample and confirms already 

published work where the CNF treatment had been applied at a higher amount (i.e. 7.2% weight 

uptake after coating instead of 5.8% here) by blade-coating (Nechyporchuk, 2018). 
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6.4 Conclusions 

With these results, we show that the application of PAAE as an intermediate layer promotes 

adhesion of the CNF particles onto the canvas fibres by improving their morphological, chemical 

and mechanical coupling with the canvas fibres. The improvement can be attributed by 

nanomechanical analysis to the stronger adhesion taking place both between CNF and PAAE and 

between canvas fibres and PAAE. The combination of the good mechanical properties of CNF 

and the strong adhesion promoting the effect of PAAE makes this multi-layered treatment an 

efficient reinforcement procedure despite the low weight of CNF added. These results confirm 

the potential of PAAE as an anchor on the canvas for the nanocellulose fibrils. In this work, we 

have also demonstrated that a severe shortcoming of the use of PAAE for painting conservation 

is the high mechanical response to moisture that such treatments give rise to. It is, however, yet 

to be investigated in future work whether the stresses measured will lead to damage to the painting 

or reduce the stresses already present in the painting materials (Young, 2001). 

This study also demonstrates the important role of adhesion in the development of new 

nanocellulose treatments for painting conservation. These results suggest that the mechanical 

performance of nanocellulose as reinforcement material can be greatly improved by combining 

them with additives that will promote their adhesion onto fabrics. Chemical functionalization of 

nanocellulose might offer an alternative route to the introduction of non-cellulosic additives 

(Cheng, 2016; Hubbe, 2015)(D. Cheng et al., 2016; Hubbe M., Rojas O.J., 2015) which could 

also be explored in future work. In the frame of the application of nanocellulose-based treatments 

in conservation, it is expected that compromises between good coupling and reversibility will 

have to be made. 
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7 Assessment of the newly nanocellulose-based 

consolidants on historical lining canvas and real 

paintings: from a conservator’s to a scientist’s 

perspective 

 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the performance of different consolidants was evaluated on a cotton 

canvas mock-up made to mimic a degraded canvas which would need consolidation. A better 

understanding of the impact of the nanocellulose-based treatment in terms of mechanical, 

physical, in particular response to moisture, and chemical stability could be derived from the tests. 

The assessment of the newly developed treatments, however, lacked in-situ evaluation, and 

applicability on real objects using criteria established alongside painting conservators.  

The study of the treatments was thus translated across from a lab well-equipped for material 

studies to the workshop of a painting conservator, from a material scientist approach (more 

quantitative) to a conservator’s practical approach (more qualitative); from degraded canvas 

mock-ups to more complex historical linen an cotton canvases and paintings. This application of 

the assessment of the consolidants to the context of conservation allow for reconsideration of the 

evaluations previously carried out. It also makes it possible to consider the work and skills of 

professional painting conservators and to explore the benefits of a more application-centric 

approach. 

Overall, this study aims at providing with a more accurate evaluation of the real impact of the 

treatments, highlighting the pitfalls and advantages of the different solutions, in the frame of real 

paintings and current conservation practices. For this, 2 objectives were set: 

- Evaluation of the 3 categories of nanocellulose-based consolidants using techniques 

commonly used, available or suited to a conservation studio environment as well as the 

empirical knowledge of trained and experienced painting conservators. 
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- Quantification of the improvements achieved on historical canvases in terms of visual, 

physical and mechanical properties. 

The criteria selected for the assessment resemble those listed previously in Chapter 4 and 5. 

The treatments were assessed upon their handling properties, the visual appearance after 

treatment, the penetration through canvas and/or paint layer and the mechanical reinforcement 

achieved. Following this study, additional quantitative mechanical tests using DMA were 

performed on a selection of nanocellulose-based treatments using a historical linen canvas. This 

last experiment aims to confirm the effective consolidation provided by the treatments on real, 

more complex, objects (i.e. historical canvases and paintings). 

The results of this study will help to list the main advantages and disadvantages of each 

consolidant when used by conservators on real objects. This list will supplement the outcomes of 

the quantitative measurements performed on mock-ups of a degraded cotton canvas presented in 

Chapter 5. The final outcome will then be the validation of the most suitable consolidant for 

paintings canvas consolidation. 

7.2 Materials and methods 

Different consolidants developed in the frame of the Nanorestart project were tested on 

historical linen canvases and paintings dating from the 19th to the 20th century. The results 

obtained for some selected treatments tested in previous chapters are reported here, as well as new 

solutions, not yet tested on the degraded cotton canvas. An empirical qualitative approach was 

first used to compare the treatments from a conservator point of view. The assessment was 

performed in collaboration with Dr. Aurelia Chevalier, a private painting conservation (Atelier 

Aurelia Chevalier, Paris, France). Additionally, the opinion of Anna Lucchini, another painting 

conservator from Italy present at the Nanorestart meeting in Paris, are included in this report.  

7.2.1 Materials 

The materials, historical paintings and canvases, mock-ups of paintings belong to the 

painting conservator Aurelia Chevalier. They were carefully selected with her for being 
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representative of the variety of paintings that could be received in as conservation studio for 

structural conservation (i.e. acrylics or oil paintings, cotton and linen canvases, 19th and 20th 

century). Because these canvases were historically used on paintings (as lining or as support for 

a painting), the presence of size, priming as well as traces of oil or dust on the canvases add 

another layer of complexity to the study of the consolidants. These samples are also more 

representative of the types of substrates on which the consolidants could be used.   

7.2.1.1 Canvas 

Canvases which used to be lining canvases (i.e. canvas glued to the original canvas of a 

painting) were tested. They had been removed in the past by the painting conservator Aurelia 

Chevalier from the back of different easel paintings which were undergoing conservation work. 

The 3 canvases tested are made of linen and present traces of the lining glue (not identified, 

probably animal glue) originally used for the lining work. The canvases differ by their weaving 

density. They are listed in  Table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1: List of historical linen canvases (originally lining canvases) used for the comparative 

assessment of the nanocellulose-based treatments. Description of their weaving density, DP 

and age is given. All the canvases presented a plain weave pattern. 
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Figure 7.1: Pictures and details of threads dimensions of the 3 linen lining canvases showing 

high (a,b) and low weaving densities (c). 

 

7.2.1.2 Paintings 

Four paintings among which 2 acrylic- and 2 oil-based paintings were tested (Figure 7.2). 

They had been bought on the internet by Dr. Aurelia Chevalier. They are not of high artistic or 

historical value which make of them suitable items to be used for research purposes. They are 

also representative of a range of canvas types, nature of the paint, type periods. Information about 

the 4 paintings which were available from Aurelia Chevalier who gave them are listed in Table 

7.2. 
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Figure 7.2: Pictures of the 4 paintings (linen or cotton canvas, acrylic or oil paint) tested 

including “The musician”(A), “Angels”(B), “Portrait of a woman”(C), “African women” (D). 

 

 

Table 7.2: Information available for the 4 historical paintings 

The name of the painters of these artworks remain unknown, except for Portrait of a woman 

which bears the name of the painter and the titles were given in order to simplify their 

identification in this study. 
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7.2.1.3 Other painting samples and mock-ups for analysis on treatment penetration 

The assessment of the treatment penetration was carried out using a historical lining 

canvas covered with lead white (Figure 7.3) and mock-ups of a painting (Figure 7.4). The 

historical lining canvas in Figure 7.3 consists in a linen canvas which has been removed from a 

19th easel painting by the painting conservator Aurélia Chevalier. One side of the canvas has a 

thin red earth paint layer covered with a thick layer (>1mm) of white lead in oil. This stratigraphy 

is representative of the one encountered in 19th-century easel paintings (Chevalier, 2008) . 

 

Figure 7.3: Lead-white treated original canvas (lead-white side(C top), canvas side(C, bottom)) 

for the assessment of treatment/solvent penetration. 

The mock-ups consist of painted and varnished square canvas samples (10cmx10cm) 

prepared and provided by A. Chevalier (Figure 7.4). These samples are reproductions of the 

simplified stratigraphy of an oil painting characterised by a sized linen canvas with a ground layer 

and a red paint layer. The red paint was made at 80%w/w of red earth pigments (cadmium red) 
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bought at CTS France mixed with rabbit skin glue in water. Part of the painted surface was then 

varnished using a dammar varnish at 10% in ligroin (i.e. petroleum ether). 

 

Figure 7.4: Mock-ups of a water-sensitive painting. These samples consist in a linen canvas 

painted with red earth pigments sensitive to water (swelling).  

7.2.1.4 Treatments 

Treatments belonging to the three categories of products previously mentioned in Chapter 5 were 

tested in this part of the study (cf. 5.2.1 in Chapter 5): 

- Pure nanocellulose treatments 

- Nanocellulose composites 

- Nanocellulose/silica hybrid materials 

The pure nanocellulose treatments consist of the CNF, CCNF and CNC dispersions already 

used in chapter 4 and 5. Non-surface-modified cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) in the form of aqueous 

suspension were provided by Stora Enso AB (Sweden). Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) in powder 

form were purchased from CelluForce (Canada).  

The nanocellulose composites treatments tested consisted of mixtures of methylcellulose 

(MC) and nanocrystalline cellulose (CNC) in water or heptane. The combination of these mixtures 

with deacidification such as CaCO3 and MgO in water and heptane respectively was also tested. 

The deacidification solution of MgO (in heptane) was also tested alone. 
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Two types of nanocellulose/silica hybrid materials were used in this study (cf. 2.1.2.3 in 

Chapter 2). The first one was synthesised by Chalmers University and was already previously 

tested on cotton canvases (see Chapter 4). It consists of polyelectrolyte-treated silica nanoparticles 

(referred to here as Sil/PEI/CMC). A detailed description of the preparation of Sil/PEI/CMC can 

be found elsewhere (Kolman, 2019; Kolman, 2018). The second type was synthesized and 

provided by CSGI in Florence, Italy. It is similar in its architecture to the SIL/PEI/CMC particles 

but replaces the silica core with a CaCO3. The dispersion is made of CaCO3 nanoparticles coated 

with polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs), which consisted of the cationic polymer 

poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) and the anionic polymer (carboxymethyl)cellulose (CMC). They will 

be called CaCO3/PEI/CMC. Dispersions at 1%wt in water and 1%wt in water:ethanol (50:50) of 

Sil/PEI/CMC and CaCO3/PEI/CMC, respectively, were tested separately (CaCO3/PEI, 

CaCO3/PEI/CMC and CaCO3 only) or mixed together (Sil/PEI/CMC +CaCO3/PEI/CMC). 

 

Table 7.3: List of the 3 different types of treatments tested. The (+) and (-) signes refer to 

the charge borne by the particles. 
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Table 7.4: Tests performed for each treatment (‘Y’=Yes, ‘N/A‘=no test). Some treatments could 

not be tested during the workshop during which historical paintings were treated. From the 

treatments tested during the workshop, the most relevant ones and those which seem the most 

suitable in terms of final visual appearance of the treated canvas and handling properties were 

selected for further mechanical assessment. 

7.2.2 Methods 

7.2.2.1 Treatment application on historical canvases and paintings 

Samples for qualitative assessment (conservator’s point of view) 

For the qualitative assessment of the treatments, the approach taken was conducted and 

designed in collaboration with painting conservators whose expertise and experience were 

beneficial for this project. 

Prior to the treatment application, the canvases were washed following a procedure 

commonly used by conservators only after first being stretched on a wooden frame to avoid any 

shrinkage upon washing and drying. This washing step aimed to remove the layer of aged lining 

glue remaining on the canvas (inner side which used to be in contact with the painting canvas 

from which it was removed). The exposed face of the canvas (the external or visible side when 
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on the painting) was washed to remove traces of dirt. The canvas was brushed gently in order not 

to damage the canvas threads and fibres. The glue present on the other side was removed carefully 

using a scalpel. This removal was essential to avoid the inhomogeneous dispersion of the 

treatment, variabilities between areas of the same canvas which could have led to inaccuracies in 

the assessments. The washed canvas was then left to dry at room temperature. 

The face without glue (or exposed face) was always selected for the application of the 

consolidation treatments as it was considered as more representative of the type of surface 

encountered in future real cases.  

The treatments were applied on the dry canvas by brushing. The amount of treatment 

applied was controlled in order to reached for each treated area and each treatment, the same 

coverage (same amount of dry treatment per unit area) around 9g/m2 (i.e. 2% to 4% added weight). 

The brushing was carried out along both the warp and weft directions, alternatively, to allow good 

penetration and homogeneous repartition of the treatments. The treatment application was done 

in several steps in order to avoid saturating the canvas with solvent (i.e. before complete wetting 

of the canvas). The number of steps varies according to the treatment viscosity, concentration and 

solvent (see Table E.1 in Appendix 5.1).  

Samples for additional quantitative mechanical testing 

The linen canvas dense weaving n°1 was also used for further mechanical assessment. 

The canvas was cut in pieces of 15 mm x 7 mm. They were clamped before the treatment 

application on a weighing boat cut into a frame. This was done in order to avoid shrinkage of the 

sample which could have led to change in the mechanical properties measured or rupture of the 

dried treatment layer when putting the sample back to horizontal for measurement. The same 

amount of treatment, resulting in a coverage of 9 g/m2 (i.e. 2% to 4% added weight), was applied 

on each clamped canvas sample and spread using a spatula. Further details on the preparation of 

the samples will be given later in 7.2.2.3. 
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7.2.2.2 Qualitative assessment 

The assessment of the treatments was carried out following qualitative approach that 

could be used in a painting conservator workshop. The criteria used for the assessment were 

selected and the tests elaborated in collaboration with the painting conservator, Dr. Aurélia 

Chevalier. 

7.2.2.2.1 Handling properties 

Observations made on the applicability and handling properties of the treatments are 

based on the experience gathered by the painting conservators Aurelia Chevalier and Anna 

Lucchini during the application of the treatments on historical paintings.  

7.2.2.2.2 Surface appearance  

Visual and physical assessments (texture to the touch) of the treated surface were 

performed. The assessment particularly focused on colour changes that could result from the 

application of the treatments (undesirable effect) and modification of the canvas visual 

appearance. The back of a painting often has important information (such as old stamps, 

signatures or writing) which can be considered as valuable as the front painted surface.  Masking 

this information could be detrimental to the painting by lowering its cultural value, by masking 

important historical informations and “could also led to an important drop in the financial value 

of the object”8. 

7.2.2.2.3 Water sensitivity, solvent penetration  

Canvas mock-ups painted using a red paint made or earth pigments and rabbit skin glue 

highly sensitive to water as well as lining canvas presenting a white-lead layer were tested. 

For the red painted samples, one droplet of treatment was deposited on the surface of the 

canvas side (i.e. unpainted side). The samples were also treated by brushing. For the lead-white 

treated samples, the treatment was applied by brushing as in a real case scenario on the canvas 

                                                           
8 Private discussion with Dr. Aurélia Chevalier who has experience working with museums as well as 
private collections. 
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side (i.e. until saturation, good penetration and homogeneous distribution of the treatment are 

achieved). In both cases, the assessment was carried out by observing the migration of the solvent 

from treated canvas side to the paint layer of the painting sample (cf. red paint or lead white paint 

in 7.2.1.3). Buckling of the sample or wetting of the paint layer resulting from the treatment 

application were reported. High penetration of the treatment could be detrimental to the paint 

layers and be, therefore, undesirable. 

7.2.2.3 Quantitative assessment: mechanical reinforcement 

This measurement aimed to give a direct assessment of the consolidation provided by the 

treatments on real, historical and naturally degraded canvases The quantitative assessment of the 

reinforcement provided by the nanocellulose-based consolidants on historical canvases was 

carried out using the 19th century lining canvas (linen canvas, dense weaving n°1) (cf. 7.2.1.1). 

The assessment was carried out using DMA-RH at constant RH and temperature (30%RH, 25°C, 

chosen as typical room conditions). The storage modulus of the linen canvas samples was 

measured before and after the application of the treatment. A scheme of the protocol followed is 

shown in Figure 7.5. 

 

Figure 7.5: Scheme of the different steps followed to quantify the reinforcement provided by 

the nanocellulose-based treatments to a 19th century lining canvas (linen, dense weaving n°1). 
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Canvas samples of the same size were cut parallel to the same direction (typically 0.7 

(width) x 15 (length) mm) which could not be identified here as weft, neither warp. After 

preconditioning at 30%RH (25°C) for at least 24 hours, the samples were then measured before 

the application of the treatment by DMA-RH (30%RH, 25°C) (a). They were pre-tensioned 

between the clamps of the DMA with a tension of 0.6N to remove any slack. Storage modulus E’ 

was measured after 30min equilibration at 30%RH (25°C). The samples were then remeasured 

twice under the same conditions but E’ was only measured after 15min equilibration. This was 

done to verify that the DMA measurement and handling of the canvas would not introduce error 

in the measurements of the mechanical properties of the samples. After clamping each sample on 

a small frame made using laboratory weighing bowls (b) (see image on the right in  Figure 7.5), 

the samples were treated with the same amount (i.e. same total dry amount) of treatment (c). At 

least 3 canvases samples per treatment were prepared. The samples were then left to dry. After 

declamping the samples from their frame, they were preconditioned at 30%RH (25°C) for at least 

24 hours and measured again by DMA (30%RH, 25C) (d). The DMA measurement was carried 

out on the treatment sample in the same way as before treatment application (i.e. 0.6N preload, 3 

repeat measurements, one with 30min and the 2 others with 15 min equilibration at 30%RH). 

The test was designed as such to avoid variabilities resulting from the inhomogeneities observed 

on the historical canvas chosen for this test, i.e. threads and fibres of different thickness and shape, 

traces of size glue within threads which could not be removed after washing.  

7.3 Results & discussion 

Following an approach designed in collaboration and for painting conservators, the 

different treatments were evaluated for their visual impact, their cohesion with the canvas and the 

risks associated to their penetration through the canvas and paint layers. The canvas and paintings 

chosen were as representative as possible, with considerations made for the range of objects that 

could be encountered in a painting conservator’s workshop. Additional mechanical assessment of 

a selection of treatments on an historical linen canvas aimed to demonstrate the consolidation 

impact of the treatments on a real canvases and to support this consolidation by quantifying it. 
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7.3.1 Visual appearance and penetration 

Both lining canvases and historical paintings with cotton or linen canvases were visually 

assessed (qualitative assessment) after application of the treatments. The nanocellulose-only 

treatments, the nanocellulose composite treatment and the hybrid treatments led to different 

surface appearance and will, therefore, be mentioned separately.  

7.3.1.1 Nanocellulose composite treatments (MC+CNC) 

Visual appearance 

A first visual assessment of the treatments could be made on the lining canvases (dense 

and loose weaving). As seen in Figure 7.6-7, for the water-based compounds MC+CNC(w) and 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w), no change in colours to low darkening of the surface were observed, 

respectively, for the treated areas. Moreover, attenuation of the surface imperfections and colour 

contrast could be observed. This could be better described as a general smoothening of the 

features, such as darker spots, traces of glue or weaving pattern, present at the surface of the 

canvas (Figure 7.6). This was particularly noticeable for the canvas with the high-density weaving 

n°1. The surface smoothening is associated with a faint surface whitening. 

 

Figure 7.6: Lining canvas (high-density n°1) before and after treatment with MC+CNC (w) 

and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (w). 
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As seen in Figure 7.7, the application of the heptane-based MC+CNC treatments led to 

similar change in appearance than the water-based solutions. Whitening of the canvas surface 

were however observed for the MC+CNC(h) and MC+CNC+CaMgO(h) treatments, particularly 

strong for this later, in comparison with their water-based counterparts.  

 

Figure 7.7: Lining canvas (high density n°1) before (0) and after treatment with MC+CNC (w) 

(1), MC+CNC+CaCO3 (w) (2), MC+CNC (h) (3) and MC+CNC+MgO (h) (4). 

For all 4 MC+CNC treatments, the surface visual reduction of contrast and 

homogenisation in colour was accompanied by a reduction in canvas surface roughness, which 

was immediately evident after touching the surface which was smoother and flatter. 
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These purely qualitative observations made by painting conservators were later confirmed by 

microscopic investigation of the surface topography using SEM. As seen on the SEM images in 

Figure 7.8, the inter-fibres and inter-threads spaces have been filled or covered with the 

treatments.  

 

Figure 7.8: SEM images of water-based treatments MC+CNC (w) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (w) 

and heptane-based treatments MC+CNC (h) and MC+CNC+MgO (h). 

On both the Angels and the Musician paintings, the application of the water-based 

treatments resulted in a noticeable darkening and loss of lustre of the canvas (particularly visible 

under raking light). The cause of this darkening is unclear. It could be due to differences between 

the refractive index of the canvas and the treatment which is however difficult to measure. The 

covering effect of the canvas which fills the canvas holes and surface topological irregularities 

also play a role in the loss of lustre observed.  

The heptane-based treatments were also tested on the historical paintings, but at a lower 

amount applied. For both treatments and despite the low amount applied, whitening of the canvas 

was observed on the treated areas of the Musician painting. The whitening remains low (light 

deposition observed) for the MC+CNC(h) treatment. For the MC+CNC+MgO(h), canvas 

whitening reached the same level as for CNF and CCNF for which a higher amount of treatment 

had been applied. For the Angels paintings, no change in appearance could be observed for any 
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of the 2 products. However, this could be due to the low amount applied and the white appearance 

of the cotton painting used for this painting. As opposed to the Angels painting, the Musician 

painting presents a dark oxidized linen canvas. As a result, this latter canvas offers more contrast 

with the white particles of CaCO3 treatment. In both cases, the treated area offered again a smooth 

surface to the touch. 

 

Figure 7.9: The musician painting before (a) and after treatment (b,c) with aqueous composite 

treatments MC+CNC (w) (C.1) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (C.2), the heptane-based composite 

treatments MC+CNC (h) (C.3), MC+CNC+MgO (h) (C.4) and the deacidification MgO 

solution in heptane (C.5), the nanocellulose dispersions CNF (NC.1) and CCNF (NC.2) and 

the hybrid treatments Sil/PEI (H.1), Sil/PEI/CMC (H.2) and the solution of CaCO3 

nanoparticles (NP). The modification of the reflective index of the canvas after the application 

of the treatments is revealed by illumination of the canvas under raking light (c). 
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Figure 7.10: The Angels painting before and after treatment with the aqueous composite 

treatments MC+CNC (w) (C.1) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (C.2), MC+CNC(h) (C.3) and 

MC+CNC+MgO (C.4), the nanocellulose dispersions CNF (NC.1) and CCNF (NC.2) and the 

hybrid treatments Sil/PEI (H.1) and Sil/PEI/CMC (H.2). The deacidification solutions MgO 

(C.5) and CaCO3 nanoparticles (NP) were also applied for comparison. 

Treatment penetration 

Cross-sections of the sample also revealed the differential behaviour between heptane-

based and water-based treatment (see Figure 7.11). The degree of penetration of the treatments in 

the canvas was measured using SEM-EDX by plotting the distribution of calcium (Ca) and of 

magnesium (Mg) and silica (Si) for the MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) and the MC+CNC+MgO(h) 

treatment, respectively. As seen in Figure 7.11, while the water-based treatment 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) appears to have penetrated the fabric up to the reverse side (see detail (**)), 

the heptane-based treatment MC+CNC+MgO(h) remains as a coating on the surface. This was 

also seen on SEM images of an MC+CNC+MgO(h)-treated lining canvas (see Figure E.1 in 
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Appendix). As observed for the cotton canvas, the absence of full treatment penetration could 

result from the high viscosity of the heptane-based treatments. It could also arise from the 

repulsion between hydrophilic fabric and hydrophobic heptane-based treatment thus preventing 

the wetting of the fibres and treatment penetration (Wang, 2018). It is also known that silylation 

of the methylcellulose in the heptane-based MC+ CNC consolidant mitigates the effects of 

hydrogen bonding on physical properties (Klebe, 1964). 

 

Figure 7.11: SEM-EDX images of cross-sections of treated lining canvas treated with 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(h) and MC+CNC+MgO (h). The distribution of the elements present in the 

treatments (i.e. Ca Kα, Mg Kα, Si Kα) is given across a line drawn from the treated side (T) to 

the bottom of the canvas (B). Note the higher signal measured in (*) and (**) for Ca, indicating 

the penetration of the treatment. 

From the distribution profile of Ca for the MC+CNC+CaCO3-treated canvas, it is also 

worth noting that the treatment is not homogeneously distributed within the canvas. A higher 

amount of Ca can be measured at the interstitial spaces between threads indicated by (*) in Figure 

7.11. This pattern suggests that the diffusion of the treatment within the canvas mesh could be 

stopped at these intersections due to the change in the alignment of the yarns and fibres from one 
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direction to its perpendicular. It could also indicate that the treatment diffusion is mainly trigged 

along and not across threads. Either hypothesis supports the current knowledge on textile wicking9 

which states that water can diffuse in fabrics by capillarity along the interstitial canals formed 

between yarns (in-plane wicking) (Das, 2011; Mhetre, 2010; Rossi, 2011; Wang, 2018). This in-

planar wicking strongly depends on various parameters such as pores size, twist of the yarn, 

number of fibres and fibres density. 

7.3.1.2 Pure Nanocellulose treatments 

Visual appearance 

The CNF and CCNF differ from the composites MC+CNC treatment in that they offer 

less viscous treatments terms of viscosity. Due to their low viscosity, the control over the solvent 

and/or treatment penetration is reduced. On the lining canvases (loose weaving in Figure 7.12 and 

high density weaving in Figure 7.14), this could be seen by the presence around the treated area 

of large water rings resulting from the water dispersion after treatment application, as seen in 

Figure 7.12. These rings, also called tide lines, are clearly visible and offer an inhomogeneous 

and non-desired surface appearance. 

                                                           
9 Wicking describes the action of absorbing or drawing off a liquid by capillary forces. 
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Figure 7.12: Lining canvas with a low-density weave before and after treatment application 

using the hybrid treatments Sil/PEI (H.1) and Sil/PEI/CMC (H.2), the aqueous composite 

treatments MC+CNC (w) (C.1) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (C.2) and the nanocellulose dispersions 

CNF (NC.1) and CCNF (NC.2). 

Attenuation of the surface imperfections was observed but was not accompanied by a 

smoother feel to the touch as for the MC+CNC composite treatments. Further assessment using 

SEM (Figure 7.13) showed that the treatments behave similarly on the historical paintings and 

lining canvas as on the cotton mockups tested in previous chapters (see Chapter 4, 5). The CNF 

and CCNF treatments behave as coatings sitting on top of the canvas mesh, covering interstitial 

threads and fibres spaces. The smoother appearance observed at the macroscale probably results 

from this deposition behaviour. 

On both historical paintings, the nanocellulose CNF and CCNF treatments induced a whitening 

of the canvas. The stronger colour change was observed for the CCNF treatment. 
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Figure 7.13: SEM images of the untreated and CNF- and CCNF-treated lining canvas (high-

density weaving n°1) 

Treatment penetration 

As expected, the CNF and CCNF treatments behave in a similar as when applied on the 

degraded cotton canvas (see 5.3.1 in Chapter 5). The nanocellulosic treatments remain on top of 

the treated canvas and form a continuous layer of treatment, or nano-lining, suggesting that the 

treatment do not penetrate the canvas (see Figure E.2 and Figure E.3 in Appendix).  

7.3.1.3 Nanocellulose/silica hybrid materials 

Visual appearance 

The last group of treatments, the hybrid treatments, is also the one that leads, among all 

the treatments tested, to the stronger whitening. The CaCO3/PEI dispersion, in particular, made 

of positively charged nanoparticles, induced the stronger change in appearance.  
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Figure 7.14: Linen lining canvas treated with the hybrid treatments CaCO3/PEI (H.1) and 

CaCO3/PEI/CMC (H.2), the aqueous composite treatments MC+CNC (w) (C.1) and 

MC+CNC+CaCO3 (C.2) and the nanocellulose dispersions CNF (NC.1) and CCNF (NC.2). 

Note the impact of water on the colour of the canvas. The darkening of the back of the canvas 

particularly pronounced for the area treated with CNF and CCNF treatments. Strong 

whitening of the canvas surface also visible for the CaCO3/PEI treated area. 

As seen in Figure 7.14, the canvas surface is covered with a white and inhomogeneous 

layer of treatment. For the dispersion of CaCO3/PEI/CMC (i.e. CaCO3/PEI with an added layer 

of CMC) the whitening of the surface was also seen but in a much lower extent. Interestingly, a 

dispersion of CaCO3 nanoparticles was also applied for control and did not induce any colour 

change. On the contrary, as previously seen in Figure 7.9, the dark oxidized canvas of the 

Musician painting tends to darken after the application of CaCO3. 
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Figure 7.15: SEM images of high-density lining canvas n° 1 untreated and treated with 

CaCO3/PEI, CaCO3/PEI/CMC and CaCO3 nanoparticles (NP). 

Treatment penetration  

Darkening observed for the canvases treated with the solutions of nanoparticles of CaCO3 

could be the result of the higher penetration of the CaCO3 nanoparticles in comparison with the 

multi-layered CaCO3/PEI/CMC ones. In a similar study (Kolman, 2018), silica nanoparticles 

(SNP) were used instead of CaCO3 particles to create multi-layered nanoparticles (i.e. 

Sil/PEI/CMC described in 7.2.1.4). The penetration of the coated or uncoated silica particles was 

followed by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX). The application of formulations solely based on 

SNP led to a relatively low EDX silica signal measured on the surface. It was assumed that the 

nanoparticles penetrated into the canvas, probably promoted by the capillary action of the fibrous 

network. When the silica or CaCO3 nanoparticles are coated with PEI or PEI/CMC, the outer 

layer modifies the interaction between the single particles and the canvas fibres. The PEI-only 

coated CaCO3 particles are expected to attach better to the fibres by electrostatic interaction 

between the positive charge they bear and the negative charge, resulting from acidic hydrolysis, 

present on degraded canvas fibres.  
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When looking at the SEM images of the canvas surface (Figure 7.15) as well as the EDX-

SEM images taken of the cross-sections of the samples (see Figure 7.16), a higher penetration is 

reached with the CaCO3 dispersion and the CaCO3/PEI treatment than with the CaCO3/PEI/CMC 

treatment. After the high Ca signal measured on the surface for all the samples, other 

concentration of Ca can also be seen in the sample bulk. As indicated in Figure 7.16 for the CaCO3 

and CaCO3/PEI samples, traces of Ca indicated by (*) and (**) were also located at the interstitial 

space between the threads for CaCO3 and in the canvas thread for CaCO3/PEI. For the 

CaCO3/PEI/CMC –treated sample, presence of Ca was also measured in the interstitial space 

between the threads (indicated by (***) in Figure 7.16). However, contrary to the CaCO3 and 

CaCO3/PEI treatments, CaCO3/PEI/CMC shows higher agglomeration on the canvas surface. 

This treatment diffuses less into the canvas mesh than CaCO3 and CaCO3/PEI. This could result 

from the presence on the surface of the fibre of traces of lining glue (probably an animal glue or 

gelatine) which might modify the surface charge of the canvas fibres. It is has been established 

that the surface of gelatine is negatively charged at higher pH (pH 9) and positively charged at 

lower pH (pH 5) (Alihosseini, 2016). For acidic degraded canvases (low pH), the positively 

charged fibres might, therefore, cause CaCO3/PEI/CMC particles agglomeration on the 

superficial area of the fabric. Another reason for the behaviour observed could be the bigger size 

of the 2-layers CaCO3/PEI/CMC particles in comparison with the 1-layer CaCO3/PEI 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure 7.16: SEM-EDX images of cross-sections of treated lining canvas treated with CaCO3, 

CaCO3/PEI and CaCO3/PEI/CMC. The distribution of the elements (Ca) present in the 

treatments is given across a line drawn from the treated side (T) to the bottom of the canvas 

(B). The scale bars on the SEM images correspond to 100μm.  

7.3.2 Water sensitivity, solvent penetration (Red painted samples and canvas with 

white-lead layer) 

Another, essential criterion for painting conservators is the assessment of the 

nanocellulose-based is their compatibility with water-sensitive objects. With this objective in 

mind, several mock-ups of a water-sensitive painting (cf. red painted linen canvas in Figure 7.4) 

which had been prepared in the past (>5 years) were used to test the consolidants. The red paint 

used on these mock-ups is known to respond quickly to water through darkening of the wetted 

area associated with swelling. 

As seen in Figure 7.17, when applied in droplets, the water-based MC+CNC treatments 

led to the swelling of the painted layer. The paint layer swelled as a result of the water added. The 

same observation was made for the CNF and CCNF treatments. Surprisingly, when the treatment 

is not applied in droplets but homogeneously brushed onto the canvas surface, no swelling could 

be seen. This absence of response shows the importance of the application technique and the 

quantity used. Water-based treatments could be used on water sensitive painting if they are 
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applied properly, by a skilled conservator and in several applications. To reduce the amount of 

water used, the concentration in nanocellulose could be increased. However, this can be only done 

up to a certain amount in order to preserve the stable dispersion of the particles in solution. In 

fact, it is has been shown that owing to their long aspect ratio, large surface area, and high 

interface energy, CNF fibrils tend to intertwine together and form agglomerates. At very low 

concentrations (between 0.5% and 2%wt in water depending on the particle size and processing 

used) CNFs already present a gel-like rheological behaviour (Dufresne, 2013; Gong, 2014; 

Herrick, 1983). CNCs are smaller in length than the long fibrils of CNFs and CCNFs. For 

dispersions of the same viscosity, a higher concentration could be reached for the CNCs one than 

for those containing CNFs or CCNFs. This is due to the bigger size of nanofibrils in comparison 

with the nanocrystals (cf. Figure 1.8 in Chapter 1). Swelling could also be observed for the hybrid 

CaCO3/PEI treatments using a water/ethanol solvent. However, the impact is much lower than for 

the nanocellulose treatments. Contrary to all other water-based treatments, for CaCO3/PEI and 

CaCO3/PEI/CMC, no trace of the solvent could be seen on the unvarnished area. The heptane-

based treatments were the only which, as expected, did not show to modify the appearance of the 

water-sensitive mockups and did not induce swelling of the painted surface.  

 

Figure 7.17: Mock-ups of a water-sensitive painting after application of droplets of the water-

based MC+CNC(w) and MC+CNC+CaCO3 (w) treatments.  
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Further mechanical assessment of a selection of treatments applied on historical lning 

canvas was carried out based on the results of the previous assessments (conservator’s 

assessment) which are summarized in Table 7.5. The treatments performing the best (green square 

in Table 7.5) on the different tests were chosen. The MgO and CaCO3 solutions which do not aim 

at the consolidation of the canvas but were introduced in this study as deacidification agents were 

not included either in the additional mechanical assessment of the treatments. Among the 

composite treatments, the solutions which combine both consolidation and deacidification agents 

were selected, i.e. MC+CNC+CaCO3 (w) and MC+CNC+MgO (h). The CaCO3/PEI treatment 

was discarded because of the strong colour change induced by the treatment and observed on the 

several substrates tested.  
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Table 7.5: Overview of the results obtained for the different tests performed on lining canvas and historical paintings (Conservator's point of view assessment). 

The green and red squares in the table highlight the good and unacceptable results obtained with the treatments, respectively. 
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7.3.3 Mechanical quantitative assessment of the consolidation 

The reinforcement achieved for the different treatments was measured using a historical 

lining linen canvas. Unfortunately, historical canvas made of cotton could not be found in order 

to repeat the assessment on this type of canvas. Like other historical canvases used for this project, 

the lining linen canvas used for these tests contained strong structural inhomogeneities. These 

inhomogeneities resulted from the variable diameter of the threads and inhomogeneous 

distribution across the fabric of the size glue which could not be totally removed by washing. Due 

to these structural inhomogeneities, tensile measurements of the canvas would have led to an 

unacceptably high variation of values within the same group of samples. To overcome this issue, 

dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used. This technique enabled the non-destructive 

testing of the samples by restricting the measurement to the elastic region of the sample while a 

tensile test is irreversible. The storage modulus E’ of each sample could thus be measured before 

and after application of the treatments (cf. 7.2.2.3). All the samples were measured at fixed 

environment conditions, 30%RH (between the 20-60%RH chosen for the experiments carried out 

in previous chapters, e.g. 3.3.2.2) and 25°C. This is because, the assessment only focuses on 

quantifying the consolidation achieved after treatment and because the mechanical response of 

hygroscopic canvases is known to be dependent on RH (Célino, 2014).   
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Figure 7.18: Percentage increase in storage modulus resulting from the application of 9g/m2 

of treatment on the high-density weaving linen canvas n°1. The impact of the different solvents 

used to applied the treatments (i.e. water, water:ethanol(50:50) and heptane) were also tested 

separately. The results are grouped by solvent, i.e. water (orange), water:ethanol (50:50) (blue) 

and heptane (green). For each category, five samples were measured. 

Figure 7.18 shows the calculated percentage increase in storage modulus E’ (30%RH, 

25°C, 30min equilibration) measured for the linen canvas samples and resulting from the 

application of the treatments. The results indicate that all the treatments tested led to the 

consolidation of the historical canvas. As seen in Figure 7.18, an increase in stiffness (or storage 

modulus E’) was measured for all the samples treated using one of the nanocellulose-based 

materials. An increase ranging from Δ%E’=20±7% (Sil/PEI/CMC+CaCO3/PEI/CMC) up to 

126.3±29.5 % (MC+CNC+CaCO3(w)) was measured (Table 7.6). The treatments for which the 

highest consolidation was obtained were the water-based composite treatment MC+CNC+CaCO3 

(ΔE’=185.0±3.4 MPa, Δ%E’=126.3±29.5 %) as well as the pure nanocellulose dispersions CCNF 

(Δ%E’=53.0±16.6%), CNF (Δ%E’=82.6±24.3%) and CNC (Δ%E’=112.1±48.3%). The 

reinforcement obtained for all the treatments and the strong stiffening measured for pure 

nanocellulose treatments (CNF, CNC and CCNF) is in agreement with what had been previously 

measured on treated modern cotton canvas artificially degraded. 
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Table 7.6: Increase in storage moduli E’ (i.e. ΔE’ before-after treatment) and percentage increase in 

E’ (i.e. Δ%E’ before-after treatment) measured at 30%RH for an historical lining canvas (linen canvas, 

dense weaving n°1) before and after application of different nanocellulose-based consolidants. 

The linen canvas was also treated with the solvents in which the different consolidants were 

found. These samples were used as control to show the impact of the solvent-only on the 

mechanical properties of the historical canvas. 

Interestingly, the strong stiffening reached using the water-based composite treatment 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) was not observed for its counterpart heptane-based treatment 

MC+CNC+MgO(h). Moreover, the increase in storage modulus E’ measured for 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) was not expected as previous tests performed on cotton canvas had 

indicated a rather low increase in Young’s modulus for MC+CNC (in water) in comparison with 

the CNF, CCNF and CNC treatments (see Chapter 5).  Two explanations could be given for the 

discrepancy observed.  

Firstly, the mechanical properties of the sample are strongly affected by the solvents used 

(water, ethanol or heptane). In parallel to the application of the treatments, the 3 solvents used in 
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this study were also applied on the linen canvas. As seen in Table 7.6, the application of water-

only led to an increase in storage modulus of 23.7±5.0% (ΔE’=28.1±9.2MPa). This is equivalent 

to the consolidation obtained using the ethanol/water-based Sil/PEI/CMC+CaCO3/PEI/CMC 

(20.2±6.6%) and the heptane-based MC+CNC+MgO(h) (25.0±9.7%) treatments. This 

unexpected consolidation using water probably results from the redissolution of the glue 

remaining on the canvas. The water-soluble animal glue which remains on the linen canvas will 

swell in presence of water, dissolve and a new layer of glue is thus formed between threads and 

fibres and result in an apparent consolidation of the fabric. An increase in stiffness was also 

reached for the historical canvas treated with the ethanol/water (50/50) mixture. This increase 

remains however low (i.e. 7.0±8.3%) due to the lower amount of water in solution and the possible 

low impact of ethanol on the glue.  Contrary to the results of the water and the water/ethanol 

solutions, the application of heptane led to a decrease of in canvas stiffness, i.e. decrease in storage 

modulus E’. This could result from the washing out of other species present in the canvas such as 

oil-based material with which non-polar solvents can dissolve. It could also be caused by the 

softening of the paint layer by the solvent and the longer time needed for the complete evaporation 

of heptane in comparison to water. Indeed, while it is known that water leads to swelling of the 

preparation layer in paintings (i.e. -7.3±9.2%) mixture of organic (Baglioni, 2013).  

If the solvent used with the treatment can impact the mechanical properties of the bare 

lining canvas, so does the time of contact between solvent and canvas. This is the second 

explanation which may be provided to explain the higher stiffening measured for the water-based, 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w), than the heptane-based MC+CNC+MgO(h) composite treatment. Indeed, 

MC+CNC+CaCO3(w) at 2%w/w presents a higher viscosity than the other water-based treatments 

CNF and CCNF. The composite treatment homogeneous application on the surface of the sample 

was, therefore, more difficult to achieve than for the pure nanocellulose dispersions. This might 

have led, in the case of the MC+CNC+CaCO3(w), to exposure of specific area of the canvas to a 

higher amount of water thus leading to the dissolution of a higher amount of glue than for CNF 
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and CCNF. The time of drying was not measured but could also have an impact on the stiffening 

reached. 

Overall, the application of the treatments on a historical painting is positive, showing that 

consolidation could be conferred by each selected treatments and this, independently from the 

impact of the solvent used. These study also shows that the inherent presence of traces of glue or 

oil-based substances on historical canvases may inevitability lead to modifications of their 

mechanical properties through the application of solvent only. These changes are somewhat 

independent of the nature of the treatment. The amount of change depends on the soils present on 

the canvas, the nature of the paint layers (e.g. oil or acrylic) and the solvent used as well as the 

time of contact between those and the solvent.  

7.4 Conclusion  

The initial study by painting conservators of the nanocellulose-based treatments that could 

be potentially used for canvas consolidation has been an essential step in this research.  First, in-

situ assessment of the newly developed treatments was performed using techniques and the 

empirical knowledge of trained and experienced painting conservators. Second, the tests were 

carried out in collaboration with professional conservators whose approach and understanding of 

the problem help to deepen our understanding of the advantage and disadvantages of some 

treatments over others. The results of these tests, highlighted the potential of some of the 

developed treatments for canvas consolidation. Physical and mechanical properties of the 

treatments already quantified on mock-ups of degraded cotton canvas were validated by testing 

them on historical canvases and paintings despite them being on different fibre types (i.e. linen 

and cotton).  

Overall, the different consolidants tested offer a wide range of products in both polar and 

apolar solvents which is suitable for painting conservation. Their suitability varies between 

substrates (see Table 7.5). The water-based MC+CNC composite products are suitable canvas 

consolidants in terms of penetration, surface deposition, canvas visual appearance and 
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consolidation. They have acceptable viscosity. Slight darkening of some of the canvases could, 

however, be observed in some cases where a large amount of consolidant was applied.  

The heptane-based MC+CNC composite products offer acceptable handling properties 

such as the ease of application by brushing and consolidation (despite the loss in stiffness caused 

by application of the solvent). They appear as the most suitable nanocellulose-based consolidants 

for water-sensitive paintings. However, a disadvantage of these treatments is the strong whitening 

observed when these treatments are used on dark canvases. This is particularly the case of the 

MC+CNC+MgO(h) consolidant. These products have also a fast drying time. This has the 

advantage to reduce the duration of the application but has, as well, the disadvantage to give less 

room for control during the application of the product. All the treatments of this group of products 

can mainly be applied by brushing or blade coating (coating spread onto the surface using a blade) 

only due to their high viscosity.  

Nanocellulose-only treatments provide strong consolidation. Even at low amount applied, 

the consolidation expected should be sufficient thus reducing the risk of change in visual 

appearance observed for some canvases (i.e. the Musician in Figure 7.9). They should also be 

used at the highest possible concentration or dispersed in ethanol/water solvent. For consolidation 

of highly water-sensitive objects, the 3 solutions tested in this study should be discarded. In terms 

of handling properties, CNF, CCNF, CNC can be easily sprayed or brushed and in that sense have 

the advantage to be quite versatile. 

The hybrid treatments have good handling properties and can be brushed or sprayed.  The use of 

water/ethanol blend solvent is an advantage. However, due to the strong colour change observed 

after application of CaCO3/PEI, this treatment should be discarded. When combined with 

Sil/PEI/CMC, designed to be mix with CaCO3/PEI, the treatment does not seem to offer either a 

good reinforcement as no increase in stiffness was measured. Nevertheless, it is possible that the 

treatment might increase the elongation at break of the canvas (as seen in the study carried out on 

the Sil/PEI/CMC particles (Kolman, 2018). This would be beneficial for very brittle textiles which 
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would break below the typical forces and elongation applied when restretching the painting on its 

stretcher.  

The work contained in this chapter has proven to be invaluable and necessary in the process 

of selection and evaluation of the treatments. The acceptation of the products and validation could 

not have been possible without the input of conservators. However, this project has also 

highlighted the importance of supporting the findings with quantitative assessment of the 

physical, mechanical and chemical properties of the consolidants. Empirical knowledge based on 

individual experience and practices was shown to vary from conservator to conservator and to 

highly depend on the school of conservation and country. The addition of quantitative analysis on 

real objects in order to replace subjective analysis may speed up the acceptance of these new 

treatment methods. Despite the robustness of this empirical knowledge, these differences in 

approaches between conservators identified during the project highlights yet again the need for 

quantitative and scientific assessment of the treatment properties. 

Future work could focus on measuring the minimum amount of consolidant required to reach 

consolidation without altering the aesthetics of the canvas. The reversibility of the treatments and 

retreatability of the canvas should also be investigated. These points need to be to addressed as 

they are essential for further acceptance of the consolidants among the painting conservation 

community. 
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8 On the potential of neutron radiography for mapping and 

dynamic measurement of moisture sorption/desorption 

into cellulose-based textiles. 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The impact of RH on the nanocellulose-based treatments introduced in this project has 

been, so far, studied in terms of mechanical properties. In Chapter 5, this was successfully 

examined using tensile tests and DMA-RH measurements. Physical assessment through 

quantification of the rate of moisture uptake by DVS was also carried out. However, the limitation 

faced with this type of assessment is that it does not give access to the spatial distribution of water 

across the samples and does not allow either for the visualisation of the dynamics of moisture 

sorption/desorption.  

This knowledge is critical to painting conservators as changes in RH are often encountered 

by paintings either on display in uncontrolled environments (e.g. historical houses) or during 

conservation treatments such as localised treatments of paintings and humidification applied with 

vacuum hot tables (Reeve, 1988). Moreover, it has been shown that the ingress of moisture either 

in the vapour or liquid state in easel paintings can trigger immediate or long-term non-reversible 

alterations of its constitutive materials (Andersen, 2018; Flor, 1989; Hedley, 1988; Macbeth,  

1993; Odlyha, 1995; Van Loon, 2012). The work performed so far in this thesis raises the 

following questions: How do the newly developed nanocellulose-based treatments affect the 

canvas physical response to moisture and how is the moisture distributed in the treated canvas? 

This study will aim at visualising and quantifying the spatial and temporal distribution of water 

for different types of treated canvases samples.  

Given the high sensitivity for hydrogen, neutron imaging can be used to follow water 

movements (diffusion, absorption or desorption) in a wide range of items and materials. After 

calibration, this technique can also be used to measure the absolute moisture content water content 
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in a given material. High precision and spatial resolution can be achieved with this method. 

Neutron radiography was successfully used to follow the time-dependent distribution of water for 

various materials (building materials, plants, narrow channels, synthetic fibres, etc.) (Alam, 2006; 

Carlisle, 1994; Cheng, 2012; Zhang, 2011) including cellulose-based materials such as wood 

(Islam, 2003; Sonderegger, 2010; Mannes, 2014). It has shown to enable the measurement of time 

dependent water profiles in the materials studied or the calculation of diffusion coefficients as 

shown by Sonderegger (2010), for example, in a study on multi-layered boards made of wood 

boards glued together with different wood adhesives (polyvinyl acetate, epoxy resins). Neutron 

radiography was therefore chosen to help understanding how moisture is distributed, before and 

after treatment, within the canvases. 

The application of neutron radiography in this way has already been successfully 

demonstrated in a previous publication allowing real-time visualisation of the diffusion of water 

vapour with model samples of paintings (Hendrickx, 2016). The samples tested in this study 

consisted of mock-ups of paintings with a support (canvas), a size (proteinaceous), a priming 

ground, and one or more paint layers followed by a varnish layer (see following paragraph 8.2.1.1 

for more detailed description of the samples). The results showed that cellulose fibres and glue 

sizing have a much stronger water uptake than the chalk–glue ground and the data showed that 

the uptake rate was not uniform throughout the thickness of the sized canvas. Neutron radiography 

was therefore proposed as a crucial technique to further the understanding of moisture diffusion 

and distribution in paintings as well as the impact of the newly developed nanocellulose-based 

treatments on a mesoscopic level. 

For this study, a sample chamber connected to a temperature and RH controller was purpose-built 

(see Figure 1 later in 8.2.1.3). This chamber was inspired by a set-up developed elsewhere 

(Hendrickx, 2017). The RH controller enables to programme RH to increase and decrease at a 

selected rate. Mock-ups of a degraded cotton canvas and samples from an historical painting were 

then tested with 2 objectives:  
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- firstly, the study the impact of part of the new treatments on the different canvas samples 

available 

- secondly, the comparison of the rate and distribution of moisture uptake of the modern 

cotton canvas with an historical canvas having a layer of size and a ground layer. 

The results put in perspective with the outcomes previously obtained by DMA-RH (see 

Chapter 5) will help providing a global picture of the physical and mechanical impact of 

moisture on the samples. 

8.2 Materials and methods 

8.2.1 Materials 

8.2.1.1 Canvas samples and treatments 

Samples that were investigated included the following: a control untreated sample which 

was the modern cotton canvas that had been degraded to simulate an aged cotton canvas in need 

of consolidation (cf. 2.1.1.2 in Chapter 2).  In addition to the cotton canvas, a historical primed 

canvas sample was provided by Tate Conservation Dept, UK. Such samples are of extreme value 

for scientific investigation since they provide a source of original samples and materials, naturally 

aged, for study. This sample consists of a 19th century linen canvas (plain weave) taken from the 

original auxiliary canvas (loose lining) of Sir Edwin Henry Landseer’s painting (Study of Lion, 

c.1862, Tate Gallery N01350). The linen canvas is sized with animal glue and presents a 

preparation priming layer (lead white (PbCO3)2·Pb(OH)2 in oil). 
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Figure 8.1: Picture of the primed linen canvas taken from a loose lining of a E. H. Landseer 

painting (c. 1862). The samples used for the experiment were taken from the area indicated 

with the arrow. 

The cotton canvas and the primed linen canvas (Landseer) were both treated by brushing 

using 3 different nanocellulose treatments: CNF (in water), CNC (in water) and MC+CNC (in 

heptane). In addition, three other nanocellulose-based treatments were also tested on the cotton 

canvas: MC+CNC(w), Tylose50 (Tyl) and Tylose50+CNC (Tyl+CNC), all aqueous-based. 

8.2.1.2 Sample preparation 

During the experiment, both sides of the canvas samples were exposed to the humid 

environment generated in the sample cell (see more details in 8.2.1.3). The cotton samples were 

treated from both sides of the canvas, eliminating any errors that could result from the diffusion 

of moisture coming from the untreated side.  For the Landseer primed linen sample, the treatments 

were applied on the canvas side only as the ground layer present on the opposite side acts as an 

appropriate barrier to moisture. The treatments were applied in order to reach a surface density of 

30g/m2. For the cotton canvas, this was only applied to one face. The other face presented a 

surface density in treatment of 15g/m2. The samples studied by neutron radiography are listed in 

Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1:  List of the samples tested using the 20-75%RH program by neutron radiography. 

The samples were subjected from 1 to 2 RH cycles for neutron radiography. The justification 

for choosing 75 %RH as maximum RH level instead of 80%RH as used in Chapter 4 will be 

given later in this chapter (cf. 8.2.2.3). 

8.2.1.3 Chamber design for experiment 

This is the first time that a controlled RH experiment was performed at ISIS Neutron and 

Muon Beam, Harwell (UK) at the IMAT (Imaging and Materials Science & Engineering) beam-

line. Studies on diffusion behaviour of water often favoured the use of liquid water since water 

vapour has a density 1000 times lower, hence 1000 times lower neutron attenuation coefficient, 

than the liquid phase. The standard set-up to study diffusion behaviour of water vapour in a 

material consists in dry cup/wet cup experiments. Diffusion of moisture in the longitudinal axis 

of the wood samples was, for example, studied that way by sealing one side of the sample to a 

recipient containing silica gel (“dry cup”) or saturated salts (“wet cup”) while the rest of the 

sample was exposed to the environment of a closed chamber (Mannes, 2009). The climate in the 

chamber was regulated with two basins filled with demineralised water or saturated salt solutions 

(depending on the desired humidity). A similar set-up using dry and wet cup and a chamber at 

23°C and 50 ± 2%RH was later used by Hendrickx (2016) to study mock-ups of an easel oil 

painting.  
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The environment conditions in this type of experiment are therefore fixed and cannot be 

changed without having to stop the neutron beam, prematurely ending the experiment. This has 

the disadvantage of not enabling the measurement of important phases in the diffusion process 

such as the beginning in the starting phase of the diffusion. The use of RH-controlled chambers 

developed to address this problem and that can be controlled at distance is very recent, and a 

crucial development. Hendrickx (2017) and Mannes (2017) recently presented works in which 

climatic chamber connected to a remote RH controller had been used. The climatic chamber 

designed by Mannes (2017), in particular, allows the programming and remote control of the RH 

conditions inside the chamber in both static (fixed relative humidity RH) and dynamic mode 

(cycles in RH). It also included temperature control. This latter point is particularly important in 

diffusion studies as water diffusion and moisture content is greatly influenced by temperature. 

This was shown for example for plant fibres whose moisture content increases with temperature 

(Das, 2007). The same RH level will correspond to a low or high amount of water vapour at low 

temperature or high temperature, respectively. 

To account for the small size of the samples tested, a custom made climatic chamber 

sample cell was built and connected to a Lacerta Technology RH controller (Figure 8.2) and a 

water bath. The sample cell designed in collaboration with and built at Lacerta Technology is 

shown in Figure 8.2a. It consists of a cylindrical chamber (1) in which a frame holding the sample 

in place can be inserted (2) (Figure 8.2b). The upper tube containing the sample as well as the 

frame that were exposed to the neutron beam were made from Grade 6082T2 of aluminium. It is 

important that a pure material is used in order to have minimal absorbance or scattering of the 

beam. The frame was welded to the cylinder lid so that the chamber can be hermetically closed 

for the accurate control of the RH in the chamber during the experiment. The chamber was 

connected via one cable to an RH sensor placed on top of the sample and chamber (3) and to the 

RH controller via one flexible cable placed at the bottom of the sample (4) which features on part 

of its length an insulation and a heating system to prevent condensation within the tube. There 

was always a constant flow of 0.6L/min through the cell. The RH sensor was calibrated using a 
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Mitchell Optical Humidity & Temperature Calibrator, based upon the chilled mirror principle. 

The RH controller was tuned to the specific requirements of the cell constructed for this 

experiment, in order to give optimal control, with minimal sag and overshoot. The temperature 

was controlled and maintain constant via water circulating inside a rectangular base (5) supporting 

the chamber cell which was connected via two cables (water inlet and outlet) (6) to a recirculating 

water bath. 

The design was made as such that the water from the cooling system would not obstruct 

the path between the beam and the sample. Moreover, because of the sensitivity of electronics 

components to the neutron beam, the sensor which needed to be placed next to the sample in order 

to get a higher accuracy in the RH measurement, was protected using a cadmium cap ((1’) in 

Figure 8.2b) and a second shield ((1’’) in Figure 8.2c). Figure 8.2c and shows the complete set-

up used during the neutron experiments. 

 

Figure 8.2: In (a), design of the sample cell (1) in which the sample holder (frame seen in (2)) 

is inserted. The sample is positioned so that the plane of its faces are orthogonal to the neutron 

beam axis. The sample cell is connected to an RH sensor (3), the RH controller (4) and a 

temperature control system (6) which enable the circulation of water in the base supporting the 

sample cell (5). In(b), sample holder showing the frame holding a cotton canvas and the RH 

sensor wrapped in a cadmium foil (1’) in order to avoid the exposure of the electronics to the 

neutron beam. In (c), complete set-up during an experiment showing the second shield for the 

RH sensor (1”).  
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Figure 8.3: Overall view of experimental set-up with sample holder in front of the detector, RH 

controller, and tubing connecting the chamber to the RH-controller and to the water-bath 

(temperature control). 

8.2.2 Methods 

8.2.2.1 Neutron beam principles: basic principles 

Principles 

Neutron imaging, as well as X-ray imaging, is based on transmission interference. The 

degree at which an object within the beam path attenuates the incoming radiation (Figure 8.4) is 

observed and measured. The result is a shadow image of the object, which yields information on 

its inner structure and composition, due to the interactions between incoming beam and object. 

These interactions depend on the object or material elemental composition and density, and 

comprise of absorbance and scattering. 
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Figure 8.4: Simplified visualisation of the transmission measurement: the incident neutron 

beam with the intensity I0 is led on a sample with the thickness z. The transmitted beam with 

the intensity I is registered with a 2D-detector. The sample can be moved closer to the detector 

to increase the resolution. The detector is at a fixed position. 

The atoms of different elements interact with the beam depends on the type of incident 

radiation. X-ray photons, for example, interact with the electrons of atomic shells, resulting in a 

strong correlation between the atomic number and the interaction probability. The larger the 

atomic number, the higher is the interaction probability given by the microscopic cross-section. 

Conversely, neutrons possess a completely different interaction pattern with matter. Being 

neutrally charged particles, they are unlikely to interact with electron shells of an atom. The 

interaction occurs with the atomic core itself and thus is not correlated with the atomic number. 

Instead, it shows a high interaction probability for some light elements, such as hydrogen while 

heavier elements, such as lead are practically transparent for neutrons. 

The attenuation coefficient or macroscopic cross-section is a parameter that describes the 

degree to which a certain material attenuates a beam. The attenuation results from all interactions 

of the beam with an object, which includes scattering as well as absorbance. In a simplified first 
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order approach, a differentiation between both interaction types can be neglected. The transmitted 

mono-energetic beam with energy E can be described by the linear attenuation law: 

𝐼(𝐸) = 𝐼0. 𝑒𝛴𝑧 

where I is the intensity of the transmitted beam, I0 is the intensity of the incident beam, Σ is the 

neutron attenuation coefficient of the material and z is the specimen thickness. The linear 

attenuation law is valid under the assumptions that the beam is mono-energetic and that the 

thickness, z, tends towards 0.  

The attenuation coefficient Σ comprises of the microscopic cross-section of an element σ, i.e. the 

interaction probability of an element with the radiation, and the atomic density, N, of this element. 

For pure specimens of only one element Σ is calculated as follows: 

𝛴 = 𝜎. 𝑁 

For compound materials containing more than one element, the attenuation coefficients 

of the individual components can be summed up to give the total attenuation coefficient of the 

sample: 

𝛴 = ∑ 𝜎𝑖. 𝑁𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The measurement of neutron transmission through the sample allows in principle an absolute 

determination of the sum of cross–sections and densities of the sample: 

𝑇 =
𝐼(𝐸)

𝐼0
= 𝑒𝛴𝑧 

This investigation was mainly concerned with the water content. The transmission 

coefficient was thus calculated by dividing the intensity of the intensity of each individual image 

of a series with the intensity from the empty chamber:  
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𝑇 =
𝐼𝑤𝑒𝑡(𝐸)

𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝐸)
 

Experimental setup 

The experiments were carried out at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Beam, Harwell (UK) 

with Genoveva Burca, principal scientist at the neutron imaging beam-line IMAT (Imaging and 

Materials Science & Engineering). The characteristics of the beam-line have been described by 

Burca (2013) and Kockelmann (Kockelmann, 2015). The chamber was positioned as close as 

possible from the neutron detector, which consisted of a scintillator- 

CCD-camera-system with a field of view of 300x300 mm2. The scintillator (zinc sulfide doped 

with lithium-6 as neutron absorbing agent thickness 100μm) converts the neutron signal into 

visible light, which is led via a mirror onto a cooled 16bit CCD camera (resolution: 1024 x 1024 

pixels), which registers the signal. A pinhole diameter of 40mm in diameter was set and the 

distance between pinhole and detector was 10000mm leading to a pixel resolution of 59μm. The 

exposure time was 30s per image. 

 

8.2.2.2 Dielectric analysis under controlled RH (DEA-RH) 

A material which has a dipole activity can be subjected to dielectric technique to study 

its behaviour upon applied field at selected frequency. Dielectric Analysis measures the complex 

capacitance C*. 

𝐶∗ = 𝐶′ − 𝑖𝐶′′ (1.3) 

From the complex capacitance C*, the complex dielectric constant ε* is then calculated. This 

consists of a real part εʹ which is the dielectric permittivity under an AC field and an imaginary 

part εʺ which is the dielectric loss:  

휀∗ = 휀′ − 𝑖휀′′ (1.4) 
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Magnitude of dipoles and ease of orientation in an AC electric field is expressed by the dielectric 

permittivity (ε’) and contributions from conductive and dipole relaxations are denoted by 

dielectric loss factor (ε’’). As such, dielectric permittivity (ε’) can also be expressed as follow: 

휀′ = 𝐶′
𝐶0

⁄  (1.5) 

where:   

    

𝐶0 =
휀0. 𝐴

𝑑
⁄  (1.6) 

and A is the sample area and d its thickness. 

The samples were measured at 5 different frequencies (0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30 kHz) here the results 

are only given for the permittivity measured at 1kHz as the trend of the response measured 

were independent of the frequency used. Prior to the measurement, canvas samples (10 mm 

x 10 mm) were pre-dried for at least 24 hours and mounted between parallel plates electrodes 

in the dielectric analyser (Lacerta Technology DS6000). Measurements were made under 

controlled RH programme at 25 °C. The untreated and 2-sides coated cotton canvases as well 

as the untreated and treated primed linen canvases were measured by dielectric analysis 

using the same RH program as used during the neutron radiography experiment.  

8.2.2.3 RH program 

The RH program closely followed the testing that had been performed previously using 

dynamic mechanical on the cotton samples (see 5.2.2.3 Chapter 5). 

The samples were all pre-dried before measurement in a desiccator with silica gel. The boundary 

RH conditions of the experiment were set at a minimum of 20%RH and a maximum 75%RH. The 

samples were exposed to 1 to 2 RH cycles (neutron radiography) or 3 RH cycles (dielectric 

experiment) as described below: 
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- RH cycles 20-75-20%RH at 25°C. The humidity level was stabilised at 20%RH for 1 hour. RH 

was then increased at 4%RH/min to 75%RH and left at 75%RH for 90 min. RH was then 

decreased back to 20%RH at 4%RH/min and left at that RH level for 60 min. One to 3 consecutive 

RH cycles were applied depending of the samples or the technique used. 

 

Figure 8.5: RH cycle 20-75-20%RH (4%RH/min, RH plateaus of 60min (20%RH) or 75min 

(75%RH)) used to study moisture sorption and desorption in canvas and historical primed 

canvas by neutron radiography. 

For some samples, difficulties to stabilised the RH level at 75%RH were faced. At this 

RH level, rapid and important increases or losses in RH were measured. They were caused by the 

condensation forming in the tube connecting the RH controller and the sample cell. The important 

length of the tube, the uncontrolled temperature in the room of the measurement as well as the 

impossibility to heat up the tube on its all length (i.e. as for the DMA measurements), caused this 

condensation. Controlled temperature of the environment could eliminate such problems. Outliers 

in the RH program were not discarded and are shown later in the results. Their impact on the 

neutron images, however, is minimal. For all the samples presented in this part, these events led 

to intensity variations in the images which were negligible in comparison with the background 
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noise. However, for longer episodes during which the RH was not controlled, this led to visible 

variations in intensity (see Figure F.1 in Appendix 7.1). 

8.2.2.4 Image analysis 

The theory 

Raw data provided by neutron area detectors (i.e. CCD, CMOS camera systems, Imaging 

plates, ...) were stored as 16bit grayscale TIFF image data. These images have to be converted 

into corrected radiographic transmission images. The images correction was carried out using 

ImageJ and a macro written specifically for our images and setup. The code is given in Appendix 

7.2. The several corrections include applied are reviewed below: 

a/ Noise removal 

The outliers removal plugin with a threshold removes white and dark spots due to g-radiation or 

pixel failures from the radiographs. This option was preferred over the application of median filter 

(ref) as it preserved the features of the woven canvas such as the weaving pattern while efficiently 

removing the noise. The removal of outliers was performed choosing a radius of 2 and a threshold 

of 500. An example of a raw neutron image before correction and after the application of a median 

filter (radius 2) and after removal of outliers (chosen option) (see Appendix 7.1, Figure F.2). 

 

b/ The intensity correction scales the measured radiograph so that the same neutron 

source flux is assumed for all radiographs of a series.  

Neutron exposure normalization for a series of images was performed by deriving a scaling factor 

in an open beam region of interest i.e. a small image area beside the object under investigation. 

In this way, temporal variations in the neutron source intensity are taken into account. The area 

selected consists of an area on the frame used to clamp the sample and which does not include 

part of the sample as seen in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6: Raw image of the sample placed in the chamber with red rectangle indicating the 

area selected for intensity correction. 

c/ The dark image correction consists in substracting the CCD camera dark current offset to 

radiograph. This correction removes the signal coming from the unexposed CCD and the 

Electronic Amplifiers (i.e.,). 

d/ The flat-field correction divides the measured flux of a radiograph by the measured 

open beam flux yielding the transmission through the sample. Spatial variation of the illuminating 

neutron beam and scintillator in-homogeneity are thereby eliminated.  

 

Additional backgrounds originating from neutron scattering in the sample or some kind 

of detector/sample environment backscattering were not considered and their removal not 

included in the corrections. This is because these corrections were only possible by performing 

additional measurements using of a special B4C grid (Boillat, 2018; Carminati, 2019) which was 

not available at IMAT at the time of the experiment.  

The results of processed radiography data give transmission values (T) i.e. floating point 

values in the range [0-1]. From transmission values, absorbance values can also be easily 

calculated (i.e. A= 1-T). As described by Defraeye (2014), to derive quantitative information from 

transmission (or absorbance) values, the validity of the exponential law of radiation attenuation 

(aka Beer-Lambert law) is assumed. Thereby material composition e.g. a humidity content can be 
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calculated. In the framework of this study this was not performed due to the lack of time. The 

results presented consist in preliminary investigations. 

Steps of image correction 

Image corrections were applied using the ImageJ software as follow: 

1/ Correction Image (background noise & dark image) following equation (8.1) 

- Calculation of D(In) using an area beside the sample on the frame (see Figure 8.6). 

- Subtraction of the dark image (Idark) to the sample radiographic image (In)  

- Division by correction factor D(In)-D(Idark) to account for fluctuations in beam signal 

 

𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑛 =
(𝐼𝑛 − 𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘)

𝐷(𝐼𝑛) − 𝐷(𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘)
             (8.1) 

 

Where: 

In = Radiographic neutron image n of the series of images 

Idark = Dark image (neutron beam OFF) 

D(In) = Mean (grey) value in square  (Figure 8.6a)  for radiographic neutron image n 

D(Idark) = Mean (grey) value in square (Figure 8.6a)  for mean of 60 radiographic neutron dark 

images 

  

- Remove outliers (radius 2, threshold 50) 

 

2/ Normalisation with flat image corrected Icorr, flat following equation (8.2) 

𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚,𝑛 =
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑛

𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡
                   (8.2) 

Using: 
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𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 =
(𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 − 𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘)

𝐷(𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡) − 𝐷(𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘)
             (8.3) 

Where: Iflat = Image of the chamber without sample 

8.2.2.5 Contact angle 

Contact angle measurements were performed on untreated, the CNF-treated and the 

MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton canvases to measure the hygroscopic behaviour of the samples. Basic 

principles and protocol of measurement are given in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.2.3.1). 

8.2.2.6 Absorption isotherms 

The samples were conditioned at 12%RH using a saturated salt solution in LiCl.H2O. They 

were then placed in vessels containing a saturated solution in KNO3 used to fix the RH level at 

95%RH. The samples were weighted using an electronic balance after 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 130 and 

180 min exposure to 95%RH to follow the weight increase and moisture uptake in the samples. 

For each category of sample (cotton or primed canvas, untreated or treated), several pieces were 

cut. Each time of exposure thus correspond to a new piece of sample placed in an individual 

container at 95%RH. This was done to avoid errors which could have occurred because of change 

in RH in the vessel when removing a sample.  

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Intensity correction of the neutron images 

This part aims to give a clear description of the impact of the corrections applied on a raw 

neutron radiographic image. Figure 8.7a shows the raw neutron radiographic image obtained for 

a CNC-treated cotton canvas place in the sample cell during a measurement.   
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Figure 8.7: Beam signal over time as measured by calculating the mean intensity over time 

from an area beside the canvas sample (CNC-treated degraded cotton canvas), here chosen as 

the frame holding the sample. The mean intensity (hence beam signal) measured in the area 

indicated in (a) by the red rectangle is not stable with time (b). This is problematic as it 

interferes with the true response of the sample to moisture variations. 

For this test, the RH program used consists of 30min at 20%RH followed by an increase 

in RH at 4%RH/min from 20%RH to 75%RH. The RH level was then maintained at 75%RH for 

1h. As shown in Figure 8.7b, the intensity coming from the frame (mean measured in the red area 

shown in Figure 8.7a) is not constant over time. The mean intensity across the stack of images 

(n=205) increases logarithmically reaching stabilisation after 60 min of exposure. This same 

observation was made for all the measurement performed at the beginning of the measurements. 

Moreover, during the unexpected episodes when the beam was shut down for several minutes 

during the experiment, the same logarithmic increase in signal was observed on the images after 

the beam was turned on again. These variabilities in intensity were measured in an area which 

does not contain the sample or any material sensitive to moisture. The intensity measured in this 

area can safely be used to give a measure of the instability of the beam. This can also be seen as 

the increase in mean intensity is independent of the RH variations in the chamber as shown in 

Figure 8.7b in which the largest increase in intensity occurs at constant the RH level of 20%RH. 
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Figure 8.8: Neutron image of the CNC-treated cotton sample before (raw image) (A) and after 

(transmission image) (B) image corrections which include intensity, dark, flat corrections and 

removal of the noise. The sample was exposed to an environment at 20%RH (30 min) then 

increased to 75%RH (60min) at 4%RH/min. A selected area on the sample (yellow rectangle 

on the images) corresponding to an area directly exposed to the chamber environment was used 

to integrate the mean intensity (a) and percentage of transmission T(%) (b) measured for the 

raw images and corrected (or transmission) images (n=205), respectively.  

Figure 8.8 shows the raw image of the CNC-treated cotton canvas before (A) and after 

(B) correction (dark, flat and reduction of the noise) as well as the signal measured in the selected 

area on the sample (yellow square) (Figure 8.8a and b). For the raw image, the signal measured 

corresponds to the mean of the intensity of the image (Figure 8.8a) while after correction, a 

transmission image is obtained and thus the mean percentage of transmission T(%) is given 

(Figure 8.8b).  

As seen in Figure 8.8a, the instability of the beam intensity has a direct impact on the 

intensity measured on the sample. This is particularly visible for the first 30min of measurement. 
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The mean intensity measured in the sample area follows a similar logarithmic increase as the one 

previously measured on the frame (Figure 8.7b). The variations in beam intensity are problematic 

for the interpretation of the result as they interfere with the true response of the sample to moisture 

variations. The true response of the sample to moisture sorption/desorption can thus only be 

extracted if the acquired images are systematically corrected using a correction factor taking into 

account the beam instability. 

After image correction and the use in particular of the correction factor D(In)-D(Idark), the 

beginning of the curve, from 0 to 30min, is visibly modified. The transmission measured at 

20%RH is linear and is characterised by a small decrease in T(%) which could result from 

moisture sorption by the sample which had been previously dried up at a possibly lower RH level 

than 20%RH using silica gel. 

An area beside the cotton sample was also measured to check the correction as well as to 

verify that the results were not modified by the variations in moisture level in the chamber. The 

results gave a linear and flat transmission line which accounts for the efficiency of the correction. 

Details on the area selected and results are given in Appendix F (Figure F.3).  

The last step of the image correction consists in averaging consecutive images of the 

series of images. This step aims at increasing the signal to noise ratio of the images. The stack of 

n=205 images was average so that 4 consecutive transmission images were averaged. This led to 

a new stack of n=202 images whose 1st image corresponds to the average of the 4 first images of 

the original stack of images. 
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Figure 8.9: Corrected neutron image of the CNC-treated cotton sample, as seen in Figure 8.8B, 

before (A) and after (B) averaging (4 images averaged). A selected area on the sample (yellow 

rectangle on the images) corresponding to an area directly exposed to the chamber environment 

was used to calculate the mean percentage of transmission T(%) (a) and the average in mean 

of T(%) for 4 successive images (b) measured for the corrected images before and after 

averaging, respectively. The transmission was integrated over the region shown in A and B 

(black square).  

Figure 8.9A and B show the 1st image of the stack of transmitted neutron images of the 

CNF-treated cotton taken before (A) and after (B) averaging. As seen in Figure 8.9a and b, the 

final averaging step leads to a reduction in noise in the curve showing the variation in T(%) for 

the sample over time. Simultaneously, averaging preserves the global response of the sample to 

moisture sorption in particular during the rapid 20-75%RH transition (i.e. 30-40min). 

After multiple corrections applied on the neutron raw images, transmitted neutron 

radiographic images are obtained.  Time-dependent neutron imaging informs both on the 

distribution of moisture across the canvas samples as well as the dynamic of moisture diffusion 
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in the sample (e.g. rate of moisture sorption/desorption). As seen in Figure 8.10, T(%) of the 

CNC-treated cotton canvas and the RH program applied during the images acquisition are given 

against time. After 30 mins, there is rapid ingress of moisture in the canvas as RH increases at 

4%/min from 20 to 75%RH. This is seen in Figure 8.10a as a decrease in T(%) resulting from the 

higher absorbance of the neutron beam by the sample due to the presence of absorbed water. This 

is also observed Figure 8.10b as by the darkening (blue, back area) of the image at 37mins which 

is associated with lower transmission T(%) (i.e. higher absorbance A(%)=1-T(%)) of the beam. 

The intensity of this darkening increases in the images after 44mins and 60mins.   

 

Figure 8.10: (a) Measured percentage transmission integrated over a region previously shown 

in Figure 8.8a and b for a CNC-treated cotton canvas. (b) Four average transmission 

radiographic images corresponding to different exposure times and RH levels highlight the 

dynamic of moisture sorption (20-75%RH) in the canvas sample. Blue to red areas on the 

images indicate areas with lower transmission T(%) (i.e. higher absorbance A(%) and moisture 

content) and higher transmission (lower absorbance A(%) and moisture content), respectively.  

In terms of moisture distribution, the resolution of the images in Figure 8.10b does not 

seem high enough to draw substantial conclusions. The area of the canvas which was exposed to 
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the RH-controlled environment appears to absorb more moisture than the areas clamped between 

the two plates of the frame. Interestingly, the weft threads which are the horizontal lines on the 

picture are well defined on the transmission image. At high RH, blue (i.e. high absorbance area) 

horizontal lines are clearly visible. This is not seen in the warp direction (vertical lines) for which 

the alignment of the threads is not clear. This difference in the images could indicate a difference 

in moisture absorption between warp and weft threads. This could also indicate that absorbed 

water propagation is easier along the weft threads than the warp which would explain why the 

blue lines spread over the width of the sample and are not only restricted to the exposed area of 

the canvas.  

Subsequently, an attempt to do another normalisation for which neutron images were 

normalised over the 1st image of the series was also performed. This resulted in different 

outcomes. Normalised images for the untreated, CNF-treated and MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton 

canvases is given in Figure 8.11. This normalization enables the removal of the weaving pattern 

from the images and, as a result, shows the signal coming from the water only. As seen in Figure 

8.11, the fact that the weft threads are no more distinguishable on all the normalised images of 

the series indicate that these threads might not be absorbing/desorbing more moisture than other 

areas across the canvas. This should, however, be followed up in another study as a higher 

resolution in the neutron images might have provided more insights into the processes of diffusion 

of water into canvases and possible the role of each direction in this diffusion. 
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Figure 8.11: Absorbance images after normalization performed over the dry state (i.e. first 

image of the series measured at 20%RH) (and not the flat image).  The contours of the 

untreated (left), CNF-treated (centre) and MC+CNC(h)-treated (right) cotton samples is 

indicated by the white line. 

The results of the neutron experiment performed on the CNC-treated sample also 

indicates that the response of the sample to the RH increase is almost immediate and that neutron 

radiography is sensitive enough to pick up for the change in moisture content in the canvas (also 

seen for a CNF-treated cotton in Figure F.1 in Appendix 7.1).  

Overall, the successive corrections steps applied on the raw neutron images and 

summarized below in Figure 8.12 have shown to enable the time-dependent study of moisture 

sorption/desorption in canvas sample (here shown for a CNC-treated degraded cotton canvas).  
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Figure 8.12: Flowchart summarizing the different steps of correction applied on the raw 

neutron images to obtained the final corrected averaged neutron images which correspond to 

transmission/absorbance images. These corrections, as described here, were applied on all the 

neutron images obtained in the frame of this study.  

The potential of neutron radiography to explore the time-dependent dynamics of moisture 

sorption and desorption was thus further used to compare the cotton canvas with a sized and 

primed linen canvas and how the impact of the treatments on this latter might differ from what 

had been seen on the cotton canvas. The samples response to moisture variations and the 

nanocellulose-based treatments impact on their hygroscopic behaviour response were evaluated. 

All the neutron images obtained in the frame of this study were corrected following the steps in 

Figure 8.12. 

8.3.2 A comparison of the responses to moisture variations measured for the canvas 

samples before and after treatment.  

8.3.2.1 Cotton samples 

Hygroscopic behaviour 
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Neutron radiographic images of an untreated cotton canvas (degraded), a CNF-treated and a 

MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton canvases were taken while exposing the samples to variations going 

from 20 to 75%RH (20-75%RH program, 2 RH cycles). 

The images were analysed following the steps previously given in part 8.2.2.4. For clarity, the 

percentage of absorbance (A(%)=100-T(%)) measured on the sample will be given instead of the 

percentage of transmission T(%).  

 

Figure 8.13: Mean percentage in absorbance measured by neutron radiography for an 

untreated and a CNF-treated and MC+CNC(h)-treated degraded cotton canvas. The mean 

values were integrated over a region directly exposed to the RH-controlled environment of the 

sample cell (yellow square previously shown in Figure 8.8a and b).  

Figure 8.13 shows the absorbance measured on the untreated and treated canvas samples 

(area directly exposed to the chamber environment) under the 20-75%RH program. The 

absorbances measured for all the samples were normalised to 0% at the end of the first 20%RH 

plateau. As seen in Figure 8.13, the treatments (CNF and MC+CNC(h)) seem to increase the 
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absorbance of moisture by the canvas sample. An increase in absorbance from 0.59% for the 

untreated to 0.69% and 0.75% was measure for the MC+CNC(h) and CNF-treated samples, 

respectively, at 75%RH (end-plateau value) after the first humidification step (Table 8.2). Higher 

percentage in absorbance A75%RH at 75%RH were measured again for the treated samples in 

comparison with the untreated canvas at 75%RH for the second cycle.  

 

Table 8.2: Values in absorbance (A), end-plateau values average of 5,  measured at 20 (A20%RH 

) and 75%RH (A75%RH ) for the 2 RH cycles applied (cf. RH cycles as indicated in Figure 8.5) 

for the untreated and the CNF- and MC+CNC(h)-treated degraded cotton canvas samples.  

Differences in absorbance ΔA were also calculated between A75%RH and A20%RH for each RH 

cycle. 

Table 8.2 also shows that the highest difference ΔAdehumidification or ΔA in absorbance 

measured during dehumidification (75-20%RH), hence in water desorption, was measured for the 

CNF-treated cotton canvas (ΔA=0.89% for 1st RH cycle) and then for the untreated cotton canvas 

(ΔA=0.74% for 1st RH cycle), whereas the difference is far lower for the MC+CNC(h) sample 

(i.e. ΔA=0.64%). These initial results indicate that the high responsiveness induce by the CNF 

treatment of the CNF-treated sample to variations in RH. It also shows the lower water desorption 

rate of the MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton canvas.  The MC+CNC(h) increases the moisture uptake 

of the cotton canvas at high RH (i.e. 75%RH) but appears to slow down water desorption. 

Dielectric analysis with controlled humidity at 25°C was also used to evaluate 

susceptibility of sample to moisture uptake. The measurements were performed in the kilohertz 

region (kHz) as it has shown to be suitable to compare differentiate hygroscopic materials such 
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as hydroxypropylcellulose from more hydrophobic materials (Sagharlou, 2015). The relative 

permittivity ε’ (measured at 1kHz) of the samples subjected to the same variations in RH (i.e. 20-

75%RH) as used during the neutron experiment was measured as it gives a measure of the water 

absorbed in the sample. 

The variations in relative permittivities ε’ (1kHz) (i.e. Δε’75-20%RH) measured between 75 

and 20%RH of the same RH cycle are given in Figure 8.14. 

 

Figure 8.14: Results of the dielectric analysis performed the untreated and treated degraded 

cotton canvas showing variations in relative permittivity ε‘ measured at 1kHz. The samples 

were subjected to the same RH program (i.e. 20-75%RH, 4%RH/min) as for the neutron 

radiography experiment. The graph shows the higher hygroscopic response of the CNF over 

the untreated canvas whereas MC+CNC(h) shows the lower response to increase in RH (a). A 

steady increase in relative permittivity ε‘ upon RH cycling was also seen for the untreated 

degraded cotton canvas and in particularly for the CNF-treated cotton(b). 
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In Figure 8.14, the relative permittivity ε’ (measured at 1kHz) increases at high RH level, 

i.e. 75%RH, for all the canvas samples. This was expected due to the high relative permittivity of 

water, i.e. 80.36F.m-1 at 20ºC (Sears, 1982). Interestingly, the response measured for all the 

samples is reversible. At each 20%RH isotherms, the relative permittivity ε’ measured for all the 

samples return to its initial value measured at 20%RH for the first RH plateau. The CNF treatment 

also shows to increase the response of the canvas to moisture as seen by the higher permittivity 

measured at 75%RH for the CNF-treated canvas (i.e. 20F.m-1) than for the untreated canvas 

(15F.m-1). Interestingly, the results of dielectric measurements regarding the MC+CNC(h)-treated 

sample slightly differ from those obtained by neutron radiography. Among the 3 canvas samples, 

the lower increase in ε’ is measured for the MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton canvas. For this sample, 

a difference Δε’ in permittivity between dry (20%RH) and wet (75%RH) state of 10F.m-1 was 

measured whereas Δε’ of 15 and 20F.m-1 were obtained for the untreated and CNF-treated 

samples. If the dielectric measurements confirm the higher hygroscopic response of the CNF-

treated canvas over the untreated canvas measured by neutron radiography, they also indicate that 

MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton sample would be less hygroscopic than the untreated and CNF-

treated cotton samples. The results seem, first, in contradiction with the results obtained by 

neutron radiography which had shown that the MC-CNC(h)-treated cotton canvas registered a 

higher moisture uptake upon humidification (1st, and 2nd RH cycle) (Table 8.2) than the untreated 

sample. However, it seems to agree with the lower response obtained for the MC+CNC(h) upon 

dehumidification also by neutron radiography. 

It was indeed expected that the MC+CNC(h) treatment would show a more hydrophobic 

response to moisture sorption/desorption. This is because the MC+CNC(h) composite used in this 

study correspond to a silylated MC+CNC compound whose silylation enables it to be dissolve in 

an apolar solvent, here heptane, and makes it at the same time more hydrophobic (more detailed 

explanation given in paragraph 2.1.2.2 in Chapter 2).  

Therefore, the heptane-based treatment MC+CNC(h) was expected to show an increased 

level of hydrophobic behaviour when compared to the untreated and CNF-treated samples. 
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Contact angle (CA) measurement and the calculation of weight uptake by DVS or under long-

term exposure to humid environment (95%RH) of the 3 different samples were performed to 

confirm this assumption. 

 

Figure 8.15: Contact angle of the untreated and of 3 treated samples, CNF, MC+CNC(h) as 

well as MC+CNC(w)-treated degraded cotton canvases. 

Figure 8.15 shows the contact angle measured on the untreated, the CNF-treated and the 

MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton canvases. The water-based MC+CNC(w)-treated canvas is also given 

for comparison. As can be seen, the contact angle measured for the untreated, the CNF and the 

MC+CNC(w) sample rapidly decrease and the water droplet is absorbed after only 5, 0.6 and 1s, 

for each sample respectively. The MC+CNC(h)-treated cotton sample, on the contrary, clearly 

differs from the other samples. CA remains stable around 60° over a long period, greater than 

300s. At the end of the experiment, the water droplet had not yet been absorbed by the treated 

surface. 
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Figure 8.16: Percentage in weight increase measured for an untreated, a CNF-treated and 

MC+CNC(h) treated degraded cotton canvas subjected to 20-75-20%RH cycling (4%RH/min, 

60min RH plateaus). The treated samples were treated from both sides one at 30g/m2 and the 

other at 15g/m2. Samples had been previously dried for 24h with silica gel.  

The weight uptake resulting from moisture sorption was also measured by DVS for the 3 

untreated/treated cotton samples exposed to a similar RH program than used during the neutron 

radiography experiment.  The results of the DVS measurements shown in Figure 8.16 confirm the 

hygroscopic responses measured previously by DEA. They indicate the higher hygroscopic 

response of the CNF-treated cotton canvas over the untreated and MC+CNC(h) samples. The 

CNF-treated cotton canvas is seen as the most hygroscopic, followed by the untreated and 

MC+CNC(h) samples. A weight uptake of 5.22±0.08%, 5.10±0.07% and 4.91±0.07% were 

measured at 75%RH (2nd RH cycle) for the CNF, untreated and MC+CNC(h) samples, 

respectively.  
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Two hypotheses could be here formulated to explain the discrepancy in the results and in 

particular the unexpected response of the MC+CNC(h) sample under neutron radiography: 

1/ The moisture has adsorbed on to canvas surface forming micro droplets but has not 

penetrated and diffused within the canvas. The samples investigated by neutron radiography were 

measured in-plane (i.e. neutron beam orthogonal to the plane of the sample). The resulting image 

thus consists of a projection of all the elements that the neutron beam went through in the 

thickness of the sample. As for X-rays, the resulting image is a 2D projection of a 3D object. 

Therefore, differentiation between the response to moisture between the sample surface and the 

bulk cannot be made. Neutron images do not show the true moisture content of the overall canvas 

to moisture but a mean of the absorbance of the different layers the beam went through (i.e. in 

this particular case: the canvas and the treatment).  

2/ Water vapour has diffused inside the canvas from the edges of the sample, along the 

threads. This might have occurred despite the canvas edges, which are pressed under the frame 

plates, being greatly isolated from the sample cell environment.  

In both cases, the differences in the results might result from the inhomogeneous diffusion 

of moisture in the MC+CNC(h) sample. This could originate from both the lower hygroscopic 

behaviour of the hydrophobic MC+CNC(h) treatment as well as its behaviour in terms of surface 

deposition. As previously highlighted in Chapter 7 (cf. 7.3.1.1), its surface deposition is 

characterised by the low penetration of the material into the canvas (Figure 8.17). The treatment 

is seen as a superficial layer sitting on the canvas surface on the side where it was applied.  
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Figure 8.17: SEM images of a MC+CNC(h)-treated linen canvas showing the surface 

deposition of the treatment. A coating is formed on the canvas surface indicated by (*) and the 

treatment does not seem to penetrate further into the canvas. 

By dielectric analysis (DEA), a lower signal for the hydrophobic MC+CNC(h) was 

predicted to be measured. This is because the layer of treatment acts as a protective barrier or 

resistance to the measure of capacitance between the two plates of the DEA (cf. Error! Reference 

ource not found.). In contrast, neutron radiography does not enable to make a distinction between 

the moisture absorbed by the canvas or adsorbed on its surface and any layer of the sample which 

contains water (e.g. canvas) will overlap the signal from others, possibly dried, layers (e.g. 

treatment). 

Moisture mapping 

Figure 8.18 shows the mapping of the absorbance measured across the untreated and the 

CNF- and MC+CNC(h) treated cotton canvases at the end of the 1st 20%RH and 75%RH plateaus 

and of the 2nd 20%RH plateaus (i.e. equilibration at the corresponding RH level for 60, 90 and 

60min, respectively). The highest level of absorbance is mainly localised in the area of the sample 

exposed to the chamber cell environment (i.e. square opening with round edges in the frame). 

From the images, it can thus be assumed that for the cotton samples, the frame offers a protection 

against moisture diffusion. 
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Figure 8.18: Neutron radiographic images of an untreated and a CNF- and MC+CNC(h)-

treated degraded cotton canvases after corrections (see corrections steps in 8.2.2.4). These 

images give the mapping of the neutron beam absorbance by the samples during a 20-75-

20%RH cycle (end plateau values, i.e. after 60min at 20%RH and after 90min at 75%RH). The 

samples were all orientated the same way (weft=horizontal, warp=vertical).  

Moreover, at 20%RH, the higher absorbance was measured for the treated than for the 

untreated samples. This is indicated by the important number of areas at 12% of absorbance (green 

areas) for the CNF- and MC+CNC(h) samples than for the untreated sample for which bigger 

areas at 8.5% in absorbance (red areas) are seen. The images agree with the weight uptake data 

shown previously in Figure 8.13 where MC+CNC(h) shows a high response to moisture uptake. 

However, these differences might only result from the higher thickness of the treated samples due 

to the treatment layer(s) (see Table 8.1). The evaluation whether the treated samples could have 

a higher moisture content than the untreated canvas even at low RH levels would require prior 

calibration using samples with a known amount of absorbed water (Boon, 2015) or absorption of 

different water layer thickness (Kang, 2013). In a study by Boon, for example, on time-resolved 

moisture sorption in paintings, the total attenuating water thickness, hence the layer of water 
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absorbed by the material, was calculated using as calibration the weight uptake measured in the 

sample in laboratory experiments. 

Kinetics in moisture sorption 

Another important aspect of the study of moisture diffusion is time-dependency. As it 

will be shown the hygroscopic response of the canvas samples to moisture variations can differ 

in the long and short term. Over the long term, the repetitive exposure to rapid RH cycles does 

not let enough time for some cotton samples to reach equilibrium in moisture content. This can 

be seen for example for the treated CNF-treated cotton canvas and, to a lower extent, for the 

untreated sample previously measured by dielectric analysis (Figure 8.13B and again in Figure 

8.19). The relative permittivity ε’ (1kHz) measured at 75%RH for each sample over the 3 RH 

cycles is given below in the table in Figure 8.19. As seen it can be seen, the permittivity ε’ 

measured for these samples at 75%RH keeps increasing with the successive RH cycles from 20.2, 

to 22.9, to 25.1F.m-1 for the CNF-treated sample and from 15.0 to 17.0, to 17.4F.m1 for the 

untreated sample measured at the end 75%RH plateau of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycle, respectively. 

Whereas for the MC+CNC(h)-treated canvas, ε’ measured at 75%RH remains constant around 

0.7±0.3F. m-1 across the cycles. This trend was not observed by neutron radiography but this could 

be due to differences in the clamping systems. Under dielectric analysis, the sample is pressed 

between two metallic plates; in neutron radiography, the measured area of the sample was directly 

exposed to moisture. In the latter configuration, the sample can absorb moisture and, as a 

consequence, can reach equilibrium faster than in the dielectric analysis configuration in which 

moisture can only diffuse from the sample edges. 
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Figure 8.19: Values in dielectric relative permittivity ε’ (1kHz) measured for the untreated, 

CNF-treated and MC+CNC(h)-treated degraded cotton canvas at 75%RH over the 3 RH cycles 

of 20-75%RH RH program (on the left). Note the increase in ε’ measured over the cycles for 

the untreated and the CNF-treated samples. These values are calculated from the dielectric 

response of the 3 samples to the 3 RH cycles, shown on the right (black dotted lines) as already 

presented in Figure 8.13B. 

Over the short term, the time-dependent response of the canvas samples to moisture can 

be seen both by dielectric and neutron radiography. In Figure 8.13A, after reaching RH 

equilibrium at 75%RH, the absorbance measured for the treated sample (CNF and MC+CNC(h)) 

still follow an increase before reaching equilibrium after 6 min and more than 15min for the CNF 

and MC+CNC(h) treated samples, respectively. By dielectric analysis, equilibrium in ε’, or 

moisture content, is not reached for the untreated and treated canvas samples during the first 

75%RH even after 90min of exposure. Again, the lower exposure of the sample to the humid 

environment during dielectric measurements could be responsible for their apparent lower 

response to moisture. This delayed response observed during the 75%RH plateau could also be 

observed during the RH transition. In Figure 8.20, the absorbance measured in the exposed area 

of the sample during the neutron radiography was plotted over the RH in the chamber. The slower 

response to humidification (solid lines) and dehumidification (dashed lines) of the treated 

samples, in particular for the MC+CNC(h)-treated sample, in comparison with the untreated 

sample is highlighted by the hysteresis seen in the graph.  
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Figure 8.20: Variations in mean absorbance plotted over relative humidity (%RH) of untreated 

and treated cotton canvas. The absorbance was measured in the selected area of the sample 

exposed to the RH-controlled environment of the sample cell (yellow square in Figure 8.8a). 

The humidification (solid lines) and dehumidification (dashed lines) transitions are shown. 

The graph shows the higher hysteresis in moisture sorption-desorption, indicated by the arrow, 

measured for the treated samples (i.e. CNF- and MC+CNC(h) treated samples) than for the 

untreated one. 

Finally, the mapping of the change in absorbance occurring across the sample can inform 

on the distribution of moisture inside the samples. Based on the assumption that moisture would 

diffuse from the exposed area to the edges, unexposed areas of the sample, the response of 3 

different areas on the radiographic images were compared: the exposed one (used previously, see 

Figure 8.8a) and 2 unexposed areas place on top and on the right side of the sample. The areas 

are shown in Figure 8.21. 
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Figure 8.21: On the left, absorbance map of an untreated cotton sample with rectangular areas 

indicating the area directly exposed to the RH-controlled environment (solid line) and areas 

protected unexposed under the frame (dotted and dashed lines). The corresponding variations 

in mean absorbance measured over time in these 3 areas are given in the graph on the right. 

As seen in curve in absorbance in Figure 8.21, moisture sorption and desorption in the 

area exposed the RH-controlled environment is almost immediate and follow the variations in RH 

(red dashed line). On the contrary, the 2 unexposed areas, which behave in a similar way, show a 

delay in response characterised by a slow increase in absorbance during the first 45min at 75%RH 

for both the 1st and 2nd cycle. As seen in Figure 8.21, during the 20 to 75%RH transition, the 

absorbance of the unexposed area increases by 0.08 and 0.16% for the area on top (dotted line) or 

on the right side (dashed line) of the sample, respectively. Whereas, the absorbance measured for 

the exposed area increases already by 0.41%. During the 75%RH plateau (from start to end of the 

RH plateau), the absorbance of the unexposed area increases by 0.25% only. Whereas, for the 

exposed areas, increases of 0.48% and 0.41% were measured for the top and right hand side area, 

respectively. The sample finally reaches equilibrium in moisture content after this first period. 

After dehumidification (i.e. 75%RH to 20%RH), during the 2nd 20%RH plateau, a similar delay 

in response is observed. After 60min, however, the sample still seems to lose moisture as seen by 

the negative slope in absorbance measured for the unexposed areas. A more refined image 

analysis was performed to measure the variations in absorbance measured along a line going from 
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on edge, through the centre of the sample to the other edge of the sample. The high noise of the 

images, low resolution and the inherent inhomogeneous thickness of the canvas (holes in 

interstitial spaces and thick threads) did not allow for more information to be drawn. Similar 

observations as those already presented were made. The results are shown in the Appendix (Figure 

F.4 in Appendix 7.3). In terms of comparison between untreated and treated sample, similar delay 

in response between exposed and unexposed areas were seen for the untreated and CNF and 

MC+CNC(h)-treated samples.  

8.3.2.2 Historical primed canvas (Landseer) 

The primed canvas samples from a Landseer canvas sized and primed were measured 

before and after treatment by neutron radiography following the same RH program and using the 

same treatments (i.e. CNF and MC+CNC(h)) than for the degraded cotton samples. Comparison 

with dielectric measurements was performed. The results are given in light of the previous 

observations made for the cotton untreated and treated samples. Differences in hygroscopic 

behaviour between untreated/treated samples, moisture distribution across the samples and 

kinetics in moisture sorption will be investigated. They will help highlight similarities and/or 

differences between the response of historical samples (linen canvas) and modern cotton canvas 

mock-ups. 

Hygroscopic behaviour 

It has been previously shown that for the cotton canvas, the treatments induced a small increase 

in response to moisture sorption of the sample characterised by larger variations in absorbance 

between the dry (20%RH) and humid state (75%RH). The same analysis was performed on the 

untreated and treated primed canvas samples. Figure 8.22A shows the mean percentage of 

absorbance measured in the area of the samples directly exposed to the humid environment. On 

first observation, the variations in percentage of absorbance (%A) measured for the 3 primed 

canvas samples untreated/treated are similar in magnitude (ΔAhumidification =0.59% for the CNF-

treated primed canvas sample) than those previously registered with the cotton samples 
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(ΔAhumidification =0.79% for the CNF-treated cotton sample). A global reduction in variations in 

absorbance between dry (20%RH) and humid (75%RH) state can, however, be observed for the 

primed canvas sample in comparison with the cotton samples. This could indicate the role of 

protective layer against moisture played by the ground layer present on the primed canvas sample. 

 

Figure 8.22: In A, mean percentage in absorbance measured by neutron radiography for an 

untreated and a CNF-treated and MC+CNC(h)-treated primed canvas sample (Landseer). The 

mean values were integrated over a region directly exposed to the RH-controlled environment 

of the sample cell (yellow square previously shown in Figure 8.8a and b). The curves in 

absorbance have been normalized at the end of the 1st 20%RH plateau. In B, variations in 

dielectric relative permittivity ε’ (1kHz) for the 3 same samples, untreated and treated primed 

canvas sample. For both the neutron imaging and dielectric analysis, the samples were 

subjected to the same RH program (i.e. 20-75%RH, 4%RH/min). 

However, contrary to the cotton samples, the treatments do not induce higher variations 

in absorbance measured for the treated samples. The higher response to moisture was measured 

for the untreated sample and the CNF-treated sample. Differences in absorbance ΔA during 

humidification (20 to 75%RH) and dehumidification (75 to 20%RH) are reported in Table 8.3. 

The biggest increase in absorbance measured during humidification (i.e. ΔAhumidification) and 

dehumidification (i.e. ΔAhumidification) were obtained for the untreated sample (ΔAhumidification=0.66%, 

ΔAdehumidification=0.62%) followed by the CNF-treated (ΔAhumidification=0.59%, 
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ΔAdehumidification=0.62%) and the MC+CNC(h)-treated (ΔAhumidification=0.40%, 

ΔAdehumidification=0.35%) primed canvas samples.  

 

Table 8.3: Differences in absorbance ΔA (in %) measured for the untreated and the CNF- and 

MC+CNC(h)-treated primed canvas samples on the neutron radiographic images. The images 

selected for calculation were taken at the end of the 20%RH and 75%RH plateaus. Absolute 

values of ΔA are given here. 

The high hygroscopic behaviour of the CNF and untreated sample in comparison with 

the MC=CNC(h) sample was also measured by dielectric analysis. As seen in Figure 8.22B, the 

CNF sample and untreated sample present a similar increase in ε’ during the 75%RH plateau (i.e. 

similar slope coefficient seen by the superposition of the curves). The response of the CNF-treated 

sample seems slightly higher than the untreated sample as indicated by the difference in 

permittivity ε’ measured at the end of the 20%RH and 75%RH plateaus. Differences in relative 

permittivity ε’ measured between 20 and 75%RH of 3.5 and 4F.m-1 were measured for the 

untreated and the CNF-treated sample respectively. However, as already mentioned (in kinetics 

of moisture sorption in 8.3.2.1), the delayed response seen in dielectric measurements does not 

allow the samples to reach equilibrium. These observations thus only inform on the immediate 

hygroscopic response of the sample but not on the final moisture content or water absorbance 

capacity. 

The results thus highlight the difference in moisture response between the linen historical 

canvas, sized and primed (i.e. the primed Landseer canvas) and the modern degraded cotton 

canvas. The CNF treatment still induces a higher hygroscopic response in the primed canvas 
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sample than the MC+CNC(h), However, contrary to the cotton samples, the treatments seem to 

maintain (CNF treatment) and reduce (MC+CNC(h) treatment) the hygroscopic response of the 

primed canvas. 

Moisture mapping 

In terms of moisture mapping and distribution across the samples, the results obtained for 

the primed canvas samples also differ in different ways with those obtained with the degraded 

cotton, unsized and unprimed, samples.  

First, as seen in Figure 8.23, the area directly exposed to the chamber cell environment 

does not show higher absorbance rate than other, unexposed, areas of the sample. The area 

exposed or unexposed cannot be distinguished from one another on the absorbance radiographic 

images.  

Moreover, the absorbance measured for the untreated primed canvas sample is the highest 

among the 3 samples. At 20%RH (1st cycle), the untreated sample presents a larger surface with 

high absorbance (blue to black colour). The MC+CNC(h) sample, on the contrary, shows the 

lowest absorbance. These difference in absorbance could indicate a difference in moisture content 

at the beginning of the measurement but could also, most probably, result from a difference in 

thickness of the samples. 

Finally, the absorbance measured for all the samples is greatly lower than those measured 

for the cotton sample. Again, this is probably the result of the lower thickness of the samples 

(≈0.5mm for the primed canvas samples against 0.9mm for the cotton samples, see Table 8.1). 

The ground and size layers do not seem to compensate, in terms of absorbance of the neutron 

beam, for the difference in canvas thickness. 
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Figure 8.23: Neutron radiographic images of an untreated and a CNF- and MC+CNC(h)-

treated primed linen canvas after corrections (see corrections steps in 8.2.2.4). These images 

give the mapping of the neutron beam absorbance by the samples during a 20-75-20%RH cycle 

(end plateau values, i.e. after 60min at 20%RH and after 90min at 75%RH).  

Kinetics in moisture sorption 

In terms of kinetic in moisture sorption, it is interesting to note that the samples behave 

similarly to the cotton untreated and treated samples. The variations in neutron beam absorbance 

during RH transition and RH plateau were analysed. 

Firstly, Figure 8.24 shows that during RH transitions the unexposed areas of the treated 

samples have a delayed response to moisture desorption. This is seen in the graph by the hysteresis 

which characterised the absorbance measured over RH for the CNF- and MC+CNC(h)-treated 

primed canvas samples. The untreated sample, to the contrary, did not show any hysteresis. 

Hysteresis in the curve of absorption had been also observed for the cotton samples, for the treated 

as well as the untreated canvas. 
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Figure 8.24: Variations in mean absorbance plotted over relative humidity (%RH) of untreated 

and treated primed canvas canvas. The absorbance was measured in the selected area of the 

sample exposed to the RH-controlled environment of the sample cell (yellow square in Figure 

8.8a). The humidification (solid lines) and dehumidification (dashed lines) transitions are 

shown. The graph shows the higher hysteresis in moisture sorption-desorption, indicated by 

the arrow, measured for the treated samples (i.e. CNF- and MC+CNC(h) treated samples) than 

for the untreated one. 

During the RH plateaus, the delayed response of the unexposed areas of the sample over 

the response of the exposed area can also be seen (Figure 8.25). This is in agreement with the 

results previously obtained for the cotton canvas. This indicates that contrary to the first 

assumption made for Figure 8.23, the frame does offer protection against moisture diffusion to 

the primed canvas samples as well. The protection offered in the case of the untreated linen sample 

seems however lower than the one seen for the untreated cotton. As seen in Figure 8.25, during 

the 20 to 75%RH transition, the absorbance of the unexposed area increases by 0.27 and 0.23% 

for the area on top (dotted line) or on the right side (dashed line) of the sample, respectively. 
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Whereas, the absorbance measured for the exposed area increases already by 0.45%. During the 

75%RH plateau (from start to end of the RH plateau), the absorbance of the unexposed area 

increases by 0.24% only. Whereas, for the exposed areas, increases of 0.40% and 0.36% were 

measured for the top and right hand side area, respectively. The results obtained for the untreated 

cotton sample show the same trend in behaviour characterised by the delay in moisture diffusion 

in the unexposed area. However, the delay in moisture sorption for the unexposed area is larger 

for the cotton untreated sample than for the untreated primed canvas canvas. The increase in 

absorbance measured during the first 20-75%RH RH transition is larger, respectively to the final 

absorbance measured at the end of the 75RH plateau, for the primed linen canvas than for the 

cotton sample. 

 

Figure 8.25: On the left, absorbance map of an untreated primed linen canvas with rectangular 

areas (black lines) indicating the area directly exposed to the RH-controlled environment (solid 

line) and areas protected unexposed under the frame (dotted and dashed lines). The 

corresponding variations in mean absorbance measured over time in these 3 areas are given in 

the graph on the right. On the left, the white line indicated the total exposed area (not used for 

the calculation). 

Despite some differences in the results between cotton canvas and primed linen canvas, 

the results globally agree between the two types of support used. Treatments tend to slow down 

moisture diffusion during RH transitions and RH plateaus. As expected and confirm by neutron 

radiography and dielectric analysis, the CNF treatment also shows a higher hygroscopic behaviour 
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than the MC+CNC(h) treatment. Depending on the material used as support (cotton degraded 

canvas or sized and primed historical linen) the impact of the treatments on the hygroscopic 

response varied. On the cotton canvas, the CNF, as well as the MC+CNC(h) treatments, seem to 

increase the hygroscopic behaviour of the support. Whereas, with the primed canvas, the CNF 

does not modify the response of the sample to moisture (similar ΔA) while the MC+CNC(h) 

treatment reduces its response to moisture. 

These preliminary observations, in particular those obtained on the primed canvas, could 

be complemented with additional measurements. If performed, these measurements should 

consider the heterogeneous composition of the historical painting with the presence of size and a 

ground layer. These aspects could be a factor in explaining this difference in the results and 

interpretation. The size layer, for example, is known to be highly hygroscopic and the ground 

layer less (Mecklenburg, 1982b). Glutin-based adhesives (i.e. bone glue, hide glue, fish glue) are 

effectively known to absorb more moisture and to also have higher diffusion coefficients than 

other adhesives (Mannes, 2014; Volkmer, 2012). Depending on the thickness of these additional 

layers (size and ground layer), the absorbance measured could greatly change. Errors could be 

eliminated by using samples with size and ground layers of the exact same thickness. This is in 

the practice hard to obtain. In the particular case of the Landseer primed canvas, the canvas having 

been prepared by hand, controlled application of size and ground of the same thickness across the 

canvas might have been even harder to achieve. 
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8.4 Conclusion 

This innovative and real-time study of moisture sorption in unprimed cotton and primed 

linen canvases gave valuable insights into the kinetics of moisture diffusion and distribution of 

moisture across the sample. The results have highlighted general patterns in diffusion, observed 

for both the primed canvas samples and the cotton canvas samples. Notably, these include a 

delayed response in moisture absorption of the areas of the sample placed under the frame, as 

well as of the treated samples in comparison with the untreated references. The results also show 

some differences between cotton and primed linen samples regarding the variations in absorbance 

(i.e. variations in moisture content) measured for the untreated in comparison with the untreated 

samples. These differences were reinforced using complementary analyses performed such as 

dielectric analysis which reconfirmed these results. A better understanding of the source of these 

differences in behaviour and of the role of the size and ground layer in the total absorbance 

measured by neutron radiography on the primed linen canvas untreated and treated with 

consolidants could be further investigated. Analyses on the samples cross-sections (plane of the 

sample placed parallel to the beam axis) would be valuable to separate the response of each 

individual layers but would require a higher resolution as demonstrated by Hendrickxs (2017). 

Further work should focus on collecting measurements of the sample cross-sections as well as 

image calibration for the quantitative assessment of the moisture content in the samples.  
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9 Conclusions and future developments 

 

Novel nanocellulose based materials have been evaluated as possible new materials for 

the consolidation of canvas-supported paintings, in particular canvases made of linen as well as 

cotton, a material which was increasingly used in 20th century paintings. As cotton has proved to 

be more prone to degradation than linen, it is expected that in the future more and more paintings 

whose canvas is made of this material might arrive in conservation studios for structural 

consolidation. The effects of these treatments have been quantified and advantages, 

disadvantages, and limitations of their application are presented. An analytical approach linking 

the nano- to the macro-scale was used and led to the improvement of existing techniques and the 

development of new protocols of evaluation. Additionally, this novel work demonstrated the 

capabilities of dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) with programmed and controlled relative 

humidity (RH), measuring the response of painting canvases to cycles of variations in RH ranging 

from low (20%) to high values (80%). 

 Overall, the results have successfully shown the potential of the newly developed 

nanocellulose-based consolidants for canvas consolidation. This evaluation was initially 

performed on model degraded cotton canvases and then in collaboration with paintings 

conservators on genuine lining canvases and historical paintings. A comparative study was also 

carried out on traditional consolidants. This places the results in the wider context of the study of 

the mechanical properties of paintings. The study of the response of these materials to RH 

variations is especially relevant due to the risks associated to environments which are not 

controlled as found in small galleries, museums, historical houses or castles and possibly during 

transport.  

9.1 Viscoelastic response of painting canvas and other layers to RH variations 

Initial investigation sought to identify, the baseline mechanical, in terms of its viscoelastic 

properties, and dimensional response to RH variations of a degraded cotton canvas. This is the 
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first time that cotton canvases have been studied in this way. Once these control baselines were 

established, a modern linen canvas (unsized and sized), as well as historical 19th century samples 

(with and without priming) were studied. In these investigations, DMA was used to provide a 

measurement of the viscoelastic parameters (E’, Tan δ) with variations in RH for each of the 

sample, which together with elongation measurements revealed the following: 

(a) Warp and weft directions in the degraded cotton canvas presented different 

mechanical response to RH cycling. A higher plasticization (i.e. loss in stiffness) at 

high RH levels was found for the canvas in the warp when compared to its weft 

direction. 

(b) Modern cotton and linen canvases (measured in the warp direction) also differed in 

their response to RH cycling. Linen was found to stiffen at high RH levels. 

(c) The washing and subsequent ageing of cotton canvas significantly affected its 

mechanical response to RH. An inversion in the periodic response of the canvas to 

RH cycling from stiffening to plasticization at low RH was measured. 

(d) For the linen samples, the effects of sizing (modern canvas) and presence of priming 

(19th century sample) modified the mechanical response of the canvas to RH 

variations.  The sizing induced a decrease in stiffness of the canvas at high RH 

whereas priming increases the overall stiffness. 

It is worth noting however, that the fast rate of increase/decrease in RH used for the study 

of the canvases samples (i.e. 4%RH/min) does not allow for direct comparison with the response 

the samples might show in real environments such as galleries or museums. The results also 

emphasised the unique characteristics of each canvas found in collections with regards to their 

response to RH. This preliminary study laid the foundation for the following  chapters of the 

thesis, which focusses on the application of traditional adhesives and consolidants (chapter 4) and 

newly developed nanocellulose treatments (Chapter 5)  to the degraded cotton canvas.  
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9.2 Assessment of traditional consolidants and adhesives used for painting structural 

consolidation 

The previous chapter (Chapter 3) had reaffirmed the importance of RH on the mechanical 

properties of canvases, as well as size and priming layers. However, in the cases of degraded 

fragile canvases which need to be consolidated, it is paramount to understand the mechanical 

response of the materials used in conservation for the consolidation of the canvas, especially 

considering that these materials are exogeneous to the painting. Therefore, it was essential to 

investigate the viscoelastic response to RH variations of traditional canvas consolidants and 

adhesives. The materials chosen for this study are currently used in painting conservation, so their 

behaviours are immediately relevant to cultural heritage. Additionally, these materials were 

compared with two novel and developing nanocellulose-only treatments (CNF and CCNF).  

The results showed that traditional treatments and novel CNF and CCNF treatments differ 

in terms of surface deposition, reinforcement provided and response to RH variations. The 

traditional treatments penetrate more into the canvas but offer a lower consolidation than 

nanocellulose. In terms of mechanical response to RH, it was possible to evaluate the effect of 

RH cycling on traditional consolidants applied to canvases and demonstrate effectively 

differences between the more hydrophilic (Aquazol200, KlucelG and Animal glue) and 

hydrophobic (Beva371, Paraloid B72 and PlexisolP550) materials, both in film form and applied 

to cotton canvases. Contact angle measurement and measurement of moisture content by DVS 

complemented the information gained. Time-dependent responses to RH variations were also 

seen for the animal glue and ParaloidB72 treated canvases.  

The long-term stability of the traditional and nanocellulose consolidants was also evaluated 

but should be re-evaluated as the ageing program with the high temperature (80°C) and RH level 

(80%RH) used might not have been appropriate for all the treatments. 

One of the main challenges of this study also is the evaluation of the long-term behaviour 

of the different treatments. The fast RH cycling used gives a first idea of the changes in 

mechanical properties resulting from fast RH changes. Further studies are, however, needed to 
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understand the long-term behaviour of these materials. Mechanical modelling of the materials 

could answer this question, which is of utmost importance in conservation. 

 

9.3 Evaluation of the nanocellulose-based consolidants 

The previous chapter (Chapter 4) showed that there are significant differences between 

some of the novel nanocellulose treatments and the traditional materials current employed by 

conservators. Building on the conclusions of the last two chapters, this following study is the 

central component of this thesis. In this study, the chemical, physical and mechanical properties 

of two main categories of nanocellulose-based consolidants were fully evaluated. These are (1) 

the nanocellulose consolidants introduced in Chapter 4 and (2) the nanocellulose composites 

CNC-reinforced cellulose derivatives.  

The three treatments could be first distinguished by their surface deposition and by their 

penetration into the canvas. The nanocellulose treatments (solution 1) form a superficial layer 

sitting on top of the canvas (i.e. nano-lining) as previously observed in Chapter 4 (cf. Figure 4.13). 

The nanocomposite (solution 2), instead, offered a higher penetration into the canvas. The level 

of surface deposition observed for the nanocomposites consolidants was found to be similar to 

those observed for previously in Chapter 4 for the traditional consolidants (cf. Figure 4.13). 

This surface deposition had an impact on the consolidation as well as mechanical 

response to RH variations. In terms of consolidation, the higher consolidation was conferred by 

the nanocellulose treatments and nanocomposites treatments. However, mechanical failure of the 

nanocellulose films was observed at low elongations during the tensile tests. These were attributed 

to the known brittleness of nanocellulose films and surface deposition characteristic of these 

treatments. The nanocellulose treatments and nanocomposite also showed a high response to RH 

variations except for the CNC-treated canvas. This was attributed to the highly-dense coating 

formed upon application of the treatment. The superficial layer proved to be beneficial as it lowers 

the mechanical response of the canvas and thus reduces mechanical stresses to which other 

painting layers (priming, paint) could be exposed. 
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Moreover, the impact of treatment penetration on the consolidation achieved was 

investigated separately using the nanocellulose composite solution. The results showed that 

improved penetration leads to greater consolidation at same weight added in treatment. 

Additionally, higher penetration would induce lower reversibility which would be a disadvantage 

for conservators. 

Overall, both the nanocomposite and nanocellulose treatments appeared to provide a higher 

consolidation than the traditional treatments tested in Chapter 4. The low penetration of the 

nanocellulose-only consolidants could facilitate their reversibility and acceptance in conservation 

but is also responsible for the mechanical failures measured when applied on canvas. In the frame 

of the application of nanocellulose-based treatments in conservation, it is expected that 

compromises between good coupling (i.e. adhesion and mechanical performance) and 

reversibility should be found. 

9.4 Case-study: Improvement of the adhesion and performance of a nanocellulose 

consolidant using polyamidoamine epichlorohydrin (PAAE)   

A separate study was performed to determine if the addition of the cationic polymer PAAE 

would have an impact on the adhesion of CNF. The results showed an increase in stiffness, an 

improved surface deposition of the CNF treatment upon the use of PAAE as an intermediate layer 

between canvas and CNF. The improved adhesion of the fibre/PAAE/CNF layered system was 

measured at the nanoscale using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and demonstrates the suitability 

of working with paintings given the very small sample required. It is anticipated that the nanoscale 

approach presented in this study could be further developed in the future for testing the adhesion 

properties of other consolidation approaches.  

An increase in response to RH was however measured for the samples treated with PAAE. 

RH has already been shown to be a crucial factor in the stability and mechanical behaviour of 

canvases (cf. 1.1.2.2 in Chapter 1). Due to this shortcoming, PAAE was not further considered as 

suitable for canvas consolidation. Chemical functionalisation of nanocellulose might offer an 

alternative route to the introduction of non-cellulosic additives.  
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9.5 Nanocellulose-based consolidants tested on real samples from paintings 

Chapter 7 focused on the validation of the applicability and performance of the 

nanocellulose-based consolidants on naturally aged historical canvas and paintings. This was 

performed in the framework of a workshop with the participation of both conservators and 

scientists, and reinforced the applicability of the developments made and conclusions drawn thus 

far in the thesis 

The results showed that most of the treatments performed well on the historical materials 

in terms of handling properties, penetration and surface appearance, with the exception of the 

treatments containing deacidification particles (i.e. MgO and CaCO3). These treatments induced 

a whitening of the surface of the canvas. The best results were obtained with the MC+CNC 

treatments in both water and heptane. The high viscosity of the treatments offered good control 

during treatment application and lower the penetration of the solvent into the priming and paint 

layers of the painting. This is essential as water could trigger chemical and physical degradation 

in the priming and paint layers. The consolidation provided by the treatments on a historical linen 

lining canvas was also quantified. Higher consolidation was reached with the nanocellulose (CNF 

and CCNF) as well as with the MC+CNC(w) consolidants. The impact of the solvents alone on 

the canvas was also highlighted by the results. 

Although the outcomes of these extensive investigations were positive, it is also worth 

noting that the historical canvases and paintings used were not in an advanced stage of 

degradation. According to the observations made by the painting conservator with whom the tests 

were performed, the paintings and canvases tested may not have reached the stage at which a 

conservator might have to intervene on the entire painting. Local consolidation might have been 

more suited such as tear mending or local patches. Nonetheless, these results here were promising. 

The novel treatment methods proved beneficial in treating canvases that were noticeably 

weakened. Future investigations should consider canvases in a highly advanced state of 

degradation and in this approach it would be interesting to evaluate if the nanocellulose treatments 

are as effective as when used on less damaged canvases. 
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One of the challenges in this project has been to establish with certainty the state of 

degradation at which paintings should be consolidated using the treatments developed. Further 

tests on an entire painting in real need for consolidation, as defined by painting conservators, 

should be performed. The application of the coatings at the manufacturer stage is also an 

alternative route that could be explored. 

9.6 Real-time visualisation of moisture distribution in canvases before and after 

treatment 

Once the principal research questions of this thesis had been successfully addressed, a 

different challenge was investigated to both support and extend the main research question. The 

impact of moisture on the viscoelastic properties of canvas and traditional and nanocellulose-

based consolidants had been a significant challenge to overcome, and the work in the previous 

chapters had given a potential pathway to dealing with those challenges. However, there was still 

a concern over the impact the treatments have on the moisture distribution upon RH variations in 

treated canvases. 

A separate study was performed using neutron radiography to study the dynamics of 

moisture sorption and desorption in untreated and treated cotton canvases and primed linen 

canvases, with the aim of obtaining the distribution of moisture within the untreated/treated 

samples. A sample chamber was specially designed and attached to the RH controller used in the 

DMA-RH experiments. It is to our knowledge, the first time that neutron radiography was used 

to follow visually moisture sorption/desorption in a material subjected to dynamic and remotely 

controlled RH cycles at a fixed temperature.  

The model degraded cotton canvas, as well as a historical lining linen canvas, were treated 

with the more hydrophilic CNF and more hydrophobic MC+CNC (in heptane) treatments. Images 

were obtained which showed an increase in absorbance with moisture sorption and a decrease on 

dehumidification. Higher and lower hydrophilic response upon exposure to high RH level (i.e. 
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75%RH) was measured for the CNF and MC+CNC(h)-treated samples, respectively. This was 

confirmed by complementary RH dielectric analysis and DVS measurements.  

At this stage, however, the neutron measurement did not allow for the mapping the canvas 

surface and the identification of spots of moisture absorption. The evaluation was limited to the 

observation of an increase/decrease in moisture content of the canvas upon RH increase/decrease, 

respectively. The main limitation of this study was the low resolution available in the neutron 

facility at the time of the measurement. A number of image corrections were tested during the 

post processing of the raw neutron images and included taking into account the variations in beam 

intensity during sample exposure. These corrections provided a means of verifying that a change 

in the image did occur on exposure to moisture which was complemented by changes recorded 

by other techniques. However, the processes of moisture diffusion into the canvas (e.g along the 

threads) and effect of various treatments on this process could not be clearly identified. The 

moisture sorption/desorption dynamics could also not be followed from studies of the samples in 

cross-sections due to the low values of sample thickness. 

Finally, for future work it is suggested that the averaging used to improve the resolution of 

the neutron images should be reviewed. The neutron images could be improved but this 

processing introduces errors in particular during RH transitions, where the RH was changed 

quickly. This rendered accurate correlations between RH level and moisture content in the canvas 

impossible. Further attempt to increase the resolution of the images during the experiment as well 

as during post-processing should be made.
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9.7 Future developments 

Though the work performed for this  thesis did manage to demonstrate the effects  of various 

nanocellulose-based treatments in terms of the consolidation of the test canvases and to 

demonstrate the potential of a multi-scale approach introducing DMA-RH to study the impact of 

moisture on canvas and canvas consolidants, the following developments are suggested: 

- Use of a lower RH rate during RH transitions in the DMA-RH studies. It would provide more 

accurate results on the mechanical responses of painting materials placed in real environments. 

- Evaluation of the degree of penetration into the canvas of the traditional and newly developed 

consolidants and the impact of RH cycling and/or ageing on this penetration. This would bring 

valuable information to understand the changes in mechanical properties measured upon RH 

cycling and accelerated ageing. 

- Further developments of the ageing program used to compare the long-term stability of 

nanocellulose treatments with the traditional consolidants. The difficulty faced during the design 

of the experiment has been to define the temperature and %RH to be used. Accelerated ageing 

should be done below Tg to avoid degradation of the material which might not be representative 

of the natural ageing of the material. Yet, the traditional consolidants tested had a low Tg (<80C 

and some around 40C) and the use of RH cycling and high RH levels might have lowered further 

their Tg. A compromise between ageing parameter, temperature and RH, and duration of the 

experiment need to be found. 

- Chemical functionalization of nanocellulose to improve adhesion of the treatment onto canvas 

cellulose fibres and reduce hydrophilic behaviour. This would help to reduce the mechanical 

response of the canvas to RH and thus to limit risks of fatigue and/or mechanical failure of the 

painting. 

- Use of finite element modelling (amended to include the viscoelastic properties of materials) 

and which would use the viscoelastic data collected in the framework of this project. This will 

help to quantify the risks associated with the variations in E’ measured in a cost- and time-
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effective way. This would also help to define acceptable ranges of variations in E’ within which 

mechanical failures in paintings can be avoided and predict long-term behaviours. 

- Study of the risks associated with local application of the nanocellulose-based treatments as this 

might trigger additional mechanical damages to the painting due to the concentration of stresses. 

- Improvement of the resolution of the neutron radiographic images. This would help to get 

precise information on the diffusion of water molecules inside the canvas. The study should also 

be carried out on the cross-section of the samples to study the processes of moisture diffusion 

through the samples. This would provide the possibility to study barrier properties of some of the 

treatments, in particular, those identified as more hydrophobic such as MC+CNC in heptane or 

those who showed to slow down more moisture diffusion processes such as the CNC treatment. 

9.8 Summary 

Throughout this thesis the viscoelastic behaviour of canvas and the way this behaviour 

could be altered by application of other materials has been investigated and quantified by testing 

its response to fluctuations in RH. Such testing of canvases, before and after treatment, has shown 

to be suited to the evaluation of new materials for canvas consolidation. Novel treatment methods 

for the conservation of valuable historical paintings have been potentially identified, and 

treatments with less promising outcomes have been discounted. These new treatment methods 

have been compared to currently available materials, and the advantages and disadvantages of 

each was shown. Lastly a novel investigation using neutron imaging showed the complexities of 

water distribution in a material such as canvas. 

In conclusion this thesis has demonstrated which of the treatment types involving novel 

nanocellulose-based materials, methods and accompanying knowledge could be of use in the 

preservation of priceless cultural heritage involving canvas-supported paintings. 
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Appendices 

A Appendix Chapter 3 

 

Figure A.1: Mechanical response to RH steps of modern linen canvas measured in the warp 

direction 

 

Figure A.2: SEM-EDX mapping images of the 19th century linen primed and sized canvas 

before and after removal of the priming layer. The thick layer of priming is no more visible on 

the unprimed sample. Traces of lead (Pb) from the priming layer (i.e. lead white 2PbCO3· 

Pb(OH)2) can, however, still be seen on the canvas surface of the canvas after removal.   
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B Appendix Chapter 4 

 

 

Figure B.1: SEM image of a CCNF-treated canvas (unaged). The treatment covers the canvas 

threads. Cotton fibres embedded in the film can be seen. 

 

 

Figure B.2: Variations in E’ measured for a Klucel film upon application of the 20-80-20 RH 

program. Note that upon humidification (20-80%RH transition), the tension of the film 

dropped to 0 (resulting in a drop in E’) leading the DMA to stop the measurement. 
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Figure B.3: Variations in E’ measured for animal glue film upon application of the 20-80-20 

RH program. Note that upon humidification (20-80%RH transition), the tension of the film 

dropped to 0 (resulting in a drop in E’) leading the DMA to stop the measurement. 

  

Figure B.4: Variations in E’ measured for a Paraloid B72 film upon application of the 20-80-

20%RH program.  
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Figure B.5: Variations in E’ measured for a CNF film (2 samples) upon application of the 20-

80-20 RH program. Note that the mechanical response of the 2 pieces of CNF films are slightly 

different in terms of intensity but that the response is stable over time. After the first RH cycle 

during which E’(20%RH) increases by ≈700MPa, storage moduli E’ measured at 20 and 

80%RH does not seem to vary over time. 

 

Figure B.6: DVS of a washed and degraded cotton canvas subjected to a 20(1h)-60(30min)-20 

(30min)%RH cycle. Note the higher hygroscopic behaviour (higher uptake mass) of the washed 

cotton canvas over the degraded cotton canvas. 
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Figure B.7: Variations in storage modulus E’ measured for an Aquazol 200-treated canvas 

upon application of 1 cycle of RH-steps (20-40-60-70-80%RH, 4%RH/min) 

 

Figure B.8: Logarithmic increase in storage modulus E’ measured for the Animal glue and 

Aquazol200-treated degraded cotton canvases at the 40, 60, 70 and 80%RH isotherms (25°C). 

The results show the higher response of the animal glue sample at 80%RH than at 40, 60 and 

70%RH seen by the noticeable increase in E’ under exposure to 80%RH. Increase in the 

mechanical response of Aquazol 200 to moisture can already been seen between the 40 and 

60%RH isotherms. Note that all the curves from Animal glue and Aquazol 200 at the different 

isotherms present a logarithmic increase except Aquazol200 at 80%RH. At that level, the 

response of the Aquazol20 sample is particularly high and unstable. 
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Figure B.9: Tanδ variations upon RH shown for 1 20-60-80-20%RH RH cycle (2nd RH cycle, 

RH cycling program) for the animal glue-treated degraded cotton canvas. Trend on 

humidification (20-80%RH) and dehumidification (80-20%RH) are shown. Note the important 

exponential increase in Tanδ measured above 70%RH (including overshoot in RH above 

80%RH) during the humidification ramp. Between 30 and 70%RH, the viscoelastic response 

of the sample remains quite steady. 

 

Figure B.10: Animal glue film after ageing. Note that the film has strongly degraded as seen 

by the strong darkening of the film, cracks have appeared and because the film had started to 

melt, it was put on the sailcloth seen on the picture. 
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Figure B.11: Tensile curves (20%RH, 25°C) measured after ageing for the modern cotton 

canvas untreated and treated with traditional consoldiatn and the CNF and CCNF 

nanocellulose treatments. 

 

Figure B.12: FTIR spectra of degraded cotton canvases treated with Aquazol 200 and animal 

glue before and after ageing. 
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C Appendix Chapter 5 

C.1. Solution 1, nanocellulose consolidants 

 

 

Figure C.1: Rupture of the coating layer observed after tensile testing for a CNF-treated canvas 

(a). The cracks are spread perpendicular to the direction along which the force was applied. 

They often seem to propagate along cotton fibres and to cause the rupture of fibre embedded 

in the coating and perpendicular to the direction of the cracks propagation (b). 

 

Figure C.2: Three consecutive tensile measurements on a CNF-treated sample showing 

complete loss of the reinforcement after the first test. This loss result from the tension applied 

(6.5N, i.e. 1300N/m) and consecutive rupture of the coating layer. After the 1st run (black solid 

line), the slopes of the CNF-treated curves for the 2nd (red) and 3rd (grey) are lower than the 

one measured for the untreated sample. Note that the tension applied is above the recommended 
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values given in the literature (cf. Table 1.1 in Chapter 1)  established around 200N.m-1. Only 

Mecklenburg (2006) suggested higher tensions around 2000N.m-1.   

 

Figure C.3: Elongation measured for the CN-F, CCNF- and CNC-treated degraded cotton 

canvas upon application of the 20-60-20%RH RH cycles (2 cycles, 25°C). The continuous 

elongation measured for the 3 samples which was attributed to mechanosorptive creep of the 

material and had been already observed previously in Chapter 3 and 4 for the canvas and 

treated canvas with traditional consolidants. However, note the distinct response of the CNC-

treated sample for which elongation is increased at each RH transition, humidification (20-

60%RH) as well as dehumidification (60-20%RH). For the CNF- and CCNF-treated samples, 

instead, shrinkage (i.e. reduction in elongation) of the samples is seen during dehumidification. 

This could be due to the more compact structure of the CNC layer and result from 

reorganisation of the CNCs nanocristals within the layer leading in end effect to irreversible 

deformation of the coating. 
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C.2. Solution 2: nanocomposites CNC/cellulose derivative consolidants 

 

 

 

Figure C.4: Young’s modulus measured at 20% RH and 25°C for pre-dried Tylose film and 

Tylose films loaded with 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%CNC (percentage in total dry weight of the 

film). The graph was taken from the Master's thesis of Akushla Wijesekara (2018). The results 

of 2 batches prepared following similar protocols are compared, i.e. batch 4 and 3. 

Discrepancies in the results, especially at high concentrations in CNC (10 to 20%CNC) were 

attributed to differences in samples’ thickness. This was probably due to the removal of bubbles 

by vacuum during the dry casting of the samples of batch 4 and absent of the preparation of 

batch 3. 
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Figure C.5: Stress-strain curve of a Tyl film and reinforced Tyl+20CNC film measured by an 

Instron tensile tester. The films were brought to rupture. The elongation at break of the films 

is compared and highlights the higher brittleness of the CNC-loaded film. Tensile tests were 

performed using Instron tensile tester with a gauge length of 30mm and cross-head speed of 

10mm/min (room conditions). The films (70mm(l)x10mm(w)) had been preconditioned at 30%RH 

for at least 24h prior to the measurement. 

 

Figure C.6: Comparison of the surface deposition of Tylose MH50 and Tylose MH50+CNC. 

Similar deposition and penetration seem to be achieved with or without the addition on CNC 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure C.7: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20% and 80%RH (end-plateau value) for untreated 

and Tylose MH50-treated degraded cotton canvases (a) and difference in E’ measured between 

the 20%RH and 80%RH plateaus as shown in Figure 5.26 (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) (b). The results 

enable to compare the impact of the mode of application used (sprayed (1app, 15g.m-2), brushed 

(1app, 15g.m-2) and brushed (2app, 30g.m-2)) on the mechanical properties and mechanical 

response to moisture variations of the treated samples.
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C.3. Solution 3: Multilayered nanoparticles combined with CNF 

(CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC) for canvas consolidation  

 

C.3.1. Materials and methods 

C.3.1.1. Materials 

Aqueous dispersions of PEI(polyethylenimine)-coated silica NPs (Sil/PEI), CMC-coated Sil/PEI 

NPs (Sil/PEI/CMC) and CNF were tested separately as well as combined, i.e. CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC.  

This treatment consists in multilayered nanoparticles made from the centre to the surface of a 

silica core covered with a layer of polyethylenimine (PEI) and a layer of carboxymethylcellulose 

(CMC) (cf. 2.1.2.3 in Chapter 2). These particles are also found in dispersion mixed with CNF 

nanofibrils (CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC). 

C.3.1.2 Methods 

Sample preparation 

Treated canvases used in this study were received from Chalmers University (Gothenburg, 

Sweden). The treatments tested included aqueous dispersions of Sil/PEI, Sil/PEI/CMC, CNF and 

a combination of CNF and Sil/PEI/CMC (i.e. CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC). The treatments had been 

applied by spraying on pieces (7x8cm) of a degraded cotton canvases. The protocol of application, 

described elsewhere (Kolman, 2018), is given below. 

The formulations were applied on the surface of a degraded cotton canvas by spraying using an 

airbrush (i.e. Cotech Airbrush Compressor AS18B (Clas Ohlson AB, Sweden) at a pressure of 2 

bar. When more than one layer of treatment was applied, the subsequent applications were 

sprayed in 30 min time intervals to allow some water to evaporate. The treatments were applied 

at a distance of around 20 cm of the canvas. The treatments were applied in 2 applications 

depending of the treatment. This correspond to weight uptake of 8.6wt% for the CNF-treated 

sample and around 2.5wt% for the Sil/PEI/CMC, Sil/PEI-treated samples. The mass uptake for 

the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC was found around 5.0%wt. 
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RH program for DMA-RH measurements 

The RH program used consist in three successive RH cycles 20-60-20 % RH at 25°C. The rate of 

change from 20-60%RH was 4%RH/min. The samples were set to equilibrate at 20 or 60 % RH 

for 30 min between each transition. The samples were preconditioned before the DMA-RH 

measurement for at least 24h at 20%RH at room temperature and were tested in the warp direction 

as described in Chapter 2 (cf. 2.2.4.2). 

C.3.2. Results 

The multi-layered treatments developed in the framework of the Nanorestart project by Chalmers 

university consist of a dispersion in Sil/PEI/CMC mixed with a CNF dispersion. As seen 

previously (cf. 5.3.2), the CNF treatment has shown to greatly reinforce degraded cotton canvases 

at low elongation. The combination of Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF aim at providing additional 

reinforcement which will be discussed in more details below. 

C.3.2.1. Appearance 

The surface appearance of the sample was investigated by SEM. As seen in Figure C.8, the surface 

appearance of the treated canvases is strongly affected by the use of CNF. For the CNF: 

Sil/PEI/CMC and the CNF treated canvases, a coating of treatment is formed on the treated side 

(Figure C.8d.1 and e.1). This coating covers the entire surface of the canvas, inter-fibres and inter-

threads spaces are not visually accessible anymore. This had been already observed in 5.3.1 when 

analysing the deposition behaviour of CNF. With the addition of Sil/PEI/CMC nanoparticles 

(NPs) to the CNF dispersion, the distinctive surface deposition of CNF is maintained. The SEM 

images at higher magnification of the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC  and CNF-treated samples (Figure 

C.8d.3 and e.3, respectively) also show that the surface coating of the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC-treated 

sample seems to be made of both CNF nanofibrils intertwined with Sil/PEI/CMC NPs. The 

surface coating of the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC presents a more granular appearance than for the CNF 

sample for which the coating consists of a mesh of nanofibrils. On the contrary, the surface 

appearance of the Sil/PEI/CMC-treated canvas, seen at low magnification (Figure C.8c.1), is 

similar to the one of the untreated canvas (Figure C.8a.1). The individual cotton fibres and threads 
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are clearly visible. The Sil/PEI/CMC NPs does not form a film but covered individual cotton 

fibres. The coverage is often homogeneous but also tend to agglomerate between cotton fibres as 

seen in the area indicated by arrows in Figure C.8c.2 and c.3 (similar observations can be made 

for the Sil/PEI-treated sample in Figure C.8b.2 and b.3). As seen on these images, those 

interfibrillar bridges are often seen broken which tend to highlight their high brittleness. Contrary 

to the interfibrillar bridges, in the form of films, seen for the cellulose derivative treatments or the 

traditional consolidants (cf. Figure 4.13 in Chapter 4), this suggests that for Sil/PEI/CMC-treated 

canvases, those bridges might not participate to the expected canvas consolidation. 

From these observations, the question thus arises whether for the mixed CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC 

consolidant, the CNF treatment and the superficial layer formed upon drying does not prevent the 

penetration of Sil/PEI/CMC NPs into the canvas. It was, however, shown by Kolman (2018) that 

the Sil/PEI/CMC nanoparticles present in the mixed consolidant CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC can penetrate 

further down in the canvas. This occurs when several successive applications (>2) are made. The 

solvent plays the role of carrier for the Sil/PEI/CMC NPs.  

Further mechanical testing was carried out to evaluate the consolidation provided by the 

multilayered nanocellulose-based treatment CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC and Sil/PEI/CMC.  
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Figure C.8: SEM images of the surface of a degraded cotton canvas untreated (a) and treated with Sil/PEI (b), Sil/PEI/CMC (c), CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC (d) and CNF 

(e). The number indicates different magnifications of SEM images of the same sample (indicated by a letter) from low (1, x35) to high (3, x3500-20000) 

magnification. 
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C.3.2.2. Consolidation 

The samples could not be tested by tensile testing using the DMA apparatus available in this 

project due to the limited amount of samples available. The results of previous tensile testing 

performed on the same samples using an Instron tensile tester and bringing the samples up to 

rupture were, however, reported by Kolman (2018). It was shown that the CNF treatment 

increased the breaking force value and elongation at break (Figure C.9A), while the stiffness of 

the sample was not affected much (inset in Figure C.9A). The Sil/PEI/CMC treatment, instead, 

increased the breaking force and decreased the extension at break (Figure C.9B) of the canvas. 

The stiffness (inset in Figure C.9B) of the Sil/PEI/CMC-treated canvas was increased compared 

to that of CNF. It is important to note, however, that the same number of applications correspond 

to a higher weight uptake for the Sil/PEI/CMC treatment than for the CNF treatment. As reported 

in this study, 2 applications in Sil/PEI/CMC led to a weight uptake of 8.6%w/w whereas for CNF 

it corresponded to a weight uptake of 2.5%w/w (cf.  . This difference could explain the 

surprisingly low stiffness of the CNF-treated canvas measured by Kolman (2018) which also 

contradict what was measured by Nechyporchuk (2018). This latter had tested the same samples 

(CNF-treated degraded cotton canvas, application by spray) but a higher weight uptake (i.e. up to 

7.2%w/w) had been applied. From those results, both the Sil/PEI/CMC and the CNF treatments 

are expected to bring high stiffness to the degraded canvas. The Sil/PEI/CMC treatment seems to 

increase the brittleness of the canvas but since the forces required to reach rupture of the canvas 

are beyond those that would be applied on a painting (i.e. 2kN/m, 1-2% elongation) 

(Iaccarino Idelson, 2019; Mecklenburg, 1982; Young, 1999), this region of the tensile curves will 

not be investigated here. 
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Figure C.9: Tensile test curves of degraded cotton canvas treated with (A) CNF and (B) 

Sil/PEI/CMC. The treatments were applied with up to three repetitions (layers). The insets 

present the curves in the low elongation region. (taken from (Krzysztof Kolman et al., 2018a)). 

The tensile curves were obtained using an Instron tensile tester. 

 

Since no tensile testing could be performed on the samples, the viscoelastic mechanical 

data from the DMA-RH analysis (using controlled RH cycles) was used. As it was previously 

shown (cf. 4.3.3.2.1 in Chapter 4), storage moduli E’ measured for the samples during RH cycling 

can inform on the stiffness of the samples. The results are here given for the storage moduli 

measured at 20%RH (Figure C.10). Similar results were obtained at 60%RH and can be seen in 

the following part (Figure C.11) in which the mechanical response of the samples to moisture 

variations will be discussed.  
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Figure C.10: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20%RH (25°C) for the untreated canvas and the 

Sil/PEI, Sil/PEI/CMC and Sil/PEI/CMC:CNF as well as the CNF- treated degraded cotton 

canvases. The impact of each individual constituent of the consolidation on the final 

mechanical performance of the treated canvas is analysed. 

In Figure C.10, the storage moduli measured for the untreated cotton canvas and the 

Sil/PEI-, Sil/PEI/CMC, Sil/PEI/CMC:CNF and CNF-treated canvases are shown. The higher 

reinforcement provided by CNF is highlighted in the results. The CNF and the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC 

treatments present the highest storage moduli E’ at 20%RH measured at 76.6±0.8 and 59.7±0.5 

MPa, respectively. The Sil/PEI and Sil/PEI/CMC treatments, on the contrary, do not seem to 

provide any reinforcement to the canvas. Storage moduli E’ of 24.2±0.5 and 24.0±0.9 MPa were 

obtained for these samples. This is similar to the 22.5±0.3MPa measured for the untreated canvas. 

The low stiffness of the canvas reached for the Sil/PEI and Sil/PEI/CMC treatments is surprising 

and was not expected from the results previously obtained by Kolman (2018). Two assumptions 

could be made. First, mechanical damages of the samples during transport might have occurred 

due to the high brittleness of these samples (Kolman 2018). This is also supported by SEM of the 

Sil/PEI/CMC and Sil/PEI/CMC samples (Figure C.8) which shows the numerous cracks and 
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ruptures of the secondary arms formed between cotton fibres. Second, the amount of treatment 

applied might not have been sufficient to observe any consolidation. 

It is also interesting to notice that the use of CNF with the dispersion in Sil/PEI/CMC 

lead to a reduction in stiffness of the treated material. This is to be put in relation with the changes 

in surface coating shown previously in Figure C.8d.3 and Figure C.8e.3 for the surface layer of 

the CNF: Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF treatments, respectively. The presence of Sil/PEI/CMC particles 

mixed with CNF as seen from the granular appearance of the surface coating (Figure C.8d.3) may 

have caused the change in mechanical properties of the coating layer. This change could result in 

a loss in stiffness or, as suggested by the tensile tests performed by Kolman (2018), a higher 

brittleness (Figure C.9). 

C.3.2.3. Response to RH 

The impact of the treatments on the samples mechanical response to moisture was also 

investigated. Storage moduli measured at the end of the 20 and 60%RH plateau for the 2nd RH 

cycle are given in Figure C.11a. The differences in E’ measured between 20% and 60%RH were 

also calculated (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) (Figure C.11b). In terms of response to moisture, the 

Sil/PEI/CMC and Sil/PEI-treated samples showed again a very similar mechanical response to 

RH variations than the untreated sample. Variation in E’ of 4.4±0.3MPa, 5.8±0.9MPa and 

3.4±0.1MPa were calculated for the untreated and the Sil/PEI and Sil/PEI/CMC samples, 

respectively. These low values could be an indication of the treatment similar response to moisture 

than the canvas but this could also be the result of the defect in consolidation previously noticed 

for these two samples. Slightly higher response than the untreated canvas was measured for the 

Sil/PEI/CMC-treated sample. This could result from the high hygroscopic behaviour of CMC 

(REF). The Sil/Pei sample instead shows to slightly reduce the mechanical response of the 

untreated canvas to moisture. This could be due to the high concentration in hydrophobic silica 

particles in the treatment. Overall, however, the results highlight that despite the presence of NPs 

of treatments on the cotton fibres (Figure C.8b.2, c.2), the mechanical behaviour to moisture, 

hence hygroscopic behaviour of the samples, seemed unchanged by the use of Sil/PEI/CMC or 
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Sil/PEI. The treatments do not strongly hinder or increase the diffusion of water molecules into 

the cotton fibres.  

 

Figure C.11: Storage moduli E’ measured at 20% and 60%RH (end-plateau value) for 

untreated and Sil/PEI-, Sil/PEI/CMC-, CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF-treated degraded cotton 

canvases (a). Difference in E’ measured between the 20%RH and 60%RH plateaus were 

calculated (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) (b). The results enable to compare the individual components of 

the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC treatments on the sample mechanical properties and mechanical 

response to moisture variations. 

The higher mechanical response is seen for the mixed consolidant CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC 

(ΔE’20-60%RH=8.7±1.3MPa) and, as expected from previous results (cf. 5.3.3) for the CNF-treated 

canvas (ΔE’20-60%RH=10.9±0.8MPa). Those strong mechanical responses are most probably caused 

by CNF which might governs most of the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC mechanical behaviour. As already 

shown in 5.3.3, CNF is highly hygroscopic (cf. Figure 5.8) and strongly increases the mechanical 

response of treated cotton canvases subjected to variations in RH (20-80%RH). However, as seen 

in Figure C.11b by the lower ΔE’20-60%RH measured for the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC sample, the 

presence of Sil/PEI/CMC NPs in the surface coating seems to reduce its hygroscopic behaviour, 

hence the one of the sample. 
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C.3.2.4. Stability upon ageing 

Colour change upon ageing 

Upon accelerated ageing (cf. 5.2.2.4), colour changes were measured for all the samples, 

untreated and treated. As seen in Figure C.12, the strong colour change measured for the samples 

is characterised by losses in luminance(ΔL*<0) and the yellowing of the samples (Δb*>0). The 

colour change after accelerated ageing is particularly pronounced for the treated samples with the 

exception of Sil/PEI/CMC for which similar values in ΔE*, ΔL* and Δb* to those of the untreated 

canvas were measured, i.e. 13.8, -10.0 and 9.0 respectively. The stronger colour changes were 

measured for the Sil/PEI and the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC-treated canvas with ΔE* of 24.4 and 22.4, 

respectively. The Sil/PEI colour change is characterised by the strong yellowing (Δb*=18.5) of 

the canvas, stronger than any other samples. This probably results from the degradation of the 

PEI cationic polymer which tends to yellow upon thermo-oxidative ageing (Kalugina, 2004). It is 

also known that the PEI amine groups reacted with cellulose carbonyl groups at moderate 

temperatures to form Schiff bases, which are responsible for the yellowing of the material (De la 

Orden, 2004). This was not directly observed here for the treated unaged samples but the ageing 

might have promoted the interactions between cellulose and PEI leading to an increase yellowing 

observed for this material. The lower colour change observed for the Sil/PEI/CMC particles could 

indicate that the CMC offers a protection against the degradation of the PEI layer.  

As for the Sil/PEI sample, the colour change of the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC-treated is seen as a 

combination of the strong darkening (ΔL*=-15.8) and yellowing of the canvas (Δb*=14.9). 

However, the canvas yellowing is much less pronounced than for the Sil/PEI sample for which 

an increase yellowing of Δb*=18.5 was measured. The darkening of the canvas, instead, was 

similar to what was observed for the Sil/PEI sample as well as the CNF-treated sample. It is 

assumed that CNF could be causing the darkening observed for the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC-treated 

canvas as the same sample without CNF (i.e. Sil/PEI/CMC) does not show any colour change. 
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Figure C.12: Colour change measured after ageing for the untreated, CNF-, Sil/PEI- 

Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC-treated degraded cotton canvas. The overall colour 

change, the change in luminosity and the yellowing of the sample are shown for all the sample 

as well as the colour of the canvas surface before and after ageing. Note that the colours shown 

on the image were produced by computing the Cielab* colour information collected by 

colourimetry. 

 

Consolidation and mechanical response to moisture after ageing 

 

The mechanical response of the samples before and after ageing are compared in Figure C.13. 

The way the thermal and RH ageing might have affected both the consolidation provided by the 

consolidants, as well as the mechanical response of the samples to RH, are investigated. Following 

accelerated ageing, a strong loss in storage modulus E’ was measured at 20%RH for the 

CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF samples from 59.7±0.5MPa to 51.0±0.5MPa and from 76.6±0.8 to 

65.7±0.8MPa, respectively (Figure C.13a). The loss in E’, hence stiffness, probably result from 

the degradation of the CNF which has shown to be the only constituent of the treatment providing 

consolidation at low elongation to the degraded canvas (see 0 Consolidation). The Sil/PEI- and 

Sil/PEI/CMC-treated canvases, instead, do not seem to be affected mechanically by the ageing. 

They do not contribute either to any modifications in the viscoelastic behaviour of the degraded 

canvas. As seen in Figure C.13a, storage moduli E’ measured for both samples remain unchanged 

and similar to E’ measured for the untreated canvas before and after ageing. 
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In terms of response to moisture, Figure C.13b shows that differences in E ’between 20 

and 60%RH (i.e. ΔE’20-60%RH) are greatly reduced after ageing for the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC, CNF as 

well as the Sil/PEI/CMC. ΔE’20-60%RH values go from 8.7 to 3.6MPa and 10.9 to 3.8MPa after 

ageing for the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF samples, respectively. ΔE’20-60%RH after ageing are 

lower than half of the values measured before ageing. Interestingly, the hygroscopic response of 

the Sil/PEI/CMC-treatde sample seems also affected. This is seen as a reduction by a factor 2 of 

the ΔE’20-60%RH measured for this sample after ageing. The hygroscopic response of the untreated 

and Sil/PEI samples remain, on the contrary, almost unchanged. A small increase in response 

from 4.4. to 5.5MPa seem to be observed for the untreated sample but remain significantly low.  

Previous results (see 0) on unaged samples suggested that the high mechanical response 

to RH of CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF samples was mainly triggered by the CNF component. Yet, 

the results could suggest that the lower hygroscopic response measured for the CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC 

sample after ageing is here the result of changes in mechanical behaviour observed for both CNF 

and Sil/PEI/CMC NPs. Reduction in hygroscopic behaviour might be caused by the degradation 

of both CNF and Sil/PEI/CMC NPs. 

 

Figure C.13: Variations in mechanical properties and response to moisture measured for the 

treatments part of solution 3. In (a), the storage moduli measured at 20%RH (25°C) for 

untreated and Sil/PEI, Sil/PEI/CMC, CNF:Sil/PEI/CMC- and CNF-treated degraded cotton 

canvases. In (b), the difference ΔE’20-60%RH measured between 20 and 60%RH RH plateau (end-

plateau values) for unaged and aged samples. 
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Conclusions 

The main outcomes of the evaluation of the solution 3 of nanocellulose-based 

consolidants are given below in Table C.1). Consolidation (i.e. increase in stiffness) of the 

degraded cotton canvas was measured for the CNF treatment only. The Sil/PEI/CMC multi-

layered particles, instead, did not increase the stiffness of the canvas. The mechanical results 

obtained here for the unaged samples treated with Sil/PEI/CMC appear to contradict those 

presented in another study (Kolman,2018). The results of this early work on the Sil/PEI/CMC 

treatment had showed that the treatment provided as much consolidation to a degraded cotton 

canvas as CNF.  

The results are also surprising as the SEM images clearly indicate that treatments have 

been applied to all the samples that were tested. Possibly, the transport of the sample and the low 

amount in consolidant might have affected the samples, hence the results on consolidation. The 

absence of a noticeable increase in stiffness resulting from the application of Sil/PEI/CMC 

contributed to the difficulty to measure either any modification of the response of the samples to 

moisture. Further assessment of newly prepared samples is required. 

Mechanical behaviour of the Sil/PEI and Sil/PEI/CMC samples remain similar to the one 

of the untreated canvas. When Sil/PEI/CMC and CNF were combined, a loss in consolidation 

compared to the CNF-only treated canvas was observed but was also accompanied by a reduction 

in mechanical response to moisture, beneficial for the canvas. Upon ageing, consolidation 

provided by the CNF: Sil/PEI/CMC as well as CNF (also observed in Figure 5.21 in 5.4.2.4) 

treatment was maintained and also lead to a lower mechanical response of the treated samples to 

moisture. The presence of Sil/PEI/CMC also retarded change in colour and as such showed a 

protective action on ageing. 
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Table C.1: Summary of the results obtained for the solution 3 nanocellulose-based 

consolidants. 
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D Appendix Chapter 6 

 

Figure D.1: SEM images of cross-sections of the ‘PAAE + 2CNF’ (a) and ‘PAAE + 8CNF’ (b) 

samples showing thicknesses of the CNF layer around 1-2 and 5μm, respectively. 

 

Figure D.2: SEM images showing the deposition of the treatment (2 applications (i.e. 2CNF) 

and 8 applications (i.e. 8CNF) with or without PAAE) onto the surface (scale of 500µm) and 

the fibres (scale of 20µm) of the canvas. 
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E Appendix Chapter 7 

 

Table E.1: Number of applications carried out for each treatment on the densely and loosely 

woven lining canvases 

 

Figure E.1: SEM images of the cross-section of the 19th century lining canvas (linen canvas, 

dense weaving n°1) treated with MC+CNC+MgO in heptane. Note the layer of treatment 

deposited on the surface of the canvas corresponding to the treated side (top). 
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Figure E.2: SEM images of the cross-section of the 19th century lining canvas (linen canvas, 

dense weaving n°1) treated with CNC in water:ethanol (1:1). Note the layer of treatment 

deposited on the surface of the canvas corresponding to the treated side (top). 

 

Figure E.3: SEM images of the cross-section of the 19th century lining canvas (linen canvas, 

dense weaving n°1) treated with CNF in water. Note the layer of treatment deposited on the 

surface of the canvas corresponding to the treated side (top). 
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F Appendix Chapter 8 

F.1. Supplement to image correction 

 

 

Figure F.1: Absorbance in neutron intensity measured for a CNF-treated cotton canvas. The 

RH program used for this sample differs from the one used on the other samples (cf. 8.2.2.3). 

The sample was equilibrated at 10%RH for 1hour and 30minutes. The RH was then increased 

to 75% at 4%RH/min and stabilize at 75%RH for 6hours. The RH was decreased back to 

10%RH at 4%RH/min and left for 10hours at 10%RH.  

Figure F.1 shows the mean average intensity measured in the centre of a CNF-treated 

cotton canvas (i.e. exposed area, yellow square in Figure 8.8a). The intensity is given before 

corrections of the image using the correction factor D(In)-D(Idark) (see paragraph 8.2.2.4). The 

impact of the variations, programmed or accidental (e.g. event nb. 5 in Figure F.1) are clearly 

seen. The jump in RH from 75 to 90%RH observed around 230min leads to an immediate 

response of the canvas as seen by the peak in intensity (mean Intensity) measured for the sample 

(black curve). This can also be seen in image 5 taken which corresponds to the average of 4 

images during this episode at 95%RH. 
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Figure F.2: Neutron images before (a) and after noise removal using a median filter (radius=2) 

(b) or the outliers removal (radius=2, threshold=500) (c).  

The filters were used to remove the noise, white and black speckles, seen on the raw 

images Figure F.2a. As seen in Figure F.2b the use of the median filter eliminates the speckles 

seen in Figure F.2a but also induces the loss in the definition and resolution of the image. The 

image appears more blur. The removal of outliers (Figure F.2c) enables the removal of part of the 

speckles (reduction in white spots) while preserving the overall features (threads, weaving). This 

second option was thus privileged over the median filter for the correction of the images. 
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Figure F.3: On the left, neutron radiographic image of the CNC-treated cotton canvas. The 

transmission measured in (a) an area on the frame and in (b) an area on the sample are given 

on the right over time. 

The transmission T(%) shown in Figure F.3a and b were calculated after corrections of 

the series of neutron images obtained for a CNC-treated cotton canvas. To evaluate the validity 

and efficiency of the corrections and in particular of the correcting factor D(In)-D(Idark) (see 

paragraph 8.2.2.4). This factor had been calculated using an area on the frame located on the left 

hand side (Figure 8.6a). The evaluation of the correction was thus performed by measuring the 

transmission given on another location on the frame (i.e. red rectangle on the neutron image in 

Figure F.3). As seen in Figure F.3a, the transmission measured on the frame is not influenced by 

the variations in RH. The noise of the signal, however, remains relatively important. This could 

originate from the back scattering which could not be corrected but could also be a result of the 

correction using the correcting factor. Additional filters could have been applied on the images to 
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smoothen the signal. However, such corrections are also associated with the risk of losing some 

features of the images as well as overcorrections leading to misleading results. Since the signal-

to-noise ratio of the transmission measured on the sample remains low, as seen in Figure F.3b, 

the corrections implemented can be considered acceptable. The use of a correcting factor and a 

filter (outliers removal) were used to correct all the images of the series of measurements.  
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F.2. ImageJ macro for image analysis 

/*specify 2 rectangles 

 * first is the frame, duplicate it. 

 * second is sample, duplicate. 

 * make each a 32 bit image 

 */ 

dir1 = getDirectory("F:/data/Projects/isis/RB1820595/Cotton/CMCCNCw2/longrun20"); 

dir2 = getDirectory("F:/data/Projects/isis/RB1820595/Cotton/CMCCNCw2/Results/R1"); 

list = getFileList(dir1); 

 

setBatchMode(true); 

for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) { 

showProgress(i+1, list.length); 

filename = dir1 + list[i]; 

if (endsWith(filename, ".tif")) { 

    

open(filename); 

Imagename = File.nameWithoutExtension; // this lets you use the string "Imagename" in 

the macro to save files with the name of the input file 

 

selectWindow(Imagename+".tif"); 

makeRectangle(1096, 986, 72, 156); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=frame duplicate"); 

selectWindow(Imagename+".tif"); 

makeRectangle(1048, 824, 417, 429); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=sample duplicate"); 

selectWindow("IMAT00010979_cellulose1_dark_025.tif"); 

makeRectangle(1048, 824, 417, 429); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=dark duplicate"); 

selectWindow("frame"); 

run("32-bit"); 

selectWindow("sample"); 

run("32-bit"); 

selectWindow("dark");  //Calculation of D(Idark) 

run("Measure"); 

d=getResult("Mean", nResults-1); 

imageCalculator("Subtract create 32-bit stack", "sample","dark"); //Dark correction 

for (i=0; i<nSlices; i++) {  //Calculation of D(In) 

 selectWindow("frame"); 

 setSlice(i+1); 

 run("Measure"); 

 x=getResult("Mean", nResults-1);  

 y=x-d; //Calculation of D(In) - D(Idark) 
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 selectWindow("Result of sample"); 

 setSlice(i+1); 

 run("Divide...", "value="+y+" slice"); //Correction intensity with factor D(In) - 

D(Idark) 

 run("Remove Outliers...", "radius=2 threshold=500 which=Bright"); //Noise 

removal 

 print(x); 

 } 

 

imageCalculator("Divide create 32-bit stack","Result of sample", "Flatcorrdale.tif"); 

 //Correction with flat image 

run("Running ZProjector", "running=4 projection=[Average Intensity]");  

//Averaging images (4 images) using plugin Running ZProjector 

 

saveAs("tif", dir2+ Imagename + "processedWAv"); //Save stack of averaged and corrected 

images 

close(); 

  } 

} 
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F.3.Study on moisture inhomogeneities 

 

Figure F.4: Variations in absorbance upon increases in RH measured at different point on the sample (unexposed/exposed area), from one to the other edge. 

Each point on the curves in absorbance (A(%)) indicates the average absorbance measured along a line in the yellow rectangle which is associated to a fixed 

width. The blue area corresponds to the area on the canvas sample directly exposed to moisture. Note the high noise of the data calculated from the images. This 

is due to the high noise of the images, their low resolution and the inherent inhomogeneous thickness of the canvas (holes in interstitial spaces and thick threads).
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The results presented in Figure F.4 show the high noise obtained when analysing the images. An 

overall increase in absorbance was measured across the sample upon increase in RH from 20 to 

75%RH. The results also indicate that the unexposed areas, placed under the frame, do not absorb 

moisture as fast as the exposed area. This is seen by the lower increase in A(%) measured upon 

RH increase. At 75%RH, the curves of the average absorbance measured along the sample have 

a curve shaped characterised by lower absorbance measured at the edges (i.e. unexposed areas). 

This is seen in particular for the untreated and MC+CNC(h)-treated samples. Further 

improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio should be done to confirm these findings.  

 


